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ABSTRACT 
 
Hong Kong Ink Painting — Its Role in the Development of Chinese Painting in the 
Second Half of the Twentieth Century and Beyond 
by 
SHENG Hung 
Doctor of Philosophy 
 
This research investigates the field of modern ink painting, in particular the advocacy 
of shuimohua (水墨畫, literally water ink painting) which appeared in Hong Kong in 
the mid-1960s. The research is based on textual materials such as artworks, writings, 
treatises, newspaper and periodical documentation, as well as interviews with artists 
or artists’ families. 
 
Because of the emergence of numerous terms related to ink painting and ink art in 
recent decades, it is crucial to trace their origins in order to develop a foundation 
from which to understand the complexities of the field related to ink. The starting 
point chosen for this research is the 1960s in Hong Kong which was a period of in 
which Hong Kong enjoyed much greater freedom in the arts compared to the 
mainland China and Taiwan. This atmosphere of greater freedom nurtured various 
new directions for Chinese painting, including the advocacy of shuimohua initiated 
by Lui Shou Kwan (呂壽琨 1919–1975) who wrote and lectured extensively about 
his ideas  
on shuimohua. 
 
The advocacy of shuimohua opened a host of possibilities and influenced Lui’s 
students and contemporaries. Lui stressed the value of sincerity, gen (根 root), shi 
(適 adaption), inner expression and innovation. Lui held that these are fluid concepts 
subjected to change according to individuals. Five artists, Hon Chi Fun (韓志勳 b. 
1922), Irene Chou (周綠雲 1924–2011), Wucius Wong (王無邪 b. 1936), Kan Tai 
Keung (靳埭強 b. 1942) and Leung Kui Ting (梁巨廷 b. 1945) were selected to 
examine the impact of shuimohua. These artists are consistent with Lui’s ideas of a 
broader concept and vision of art, but they all developed their own visual language 
and style in their artistic paths. There is no evidence of a “Lui’s School” or stylistic 
resemblance. 
 Another advocate of modern ink painting Liu Kuo Sung (劉國松 b. 1932) and his 
students, in addition to modern ink painters overseas like Tseng Yuho (曾佑和 b. 
1924) are also explored to provide a more comprehensive analysis of the scene. Art 
with the media of ink, such as experimental ink painting, blossomed in mainland 
China in the 1980s. This research tries to touch upon the evolution and relationship 
between shuimohua and ink art. 
 
Exploring the character of Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua and tracing the origin of 
terminology related to ink painting and ink art are small but necessary steps to 
further conversations about the development of ink today. This contributes an 
historical as well as a Hong Kong perspective that may provide insights into the 
modernization of ink painting in the larger context of Chinese painting.
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Ink and color on paper, 93 x 41.5 cm. 
Fig. 5.11  Hung Hoi Precipitous Beauty of Mount Huashan, 1996. 
Ink and color on paper, 248 x 123 cm. 
Fig. 5.12  Hung Hoi Mount Huashan, 2016. 
Ink on paper, 131 x 65 cm. 
Fig. 5.13  Liu Kuo Sung Eclipse, 1971. 
Ink and acrylic on paper, a set of 5, 120 x 519 cm. 
Fig. 5.14  Lau Kam Chee 
Anita 
Stone Cave No.3, 1990. 
124 x 69 cm. 
Fig. 5.15  Lau Kam Chee 
Anita 
A Fantastical Journey (3), 2014. 
Ink and color on paper, 68 x 114 cm. 
Fig. 5.16  Lee Chun Yi Mao, Mao, Mao, 1988. 
194 x 106 cm (center), 81.5 x 58.5 cm (left & right). 
Fig. 5.17  Lee Chun Yi Shanshui, Shansui. 
Ink on paper, 86 x 159 cm. 
Fig. 5.18  Tony Ng Primeval: Digital Version 1, Digital Version2, Digital 
Version 3, 2007. 
Digital print on acrylics, 60 x 60 cm x 3. 
Fig. 5.19  Evelyna Liang thINKing of Shui, 2007. 
Installation with light and water, ink on 'pi' paper, 
lacquered bowls and brushes. 
Fig. 5.20  Evelyna Liang thINKing of Shui, 2007. 
Installation with light and water, ink on 'pi' paper, 
lacquered bowls and brushes. 
Fig. 5.21  Evelyna Liang thINKing of Shui, 2007. 
Installation with light and water, ink on 'pi' paper, 
lacquered bowls and brushes. 
Fig. 5.22  Hung Keung Dao Gives Birth to One (Version 1) (2-12 monitors 
version), 2010. 
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Fig. 5.23  Wong Chung Yu When Time Flows Away, 2011. 
Interactive digital media. 
Fig. 5.24  Yuan Chin-taa Marshalling Track. 
Ink and color on paper, 240 x 120 cm. 
Fig. 5.25  Hsiao Chin 
Hsing, 
View in Taichung Park, 1982. 
Ink and color on paper, 140.2 x 73 cm. 
Fig. 5.26  Chu Ko The Variation of Clouds and Water. 
162 x 126 cm. 
Fig. 5.27  Chu Ko Knots. 
Ink and color on canvas, 44.8 x 52.3 cm. 
Fig. 5.28  Yu Chengyao Rocky Mountains and Gurgling Streams, 1988. 
Ink and color on paper, 119.8 x 60 cm. 
Fig. 5.29  Chen Chi Kwan Thirsty, 1977. 
Ink and colors on paper. 
Fig. 5.30  Chen Chi Kwan Depth,1979. 
Ink and colors on paper, 62 x 62 cm. 
Fig. 5.31  Chen Chi Kwan Vertigo, 1997. 
Ink and colors on paper, 186 x 32 cm. 
Fig. 5.32  Chang Yung 
Chung 
Ink installations, 1986. 
Ink and color on paper, 50 x 50 cm x 9. 
Fig. 5.33  Chang Yung 
Chung 
Ink Families (detail). 
Ink on paper. 
Fig. 5.34  Qiu Deshu Empty no. 1, 1982. 
Ink and color on paper. 
Fig. 5.35  Chen Jialing White Lotus, 1990. 
Ink and color on paper. 
Fig. 5.36  Qiu Deshu Ghostly Figures and Cracks. 
Ink and red color on paper, 36.9 x 57.2 cm. 
Fig. 5.37  Qiu Deshu Blue No.4, 1996. 
Xuan paper and acrylic on canvas, 84 x 180 cm. 
Fig. 5.38  Gu Wenda Mythos of Lost Dynasties Series— 
Tranquility Comes from Meditation (detail), 1985. 
Ink on paper (set of five), 275.6 x 175.3 cm (each). 
Fig. 5.39  Gu Wenda Mythos of Lost Dynasties Series –  
I Evaluate Characters Written by three Men and 
Three Women, 1985. 
Ink on paper, 285 x 178 cm. 
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Fig. 5.40  Bian Pingshan Orchid, 1996. 
50 x 45 cm. 
Fig. 5.41  Zhu Xinjian Beauties. 
Ink and color on paper, 68.5 x 48 cm. 
Fig. 5.42  Liu Zijian Memory: Cross, 1989. 
82 x 160 cm. 
Fig. 5.43  Zhang Yu Light of Spirit Series (No. 49):  
The Floating Sphere, 1996. 
Ink on paper, 178 x 96 cm. 
Fig. 5.44  Wang Tiande Ink Menu, 1996. 
Multimedia installation. 
Fig. 5.45  C.C. Wang Landscape After Wang Meng, 1940s. 
Ink and color on paper, 106.7 x 50.2 cm. 
Fig. 5.46  C.C. Wang Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui, 1946. 
Ink on paper, 24 x 50.5 cm. 
Fig. 5.47  C.C. Wang Landscape No. 510: Heavenly Lake, 1984. 
Ink and color on paper, 49.5 x 63.5 cm. 
Fig. 5.48  Chu Teh Chun Untitled, 1964. 
Ink on paper, 32.2 x 24.4 cm. 
Fig. 5.49  Chu Teh Chun Untitled, 1964. 
Ink on paper, 32.3 x 25 cm. 
Fig. 5.50  Chu Teh Chun Untitled, 1964. 
Ink on paper, 25 x 21.5 cm. 
Fig. 5.51  Hung Hsien Waterfall, 1973. 
Ink on paper, 143.5 x 77.5 cm. 
Fig. 5.52  Tseng Yuho Night Rain, 1990. 
Ink, acrylics and aluminum, 36 x 24 inches. 
Fig. 5.53  Tseng Yuho Whispers, 1991. 
Paper, acrylics and aluminum, 53.4 x 37 inches. 
Fig. 5.54  C.C. Wang Landscape No. 240:  
The Spring of the Immortals,1973. 
Ink and color on paper, 62.9 x 88.9 cm. 
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1 
Introduction 
 
This thesis investigates the advocacy of shuimohua (ƕ¡ǰ  literally water ink 
painting) initiated by Lui Shou Kwan (¤Ǜ Lu Shoukun 1919–1975). It also 
examines the contribution of shuimohua in Hong Kong to the understanding of 
Chinese painting development in the second half of the twentieth century and beyond. 
 
This research was inspired by a number of factors. The author became aware that the 
term shuimohua is often loosely defined and applied. This increases the likelihood of 
confusion related to shuimohua arising. The author was also intrigued by the host of 
terms related to the use of the word ink being used in contemporary art circles. The 
author believes that the provision of a comprehensive, historical perspective of the 
origin, emergence, advocacy and popularization of shuimohua, in particular the 
1960s Hong Kong art scene, provides a more informed position for further 
discussion on shuimohua, its contribution and other ink related developments such as 
the movement from ink painting to ink art. 
 
The thesis development concerned two main research questions. They guide the 
direction of the writing. What is the relationship between Lui’s advocacy of 
shuimohua and modernization of Chinese painting? His advocacy of shuimohua is 
sometimes describe as xin shuimohua (Ņƕ¡ǰ New Ink Painting). Similar terms 
such as xin shuimo (Ņƕ¡ new ink) used by Lu Hong (̣ɼ b. 1954) could mean 
something very different. He referred to the ink exploration as appearing after 
China’s opening policy. Lu gave examples such as xiandai shuimo (Ǘ'ƕ¡ 
modern ink), shiyan shuimo (Î̞ƕ¡ experimental ink), qianwei shuimo (\ʁƕ
¡ avant-garde ink) and dangdai shuimo (ǲ'ƕ¡ contemporary ink).1 The usage 
of these terms reveals their unstable form of expression and unclear definition. The 
emergence and advocacy of the term may provide insights into the development from 
ink painting to ink art. 
 
																																																						
1 Hong Lu, “Dalu xinshuimo de xingshi yu fazhan (ª˼Ņƕ¡ǶąāɕǳÝ The Form and 
Development of New Ink in Mainland China)” (paper presented at Ink Art in the Framework of a 
Contemporary Museum, Hong Kong, December 13–15, 2012). 
2 
In what ways, if any, is the current development of ink art linked or connected to the 
early development of shuimohua in Hong Kong? In 2015, the first art fair “Ink Asia” 
featuring ink art was launched at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. 
There was a section credited to “Pioneers of New Ink”. It included Luis Chan (˻ȏ
 1905–1995), Irene Chou (ȹ̈ 1924–2011), Chui Tsz Hung (č»̂ b. 1936), 
Fang Zhaolin (ņv̩ 1914–2006), Kan Tai Keung (̐Ą b. 1942), Koo Mei (̗
¹ b. 1934), Kwok Mang Ho (˛¿Ʃ b. 1947), Leung Kui Ting (źåÿ b. 1945), 
Lui Shou Kwan and Wucius Wong (ǖǈ˗ b. 1936). Seven of the “pioneers” were 
students of Lui, the exceptions being Chan and Fang. In the same venue, there were 
exhibits of videos, installations, sculptures attributed to ink art. In what ways these 
“pioneers” were pioneers? How are these totally different expressions of art related 
to the development of ink art? 
 
Shuimo in the Ancient Context 
The phrase “shuimo” was the core of all the previously mentioned shuimo related 
terms. Although the literal translation is “water ink”, it is usually abbreviated as 
“ink”. It is a misconception to perceive that Chinese painting has always neglected 
colors. The emergence of the phrase “shuimo” was highly relevant to the usage of 
colors in painting. 
 
The importance of color was reflected in early treatise. Xie He (ʣʷ active 5th C.) 
who was an art critic in Six Dynasties listed liufa (NƝ Six Laws of Painting). The 
fourth law was “colors should be applied according to its kind (Suitability to 
Type)”. 2  The art in the Tang dynasty demonstrated the richness of color. 3  For 
example, the father-and-son royal painters, Li Sixun (ŭęʑ  651–716) and Li 
Zhaodao (ŭœˏ active ca. early 8th C.) mastered the heavily hued blue-and-green 
style. In their paintings, they showed the grandeur shanshui of the dynasty. 
 
																																																						
2 The other laws: 1) Capturing the essence of spirituality of the depicted (Spirit Resonance); 2) Bone 
Method; 3) Correspondence to the Object; 5) Division and Planning; 6) Transmission by Copying. 
Translations are taken from William R. B. Acker, Some Tang and Pre-Tang Texts on Chinese 
Painting (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1954), 4.  
3 Apart from the blue-and-green style shanshui painting, the figure painting and sancai (
Ĉ literally 
three colors) are other examples. 
3 
The shift in emphasis from color to ink, is attributed to the use of the phrase 
“shuimo” by the prime Tang dynasty poet and painter Wang Wei (ǖȻ 699–759).4 
Wang stated that shuimo surpasses all [the styles]. It was a response to the green-
and-blue court manner in the Tang dynasty. It did not mean an entire refusal of 
colors, but turning blue-and-green to light coloring.5 
 
The treatise Lidai minghua ji (Ə'|ǰʒ Record of Famous Painters of All the 
Dynasties)6 compiled in 847 by the scholar and connoisseur Zhang Yanyuan (ăĆˑ 
ca. 813–879) is significant to understanding the medium of mo (ink). Wu Hung (æ
̨ b. 1945), an art historian and critic, acclaimed the section “On Painting Materials, 
Tracing and Copying” in the treatise “the most sophisticated–and at times the most 
philosophical–discourse on the art medium of ink ever attempted by a Chinese 
writer”7. Zhang wrote: 
 
For grasses and trees spread forth their glory without depending upon 
(hues derived from) cinnabar and jasper; clouds and snow whirl and 
float aloft and are white without waiting for ceruse (to make them so). 
Mountains are turquoise without needing (the color) “sky blue” and 
the phoenix is iridescent without the aid of the five colors. For this 
reason one may be said to have fulfilled one’s aim if one can furnish 
(a painting) with all the five colors by the management of ink 
(alone).8 
 
																																																						
4 For example, see Yao Ting Wang, Looking at Chinese Painting: A Comprehensive Guide to the 
Philosophy, Technique and History of Chinese Painting, trans. The Stone Studio (Tokyo: Nigensha, 
1996), 57. 
5 Fuguan Xu, Zhongguo yishu jingshen (ɹʀȬȎ The Spirit of Chinese Art) (Taiwan: Taiwan 
xuesheng shuju, 1972), 257. 
6 The treatise according to Michael Sullivan was “the earliest known history of painting in the world”. 
Michael Sullivan, The Arts of China. Fifth Edition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 
142. The English translation of the treatise can be found in Acker, Some Tang and Pre-Tang Texts on 
Chinese Painting, 185-86. and Osvald Siren, The Chinese on the Art of Painting (New York: 
Schocken Books, 1963), 231-32. Based on these translation, Wu Hung modified his own ones in Wu 
Hung, Making History: Wu Hung on Contemporary Art (Hong Kong: Timezone 8, 2008), 148-149.  
7 Ibid., 147. 
8 Translation taken from Acker, Some Tang and Pre-Tang Texts on Chinese Painting, 185. 
4 
Zhang’s writing about ink focused on the abstract expression of ink. Ink may not 
represent the colors of the things, but it alludes to multiple colors that could capture 
the abstract essence of things. When talking about the use of ink, different methods 
of ink application create different effects and gradations of tones, such as thick, wet, 
dry, over-night, and washes. Wu analyzed Zhang’s view on ink: 
 
To him [Zhang], this black substance alone allows artists to achieve 
what cannot be achieved by using radiant “mimetic” colors. The 
“colorlessness” of ink turns out to be its most precious strength. When 
used well it can produce endless layers of subtle shades that imply a 
multitude of colors without representing them. What the artist can 
capture in an ink painting, therefore, is not the outward appearance of 
things, but the yi or “mind” and his own comprehension of the 
phenomenal world.”9 
 
Wu reckoned that the writings of Zhang were inspiring. He even found that Zhang’s 
text was relevant to the ink experimentation by some contemporary Chinese artists.10 
His remarks showed that critics, curators and artists see a relationship between 
contemporary ink art and Chinese painting tradition. 
 
Bifaji (ȥƝʒ Record of Brush Methods) written by Jing Hao (ɦƩ active from 
about 900 to 960) was another example of classical Chinese painting treatise that 
mentoned mo. He pointed to six essentials in painting. They, in order, were spirit, 
rhythm, thought, scenery, brush and ink. There were many writings and theories 
contributing to the appreciation and execution of the uses of brush and ink, such as 
Huachanshi suibi (ǰȑỀȥ  Miscellaneous Writings from the Painting and 
Meditation Studio) by Dong Qichang (ɱOŎ  1555–1636) who was a scholar-
official in Ming dynasty. 
 
																																																						
9 Wu, Making History, 149.  
10 Ibid., 148. Wu curated the exhibition Variations of Ink: A Dialogue with Zhang Yanyuan in 2002.  
5 
The joint appreciation of bi (brush) and mo – bimo (ȥ¡ the use of brush and ink) is 
a key factor in classical Chinese painting, especially literati painting.11 Su Shi (ɺʿ 
1036–1101), the Song dynasty poet-painter-scholar coined the terms shiren hua or 
shidafu hua (£ǰ or £ª¬ǰ painting by official of the shi class). The terms 
gradually evolved to the common use of wenren hua (łǰ literati painting). Su 
advocated the value of spirituality of the depicted subjects instead of their 
resemblances. This strongly influenced the artistic pursuits of literati in later 
successive dynasties. They conveyed abstract values and expressions through the 
uses of brush and ink. James Cahill stated that, 
 
The theory of painting held by these scholar-artists (literati) reflected 
their Confucian background. Poetry and music, and later calligraphy, 
had long been treated in Confucian writings as vehicles for 
embodying one’s personal thought and feeling, for conveying to 
others something of one’s very nature… The quality of a painting, 
said the literati writers, reflects the personal quality of the artist; its 
expressive content derives from his mind, and has no necessary 
relationship to anything the artist or the viewer thinks or feels about 
the object represented. The value of the picture does not depend upon 
its likeness to anything in nature.12 
 
Literati painting is not confined by the subject matter. Literati painters took form as a 
vehicle to express their inner expression with a base on the shared Confucian values. 
The key criteria to appreciate and evaluate Chinese painting is not resemblance to the 
object, but the abstract expressions. 
 
Categorization of Classical Chinese Painting 
Even though the use of color was pinned down by the literati, there was no category 
of “ink painting” in the context of classical Chinese painting. 
 
																																																						
11 More discussion on bimo, see --, Bimo lunbian: Xiandai Zhongguo huihua guoji yantaohui lunwenji 
(ȥ¡ʡ˄: Ǘ'Ⱦǰ˿ȅʏşʡł̄ The Debate of Bimo: Conference Treatise of Modern 
Chinese Painting International Symposium) (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, CUHK, 2002). 
12 James Cahill, Chinese Painting (Geneva: Skira; New York: Rizzoli, 1977), 89-90. 
6 
Xuanhe huapu (Éǰʦ  Catalogue of Paintings of the Xuanhe Emperor) 
categorized the imperial collection into ten genres. They are themes or subject 
matters, including Dao Shi (ˏ。 Buddhist and Daoist image), renwu (Ǒ human 
figure), gongshi (ËÊ architectural subject), fanzu (ǯŉ foreign people), huaniao 
(ɞ̥ flower and bird), mozhu (¡ȣ ink bamboo) and shuguo (ɶŴ vegetable and 
fruit).13 
 
Other methods of categorization could be related to the role of the painter, such as 
shiren hua or shidafu hua. Dong Qichang divided painters into the Southern and 
Northern Schools. To him, the painters in the Southern School were all scholar-
painters beginning with Wang Wei, and continued by the Northern Song masters 
such as Dong Yuan (ɱƱ active ca. 937–975), Juran (åǊ active ca. 960–980), Fan 
Kuan (ɣÐ ca. 948–1027) and Mi Fu (ȫɟ 1052–1107), then passing down through 
the Four Yuan masters till his own time with Shen Zhou (ƚ 1427–1509) and Wen 
Zhengming (łēŏ 1470–1559). The academic and court painters belonged to the 
Northern School, from Li Sixun and his followers to Ma Yan (̛ˑ active 1190–
1224) and Xia Gui (¥ active 1195–1264) in the southern Song dynasty. 
 
The ancient painters used the same media of ink and pigments (mineral and 
vegetable).14 Their division of painting category was not attributed to the media, but 
other criteria such as subject matter and the role of the artists. 
 
Evolution of Terms 
In the twentieth century, the emergence and popularization of some terms denoted 
transitions in the development of Chinese art. The term “zhongguo hua” or “guohua” 
(ǰ  or ǰ  Chinese painting or national painting) appeared in the early 
twentieth century to distinguish itself from “yanghua” (ơǰ  western painting). 
																																																						
13 The xumu (ôǺ prefatorial summary of categories) may explain this order. It is about the 
arrangement of categories, for example, Buddhist and Daoist images is the first category because dao 
(ˏ the Way) is the supreme rule of the things and world. More about Xuanhe huapu in Yen-Wen 
Cheng, “Tradition and Transformation: Cataloguing Chinese Art in the Middle and Late Imperial 
Eras” (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2010), 34-74.  
14 For elaboration on Chinese colors, a “color chart” and a table of “common color combinations and 
their uses” are provided in Wang, Looking at Chinese Painting, 56. 
7 
“Guohua” was coined after the model of Japanese Nihonga and indicates a strong 
sense of nationalism.15 There were traditionalist artists and reformist artists in the 
reformation of “guohua”. Although the latter adopted western elements to reform 
“guohua”, Xu Beihong (čę̌ 1895–1953) endorsed Western academic realism 
while Gao Jianfu (̟aǐ 1879–1951) referenced to Japan for examples. These 
artists, like the traditionalist reformed “guohua” from a national standpoint. The 
difference between the traditionalist and reformist lay rather on their ways and 
methods to reform.16 
 
Then, from “guohua”, there was a shift to the usage of the term “shuimohua” which 
itself highlights the media instead of nationality. This may explain the reason Lui 
Shou Kwan, advocate of shuimohua preferred to use the term shuimohua even 
though he regarded it equal to xiandai guohua (Ǘ'ǰ modern national painting). 
The category of shuimohua correlates to the medium based category, such as oil 
painting and pastel painting. In an exhibition Art Now̵Hong Kong (Ink Painting), 
the note in the catalogue highlighted the media and connotation of tradition: 
 
These works [Ink paintings] on rice paper have a close affinity with 
the tradition of Chinese painting not only in technique but also in their 
purpose. The medium is a wonderfully direct one and it is important 
to acquire great speed and facility with the brush in order to achieve a 
fresh and vital line and depth of color. …17 
 
By using the medium to categorize shuimohua, it seems to be clear enough. However, 
its complexity lies within its profound history of the use of this medium, as well as 
the tradition of the literati painting which upheld the uses of brush and ink. Both the 
medium of ink and literati painting stressed abstract values and expression. 
																																																						
15 Suk Mun Law, “Zhang Daqian's (1899-1983) Place in the History of Chinese painting” (PhD diss., 
University of Hong Kong, 2004), 18-19. 
16 Kar Leung Mok, “Zhongguohua yu Xianggang shuimo yishu (ǰɕ̚Ʈƕ¡ɹʀ Chinese 
Painting and Hong Kong Ink Art),” in 2008/09 Visual Arts Thematic Exhibition: Hong Kong. Water. 
Ink. Color–Exhibitions of Chinese Paintings (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Arts Development Council, 
2009), 277. 
17 --, Art Now̵Hong Kong Ink Painting 1 (Hong Kong: City Museum & Art Gallery, 1971), 
unpaginated.  
8 
 
In recent decades, another term shuimo yishu (ƕ¡ɹʀ ink art) has become popular. 
From ink painting to ink art, the latter dismantles the medium based division. The 
contemporary Chinese artists aim to go contemporary and global. Ink art includes art 
forms such as installation, digital media and performance. Artists took these 
contemporary art forms as “international language” and attempted different ways to 
“negotiate with the tradition in order to demonstrate their own contemporaneity.”18 
 
Legacy VS Innovation 
For the shift from guohua to shuimohua, the background and soil was the 1960s 
Hong Kong. A group of artists in Hong Kong were enthusiastic in searching for 
modern art. Lui was one of the leading artists who specialized in Chinese media. 
Even the established artist Luis Chan created some experimental ink works in the 
1960s and later shifted his direction from landscape in oil. 
 
The achievements of Lui Shou Kwan and his students will be discussed in the 
context of Chinese painting in coming chapters. A mainland Chinese artist and 
curator Dong Xiao Ming (ɱÕŏ b. 1948) credited the practice of contemporary ink 
painting in Hong Kong occurred earlier than in the mainland.19 He continues, 
 
From Lui Shou Kwan to the present, there have emerged a number of 
brilliant contemporary ink painters. Their success is an important 
content of contemporary ink paintings.20 
 
Hanart TZ Gallery owner Johnson Chang (Chang Tsong-zung ă̔ b. 1951) has a 
similar view. He claimed that Hong Kong was the pioneer when talking about 
contemporary ink.21 
																																																						
18 Hung Wu, “Negotiating with Tradition in Contemporary Chinese Art: Three Strategies” (paper 
presented at Ink Art in the Framework of a Contemporary Museum, Hong Kong, December 13–15, 
2012). 
19 Xiao Ming Dong, “The Art of Ink Painting in the Context of the Modern Transformation of Chinese 
Art,” in 2008/09 Visual Arts Thematic Exhibition: Hong Kong. Water. Ink. Color–Exhibitions of 
Chinese Paintings, 275.  
20 Ibid., 275. In the Chinese version of the article, it uses the term “xiandai shuimohua” (Ǘ'ƕ¡ǰ 
modern ink painting) instead of contemporary ink painting. See Ibid., 270. 
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In the post-1949 era, a group of Chinese cultural figures, including intellectuals, 
writers and artists who fled from mainland China attempted to preserve and continue 
Chinese cultural legacy in Hong Kong. This was a responsibility generally shared by 
that generation. Artists established private art schools or studios for education 
purposes. Lui was only one of the artists who consistently endeavored to pass on the 
cultural legacy. For example, Chao Shao An established the Lingnan Art Studio (ã
mɹɠ). He expressed the reason he taught, 
 
…I can make a handsome income every time when I had an 
exhibition. However, I want to nurture talents for China. [I] hope the 
future generation will enhance Chinese art. In 1953, in a British 
gallery, I saw its collection of 50,000 paintings from all over the 
world including the United States, France, Italy, Switzerland, India 
and Japan…, but not China. As a Chinese painter, I felt unbearable in 
heart... I have given lectures on Chinese painting theories in foreign 
countries. Poor translation rendered it difficult to attract attentions. 
Now, I am personally teaching students, it is easy to link the 
theories.22 
 
Zhao had a strong feeling for the development of Chinese art. Other distinctive artists 
who also had the role of teacher include Ding Yanyong (ɿø 1902–1978), Yang 
Shen Sum (Žƫ 1913–2004) and Bao Shaoyao (̤ÖƯ 1892–1985) to name a 
few. What distinguished Lui from the other artists was his strenuous effort in 
thinking and practicing ways to teach in order to innovate Chinese painting through 
education. This can be seen in his opposition to copying which was a major way to 
learn and teach Chinese painting at that time. 
 
																																																																																																																																																										
21 Tianyi Zheng, “Xianggang shuimo xintan: bianyuan wenhua chanwu de fuhua (̚Ʈƕ¡Ņķ: ˕
ȼłfǧǑǶÂf New Exploration of Hong Kong Ink: Development of Marginalized Cultural 
Product),” Hong Kong Economic Journal, December 20, 2012, C03.  
22 Mei Lin, “Ronghuo MBE de lingnan huapai dashi Zhao Shao'ang shou huapai duo shi haoshi (ƁǕ
MBEǶãmǰƧªíʹÖŋʝǰƧ¨Ŕ° Master of Lingnan School Chao Shao An MBE Said 
It was a Good Thing to Have Several Painting Schools),” Ming Pao Daily, June 24, 1988, 21. 
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Wucius Wong is another core advocate of Hong Kong Ink Painting. Wong as a 
member of the younger generation at that time recalled, 
 
At that time, Hong Kong artists modernize and revitalize ink [painting] 
due to a cause of national emotion, at least I myself held this kind of 
romantic sentiment to “use art to save the nation”. It is not saying that 
art can defend cannons and bombs when a nation is endangered. It 
really hopes to do something for the country through innovation and 
reformation.23 
 
Despite the different backgrounds and temperaments, the different generations 
shared the pursuit to innovate Chinese painting. Although Wong was a student of Lui 
Shou Kwan, Wong was more like a companion of Lui especially after Wong’s return 
to Hong Kong from four years study in the United States. Lui and Wong started 
teaching at the Department of Extramural Studies of the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong (CUHK) in the mid-1960s. It is noted that some Ink painters are students of 
both Lui and Wong, such as Leung Kui Ting, Kai Tai Keung, Cheung brothers, 
Eddie Cheung Shu Sang (ăƆǦ b. 1939) and Cheung Shu Sun (ăƆŅ b. 1946) 
and Aser But (ǭ»ɽ b. 1949). 
 
The advocacy of shuimohua was significant as it paved the way from tradition to the 
modernization of Chinese painting in Hong Kong. Initiated by Lui, it was apparently 
embedded in Hong Kong. The outcome of his advocacy and teaching signaled a 
multitude of possibilities because of his emphasis on individuality and innovation. 
Lui’s teaching nurtured artists-to-be. Some prominent students of Lui were fledgling 
artists back to the 1960s, such as Irene Chou and Kan Tai Keung. They developed 
into totally different styles from Lui and this exactly manifested Lui’s advocacy of 
shuimohua. 
 
Chapter Overview and Notes 
The first chapter begins with a literature review. It examines terminology related to 
shuimohua and ink art. These terms demonstrated their unstable and evolving 
																																																						
23 Zheng, “Xianggang shuimo xintan,” C03. 
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meaning. The discrepancies of different usage of shuimohua demonstrates multiple 
definitions and interpretations. In spite of the many terms related to ink art, there was 
an attempt to summarize their characteristics from exhibitions and auctions for 
further discussion of their relevancy to shuimohua. In order to gain an historical 
perspective in understanding the evolution of these terms, this chapter pinpoints the 
time (1960s), place (Hong Kong) and people (Lui Shou Kwan) related to the 
advocacy of shuimohua. This continues to develop in the writing as the chapters 
unfold. 
 
Chapter two covers the cultural atmosphere of Hong Kong, Taiwan and mainland 
China in the late 1950s and 1960s, with a focus on Hong Kong. This describes the 
uniqueness of Hong Kong as a place. Articles in newspapers, cultural page or 
periodicals were closely read for the context of Hong Kong art development. It 
explores the interactions and discussions among artists, in the form of art groups and 
writings. The second half of Lui’s life was set in Hong Kong. The ambience in the 
1960s Hong Kong art circle was helpful and crucial to understand the advocacy of 
shuimohua because it was nurtured and accumulated in this environment. 
 
Chapter three is devoted to the advocacy of shuimohua which emerged in the mid-
1960s. This involved the analysis of Lui’s writings. Lui was not only a dedicated 
artist, but also a committed educator. There is a consistent use of the term shuimohua 
in Lui’s writings. Unlike the publications that acclaimed his artistic achievements 
such as in Zen paintings, this chapter asks the questions of what shuimohua was and 
why Lui advocated it. It is argued that shuimohua is a fluid concept. It focuses on 
more abstract criteria, and is not confined by formal qualities or style of the works. 
 
The direct influences of Lui on his students is explored in chapter four, as well as 
how his students manifested the advocacy of shuimohua. The art of five artists, 
namely Wucius Wong, Irene Chou, Leung Kui Ting, Kan Tai Keung and Hon Chi 
Fun (̑Ėe b. 1922) is examined. Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua can be more 
efficiently evaluated over the entire career of the artist being examined. Because of 
the development of the variables of gen and the state of shi, the artists’ works were 
distinctive and individual. 
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Chapter five illustrates the key development of ink painting, as well as ink art in the 
post 1970s era in Hong Kong, Taiwan, mainland China and overseas. It also 
highlights some of the note-worthy issues in the discussion of ink art. 
 
The thesis conclusion attempts to make a link between shuimohua and ink art. It also 
raises questions for further discussion and research on the development of “ink”. 
 
This thesis focuses on ink artists with a Chinese origin. The writing of the thesis 
adopts Cantonese romanization or English names of Hong Kong based artists 
because this is the format that has generally been used and accepted by other 
publications. For examples, “Lui Shou Kwan” is preferred to “Lu Shoukun”; 
“Wucius Wong” to “Wang Wuxie”. 
 
The pinyin system has been used in the following situations: 
a) ancient masters and concepts, such as Shitao (Ȃƿ 1642–1707) and shanshui 
b) figures’ names when the Cantonese romanization could not be found, such as Wu 
Guanzhong (S 1919–2010) and Li Keran (ŭwŵ 1907–1989) 
c) the English translation of a specific term that cannot sufficiently explain itself, 
such as shuimohua 
 
To explain c), Chapter I is a good example. In terms of the language of the materials 
analyzed in this research, they are either written in a) Chinese, b) English or c) 
Chinese with English translation. As shuimohua and other related terms appeared in 
the Chinese language at first, the author considers it important to indicate the origin 
of the Chinese characters. Thus, the system of pinyin, Chinese and English 
translation will be provided. 
 
The year of birth and death of the artists and figures (if known) is given the first time 
their names are mentioned, as well as for the year an exhibition was held and the 
year a work was created (if known). A glossary of Chinese version of pinyin and the 
artists’ names is attached as an appendix. The second appendix is a table with 
exhibitions and auctions related to ink painting and ink art that the author constructed. 
13 
The third appendix features the art courses offered by the Department of Extramural 
Studies at CUHK, including Lui between 1965 and 1973. 
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Chapter I 
Literature Review 
 
Shuimohua is the pinyin of one of the terms used in this thesis and it appears 
throughout the chapters. Based on the research materials, there are at least two layers 
of the meaning of shuimohua. In a broader sense, it includes ink painting ranged 
from traditional to modern style. In a narrower sense, it refers to the advocacy 
initiated by Lui Shou Kwan in the 1960s Hong Kong. Both usages came into 
existence only in the second half of the twentieth century. Shuimohua is mostly 
translated as ink painting. Ink Painting with capital letters can be used to distinguish 
the advocacy of shuimohua from the general use of lower case ink painting.  
 
The author does not concur with the categorization of shuimohua in the broader 
sense, especially when it embraces the classical Chinese painting. In the literature of 
classical Chinese painting, the term shuimohua is indeed seldom found. The Arts of 
China written by Michael Sullivan is one of the examples. Terms used to describe a 
type of painting are “figure painting”, “landscape painting” and “painting of the 
literati”, for examples. However, shuimohua does have a reference to the classical 
Chinese painting and developed from there. Since then, other terms have developed 
from shuimohua. 
 
What makes the boundaries of these terms so complicated and interesting are the 
numerous texts written, based on different perspectives, such as by an artist, an art 
critic, a curator, a museum or even an auction house. The discrepancies between 
terms indicate different backgrounds and viewpoints. For example, among the 
writings written by Lui, the term he largely used in the 1960s and 1970s was 
shuimohua. However, the Hong Kong Museum of Art held an exhibition dedicated to 
the art of Lui with the title “Lui Shou Kwan: New Ink Painting”. 
 
This chapter starts with the discussion on the term shuimohua and gradually expands 
the examination to other related terms. It also explains the reason as to why the thesis 
highlights Lui’s shuimohua advocacy.  
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Shuimohua and Related Terms 
The term shuimohua has been widely used and discussed, but it is a term which 
remains loosely defined. In recent decades, many exhibitions, auctions and seminars 
related to ink painting have been held worldwide and in particular in Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and Mainland China. However, despite active discussion in the art field and 
academia, agreement on an interpretation of the term shuimohua has not been 
achieved. The multiple definitions of the term shuimohua and other terminology 
related to it reflect the time, expertise and interests of their authors. In the following 
the multiple definitions and related terminology will be discussed.  
 
The different usage of shuimohua in publications by Xie Zhiliu (ʣșŶ 1910–1997) 
and Lui Shou Kwan demonstrates the complexity of the term. Xie published a book 
entitled Shuimohua in 1957. Lui published Shuimohua Jiang (ƕ¡ǰʢ Lectures on 
Shuimohua) in 1972.24  
 
Xie’s writing presented his view of the development of shuimohua. Xie regarded 
shuimohua as a “depiction of real forms by monochrome”25. Xie’s writing divided 
the last three chapters into shanshui, figure, flower bamboo and animals. These were 
the three main subject matters in ancient Chinese painting. In each chapter, Xie 
introduced the development of the subject matter by analyzing different painters 
from the Tang dynasty to Qing dynasty. This analysis made reference only to ancient 
Chinese paintings. It excluded any reference to more modern work. 
 
Lui’s approach and understanding was totally different from that of Xie’s publication. 
He distinguished shuimohua from guohua (ǰ national painting). He perceived 
shuimohua as a category of painting in the global art scene. Lui considered that there 
was a close relationship between shuimohua and Chinese painting, but he also placed 
																																																						
24 Shou Kwan Lui, Shuimohua jiang (ƕ¡ǰʢ Lectures on Ink Painting) (Hong Kong, 1972). 
Although the formal publication was released only in 1972, there is evident that Lui had the idea of 
teaching shuimohua before the mid-1960s. From the materials provided by Chi Sing Tam, there was a 
photocopy of twenty-five pages of texts titled “Teaching Plan of Shuimohua 1964”. The first sentence 
of the text was, “There are people asking me to make my teaching of shuimohua public. It is a 
tremendous encouragement. I am deeply thankful.” This opening indicated that he and his 
contemporaries were conscious of the category of “shuimohua”. 
25 Zhiliu Xie, Shuimohua (ƕ¡ǰ Ink Painting) (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin meishu chubanshe, 
1957), 1. 
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shuimohua into his contemporary environment and context. Thus, in his vision, 
shuimohua was subjected to change. For example, Lui encouraged his audiences to 
explore not only Chinese painting and philosophy, but also western media, western 
modernization of art and philosophy. As an advocate of shuimohua, Lui was forward 
looking while the focus of Xie was historical. 
The renowned art historian Li Chu-tsing (ŭ˲ŗ 1920–2014) observed that there 
were three uses of the term “shuimohua”. 
 
Li observed that shuimohua is used to describe: 
i) conventional Chinese painting from the literati tradition, mainly rendered by ink 
and water, often with colors, 
ii) conventional Chinese painting rendered by Chinese brush, ink, water, without 
color, 
iii) the new school of Chinese painting – demonstrating the integration of east and 
west which apply the uses of Chinese brush, paper and ink, absorbing from the 
Chinese tradition, as well as exploring innovative ideas from western art.26  
 
Similar views were expressed by Wucius Wong, who is a crucial artist, critic and 
advocate of Ink Painting in Hong Kong. He pointed out that “shuimohua” is broadly 
used as a general term, as a “thesaurus of traditional Chinese painting” or specially 
referring to “experimentation of ink media”.27  
 
According to the above rationale, it appears likely that monochrome paintings by 
literati from the Yuan dynasty and the paintings rendered by ink and mixed media of 
artists involved in the Ink Painting Movement in 1960s and 1970s are all shuimohua. 
It is evident that “shuimohua” has a broad, and confusing definition, incorporating 
the east and west, ancient and modern.  
 
																																																						
26 Chu-tsing Li, “Ink Painting and Modern Ink Painting,” in The Symposium on Modern Chinese Ink 
Painting: Conference Treatise, ed. Shusheng Chen. (Taiwan: Taiwan Museum of Art, 1994), 12. Also 
in Xianggang xiandai shuimohua wenxuan (̚ƮǗ'ƕ¡ǰł˔ An Anthology of Hong Kong 
Modern Ink Painting), ed. Chun Yi Lee. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Modern Chinese Ink Painting 
Association, 2001), 27.  
27 Wucius Wong, “Shuimohua de yiyi (ƕ¡ǰǶĠɄ Meaning of Ink Painting),” The Perspective 54 
(1974): 40. 
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It was not surprising that Li commented that the term shuimohua had problems and 
ambiguity. He regarded shuimohua as the most precious legacy left by Chinese 
tradition, so it would be ambiguous if it were also used to specify painting in the 
group “the new school of Chinese painting” mentioned above. He proposed what he 
thought was a more appropriate term which was xiandai shuimohua (Ǘ'ƕ¡ǰ 
modern ink painting) to distinguish these works from earlier shuimohua.  
 
The term modern ink painting is commonly used in writings about the general 
development of ink painting in the twentieth century. Li elaborated it in four aspects: 
tool, subject matter, style and content.28 For example, although landscape was still a 
popular subject among modern ink painters, there was also subject matter of pure 
abstraction and fantasy which was influenced by modernism in the western art.29 The 
word “modern” here pinpointed the relationship with western modern art.30 It may 
seem somehow contradictory when Li gave two suggestions to make greater depth of 
modern ink painting: to assimilate the essence of either Chinese tradition or other 
traditions in the world that could be European, American, Japanese or African and 
others. The goal of the assimilations was innovation.31 Li gave examples of Huang 
Binhong (̫ʲɼ 1865–1955) and Li Keran. Huang modernized Chinese painting 
within its literati tradition. Li was a student of Huang and Qi Baishi (̰ǴȂ 1864–
1957), but he was also inspired by western masters such as Rembrandt van Rijn 
(1606–1669). Key painters in Taiwan and Hong Kong after 1949, such as Liu Kuo 
Sung (`Ų  b. 1932) and Lui Shou Kwan respectively, were very briefly 
mentioned by Li. 
 
From the 1980s and onwards, there were also a few new terms that emerged in 
mainland China, they included shiyan shuimohua (Î̞ƕ¡ǰ experimental ink 
painting), xin wenrenhua (Ņłǰ new literati painting) and dushi shuimo (˜êƕ
¡  metropolitan ink). Among them, one of the most frequently discussed was 
experimental ink painting. By and large, these terms had references to traditional 
																																																						
28 Chu-tsing Li, “Ink Painting and Modern Ink Painting,” in Xianggang xiandai shuimohua wenxuan, 
28-29. 
29 Ibid., 29. 
30 Ibid., 28.  
31 Ibid., 30. 
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Chinese painting. For examples, metropolitan ink refers to ink as a media of 
traditional Chinese painting. New literati painting was a response against the realistic 
style that referred back to the literati tradition of bimo or abstract expression.  
 
According to Wu Hung, contemporary Chinese ink painting is equivalent to 
experimental ink painting. 32  He distinguished the terms “ink painting” and 
“experimental ink painting”. The former as an abbreviated term of “Chinese-style 
painting” which is executed predominantly with ink on xuan paper; the term guohua 
is thus often interchangeable with shuimo hua, meaning “water-ink painting” or 
simply “ink painting”.33 In contrast, Wu considered “experimental ink painting”, as a 
field is a “broad spectrum of artistic experimentation” 34  and detached from 
conventional guohua35. It is “a new type of ink painting that transformed guohua 
from within” 36 . He provides a general framework to examine experimental ink 
painting in three aspects. These are i) experimental landscape, ii) figure painting, and 
iii) abstract ink painting, and contemporary art projects utilizing ink and paper as 
integral visual elements”37.  
 
Despite the different rationale behind the terms “shuimohua” advocated by Lui, as 
well as other terms such as “modern ink painting” and “experimental ink painting”, 
the evidence seems to indicate that they were coined to distinguish them from 
traditional Chinese painting. The complexity of the multiple definitions intensified 
when ink painting was not restricted by media and form. 
 
Shuimo yishu (ƕ¡ɹʀ Ink Art) and Related Terms 
This investigation extends to ink-related art exhibitions beyond the boundary of 
painting as a form. In the past two decades there emerged new terms such as ‘shuimo 
yishu’ and ‘xinshuimo yishu (Ņƕ¡ɹʀ new ink art). The following analysis 
																																																						
32 Hung Wu, “Transcending the East/West Dichotomy: A Short History of Contemporary Chinese Ink 
Painting,” in Ink art: Past as Present in Contemporary China, ed. Maxwell K. Hearn. (New York: 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2013), 19. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid., 24. 
35 Ibid., 23. 
36 Ibid., 19. Another category in the exhibition, according to Wu’s description was “contemporary 
artists’ utilization and transformation of China’s cultural heritage from without”. 
37 Ibid., 24, 29. 
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attempts to describe some of the common features of these terms. Pedith Chan in her 
article “In the Name of Ink: The Discourse of Ink Art” discussed the ambiguities of 
ink art in the professional and commercial classification in Hong Kong, as well as in 
the global context. Chan stated that ink art has “no clear and precise definition”.38 
Despite the differences in categorization and definition at different events, four 
characteristics of the use of the new terms emerged: 
I) The emergence of dual concepts in reference to ‘ink art’ or ‘new ink art’;  
II) Allusions or references to the Chinese ink painting tradition;  
III) An emphasis on innovation which goes beyond tradition;  
IV) The inclusion of a wide range of media and form. 
 
I. Dual concepts such as past and present, tradition and innovation are often found as 
an emphasis in many of these exhibitions. The best examples include:  
- Ink Art: Past as Present in Contemporary China, 2013-2014, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 
- Legacy and Creations: Ink Art VS Ink Art, 2010, Shanghai Art Museum 
- A Tradition Redefined: Modern and Contemporary Chinese Ink Paintings from the 
Chu-tsing Li Collection, 1950–2000, 2007-2009, Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 
Phoenix Art Museum, Norton Museum of Art and Spencer Museum of Art 
 
The last example, in a description of the exhibition explicitly stated “Chinese 
contemporary art is the product of dichotomies: old vs. new, traditional vs. modern, 
east vs. west, the individual vs. the state.”39 These examples, and others, have led to 
the opinion that in this thesis, the term “dual concepts” is preferable because the 
terms are not necessarily completely opposite. 
 
II. Allusions or references to the Chinese ink painting tradition are also evident in the 
themes or the exhibition statements40. For examples, in Ink Art: Past as Present in 
																																																						
38 Pedith Chan, “In the Name of Ink: The Discourse of Ink Art,” in Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook 
2013, ed. Kam Tang Tong. (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, 2014), 15. 
39 “A Tradition Redefined: Modern and Contemporary Chinese Ink Paintings,” Lawerence.com, 
accessed January 10, 2015, http://www.lawrence.com/events/ongoing/a-tradition-redefined-modern-
and-contemp/. 
40 In the exhibition A Tradition Redefined: Modern and Contemporary Chinese Ink Paintings from the 
Chu-tsing Li Collection, 1950-2000, there are five categories titled began with the word ‘tradition’, 
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Contemporary China, the theme of “New Landscapes” and “The Written Words” 
had a reference to the shanshui and calligraphy tradition. A reference to the 
calligraphy tradition can also be seen under the theme of “Transformed Text” in New 
Ink Art: Innovation and Beyond, 2008, HKMA, as well as “The New Metamorphosis 
of Calligraphy and Painting” in Legacy and Creations: Ink Art VS Ink Art. Under the 
theme of “Spiritual Expansion and Variation in Different Forms of Brush Work” in 
another exhibition Open Flexibility: Innovative Contemporary Ink Art, Taipei Fine 
Arts Museum, 2009-2010, there was a reference to bimo or brushwork.41  
 
III. While partly implying allusions to the Chinese painting tradition, there is a 
characteristic which goes beyond the tradition and emphasizes innovations. This 
implies references to ancient painting tradition. Examples include:  
- “The Innovators”, “Beyond Tradition” and “New Frontier” (New Ink Art: 
Innovation and Beyond) 
- Four “News” - “The New Dawn”, “The New Dimension”, “The New Horizon” and 
“The New Metamorphosis of Calligraphy and Painting” (Legacy and Creations: Ink 
Art VS Ink Art) 
- “New Landscapes” and “Beyond the Brush” (Ink Art: Past as Present in 
Contemporary China)  
 
IV. The inclusion of a range of media and form which does not necessarily refer to 
the uses of ink, but rather includes a wide range of media and types such as 
installations, sculptures, digital media and performance. Some of the examples of 
works are Ai Weiwei (ɚŧŧ b. 1957)’s Stool (fig. 1.1) and Table with Two legs (fig. 
1.2) made of wood under the theme of “Beyond the Brush” (Ink Art: Past as Present 
in Contemporary China); Ink installation Frog Carnival (fig. 1.3) by Kwok Mang 
Ho under the theme of “New Frontier” (New Ink Art: Innovation and Beyond); 
Fingerprints – 2008.8-2 (fig. 1.4) done by spring water on paper by Zhang Yu (ăɅ 
																																																																																																																																																										
namely, “Tradition Uprooted”, “Tradition Abstracted”, “Tradition Embraced”, “Tradition Reasserted”, 
and “Tradition Transcended”. See Robert D. Mowry, ed., A Tradition Redefined: Modern and 
Contemporary Chinese Ink Paintings from the Chu-tsing Li Collection, 1950-2000 (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Art Museums, 2007). 
41 Yongren Liu, ed., Open Flexibility: Innovative Contemporary Ink (Taiwan: Taipei Fine Arts 
Museum, 2009). 
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b. 1959) under the category of “Formal Content in Conceptual, Installation and 
Action Ink Art” (Open Flexibility: Innovative Contemporary Ink Art). 
 
These exhibitions embraced a very elastic content of ‘ink art’ including works of 
various media, types and content; artists from a broad range of time and region. Such 
a flexible definition can be argued as being too vague. It raises the question of what 
is not ink art/new ink art.  
 
The category of “Is It Ink Art?” in the New Ink Art: Innovation and Beyond reflected 
the awareness of this dilemma. It embraced different media and forms such as 
installations, acrylic on canvas and digital art done by Man Fung-yi (ł̦D b. 1968), 
Lui Chun-kwong (~ĶG b. 1956), Wong Chung Yu (̫ǜǟ b. 1977), Ming Fay 
(ʯŏŰ b. 1943) and Cai Guoqiang (ɴĄ b. 1957). 
  
Alice King (˨ɱĀï), the guest curator reflected that these artists’ works “provide 
new visual experience, many of which can be interpreted as three-dimensional 
Chinese ink paintings.”42  To be more specific, King suggested that these pieces 
might “draw people’s attention to new ink art that remains brushwork related.”43 She 
used the example of Fay’s installation Floating Reeds (fig. 1.5) saying that the 
branches “have a strong relationship with brush painting.”44 King’s opinion of Fay’s 
work echoes her curatorial approach which “aims at raising the question of how ink 
art, with over 3000 years of history, has evolved through time to become an art form 
that is contemporary yet strongly rooted in tradition.”45 One of the issues here is in 
what ways (if any) the contemporary work reflects the tradition of Chinese 
painting/ink. It could be argued that King’s statement about Fay’s work in relation to 
tradition is highly subjective and debatable. 
 
The inclusion of a range of form and media is also evident in the international-
renowned exhibition Ink Art: Past as Present in Contemporary China. The curator 
																																																						
42 Alice King, preface to New Ink Art: Innovation and Beyond (Hong Kong: HKU School of 
Professional and Continuing Education, 2008), 17. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid., 14. 
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Maxwell Hearn explained “ink aesthetic” as “references to traditional pictorial and 
calligraphic concepts remain a defining feature of an artist’s vision without limiting 
that artist’s formal solutions.”46 He asserted “the primacy of spirit over technique, 
woodblock prints; oils and acrylics; photography, film, and video; installation and 
performance art; and even furniture and sculpture have been included when those 
works are seen to embody aesthetic choices or stylistic references that are indelibly 
linked to China’s cultural past.” 47  However, the implication of the term “ink 
aesthetic[s]” is controversial. The very inclusive definition the curator adopted was 
ambiguous, especially when works without any use of ink are involved in defining 
“ink aesthetic[s]”. 
 
In this exhibition the works of Cai Guoqiang (fig. 1.6) and Huang Yongping (̫ƖȄ 
b. 1954) (fig. 1.7) were under the themeatic category “Beyond the Brush”. Hearn 
stated that their use of “divination implements, herbal medicines and gunpowder” 
were “distinctive elements of Chinese material culture” and the artists transformed 
them into “new mediums of artistic expression”48. He also commented that the works 
under this theme “all exhibit an ink art aesthetic through their rich associations with 
Chinese literati pastimes or patronage”49. This also included the works of Ai Weiwei, 
such as Map of China (fig. 1.8) and Table with Two legs (fig. 1.2). The former is a 
wood sculpture of China’s map including Taiwan with cultural and political meaning 
while the latter is a playful, but inoperative table created through reconfiguration of 
different parts of furniture. Hearn explained that Map “belongs to a category of 
contemporary artworks inspired not by ink painting or calligraphy but by objects 
associated with the literatus, ascribing them in spirit, if not in form or medium, to the 
ink art aesthetic”.50 
 
These statements by King and Hearn seem to indicate that ink art has a strong 
emphasis on “Chinese-ness”, no matter if it is a reference to “brushwork”, “tradition”, 
“stylistic references” or “literati pastimes or patronage”. It is so inclusive because the 
																																																						
46 Maxwell K. Hearn, “Ink Art: An Introduction,” Ink Art, 14. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Maxwell K. Hearn, “Past as Present Contemporary Chinese Art,” Ink Art, 155. 
49 Ibid. Other artists under the theme of “Beyond the Brush” were Ai Weiwei, Shao Fan (˘ë b. 
1964), Zhang Wang (ăƥ b. 1962) and Zeng Fanzhi (ŝŻĖ b. 1964). 
50 Ibid., 167. 
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scope of references these curators touch upon is so vast. It leads to the dilemma of 
how to distinguish if the references are justifiably substantial or just superficial. One 
might raise a subversive question as to whether it is necessary for ink art to associate 
itself with Chinese cultural past. 
 
To put the relationship between ink painting and ink art in a progressive way, Zhang 
Yu who is an ink artist living in mainland China claimed that “ink painting is not 
equal to ink”. He explicitly explained, “I terminated ink painting as a type of painting, 
but not ink.”51 He boldly said he could not say ink painting is absolutely meaningless, 
but at least it is meaningless to him because he has already walked out of the 
limitation of ink painting.52 He attempted to get rid of the skills and language of 
tradition ink painting, moving from the cultural aspect of ink to its material aspect, - 
ink as a spirit.53 Zhang regarded ink painting is only one possibility of the medium of 
ink and criticized that traditional ink painting could not fit the contemporary 
context.54 His works have been trying to explore possibilities other than painting, as 
well as to “elevate ink to a level of contemporary art” 55 . The drive of being 
associated with “contemporary” rather than “Chinese” is clearly voiced, as well as 
the hint of opening many options for ink art beyond the form of painting. 
 
Perspective Adopted in this Thesis 
It is hoped that the complexity and confusion of the terminologies of shuimohua (ink 
painting) and ink art, as well as the subtlety of their relationship is appreciated. 
Zhang advocated moving forward and focused on the contemporaneity of ink art. In 
																																																						
51 This quote frequently appeared in interviews and articles of him. See Zijin Gao, “Shuimohua bu 
dengyu shuimo-Zhang Yu shuimo shiyan de dangdai biaoda (ƕ¡ǰȦŇƕ¡–ăɅƕ¡Î̞Ƕ
ǲ'ʂː Shuimohua is not Equal to Ink–Contemporality in Zhang Yu’s Ink Experimentation),” 
Artco 263 (2014): 102-5. 
52 Ze Wang, “Shuifa-Zhang Yu dakai shuimo xin jingjie de yi ba yaoshi (ƕƝ–ăɅĭ˶ƕ¡Ņ ǫ
Ƕİ˳g The Method of Water–Zhang Yu’s Key to New Vision in Ink),” Sina blog of IART, last 
modified January 13, 2014, http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_759c086f0101b6xw.html 
53 Dawei Zhao, “Zhang Yu: Zhongjie shuimohua er bushi zhongjie shuimo (ăɅ: ȴȵƕ¡ǰɉŔ
ȴȵƕ¡ Zhang Yu: To Terminate Shuimohua But Not to Terminate the Use of Ink),” Southern 
Metropolis Daily, last modified July 23, 2014, http://epaper.oeeee.com/epaper/C/html/2014-
07/23/content_3282903.htm?div=0 
54 Ibid. 
55 “Zuotanhui jishi (õʟşʒÎ Record of the Talk for the Exhibition Back to the Essence – From 
Ink Painting to Ink),” Da Xiang Art Space, accessed April 1, 2017, http://daxiang.com.tw/ȴȵƕ¡ǰ
-Đƕ¡ǰ[ƕ¡/.	
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order to have a thorough and comprehensive understanding of ink development in 
the twentieth century the author, unlike Zhang, seeks to address the historical flow of 
the modernization of ink. The emergence of the term shuimohua was significant in 
terms of understanding the development of ink because painting was the form which 
first appeared among creations of ink. The term in fact only became commonly used 
in the second half of the twentieth century in Hong Kong. 
 
To be more specific, Lui Shou Kwan was an advocate for the promotion of 
shuimohua and it led to the Ink Painting Movement in Hong Kong in the 1960s to 
1970s. As mentioned earlier, he promoted the term shuimohua or modern national 
painting (the former was the term Lui predominantly used) to differentiate from 
(traditional) Chinese painting.56 Lui’s vision was significant in his time and has been 
overlooked in the discussion of the terminologies of ink painting and ink art.  
 
As the term shuimohua has been widely circulated with different definitions, it is 
important to note that shuimohua or Ink Painting will be used when refer to Lui’s 
advocacy throughout the rest of the thesis.  
 
There are viewpoints like Zhang, who considered that our ancestors ignored other 
aspects of ink, and only developed ink to ink painting.57 Nevertheless, this is unfair 
to the older generations. There are personal and external factors affecting an artist. 
The surrounding environment is crucial to explain why the “ancestors” and Zhang 
have such diverse artistic paths. The specificity of Lui situated – half in Guangdong 
and half in Hong Kong - facilitated him to be the pioneer in promoting shuimohua in 
Hong Kong, yet his achievement and the uniqueness of Hong Kong in the second 
half of the twentieth century is inadequately addressed in the literature of Chinese 
painting. The thesis aims at addressing this exclusion and placing it in the context of 
Chinese painting. This will offer a more complete understanding of Chinese painting 
development in the twentieth century as well as the relationship between shuimohua 
and today’s ink art.  
 
																																																						
56 Lui, Shuimohua jiang, 3.  
57 Zhang, “Zhongjie Shuimohua.” 
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Reformation of Chinese Painting in the Twentieth Century 
The literature on Chinese painting indicates that the response of artists to the strong 
influence of western art and thought prompted the reformation of Chinese painting in 
the twentieth century. This reformation occurred in a number of waves. In the early 
twentieth century the first wave of reform was led by masters such as Lin Fengmian 
(ų̘ǽ 1900–1991), Xu Beihong (čę̌ 1895–1953) and Gao Jianfu. It was a 
dynamic and diverse era. The artists advocated a range of artistic pursuits, which 
resulted in a rich artistic climate. Unfortunately, the impact of World War II together 
with the Civil War between the Kuomintang (KMT, also known as Chinese 
Nationalist Party) and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), as well as the Cultural 
Revolution, brought the stimulus and energy to reform Chinese painting to a halt. 
 
Some critics and scholars such as Pi Daojian (Ƿˏ b. 1941) and Zhu Ping (Ūï b. 
1971) believe that the 1980s was another turning point or wave in Chinese painting 
development. Pi wrote that it was only in the 1980s with the forces of globalization 
at play that the exploration of shuimohua continued.58 Zhu summarized that it was in 
the 1980s that the focus of art critics’ field shifted from “Chinese painting” to 
“shuimohua”.59 However these analyses are rather mainland China-centered, and do 
not take the development of ink painting outside China into account. 
 
Despite the active dialogue and debates in mainland China from the 1980s onwards, 
regarding shuimohua, experimental ink and other ink related terms used in the 
mainland, the author here wants to address the shift of usage in Hong Kong from 
Chinese painting to shuimohua early in the 1960s. 
 
 
																																																						
58 Daojian Pi, “20 Years of Ink Experiment – A Spiritual Journey of Unconventional Beginning and 
Reassuring Juxtaposition,” in 1st Space for Contemporary Ink Work: China: 20 Years of Ink 
Experiment, ed. Daojian Pi et al. (Ha'erbin Shi: Heilongjiang mei shu chu ban she, 2001), 15. 
59 Ping Zhu, “Cong shuimohua dao shuimo yishu-piping jiaodian fasheng dierci zhuanyi de yuanyin 
(Đƕ¡ǰ[ƕ¡ɹʀ—Įʖǉ̮ǳǦȤƈˁȗǶorĠɄ From Ink Painting to Ink Art: 
The Reason and Meaning of the Second Shift in the Focus of Critique),” Art of Design (2013): 90. See 
also Ping Zhu, Shiyan shuimo de xiandai lichen (Î̞ƕ¡ǶǗ'ƏȘ Modern Development of 
Experimental Ink) (Beijing: Social Sciences Academic Press (China), 2013) shows more in depth 
analysis of the three shifts, a) from Chinese painting to shuimohua, b) from shuimohua to ink art and c) 
from experimental ink to contemporary ink. 
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The Shift in Usage of the Term Shuimohua 
While the term shuimohua appeared in Hong Kong in 1947, it was only in the 1960s 
that the term was affirmed and used by Lui Shou Kwan in defining a course. 
According to him, the term “shuimohua” was first established in 1947 in the painting 
scene in Hong Kong. The course of shuimohua was indeed launched in 1965 at the 
Department of Architecture at the University of Hong Kong, as well as the 
Department of Extra-Mural Studies of HKU and the Department of Extramural 
Studies of CUHK after I have done research for many years.60 There was an increase 
in the popularity of the use of the term shuimohua. It referred to a new branch under 
the umbrella of Chinese painting. 
 
In the 1950s, Lui’s emphasis in his writing was “guohua” or Chinese painting. 
Examples can be seen in the series of articles named “General Discussion on Chinese 
Painting ǰƶʟ”61, “Essence of Chinese Painting ǰǒʶ”62 and “My 
Concepts on National Painting ĩǶǰʋ”63 published in Wah Kiu Yat Po. 
 
There was an obvious switch in Lui’s focus made apparent by his use and discussion 
of shuimohua from the mid-1960s, such as the series of “Records of the Lectures on 
Shuimohua ƕ¡ǰʢ》” published in College Life.64 
 
Wuicus Wong is another key figure in promoting shuimohua. He had pieces of 
writing in the early 1970s which discussed about Hong Kong ink painting and the 
meaning of ink painting. The participation of Lui, Wong and other followers 
gradually developed into the “Hong Kong Ink Painting Movement”. Prior to the 
many discussions on shuimohua in mainland China in the 1980s, the term shuimohua 
emerged and nurtured in the unique soil of Hong Kong in the 1960s. 
																																																						
60 Shou Kwan Lui, Lu Shoukun shougao (¤ǛĬț The Manuscript of Lui Shou Kwan) (Hong 
Kong: The Chinese University Press, 2005), 95.  
61 Shou Kwan Lui, “Guohua Mantan (ǰƶʟ General Discussion on Chinese Painting),” Wah Kiu 
Yat Po, Decmber 18-25, 1953. 
62 Shou Kwan Lui, “Zhongguohua zhi tezhi (ǰǒʶ Essence of Chinese Painting),” Wah Kiu 
Yat Po, November 8, 10, 12-4, 18-9, 21, 1956. 
63 Shou Kwan Lui, “Wo de Guohuaguan (ĩǶǰʋ My Concepts on National Painting),” Wah Kiu 
Yat Po, December 31, 1956 and Janurary 1, 6-9, 12-3, 15-17, 20, 1957. 
64 Shou Kwan Lui, “Shuimohua Jianglu (ƕ¡ǰʢ》 Records of the Lectures on Shuimohua),” 
College Life 14 (1967): 11; 15 (1967): 26-7; 16 (1967): 31; 17 (1967): 27, 33; 18 (1967): 17-8; 19 
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In a discourse on Hong Kong art, Petra Hinterthür’s Modern Art in Hong Kong (1985) 
was the first book recognizing the contribution of the artists, including the ink 
painters to modern art development in Hong Kong. It adopted a thematic based 
approach and focused on stylistic analyses of the artists. The year of publication was 
a limitation as most of the artists discussed in the book continued to develop their art 
after 1985. 
 
A MPhil thesis, “Xianggang shuimohua yundong yanjiu” (̚Ʈƕ¡ǰˍbȃȝ 
Research on Hong Kong Ink Painting Movement) written by Lau Kin Wai (`?·) 
in 1992 contributed the first scholarly study focusing on the Ink Painting Movement 
in Hong Kong. The study recognized the movement as a local response to 
modernism 65  and pointed out the merit and weakness of it. 66  Lau studied the 
formation, development and ending of the movement, as well as the common visual 
models of the Ink painters. Lau’s work, like that of Hinterthür was one of the pioneer 
studies among the literature of Hong Kong ink painting. However, the work of ink 
painters went beyond the 1990s and therefore further examination is needed. 
 
Xianggang meishushi (̚Ʈɂʀy Hong Kong Art History) (2005) written by Zhu 
Qi (Ūǚ) was published after modification of his PhD dissertation.67 The chapters, 
are placed in systematic chronological order from late Qing dynasty to the late 1990s. 
Zhu attempted to provide a broad perspective including different art forms, such as 
painting, woodblock print and installation. The part on modern ink painting was 
mainly under the section “Mature Period II (1970s–late 1980s)” in chapter seven. 
Earlier in chapter five “The Spread of Modernism (late 1950s and 1960s)”, Zhu 
briefly introduced Lui and his art, as well as the members of the Society of Hong 
																																																						
65 Kin Wai Lau, “Xianggang shuimohua yundong yanjiu (̚Ʈƕ¡ǰˍbȃȝ Research on Hong 
Kong Ink Painting Movement) (MPhil thesis, Chinese university of Hong Kong, 1992), 5.  
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Kong Artists, the Modern Literature & Art Association and the Circle Art Group. It 
implied that the late 1950s and 1960s was a crucial period for the growth of 
modernism. The coverage of the long timeframe and different media provides a 
perspective for a general introduction of Hong Kong art, but Zhu could not develop 
each section in depth. For more detailed references of the significant art groups, 
Cheung Wai Yee’s A Research on Hong Kong Calligraphy and Painting 
Organization is a useful account. Highlights of ink painters’ group fall on the parts 
of “The Response to Modern Currents (1960s-1970s)” and “The Development of 
Painting Association and the Change of Hong Kong Ink Painting Trend”.68  
 
Another book published after a PhD dissertation is, History of the Chinese Ink 
Painting in Colonial Hong Kong (2010)69 written by Yang Qing Rong (ŽĤƁ). His 
work is different from Zhu’s in that Yang narrowed the focus of the development of 
Chinese ink painting in Hong Kong. It adopts a chronological order approach aiming 
at covering a long timespan from 1842 to 1997.  It gives a general picture of how 
Chinese ink painting in Hong Kong developed. Yang divided ink painting into three 
streams: the traditionalist, the Lingnan School and the modernist. His account of Lui 
and his students was placed in the sub-title of “New Ink Movement” under the 
section of “The Rise of local painters (1960–1980)” and “1970s Modernist” under 
“Ink painting of east-west integration (1980–1997)”.  
 
From the above analysis, it is apparent that the 1960s were a turning point for Hong 
Kong ink painting development. However, the social and cultural atmosphere of 
Hong Kong was not sufficiently explored to be used as a context to understand the 
emergence of shuimohua or the dynamics of Hong Kong art. 
 
As Hong Kong is part of China, it is appropriate to discuss Hong Kong art in a 
broader sense. It is noted that scholars such as Michael Sullivan, Julia Andrews and 
Lu Peng (Ƽ b. 1956) in their studies placed Hong Kong ink painting in the larger 
context of Chinese art. Often, they grouped Hong Kong and Taiwan in a chapter 
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about Chinese art development outside mainland China. Examples of this are 
Andrews’s chapter on “Alternative Chinas: Hong Kong and Taiwan” and Lu’s 
chapter on “Separated and Remarried: Art in Taiwan and Hong Kong”.  
 
Lang Shaojun (˙ȳ  b. 1939) in his book Shouhu yu tuojin – ershishiji 
zhongguohua tancong (ÅʧɕĴˌ̴iȯǰʟu  Defence and 
Development: Chinese Painting in the Twentieth Century) has a brief section on 
“Chinese painting of Hong Kong” between the 1920s and 1980s.70 Lang commented 
that Lui experimented boldly and influenced widely.71 Lui and his fellows were 
regarded as painters of “Hong Kong Ink Painting” and they were representatives of 
metamorphosis of Chinese ink painting in Hong Kong.72 More importantly, Lang 
stated: 
  
Overall, Hong Kong ink painting is part of Chinese painting. They 
have a blood relationship. The latter is the foundation of the former 
while the former could be a metamorphosis of the latter. The 
metamorphosis reflects the possibility of variation of Chinese painting. 
It also demonstrates the adaptation of Hong Kong as a place of unique 
cultural environment. The experience (of Hong Kong ink painting) 
was quite insightful to the understanding of Chinese painting and the 
modernization of Chinese painting.73  
  
This description of the relationship between Hong Kong ink painting and Chinese 
painting provides insights into understanding the position of the former. Lang’s 
statement also recognizes the contribution of Hong Kong ink painting in the wider 
context of Chinese painting. However, Lang did not elaborate further on what he 
stated. The whole section is more like a short biographical introduction of artists in 
different decades, although it is worth noticing that Lang used slightly longer 
paragraphs to discuss Lui Shou Kwan. Lang confirmed the meaning and contribution 
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71 Ibid., 174. 
72 Ibid., 176. 
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of Hong Kong ink painting in the modernization of Chinese painting, his comment is 
intriguing and especially crucial when Hong Kong ink painting is always briefly 
mentioned or neglected in the broader context of Chinese painting.74 
 
Studies which Focus on Lui Shou Kwan 
In the narrative on modern ink painting in Hong Kong, Lui is a figure who is 
frequently discussed and recognized. As early as the 1960s, he had a number of 
exhibitions in the United Kingdom and gained international attention. The British art 
historian and collector Michael Sullivan wrote about Lui from the 1960s. Sullivan 
claimed that Lui began to “take a leading place” in the late 1960s in the art world of 
Hong Kong.75 He also reckoned Lui and other Chinese painters living abroad made a 
“significantly Chinese contribution to the international movement in modern art”.76 
Other foreign scholars and dealers, such as Mary Tregear and Petra Hinterthür also 
noticed the important role of Lui in both the local and international art world. Lui 
was the only painter mentioned outside mainland China in Tregear’s chapter of 
“Conformity and Confidence (19th–20th centuries)” in which she highlighted Lui’s 
struggles between representation and abstraction.77 Hinterthür regarded Lui as one of 
the pioneers of Hong Kong art in the post-war era.78 In recent years, a few mainland 
scholars such as Lang Shaojun and Pi Daojian addressed the importance of Lui to the 
development of ink painting. Pi even admitted that Lui’s trial of an abstract and 
symbolic painting style was almost thirty years earlier than the mainland Chinese 
artists in the 85 New Waves.79 He described Lui’s contribution this way: 
 
Hong Kong modern ink art was a very bright and beautiful scenic 
pathway in terms of Hong Kong art development. This has been my 
unaltered view since the 1990s. I upheld this view because painter Lui 
																																																						
74 In the conference treatise of “The Symposium on Modern Chinese Ink Painting” in which was held 
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77 Mary Tregear, Chinese Art (London: Thames and Hudson, 1980), 200. 
78 Petra Hinterthür, Modern Art in Hong Kong, ed. Nina Corazzo (Hong Kong: Meyer Publishing), 61. 
79 Daojian Pi, “Lu Shoukun yu Xianggang xiandai shuimo yishu (¤Ǜɕ̚ƮǗ'ƕ¡ɹʀ Lui 
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Shou Kwan, early in the sixties of last century, explored the 
innovation of Chinese painting and the interaction between Chinese 
and western painting theories. Because of his (Lui) initiative, a group 
of Hong Kong ink painters was aspired to explore the modern 
transformation of Chinese painting from traditional Chinese painting. 
They actively enhanced the traditional spirit of creation. They 
courageously absorbed foreign culture, merged with opportunities, 
and thus created many excellent work of modern ink art which could 
be included in the book of modern art history.80 
 
There were two monographs written with Lui as a subject. The MPhil thesis of Flora 
Kay Chan (˻̦µ ) titled “The Development of Lu Shoukun’s Art” (1991) 
contributed the earliest attempt to scrutinize the art of Lui. As a former student of Lui, 
the close relationship with him and his family enabled Chan to enrich her thesis with 
first hand material and anecdotes. The thesis of Chan discussed the artistic and 
stylistic development of Lui from before 1950 to his matured Chan (Zen) painting in 
the 1970s.  
 
In the PhD dissertation “Lui Shou Kwan & Modern Ink Painting” (2011), Lai Mei 
Lin Eliza (̭ɂɳ) extended the research scope to the modernization of Chinese 
painting by using Lui as a pioneer in Hong Kong. As Lai claimed, she aimed “to 
provide more critical insight into his artistic conception and development in relation 
to the external conditions which helped to foster his artistic ambition, nourished his 
artistic growth, and shaped his artistic trajectory”.81 Lai had undertaken detailed 
research on the art scene of Guangdong before 1950, as well as the notion of 
modernism and Zen together with the analysis of Lui’s art. Lai also interviewed more 
than forty figures who were involved or related to this field. This field work is 
invaluable as some of the interviewees have died. 
 
However, the larger context of the development of modern ink painting in the 
twentieth century was not well addressed in either thesis. Although Lai attempted to 
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“demonstrate that the artistic achievement of Hong Kong in the early postwar era 
deserves to be properly integrated into the discourse of twentieth-century modern 
Chinese art”,82 her focus on Lui limited the breadth of the writing. Parallel discussion 
on the development of modern ink painting in Taiwan, mainland China and overseas 
could be helpful to understanding the role of Lui and ink painting in Hong Kong in 
the early postwar era. 
 
Even though the above theses examined the influence of Lui on his students, there 
was a focus on Lui as an artist. The art of Lui is always a highlight in writings about 
him. Nevertheless, it was Lui’s multiple roles as a critic, educator, as well as an 
initiator of Ink Painting that made him one of the key figures in the history of 
revitalization of Chinese painting in the second half of the twentieth century in Hong 
Kong. It is worth noting that, in the MPhil thesis of Lau, Lui was perceived more 
from the angle of an advocate of Ink Painting. The analysis of Ink Painting was not 
in-depth since Lau only summarize Lui’s definition of Ink Painting from two 
perspectives: “historical origin” and “concepts towards the media”.83 A profound 
scrutiny of the vision of Ink Painting from other aspects is necessary to further 
investigate Lui’s ideas comprehensively. 
  
Other local scholars and curators such as Tam Chi Sing Laurence (ʥĖĨ 1933–
2013)84, Wucius Wong, Man Kit Wah Eva (łƷɪ), David Clarke, Tang Hoi Chiu 
(˟ƪʸ) and Yiu Chun Chong Josh (³ˌɨ)85 contributed to the discourse on the 
art of Lui and his position in the development of Hong Kong art. Apart from the 
many discussions on the artistic style of Lui, Tam was the one who especially 
emphasized Lui’s role as an initiator and educator. Tam stated that: 
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The appearances of the numerous forms of new ink art in China today, 
including new ink painting, experimental ink painting, symbolist ink 
painting, ink installation art, etc., are the manifold manifestations of 
Lu Shoukun’s ideal that “each individual artist explores and finds 
within ink painting his own individual voice and path of 
development.” Through his New Chinese Ink Painting Movement Lu 
Shoukun promoted the reform of Chinese arts education, and 
encouraged the concept of individual creativity in art, and this, in fact, 
constitutes the second major reform movement in Chinese art of the 
twentieth century.86 
 
Eva Man highlighted the Lui’s concept of “root”, “adaptation” and “self discovery” 
in her articles.87 Man’s awareness of these concepts of Lui echo the MPhil thesis of 
the author which attempted to demonstrate Lui’s advocacy of Ink Painting with the 
concept of “root”, “adaptation” and “inner expression”. In this thesis, the author 
continues to examine other key concepts in the vision of Ink Painting in order to 
demonstrate his influence on next generations.  
 
As Lui occupied roles as an artist, a critic, an initiator and educator, the first hand 
materials written by Lui are precious resources for researchers to understand his 
thoughts. As early as 1951, Lui began to write publications about Chinese painting, 
especially on the concepts of it. The focus of these concepts later paved the way for 
Lui’s ink painting courses in the mid 1960s. His early writings include “The 
Question of Concepts in Chinese Painting ǰǶęğ̖” in 1951 and a series of 
“Independence and Freedom are the Absolute Individual Wisdom of Art ǔȠɒǩǶ
ȶÔ:Śģ” in 1961. Many of Lui’s articles appeared in numerous newspapers 
and periodicals, such as Wah Kiu Yat Po (ɪCŊ 1925–1995),  College Life (ªÃ
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ǦƦ 1955–1971) and Repulse Bay (Ƭƕǃ 1960–196288). Publications including 
Guohua de yanjiu (ǰǶȃȝ A Study of National [Chinese] Painting), Lectures 
on Ink Painting and  Lu Shoukun shougao (¤ǛĬțManuscripts of Lui Shou 
Kwan) are three books crucial to understand Lui’s ideas on Ink Painting and Chinese 
painting. Apart from the mentioned materials, a collection of Lui’s belongings, such 
as letters, diaries, notebooks, newspaper cuttings are kept by his family.89 These are 
significant materials in studying the thinking process of Lui, as well as the evolution 
of his artistic pursuits.  
  
Throughout this research, the dominant perspective is of Lui being an initiator and 
educator of shuimohua, rather than an artist. Instead of putting stress on the stylistic 
analysis of the art of Lui, the research focuses on the textural materials especially his 
writings. It vigorously investigates Lui’s vision of shuimohua as it was this vision 
that influenced his students and his contemporaries. The research also aims at 
providing an historical and cultural context for the nurturing of shuimohua in the 
1960s Hong Kong. To analyze and describe the development of the Hong Kong ink 
painters from the 1960s, the thesis discusses the role and implication of Hong Kong 
ink painting in the larger context of Chinese painting in the twentieth century.  
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Chapter II 
Cultural Atmosphere in the 1960s Hong Kong 
 
The time and space of Hong Kong 1960s was crucial for the development of 
‘modernism’ in Hong Kong art. As mentioned, artists and art researchers described 
the 1960s in Hong Kong as a time of novelty. Artist Luis Chan regarded the year 
1961 as the “establishment of new schools”90 while Zhu Qi classified the late 1950s 
and 1960s as the period of the spread of modernism.91 Artists delved into various 
medium, oil, water color, ink, print and sculpture while searching for a modern 
direction of art. Lui Shou Kwan and Wucius Wong, the two key advocates of 
shuimohua were soaked in this vibrant atmosphere. The advocacy of shuimohua was 
nurtured in this era, but its emergence was not until the mid-1960s. This chapter 
discusses the following questions. In what environment did shuimohua emerge? How 
did the environment facilitate the appearance of shuimohua? What was referred to by 
the use of the term ‘modern’? What was the context in which Hong Kong artists 
pursued ‘modernity’? How was ‘modernity’ reflected in the advocacy of shuimohua?  
 
Hong Kong, Taiwan and Mainland China  
An appreciation of the political situation in mainland China is helpful in 
understanding the position of Hong Kong and Taiwan cultural developments in the 
post 1949 era. After the Sino-Japanese War in 1894, China underwent drastic 
changes in every possible aspect. The Qing imperial court no longer took a ‘China-
centered’ perspective, but reacted to the foreign threats with reforms. The feudal 
dynasty was economically and militarily weak. China was divided into “spheres of 
influence” by Western powers. The Revolution of 1911 (also known as the Xinhai 
Revolution) led by Sun Yat-sen overthrew the Qing dynasty and established the 
Republic of China. In the subsequent decades, China was involved in world affairs 
such as World War I (1914–1918) and World War II (1939–1945).  The Chinese 
Civil War (1945–1949) occurred between the KMT led by Chiang Kai-shek (ɵ#Ȃ 
1887–1975)  and the CCP led by Mao Zedong (Ɠƽű 1893–1976). 
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Both Taiwan and mainland China endured extreme political changes. Taiwan was 
occupied by Japan between 1895 and 1945, but it went under the rule of the KMT 
after the Japanese WWII surrender in 1945.  Taiwan was then instantly pulled into 
the Chinese Civil War. The CCP took control of mainland China when the KMT lost 
power in 1949. The two political bodies evolved into two extremes – generally 
referred to “rightist” in Taiwan and “leftists” in mainland China. 1949 was a 
symbolic year for China. It denoted the victory of the Communists and the formation 
of what we know today as the People’s Republic of China (PRC). It also announced 
the withdrawal of the KMT to Taiwan, as well as the departure of many Chinese for 
Hong Kong and Taiwan. The two places were then undeniably significant in the 
development of ‘Chinese art’ because art evolution in mainland China came to a halt 
from the mid-1950s until the late 1970s.  
 
The political chaos led to a large number of cultural figures fleeing overseas. The 
population of Chinese in Hong Kong and Taiwan became the largest outside 
mainland China. Hong Kong was originally part of China, but was a British colony 
between 1842 and 1997. According to the Commerce and Industry Department, 
between 1947 and 1950, the estimated population of Hong Kong more than tripled 
from around 600 thousand92 to more than 2 million. The statistics show the rapid 
jump from 1949 to 1950 when the population expanded from 1,860,000 to 
2,060,000.93 The rapid rise in the population was clearly due to the political upheaval 
in mainland China. As Hong Kong is situated on the border with mainland China she 
absorbed many Chinese refugees from all walks of life, including the cultural elite 
and businessmen. The former include Wong Po Yeh (̫ɘɡ 1901–1968), Ding 
Yanyong, Chen Shih Wen (˻£ł 1907–1984), Xu Yu (čʐ 1908–1980), Liu 
Yichang (`(̢ b. 1918), Shaw Lap Sing (Xiao LishengɷȠɍ 1919–1983), Lui 
Shou Kwan, Yang Shen Sum, Yang Yanqi (Žćà 1920–1978, also known as Evan 
Yang Őł) and Irene Chou to name a few. Others such as Pu Hsing-Yu (ƳĕǱ 
																																																						
92 Peiran He, Chengchuan lixin - Xianggang chengshi guihua fazhanshi 1841-2015 (AȠŅ ̴ ̚
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1896–1963), Huang Chun Pi (̬ǣ 1898–1991), Li Chun-shan (ŭ)Ǧ 1912–
1984), Liu Kuo Sung (`Ų b. 1932) and Fung Chung Ruey (̜˱Ȁ b. 1934) 
settled in Taiwan. Many of the Chinese who arrived in Hong Kong regarded Hong 
Kong as a temporary refuge and held an attitude of “wait and see”.  
 
Under the influence of the Cold War, the United States was actively involved in the 
affairs and conflicts between the KMT and the CCP.  Hong Kong remained a British 
colony with a political status different from China and Taiwan. Hong Kong was less 
oppressive in terms of political control and arts censorship. Elites with different 
political ideologies, the leftists and rightists were active in cultural activities in Hong 
Kong in the post 1949 era.94 Both the colonial government of Hong Kong and the 
KMT were anti-communist and stood by the side of “Free World”, along with the 
United States. Because of the geographical and political situation of the British 
colony, Hong Kong was an advantage to the United States. The United States 
Information Service (USIS) which was an overseas branch of the United States 
Information Agency (USIA) was established in Hong Kong. The United States 
regarded Hong Kong as “an outpost in terms of relations with the PRC”95. The USIS-
sponsored publications, for example, the magazine World Today ("Ŋǫ 1952–
1980) was originally named World America ("Ŋɂ) in 1952 promoted American 
culture and ideologies. These publications were widely distributed in Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia and other Southeast Asian countries. The diplomatic 
friendship between Taiwan and the United States enabled the USIS-sponsored 
publications to enter Taiwan, which in return facilitated the exchange and 
communication between the elites in Hong Kong and Taiwan.96 
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Freedom and Struggles 
With a goal of preserving the legacy of Chinese culture, the New Asia College was 
established in Hong Kong in 1949 with extremely limited resources. The key 
scholars involved included Ch'ien Mu (「Ȝ 1895–1990), Tang Junyi (ƒ 1909–
1978) and Pikai Tchang (ă# 1904–1970).This contrasted with mainland China 
where the Red Guards were ordered to destroy the “Four Olds” - old thinking, 
culture, customs and habits during the Cultural Revolution. 
 
The freedom in Hong Kong was addressed by figures in academia, film, literature 
and art. In 1958, Pikai Tchang wrote an article titled as “Xueshu ziyou zai 
Xianggang” (Ãʀɒǩ̚Ʈ Academic Freedom in Hong Kong). He used his 
experience in the New Asia College to affirm academic freedom in Hong Kong 
which included the freedom of teaching, of research and discussion, of publication 
without any oppression from politics, race, class or religion.97 Tchang shared that 
there were times students had intense debate, but it was understood that it was for 
academic’s sake, for the truth’s sake.98 There were Buddhists, Christians, or students 
without any religion belief in the classroom and they could honestly discuss 
together.99 Other cultural elites had similar acclaim for the freedom in Hong Kong. 
Early in 1941Yang Yanqi, who later became a film director, came to Hong Kong 
because of the “freeness of air”.100 Chen Shih Wen also mentioned that Hong Kong 
was a place suitable for the development of art because Hong Kong acquired the 
necessary term for art – freedom.101 Lui held that the chief elements of Hong Kong 
were “freedom” and “openness”,102 especially demonstrated in art development.103 
The relatively free atmosphere in Hong Kong was particularly vivid in comparison to 
the KMT’s martial law from May 1949 to July 1987 in Taiwan. 
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Different groups and artists with various artistic pursuits coexisted in Hong Kong. 
Among them, was a group of artists looking for ways to revive ‘Chinese art’. Wucius 
Wong was one of them. Nevertheless, he expressed his feeling of being isolated from 
both Chinese and western tradition. In a symposium on modern art in Hong Kong, 
Wong pointed out three main reasons for the predicament of this generation of Hong 
Kong artists:  
 
a) No original reference point: the East, the West, tradition and 
modernity, could or could not be that point. We often have the urge to 
restart from scratch, but felt inadequate in doing so. I am not saying 
we did not have an original starting reference. It is just that compared 
with other generations, we, as artists, felt a bit more at lost. 
b) Without a concrete reference to challenge and rebel against: 
Contemporary Western artists could bravely challenge and confront 
their marvelously developed older generations. Our previous 
generations were corrupt and tired. What would we be rebellious 
against? Both East and West were so remote. We were facing a 
blankness. We could only rebel against blankness. 
c) An existence without attachment: We were wandering aimlessly 
and had no idea about the unpredictable future. We did not belong, 
and had no identity. Our struggle and development may or may not 
have any bearing in the future of China.104 
 
Western culture was encountered in mass media, however, many people in Hong 
Kong were born in Mainland China. If one was born in Hong Kong, his/her 
parents or relatives would probably have a Chinese origin. Mainland China or the 
identity of being Chinese was familiar because of their family background, but at 
the same time it was distant because it was difficult to reach the physical land and 
make connections with mainland China especially prior to and during the Cultural 
Revolution period. The young artists in Hong Kong encountered various 
difficulties, struggles and contradictions as a Chinese living in Hong Kong. One 
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of the issues they faced was their uncertain identity. The uncertainty of identity 
mental state brought out the inner conflict of young artists like Wong. However, 
the self-reflecting process could also be a motivation to “search” but the result of 
searching varied according to individual. 
 
Three Interrelated Artists’ Groups 
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, art development in Hong Kong was in a stage of 
transition.  Artists enjoyed relative autonomy and independence. The relatively free 
atmosphere in Hong Kong enabled artists and by and large, the general population, to 
express, to write, to create and to curate without much political restraint. Gradually, 
there was a rise in the number of artists who pursued modernism. Unlike the art field 
of today, artists were keen to form groups to organize activities and stage exhibitions 
themselves. The Society of Hong Kong Artists, the Modern Literature & Art 
Association, and the Circle Group were a thread to comprehend the modern art 
development in Hong Kong. 105  They, especially the Modern Literature & Art 
Association provided a valuable resource which created a strong sense of bonding 
among their members. Their activities extended throughout the late 1950s and early 
1960s. 
 
In 1957, Julia Baron (b. 1917), Lui Shou Kwan, Kwong Yeu Ting (ˡɈ̯ 1922–
2011), Douglas Bland (1923–1975), Lee Kwok Wing (ŭƁ b. 1929) and Ruth 
Robertson formed the Society of Hong Kong Artists. The members combined 
different gender, nationality and background to explore a new direction for art. For 
example, early in 1949, Kwong graduated with a M.A. in Landscape Design from the 
Kansas State University, United States in 1949. He also studied painting in England, 
France and Italy in 1956. Lui had already been exploring the work of J.M.W. Turner 
(1775–1851) with Chinese media in 1956. Lee was influenced by Paul Klee (1879–
1940) and attempted an abstract style in Composition II (fig. 2.1) and Wild Birds (fig. 
2.2). The Society was important in a sense that it was the first group of artists who 
pursued modern art. However, after staging two exhibitions in 1957 and 1960 it soon 
ceased to exist. 
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The continuing development of modern art was assured since the establishment of 
the Modern Literature & Art Association in 1958. It included writers and artists. Its 
objective was “to inherit and extend our [national] culture, as well as to explore the 
main stream literatures and art of the world”106. The founders included Quanan Shum 
(Kun Nan ám b. 1935), Wucius Wong and Yip Wai Lim (ɮȻù b. 1937). Some 
of the members studied abroad in Taiwan, for example, Cheung Yee (ăɄ b. 1936) 
and Van Lau (łƃ b. 1933). It is noted that Wong was a student of Lui Shou Kwan, 
who became an adviser to the Association.107 Members Jackson Yu (Øȳŝ 1911–
1999) and Kuo Ven-chi (˛ł b. 1944) were students of Kwong Yeu Ting. There 
was a subtle relationship between some members of the Society of Hong Kong 
Artists and the Association.  
 
The members were enthusiastic and highly motivated. They had great passion for 
their arts. Paul Lo (ǹœ̋ b. 1935), after almost six decades, reminisced fondly 
about the passion and devotion to the Association. The members contributed all their 
possible time and effort to the Association despite their own responsibilities to 
support families. The Association was non-profitable. When asked the reason for his 
involvement in the Association, Lo expressed that he was really enthusiastic about 
western modernism in art and literature. He wanted to introduce variety to the 
audience at that time, instead of only talking about classics, like Rembrandt.108 Lo 
described that the atmosphere among his friends was encouraging and they really 
loved what they were doing through the Association. Seemingly, the dynamic 
cooperation and interactions among painters and writers turned into a supporting 
small community. 
 
Over a span of years between 1958 and 1964, the Association had an impressive role 
in contributing to the modern development of arts. The members edited and 
published periodicals New Currents (Ņęƺ 1959–1960) and the Cape of Good 
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Hope (°ţʌ 1963) which were influential as a space to introduce and spread 
modernism to audience.109 The main contribution was in modern literature, but there 
were also introductions of artists, artists’ thoughts and exhibitions. Moreover, the 
accomplishment of the three international salons of paintings increased exchanges 
among the artists. The emerging artists were encouraged and endorsed to be 
experimental and novel in this ambiance that welcomed changes and embraced 
possibilities.  
 
The core members of the Association expressed that they were at the stage of a 
critical point for Chinese ethnicity and culture. They bore the responsibility to 
revitalize Chinese culture instead of ending it. Quanan wrote the manifesto of the 
Association, he explained that literature and art were great nutrition. When the two 
elements were fully nurtured, they could provide “new corpuscles and new life” to 
the time of thoughts.110 In the first paragraph he strongly called upon a “culture-
rebuilding movement of my nation” while he used “my nation” three times and 
“Chinese ethnicity” twice. Although the co-founders may have had the same political 
standpoint, they were much more indirect and calm compared to Quanan.111 Wucius 
Wong elaborated that the use of “rebuilding” referred to their skeptical attitude 
towards the result of the cultural movement from their senior generation.112 In an 
article titled “The Envision of the Culture-rebuilding MovementłfRˊˍbǶÝ
ţ”, Wong traced the lineage to the May Fourth Movement in 1919. He criticized 
that the Movement completely denied Chinese tradition and commented that it had 
not “rescued Chinese culture”.  With regard to the ambition to remedy the mistake of 
the Movement, as well as to save the two hundred years of descending Chinese 
culture, the only way is to “revolt again after the revolution of May Fourth”.113 The 
aim of the culture-rebuilding movement was “not against May Fourth, but to fill in 
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the setbacks of May Fourth, to look for active and constructive action”114. Wong 
attributed the downfall of Chinese painting to imitation.115 He summoned his fellows 
to seek a new form of creation to develop the category of Eastern painting (to be 
comparable to Western painting).116 The two slogans suggested by Wong were “to 
seek images different from any of the past” and “to build up motivation”.117 He 
conceived painter(s) participating in the culture-rebuilding movement, 
 
…should have in depth understanding of the art of their nation 
[China]. He should exhibit humble acceptance of foreign [art and 
ideas]. Then, he could open up the path for individual creation. To 
him, oil and ink are only a matter of media, not a specific tool of 
western painting and [Chinese] national painting. He should 
comprehend the characteristics and limitation of each material, then 
develop individual techniques that suit himself to develop his own 
unique style. Eastern mood should emerge in his works, and not just 
imitation of the western superficial form.118 
  
The culture-rebuilding movement was a response to revive Chinese culture in the 
second half of twentieth century outside mainland China. The advocates firmly 
acknowledged their Chinese origin in a British colony. The view of Wong, as a poet, 
painter and one of the key advocates, represented the standpoint of the members of 
the Association. He discouraged total westernization and superficial copying of 
western art. Similarly, he rejected seeing imitation of Chinese ancient masters as 
work of art. However, it was appropriate to absorb from Chinese and western 
tradition, or even western modernism. The artists were at the point of searching for 
their own form of art between these two categories. The exploration was not 
confined to media, style or technique. The criterion was to be innovative.  
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The Association adopted the Society of Hong Kong Artists’ goal of searching for 
modernity. The Association encouraged the young generation at that time and 
opened up possibilities for them. In 1964, the Circle Group was founded by a group 
of sculptors and painters. As a central figure in the Group, Hon Chi Fun pinpointed 
that “circle” was not a direct translation from “yuan E”.119 “Yuan” also referred to 
basic, primary or origin. Circle refers to “a symbol of unity” which implies that there 
was neither beginning nor end.120 The members were seeking for eastern ideas and 
their identities. 121  Most of the members were former members of the Modern 
Literature & Art Association. Hon, Cheung Yee, King Chia Lun (˨= b. 1936), 
Van Lau, Kuo Ven-chi, David Lam (ų˰ˀ 1932–2013) and Jackson Yu were some 
of the active members. Yu, a businessman and amateur painter, founded the Sally 
Jackson Art Gallery in 1963. The venue became a social gathering place for the 
members. 122  These artist-friends began their friendship earlier in the Modern 
Literature & Art Association. They had eight joint exhibitions between1964 and 
1972. 
 
Over the 1950s and 1960s, these key groups maintained the momentum to pursue 
modernity in art. Regardless of the background of the artists, the style or medium of 
their work, their common goal was “to go modern”123. However, compared to the 
Society of Hong Kong artists, the members of the Modern Literature & Art 
Association and the Circle Group had more focus on the Eastern/Chinese 
elements.124 The Society of Hong Kong Artists took the initiative to develop modern 
art in Hong Kong while the Modern Literature & Art Association and the Circle 
Group carried on what they had developed. These groups overlapped subtly, for 
example, Douglas Bland, Lui Shou Kwan and Ruth Roberstson from the Society of 
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Hong Kong Artists were invited to exhibit in the First Hong Kong International 
Salon of Paintings in 1960 which was organized by the Association.  
 
The path of a local modern artists group evolved from the diversity of the members. 
The Society of Hong Kong Artists included both British and Chinese artists. The 
Modern Literature & Art Association, as its name suggested, certainly included 
writers and artists. The artists gradually wanted to have their own artist groups, 
consequently the Circle Group came into existence. None of these artists were 
trained by an official local art institution. Cheung Yee, Van Lau and King Chia Lun 
graduated from the Normal University of Taiwan. David Lam was a student of Lee 
Byng (ŭȕ 1903–1994). Hon Chi Fun did not formally follow a teacher, but he 
maintained good friendship with Lui Shou Kwan and Luis Chan. It is evident that the 
formation of the groups was neither a lineage of a teacher or a school, nor 
development on the same medium. This diverse background of artists created a 
dynamic force in creating a common pursuit of modernity. 
 
In the intermingled web of artists’ connections, it appears that Lui Shou Kwan was a 
figure who was involved either directly or indirectly in the mentioned artists’ groups. 
He was a member of the Society of Hong Kong Artists and the advisor to the Modern 
Literature & Art Association. He also had a close relationship with the members of 
the Circle Group. He was something between a teacher, a mentor and a friend.125 
Although Lui mainly worked with Chinese media, he was active and mingled with 
artists experimenting with different media. These experiences were likely to have 
become nourishment for his later advocacy of shuimohua. 
 
Early Stimulants on Modernization in Art 
From the late 1950s there was an obvious increase in the number art exhibitions on 
modern art in Hong Kong. The three artists’ groups mentioned contributed to this 
new force in the art arena. It is noticeable that the exhibitions were held in private 
settings such as the Hotel Cecil and St. John’s Cathedral before the opening of the 
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City Hall in 1962. The Chatham Galleries and the Sally Jackson Art Gallery opened 
in 1962 and 1963 respectively. These galleries, together with the government body 
City Hall, boosted the development of modern art in Hong Kong in the 1960s. The 
following focused on some of the activities before the foundation of City Hall. They 
are the joint exhibition of the Society of Hong Kong Artists in 1957, Zao Wou Ki (ʹ
ǈſ  1921–2013)’s visit to Hong Kong in 1958 and the First Hong Kong 
International Salon of Paintings in 1960. These happened in the initial years of the 
birth of modern art and stimulated art towards modernization. 
 
The first exhibition of the Society of Hong Kong Artists was at the Hong Kong Club 
between the 28th and 29th October 1957. It gathered Chinese, British and American 
artists and was “the first clear signs of a Hong Kong art movement”. 126  The 
exhibition gave Wucius Wong quite an impression. 127  Cubist, Expressionist and 
abstract style work, as well as experimentation in ink painting were shown. Every 
member demonstrated a style which was very different from the work usually seen in 
Hong Kong at that time. Lui used ink to experiment different directions. Some of 
them explored the realm of abstraction.128 However, the Hong Kong Club was a 
place for members only. The public audience the exhibition could reach was limited, 
but it still had an impact and stimulated the young artists to pursue modernity.  
 
In 1958, Zao Wou Ki who had already established his artist reputation in France and 
beyond made a half-year visit to the New Asia College. The incident is worthy of 
remark because his art influenced the development of modern art in both Hong Kong 
and Taiwan. He did not simply hold an exhibition in Hong Kong. He gave a talk and 
taught oil painting at the New Asia College.129 He also met and had discussions with 
																																																						
126 Sullivan, Art and Artists of Twentieth century China, 193.  
127 Wong, “Cong Xianggang huatan tandao Lu Shoukun de yishu,” 263. 
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Zao Wou Ki’s Exhibition,” New Asia Life (ŅǦƦ) vol. 1, no. 4 (1958): 3. 
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artists in Hong Kong such as Douglas Bland, Lee Shek Pang (ŭˮĉ) and Lui Shou 
Kwan.130  
 
The talk Zao delivered on the 13th February 1958 was about “Trends of Modern New 
Art Ǘ'Ņɹʀʺ}”131. According to Lui’s record132, Zao shared the trends of 
modern European painting, the formation and origin of the main schools and their 
influence on recent painters. He also introduced the well-known galleries of Paris 
and New York. This was followed by a fruitful question and answer session.133 Some 
of the questions asked were, “What is the core of Cubism?”, “Why does modern 
painting paint abstraction but not realism?”134 and “How do foreign painters perceive 
Chinese painting?”135. Lui noted that the audience applauded Zao twice while he was 
responding to the questions. The first occasion was after Zao explained that the 
subject matter of painting had changed from the visible such as landscape and 
portrait to the painter’s life, thoughts and feelings. The latter was intangible but 
certainly existed, like the substances of wind and air. Every individual had a different 
reaction and feeling towards the same incident or subject. Artists were like story 
tellers expressing these different feelings and perceptions. The second round of 
applause was when Zao expressed his understanding of art as an individual matter. 
He mentioned that an artist/painter was to create new forms that never appeared to be 
the same as the others.136 The acclaim from the audience implied their appreciation 
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133 Lui, “Xinya shuyuan yizhuanke huanying Zhao Wuji dahui jieda youguan yishu wenti,” 4.3. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Lui, “Xinya shuyuan huanying xishang Zhao Wuji shi jieda youguan yishu wenti,” 4.3. 
136 Ibid. Also Lui, “Xinya shuyuan yizhuanke huanying Zhao Wuji dahui jieda youguan yishu wenti,” 
4.3. 
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of Zao’s way of seeing art – to be novel and to explore the intangible inner parts of 
an individual.  
 
Later, a solo exhibition of Zao exhibited nine of his oil paintings created during his 
stay in Hong Kong. It was held between the 6th and 8th  of June 1958.137 Wah Kiu Yat 
Po on the 8th of June 1958 reported the show with the headline “Today the Last Day 
of the Painting Exhibition of Zao Wou Ki, Audience Jam-packed Continuously”.138 
Artists from various spectrum were attracted to the exhibition, they included Chou 
Kung Lei (MǙ 1903–1989), Chao Shao An, Yang Shen Sum, Lee Shek Pang,139 
Lui Shou Kwan and Chou Su Sing Johnson (£ĕ b. 1923), as well as Chen Shih 
Wen and Ding Yanyong who organized the exhibition and taught at the New Asia 
College. The event was sparkling in terms of being a showcase for Zao’s most recent 
works, providing the audience with a direct experience of appreciating the genuine 
pieces. Zhou Shixin in his piece of positive feedback expressed that it was eye-
opening to see the colors and image when he first arrived at the venue. He continued 
to describe an unnamed image about which he felt he could not compare to  anything 
else that existed.140  The short passage “Mr. Zao Wou Ki’s Sentimental Abstract 
Paintings” provides two images for us to catch a glimpse of the oil paintings 
exhibited, one of the paintings (fig. 2.3) was especially introduced for its integration 
of both apparent and abstract qualities of Chinese ancient elements like oracle bones, 
seals, characters on bronzes and rhythmic lines. 141  The immersion of ancient 
characters and other elements in Zao’s work reflected his interest in Chinese culture. 
As a Chinese developing his artistic career in France, he demonstrated a rewarding 
example in Europe by transforming Chinese painting into a total different 
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presentation - abstraction. By the standard of the day, it was an exhibition like none 
before, that impressed the artists who went to see it. 
 
Wucius Wong recalled that the exhibition influenced many painters in Hong Kong 
who pursued a direction of modern art and set a trend of abstract painting in Hong 
Kong and Taiwan.142 Painters and even sculptors, for instance, Wong himself, Leung 
Kui Ting, Cheung Yee or even Lui Shou Kwan were stimulated by Zao’s abstract 
works. Douglas Bland even claimed that Zao particularly influenced him more than 
the others. Bland was interested in the exploration of the expression of space in 
oil.143 The influence of Zao was noticeable in Bland’s works like Personage (fig. 2.4, 
1964) in terms of the exploration of intense color and profound space. The arrival of 
Zao in 1958 was so well received that it had a considerable impact in Taiwan. For 
example, Lian he bao had a series of articles on Zao in June 1958, issues widely 
ranged from his personal life and artistic pursuits.144 Zao demonstrated an alternative 
modern path of Chinese painting and opened the imagination to what Chinese 
painting could become.  
Another early stimulant was the First Hong Kong International Salon of Paintings 
organized by the Modern Literature & Art Association.145 It was held between 19th 
and 23rd April 1960 at the St. John's Cathedral Halls, Hong Kong. The objective of 
the Salon of Paintings was “to encourage Art in Hong Kong and promote 
intercommunication of Art between Hong Kong and other places”.146 There were not 
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only Hong Kong artists participating, but also artists from countries such as the 
United States of America, the United Kingdom, Korea and Singapore. Fifty-four 
artists displayed ninety of paintings. Hsiao Chin (ɷd b. 1935), Hsia-Yan (¥˽ b. 
1932), Liu Kuo Sung, Fung Chung Ruey and Li Yuen-Chia (ŭE2 1929–1994) 
who were active members of either the Fifth Moon Group or the Ton-Fan Art Group 
based in Taiwan participated as well. Loaned paintings of Xavier Longobardi (1923–
2010) and Zao Wou Ki were also exhibited.147 The president of the Hon. Selection 
Committee, Lui Shou Kwan wrote in the preface that the Salon,  
…announces the aggregation, the intercommunication, and the 
intertwining of art culture between the East and the West, and 
henceforth the assimilation, the transformation and the germination of 
a spontaneous and self-conscious art in this century which is the art of 
painting created with their own uniqueness.148 
 
The cover of the catalogue and the twenty illustrations were strikingly abstract or 
semi-abstract. Only about one quarter of these images had a hint of recognizable 
subjects as in David Lam’s Boats in Patterns II (fig. 2.5) and Yee Tak Cheng’s 
Autumn (fig. 2.6). The Cubist figures in A Short Party (fig. 2.7) by Sazer Wong 
showed influences of western modernism. Simmering Hope (fig. 2.8) by Gilbert S.C. 
Pan resembled the abstract style of Zao Wou Ki. Most of them were exploring 
formal properties in painting. Despite the black and white printing, it was clear that 
Work B (fig. 2.9) by King Chia Lun, Spring (fig. 2.10) by Hsiao Jen-Cheng (ɷē 
b. 1925) and Composition (fig. 2.11) by Chan Ping Yuen (˻ǆE 1918–1999) tested 
thick and forceful brushworks with kinetic energy. Artists also explored texture, 
spatial relationship, color and composition in Painting (fig. 2.12) by Liu Kuo Sung, 
Dance (fig. 2.13) by Young Jhy Fang, Searcher (fig. 2.14) by Chen Tao-Ming (˻ˏ
ŏ b. 1931), Painting (fig. 2.15) by Wu Hao (ō b. 1931) and Painting (fig. 2.16) 
by Fung Chung Ruey. Quite a number of works were named “Painting”, 
“Composition “, “Work” and “Abstraction” to avoid associations, but encourage 
																																																						
147 The paintings exhibited of Longobardi were Remeument and Small Composition collected by Mr. 
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imagination. Based on the illustrations from the catalogue, abstract style of 
presentation was dominant.  
The commentaries written about the Salon indicate there was an emphasis on 
abstraction, such as “On the Abstraction of Art” by Shan Ling (Þ̋)149 and “The 
Appreciation of Abstract Painting” by Jia Ming (Ìŏ)150. Interestingly, the former 
pointed out that abstract art was “being misunderstood” while the latter estimated 
eighty percent of intellectuals regarded modern art “not counted as painting”.151 Jia 
Ming observed that ninety-five percent of the visitors were young adults which 
showed that modern art had begun to be accepted by them and that they had begun to 
re-evaluate tradition. Both pieces related abstract art to some sort of spiritual state, 
either “an absolute freedom [in our] spiritual world” 152  or “a spiritual realm of 
human state of consciousness”153.  
The attempt of this group of artists was experimental. The abstract style of work 
hinted the trend among this group of artists. The current of modern art was against 
the main stream, but it gradually summoned a group of young artists in Hong Kong 
and Taiwan. Exhibitions like the Salon of Paintings facilitated the artists to exchange 
and create dialogue. 
Each of the artist exhibited one to four paintings. Thirty-three out of ninety works 
belonged to the category of Chinese painting. The rest were mainly oil painting, not 
limited to water-color, paper-cut and wood-cut print. Excluding the invited painters, 
there were ten artists included in the category of Chinese painting. Half of them were 
students of Lui. They were Cheung Shu Sang, Lee Cheung Chun (ŭ˴7), Pansy Ng 
(Ǣˀ), Yee Tak Cheng (/Ĕƻ) and the chairman Wucius Wong.154 Still, modern 
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art at that time were mainly rendered in oil and western medium, instead of Chinese 
medium. The phenomenon gradually altered when Lui began to teach at Department 
of Extramural Studies of the CUHK in the mid-1960s. 
The establishment of the City Hall reinforced the new direction of art. It became a 
landmark and the main venue for arts events. Solo exhibitions of Cheung Yee and 
Lui Shou Kwan were launched there in 1964; Julia Baron and Kwong Yeu Ting’s in 
1966. Two galleries were especially important in the development of modern art in 
Hong Kong – the Chatham Galleries and the Sally Jackson Art Gallery. The two-
floor Chatham Galleries, located at 103 Chatham Road, Kowloon was owned by 
Dorothy Swan between 1962 and 1967.155 Swan was originally from Massachusetts 
in the United States and was a teacher at Diocesan Girls' School. The gallery featured 
the works of Asian artists and aimed to provide a space for exhibition and a longer 
exhibition period for the artists.156 It held many solo and group shows for both Hong 
Kong and foreign artists, such as the solo exhibition of Hon Chi Fun in 1963 and 
Eddie Cheung Shu Sang in 1965. The Sally Jackson Art Gallery of Jackson Yu also 
held solo exhibitions for this group of artists, such as Cheung Yee’s in 1966 and Lui 
Shou Kwan’s in 1967. The galleries provided a constant space for artistic exchanges. 
Apart from the exchanges among Hong Kong artists, the interaction with Taiwanese 
artists was obvious. For example, the Chatham Galleries organized a solo exhibition 
for Hu Chi Chung (ɐ­  1927–2012) and a group exhibition The Fifth Moon 
Group Exhibition in 1963. The Sally Jackson Art Gallery also had a feature on 
Paintings of Five Taiwan Contemporary Artists in 1967. 
 
Personal Interaction among Artists and Writers 
The support and bonding between artists, and writers pursuing modernity were 
crucial to the facilitation of modern art. A good example is Paul Lo who participated 
in the Modern Literature and Art Association Hong Kong became a close friend of 
Lui Shou Kwan through introduction by Wucius Wong. As the telephone was not as 
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common back then, Lo would visit Lui at his work place and home.157 There were 
times they talked at Lui’s place as well. Even though Lui was sixteen years older, Lo 
was impressed by Lui in that he did not have the mindset of seniority and stated that 
their discussions should begin with equal status in order to experience the sincerity 
and genuineness of literature and art.158  
 
In Hon’s reminiscence, he always exchanged ideas excitedly with the friends from 
the Association at a coffee shop near the Chatham Galleries in Tsim Sha Tsui, until 
the shop closed.159 Hon met Lui during Hon’s first solo exhibition at the Galleries in 
1963 when Lui showed appreciation to Hon’s works. The two artists shared similar 
views and enthusiasm for art. Lui was teaching Chinese painting at the Galleries on 
Sundays, Hon would translate his Chinese teaching to English for some foreign 
students.160 Lui was one of Hon’s coffee friend. According to Choi Yan Chi (ɴ&¶ 
b. 1949), Hon’s wife, Hon described Lui as a zhengyou (ʠs) who gave forthright 
admonition. There were times Hon took his recent paintings to visit Lui’s workplace. 
Lui would comment on the works and they talked about issues related to art, 
sometimes they drew drafts for their discussions on the sand.161  
 
Art critiques also furthered the dialogue and provided more angles to analyze and 
evaluate art. Artists such as Luis Chan, Lui Shou Kwan and Wucius Wong were art 
critics as well. Lee Ying Ho (ŭɢʮ b. 1941) fell in love with modern literature and 
art in the 1960s. He started his career as an art critic when Liu Yichang was the 
editor of the literary supplement Repulse Bay of the Hong Kong Times in 1960. One 
of the ways that they engaged in the art scene was going to exhibitions. Lee actively 
wrote many articles, including articles on artists from Hong Kong and Taiwan such 
as Lui Shou Kwan, Cheung Shu Sun, Huang Qingde (̫ĤĔ 1917–1995), Liu Kuo 
Sung, Chuang Che (ɨ b. 1934), Cheung Yee and Wucius Wong. Lui Shou Kwan 
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also wrote about Luis Chan, Wucius Wong, Dong King Man (ŝŘł 1911–2000), 
Jackson Yu, Zao Wou Ki and the Circle Group to name a few.  
 
Liu Yichang in his novel Jiutu (、Ď The Drunkard) inserted a plot in which  the 
protagonist expressed his view on the cover design of the magazine “Qianwei 
wenxue” (\ʁłÃ  Avant-garde Literature) – to use “work of the most 
revolutionary guohua jia (painter of national painting)”.162 He continued to elaborate,  
 
The work of Zao Wou Ki and Lui Shou Kwan very much fit the 
criteria of the magazine. Their work does not only contain rich 
connotation of the East, they are original. They inherit the tradition of 
Chinese classical painting, but they get out of the tradition and write 
painting out of the ordinary... We found “Qianwei wenxue” and our 
purpose is to publish new and vigorous pieces, so using the work of 
Zao and Lui as the cover is the most representative of our spirit.163  
 
In reality, Liu indeed invited Lui to design the cover of Jiutu.164 These artists and 
writers formed a community of their own. Even though they may have worked in 
different categories of art, they appreciated and encouraged each other. This friendly 
atmosphere was especially important for the growth of modern art in Hong Kong in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s. 
 
Innovation and Imitation 
The development of modern art in Hong Kong was supported by writings. The voice 
in opposition to imitation was noticeable in the field in the mid 1950s. Chinese 
painting was regarded to be situated in a time that severely needed to change in order 
to move forward.  
 
The thin book Guohua gailun (ǰƀʡ A Survey of Chinese Painting) written by 
Luis Chan in 1954 expressed his views on Chinese painting. Although Chan was a 
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landscape painter in western media at that time, he was enthusiastically engaged in 
the discussion of art in general. He was also one of the prominent artists in the early 
1950s who was a member of the Hong Kong Art Club and provided a bridge 
between local artists and foreigners. Apparently Chan criticized the practice of 
imitation, but upheld the value of individuality. He reckoned Chinese painting was in 
the worst stage of decay in the Ming and the Qing dynasties. There were times Chan 
condemned the imitation practice among painters of the two dynasties. 165  He 
“sincerely looked forward to” the Chinese painters to cultivate themselves by 
understanding the history of Chinese painting, reviewing issues of painters’ 
technique and the creation process from each dynasty for instance. He also 
encouraged the Chinese painters to research art theory and thought from the West in 
order to absorb the strengths to enhance Chinese painting.166  
 
In 1957, Lui Shou Kwan published A Study of National [Chinese] Painting. He 
reckoned guohua at his time had reached a decline.167 Neither shanshui style after the 
ancient masters nor copying after photographs was appropriate.168 He emphasized 
that art and artists were independent and free. A creative painter would never paint 
what others had painted. Lui emphasized that: “inventiveness never follows”169 and 
“novelty defines creation”170. However, it is important to note that Lui was not 
against imitation. He acknowledged that it was a way of learning the fundamentals of 
Chinese painting. The crucial thing is the painters should not be bound by the 
practice of imitation.  
 
Similar thoughts can be seen in the articles of Wucius Wong, an early student of Lui, 
which claimed that the critical fault most Chinese painters made at his time was like 
the mistake most painters in Ming and Qing dynasty made – mere imitation from the 
ancients without innovation.171 He agreed in learning from the ancient masters as a 
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foundation, but this could not be the outcome of one’s art.172 When Wong discussed 
the history of Chinese painting, he highlighted the innovative aspects of Chinese 
painters, such as the Orchid Leaf Stroke (lanye miao ɻɮĸ) of Wu Daozi, the 
decorative blue and green landscape of Li Sixun and the landscape in ink of Wang 
Wei.173 Even Wong Po Yeh as a painter with profound training in Chinese painting 
denoted a change of attitude in the exhibition of the Seven Artists Club.174  He 
explained that painting could not resemble any style of anyone or dully resemble 
anything. 
 
The support of novelty, as well as opposition against imitation were not confined to 
Chinese painting, but the art scene as a whole. The stance on art of John Warner 
strengthened this point of view. He curated the first exhibition for Hong Kong artists, 
Hong Kong Art Today in 1962 at the City Hall Art Gallery. Warner acknowledged 
the originality of the English-type watercolors, but claimed that they were no longer 
moving no matter how good the techniques were at this time.175 He also recognized 
the revolution of the Impressionists, however imitation of their styles were still being 
found at this time.176 He noticed that the pattern of Chinese art history was not that of 
a style overthrowing another. The criteria he suggested for Chinese painting were 
either “technically excellent in the traditional way”, or “original and experimental in 
an attempt to create new art forms”. He also emphasized the artists’ “individual 
vision of to-day’s world”. Warner indicated that from the government standpoint, the 
exhibition was looking for “experiment” and “originality”, but discarded imitation.177 
Hon Chi Fun recalled that the host merely targeted new things, not tradition. He 
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described his work Green Reflection was “not so realistic” 178 but it was selected in 
the exhibition which was a huge encouragement to him as an emerging artist.179  
 
The first issue of Cape of Good Hope in 1963 explained that the well accepted idea 
of novelty was planted in the artists’ mind. Artists who either worked with Chinese 
or western medium and art critics in their articles upheld the value of individuality 
and innovation. They included Lui Shou Kwan, Lee Ying Ho, King Chia Lun and 
Wucius Wong. Lui in “Individual Establishment and Art :^Āɕɹʀ ” 
discussed the attitude of being an artist and affirmed the idea of “innovation” and 
“individual establishment” in art.180 King in a piece of writing sharing his painting 
experience started with the sentence “we all know that the value of art is creation”181. 
He admitted that creation was not easy and considered that artists should have an 
attitude of seeking novelty.182 The value of creation and innovation were highly 
preserved by the artists who pursued modern art. 
 
Discussion on Modernity 
Introducing modern arts was not uncommon at that time. Articles covering a wide 
range of topics from literature, art, movie to drama could be found in various 
publications. One of the earliest publications featuring  modern literature and art was 
the Literary Current Monthly Magazine (łɹŅƺ 1956–1959) launched by Ma 
Lang (̛Ţ b. 1933). New Currents, together with the literary supplement Repulse 
Bay in the Hong Kong Times and the Cape of Good Hope are other examples. 
Because of economic difficulties, each publication lasted less than three years.183 
However together they accumulated an art and literature circle that promoted 
																																																						
178 According to Hon’s memory, the painting title was Cheung Shue Tan (ƄƆǂ) where is a place in 
Tai Po, Hong Kong. See Hon, Modern Art in a Colony, 67. 
179 There could be some differences between artist and curator in understanding what novelty in art is. 
Luis Chan’s experimental works were rejected by the panel, except for the more realistic painting. The 
panel and the curator were said the despise imitation but to value novelty in art. What is interesting 
and debatable here is the discrepancy in interpretation of modern art among different parties. The 
anonymity of the judge panel made it difficult to define the selection criteria. 
180 Shou Kwan Lui, “Geren chuangjian yu yishu (:^Āɕɹʀ Individual Establishment and 
Art),”Cape of Good Hope 1 (1963): 1. 
181 Chia Lun King, “Geren zuohua jingyan (:1ǰȸ̞ Individual Painting Experience),” Cape of 
Good Hope 1 (1963). 3.  
182 Ibid.  
183 As mentioned in previous pages, the years of the publications are as follow: New Currents (1959–
1960); Repulse Bay (1960–1962); Cape of Good Hope (1963).  
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modernism. 184  Other publications which contributed to this circle included US-
sponsored Chinese-language publications World Today, The Chinese Student Weekly 
(ÃǦ 1952–1974) and College Life. Other resources to get more updated 
western art information were the bookstores that sold art catalogues, books, 
magazines and journals such as Swindon and Apollo, or the two libraries of the 
British Council and the United States Information Service. 
 
Among these publications, the Repulse Bay, which was attached to a daily newspaper, 
was the publication providing the best opportunity and platform for the artists to 
express their thoughts and assimilate thoughts from others. This specifically refers to 
the period when Liu Yichang worked as the editor of the Repulse Bay. He was a 
writer in favor of modernism and well known for his stream-of-consciousness 
attempts. It was a great platform for the artists and writers involved in the modern art 
current to express themselves. Not only was the ambience of introducing and 
analyzing modern art rich in the Repulse Bay, but also commented on abstraction. An 
attempt is made here to examine two keywords that were frequently addressed in art 
in the late 1950s and early 1960s: “modern” and “abstract”. The latter could be seen 
as one of the ways of being the former. Indeed, the mentioned associations and 
exhibitions indicated the keywords. There were eighty two articles on modern art and 
issues185, as well as thirty four articles related to “abstract”186 in the Repulse Bay 
during the period of Liu being the editor.  
 
The analysis of the writings by the modern group of artists and critics would help to 
gain a deeper understanding of these main issues. The focus is narrowed down to the 
writings of Lee Ying Ho, Lui Shou Kwan and Wucius Wong, not limited to those 
published in Repulse Bay. Lui and Wong were core advocates of shuimohua. Lee 
was an art and literature critic who could contribute in a different perspective. The 
																																																						
184 Pak Shing Tse, “Xianggang wenxue de xiandai zhuyi: liu qiling niandai ouzhou dianying yu 
xianggang wenxue de guanxi (̚ƮłÃǶǗ'Ʉ: N	○ð'ƊƤ̉Ċɕ̚ƮłÃǶ˹6 
Modernism of Hong Kong Literature: The Relationship Between European Films and Hong Kong 
Literature in the 1960s and 1970s” (MPhil thesis, Lingnan University, 2011), 4. 
185 Data generated by the Hong Kong Literature Database with the keyword search “modern”, 
accessed March 1, 2017, http://hklitpub.lib.cuhk.edu.hk. 
186 Data generated by the Hong Kong Literature Database with the keyword search “abstract”. Other 
result of this: fifteen articles found in Chinese Student Weekly between 1953 and 1966. Two articles 
found in Cape of Good Hope in 1963. One article found in Literary Current Monthly Magazine in 
1956, accessed March 1, 2017, http://hklitpub.lib.cuhk.edu.hk. 
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contributors may have had several pseudonyms. Lui’s pseudonyms were Shu Nai (ɗ
®) and Le Juefu (Ƃʉ¬).187 The most common used pseudonym for Wong was Wu 
Xiya (,ì̃). Yu Hengshan (/ƇÞ), Bing Chuan (Tä), Li Wenbing (ŭT) 
and Li Leng (ŭU) were a few of Lee’s pseudonyms.  
 
With regard to modernism in Chinese painting, the first wave of it occurred in the 
early twentieth century in mainland China. It was largely a result of the influx of 
foreign influence and often described as “defense modernism”.188 China was weak in 
economic and diplomatic aspects, and under threats of unequal treaties and war. 
Chinese intellectuals and officials interpreted the power of the West as a result of 
modernism. They were triggered to learn advanced technology from the western 
powers so to resist their invasion. The Hundred Day’s Reform in the late Qing 
dynasty was one of the examples. In 1905, the elimination of the imperial 
examination implied the collapse of the literati class. This actually subverted the 
hierarchy of Chinese art. In order to learn the intangible assets of knowledge and the 
current of thoughts, different groups of students were sent aboard to study, including 
the artists like Gao Jianfu, Xu Beihong and Lin Fengmian.  
 
Modernism in western art includes a series of art movements in western art history. 
Wong translated and wrote articles on modernism. He had four years of personal 
experience studying in the United States from the early 1960s. He was keen on 
introducing specific modern western artists or trends. For example, he translated 
pieces on Kandinsky, Mondrian, Matisse, Cubism, modern American painting and 
																																																						
187 Yichang Liu, ed., Xianggang wenxue zuojia zhuanlue (̚ƮłÃ1ÌAǮ Short Biography on 
Hong Kong Writers) (Hong Kong: Shizhengju gonggong yushuguan, 1996), 34. An interesting issue 
here is whether Lui had another pseudonym as Dai Jiaming (īÌŏ). The information was mentioned 
in --,“Ping Lu zhe guohua de yanjiu (ʖɯǰǶȃȝ Comments on Lui’s A Study of National 
[Chinese] Painting),” Repulse Bay, Hong Kong Times, March 4, 1962, 3.10. The author did an author 
search through Hong Kong Literature Database. There are thirty-seven entries published under the 
name of Dai in the Repulse Bay, two in the Chinese Student Weekly. However, mainly they are 
commentaries on literature and philosophy, as well as translations. The author here is skeptical but 
open to this issue. At this point of the thesis, Dai’s articles are not attributed to Lui. First, it is because 
Lui seldom addressed his knowledge on literature in other writings even though he would be aware of 
the issues and trends of literature as he had a circle of friends in literature, especially at the time of the 
Modern Literature & Painting Association. Second, Lui was not good at English. He asked his friends 
or family to translate for him when he came across foreign materials. 
188 Law, “Zhang Daqian's (1899-1983) Place in the History of Chinese painting.” 17. 
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Rothko in Repulse Bay. He also contributed articles to College Life on the art of 
Monet, Cezanne, Seurat, Van Gogh with selected images for references. 
 
Wong also wrote pieces like “Painting Tradition and Modern SpiritȾǰAȷɕǗ
'ȬȎ” and “Modern Painting MovementǗ'Ⱦǰˍb” to discuss modernism in 
a broader perspective. Wong considered neither the skills and artistic pursuits of 
Chinese painters, nor realistic skills of western painters were to be surpassed.189 Thus, 
artists in Wong’s time should not compete within the style of the ancient masters 
established, but to establish their own form/style. He referred modern spirit to this 
new form/image created by his generation.190  
 
The “modern painting movement” was part of the vision of the culture-rebuilding 
movement. Wong clearly stated that the common belief of his generation was art had 
to be “modern”.191 The belief could lead to a tendency that their art was comparable 
to the European and American art.192 However, Wong was sensitive and aware that 
copying from the West could not be described as modern or creative in Chinese 
painting. He encouraged artists to think of ways to modernize Chines painting 
instead of copying.  
 
This group of artists were keen to explore new style, thought and perspective in art to 
keep up with their times. However, rarely could they experience the real current in 
the West, or appreciate the genuine artworks in Hong Kong. Wucius Wong described 
their situation in the 1960s, 
 
People who accepted Fauvism might not accept Cubism; people who 
accepted abstract art might not accept pop art. This is the most 
perplexing dilemma for the modernists in Hong Kong. They got a bit 
lost every time when the western trend turns to a new direction. The 
hub of western modern art after the War is in New York. Hong Kong 
was so far away from the main current. Magazines and books are just 
																																																						
189 Wucius Wong, “Huihua zhi chuantong yu xiandai jingshen,” 9.  
190 Ibid. 
191 Wucius Wong, “Xiandai huihua yundong,” 33. 
192  Ibid. 
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the foam of the main current. Chasing the foam is illusory, art ought 
to be rooted in our own soil.193  
 
Wong hinted that we should not totally discard tradition. He explained that “new 
came from old; something unprecedented was evolved from what previously 
existed”. 194  It is not necessarily contradictive between reading old poetries and 
writing good new poetries, or imitating traditional Chinese painting and creating 
modern painting.195 
 
Unlike Wong, in no title of Lui’s writing appeared the word “modern”, “modernity” 
or “modernism”. However, one would come across these terms in his writings on for 
example, abstract painting, shuimohua and views on art. “Modern national painting” 
was another term for his most influential advocacy shuimohua.196 He had expressed 
his views on art in showing his appreciation to the book In Defense of Modern 
Chinese Painters written by Huang Chaohu (̫Ťư b. 1939). According to Lui, the 
establishment of modern art was not to substitute the tradition. Every generation or 
every individual had his/her own path. It is unnecessary to jettison, or sabotage 
tradition whereas modern art is about creation and establishment. 197  The only 
principal for modern artists was to preserve and respect any kinds of creativity.198 
Lui criticized that the root of Chinese art was almost uprooted in the May Fourth 
Movement. He cried for the modern Chinese painters to gain a solid foundation of 
tradition, theories and techniques [of Chinese painting]. Western art history could be 
a reference and Lui perceived the series of modern western art movements a result 
against tradition, academia and imitation.199 Thus, Lui stated that, as far as art is 
concerned, a lot of people blindly fell for internationality. They unknowingly 
																																																						
193 Wucius Wong, “Jin shinian Xianggang xiandia yishu zhi tuozhan (ˇið̚ƮǗ'ɹʀĴÝ 
The Expansion of Hong Kong Modern Art in the Recent Ten Years),” in Wang Wuxie ji, 200. Original 
publication in Ming Pao Monthly 121 (1976): 169-74. 
194 Wucius Wong, “Xiandai huihua yundong,” 32. 
195 Ibid. 
196 Lui, Shuimohua jiang, 3. 
197 Shou Kwan Lui, “Wo de yishuguan - jianping Huang Zhaohu zhe Wei Zhongguo xiandai huatan 
bianhu yi shu (ĩǶɹʀʋ̴Pʖ̫ŤưɯǇǗ'ǰ¢˄ʧś My View on Art: With 
Concurrent Comment on book of In Defense of Modern Chinese Painters by Huang Ch’ao-hu)”, Zhe 
yi dai, October 10, 1965, 22-25.  
198 Ibid.  
199 Ibid. Other key ideas in the article were summarized in Lai, “Lui Shou Kwan & Modern Ink 
Painting.” 145-6. 
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transplanted superficiality from the west and forcibly internationalize Chinese art.200 
Lui was open to both Chinese tradition and western art. What he insisted was to 
apprehend the two sides with depth and get out of them to create one’s own art.  
 
Some of the articles contributed by Lee Ying Ho in regard to modern art are “The 
Rebellion and Creation of Modern Art”201 and “On Surrealist Painting”202. Although 
Critical Sight is an anthology of his critiques on literature, the interpretation of Lee 
with the relationship between tradition and modernity was noteworthy, 
 
The two should be linked and expanded. The modernity of yesterday 
would become the tradition of today. The modernity of today would 
embrace the tradition of the past. “Modernity” evolves with time. It is 
part of an endless development. The modernity of today is different 
from the modernity of yesterday. Moreover, it also contains [the 
substances and root of] the modernity of tomorrow. In other words, 
tradition never dies, it keeps stretching and extending endlessly.203 
 
His description echoes with Wong and Lui. It provides insight into the complexity of 
the issue of tradition and modernity which do not necessarily counter each other. Lee 
in the 1980s reminisced that being westernized was definitely not what they (he and 
the members) aimed for, but they hoped to absorb and communicate with the western 
thoughts. He described that modern poetry and painting were actually still at an 
experimental and searching stage. They lay stress on the individual, free and 
independent creations.204 
 
As Paul Lo highlighted, the writers and artists of his group pursued modernism 
devotedly which was not confined to any media or style. There are striking 
																																																						
200 Lui, Lu Shoukun shougao, 386. 
201 Albert Camus, “Xiandai yishu de fanpan yu chuangzao (Ǘ'ɹʀǶtZɕ^ˊ The Rebellion 
and Creation of Modern Art),” trans. Ying Ho Lee, Repulse Bay, Hong Kong Times, April 18-19, 
1962, 3.10. 
202 Ying Ho Lee, “Lun chaoxianshi zhuyi huihua ʡʸǗÎɄȾǰ On Surrealist Painting,” Repulse 
Bay, Hong Kong Times, April 24-27, 1962, 3.10. 
203 Ying Ho Lee, Critical Sight (Taiwan: Book World Co., 1966), 13. 
204 Ying Ho Lee, “Meng yu zhengwu: huai Haowangjiao xiandai wenxue yishu banyuekan (©ɕʤǑ
-Ħ°ţʌǗ'łÃɹʀkŠY Dream and Evidence: In Memory of Modern Literature and Art 
Semi-monthly Cape of Good Hope),” Wenyi 7 (1983): 29. 
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similarities among Wong, Lui and Lee’s view on modernity. As defined by Irving 
Howe in his piece of writing in 1967, 
 
The modern must be defined in terms of what it is not: the 
embodiment of a tacit polemic, an inclusive negative. Modern writers 
find that they begin to work at a moment when the culture is marked 
by a prevalent style of perception and feeling; and their modernity 
consists in a revolt against this prevalent style, an unyielding rage 
against the official order. But modernism does not establish a 
prevalent style of its own; or if it does, it denies itself, thereby ceasing 
to be modern. This presents it with a dilemma which in principle may 
be beyond solution but in practice leads to formal inventiveness and 
resourceful dialectic – the dilemma that modernism must always 
struggle but never quite triumph, and then, after a time, must struggle 
in order not to triumph.205 
 
If the modern is to be defined by what it is not, it was neither imitation of Chinese 
traditional painting, nor copying western modernists’ works. However, they 
acknowledged and agreed with understanding both Chinese tradition and western art. 
The artists were searching between two big components: western modernism and 
Chinese tradition. The area between the two allowed flexibility which enabled the 
artists to make their personal choices.  
 
Discussion on Abstraction 
When modernity in art was being discussed, abstraction was often mentioned and 
vice versa. Abstraction was seen as one of the directions to pursue modernity. The 
ambience of introducing and analyzing abstract art was especially rich in the Repulse 
Bay. For examples, they included writings on the schools of abstract art in France206 
																																																						
205 Irving Howe, ed., The Idea of the Modern in Literature and the Arts (New York: Horizon Press, 
1967), 13. 
206 Lou Ma, “Xianjieduan Faguo chouxiang yishu liupai (Ǘ˾ƑƝĳʭɹʀƨƧ Schools of 
Abstract Art in France),” Repulse Bay, Hong Kong Times, March 29, 1960, 3.10. 
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and Zao Wou Ki207, translations from Richard Pousette-Dart (1916–1992)208 and Ben 
Nicholson (1894–1982)209, as well as series of commentaries entitled “On Abstract 
Paintingʟĳʭǰ”210 and “Discussion on the Creation, Appreciation and Criticism 
of Abstract ArtʡĳʭɹʀǶ^1ƉʳɕĮʖ”211. 
 
Wong’s articles show his knowledge in western art history. One of the earliest 
analysis Wong wrote in regard to abstract art was in 1958 titled “Abstract Painting 
that Extended Boundaries ˶ĴɹʀǫŅ̕ǶĳʭƧȾǰ”.212 A number of 
translations he had done on western modern art included “The Two Founders of 
Abstract Painting: Kandinsky and MondrianĳʭȾǰKª¯: ÷Èńɕɲ
ǒ˥Æ” by Michel Seuphor.213 Other examples of his commentaries are “The World 
of Abstract ArtĳʭɹʀǶǫ”214 and “The World of Abstract PaintingĳʭȾǰ
Ƕǫ”215.  
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Described by Wong, abstract art was “the boldest” and “the most completed” in 
modern art.216 In an article “The Growth of Hong Kong New Art̚ƮŅɹʀǶĨ
˴”217, he referred “new art” to the “discard of an accurate depiction of nature”.218 
He attributed the progress of “new art” to the group of artists who explored abstract 
and semi-abstract paintings in the Fifth Hong Kong Festival of the Arts and the First 
Hong Kong International Salon of Paintings.219  There were especially two ideas 
about abstract art that Wong frequently referred to, “inventiveness” 220  and 
“inwardness”221. To Wong, the aim and intention of abstract painters was to invent. 
He compared a figurative painter to an abstract painter. The former would put his/her 
easel in front of his subject; an abstract painter put himself/herself in the realm of 
inner self.222 Wong highlighted the appreciation of abstract art should count on the 
abstract values of formal elements such as lines, colors and form. He remarked that 
Chinese calligraphy was an ancient but systematically developed abstract art. 223 
Through the presentation of formal elements, the artist was to express intangible 
matters, such as rhythm in music, sentiments, emotions and thoughts.224  
 
Similar ideas appeared in Lee’s series of commentaries “Discussion on the Creation, 
Appreciation and Criticism of Abstract Art”. He perceived the role to create, 
appreciate and critique interrelated.225 For abstract art, Lee reckoned the focus of 
critic ought to change from visual reality to the content of thoughts.226 The painters’ 
inner feelings, ways of thinking, as well as the attitude towards existence were to 
take into consideration.227 Instead of making representation of things, the lines, forms 
and colors applied in the painting are used to represent the spiritual life of an abstract 
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painter. The spiritual life included desire, emotions, dignity and individual pursuit. 
The viewers ought to go deep into the painting to explore, to imagine and to 
apprehend. 228  The abstract painter at his time should reveal his/her spirit and 
experience from within by form, colors and lines. It opened up an even wider space 
for inventiveness.229 
 
Lui had a theme of articles with an emphasis on freedom and independence of art. He 
wrote on at least three occasions on this aspect. The most thorough one was 
“Independence and Freedom are the Absolute Individual Wisdom of Art ǔȠɒǩǶ
ȶÔ:Śģɹʀ” published in a series of seventeen between 17 February and 5 
March 1961 in Repulse Bay. 230  Lui elucidated his artistic beliefs with mainly 
examples from Chinese art history. Lui boldly said that world art is going to be 
divided into two big categories: representational painting and abstract painting, but 
the former was heading to a dead end.231 He observed that the abstract artists turned 
western painting from objective reality to subjective inner expression. 232  Lui 
expressed that, the essence of art, was inventiveness of self, in figurative or in 
abstract forms.233 Although the category of figurative painting and abstract painting 
may seem to counter each other, Lui emphasized that they were not dichotomous.234 
What was more important was the opposition to copying and following no matter in 
which category. In another series of articles titled “On Abstract Painting”, issues 
related to abstract painting, such as techniques, inventiveness, consciousness, 
unconsciousness, emotion and intuition were discussed.235 They demonstrated Lui’s 
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thinking process and reflection. For instance, he questioned whether abstract painting 
was being “painted” or being made, an issue related to spontaneity and conscious 
deliberation in the process of creation.236 He also questioned the balance between 
techniques presentation and inventiveness.237 These ideas hinted his hierarchy of 
belief in art, inventiveness outranked the style of art.  
 
As an artist with a traditional background, Lui regarded the didactic purpose of art 
influenced by Confucianism as a restriction. 238  He also commented that the 
inadequacy of Chinese painting was that it was bounded by representation,  
 
The idea of abstract in Chinese painting has already acquired long 
history and rich theories. Its shortcoming is the limitation of 
representation. However, the rise of western modern art stimulated 
and support the confidence for the rise of shuimohua in Hong 
Kong.239 
 
In Chinese painting, abstract thoughts and concepts have existed with abundant 
theories. For example, Gu Kaizhi (̗Ģ ca. 345–406), in the fourth century, had 
the theory of transmitting the figure’s spirit in figure painting. Wong also 
commented that Chinese calligraphy is a kind of abstract art. However, there was no 
pure abstraction in classical Chinese painting. Even though the literati were 
expressing values of self and morality, they used their subjects as a vehicle to convey. 
The crucial message here is that Lui acknowledged abstract substance has always 
been present in Chinese art history. The bombardment he got from the West was the 
break from figurative representation. For Lui, this was a positive reinforcement of 
western influences which helped him to experiment with new forms. 
 
The writers and artists articulated their thoughts and reiterated them on different 
occasions. The literary cultural space facilitated the current of thoughts on modernity 
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and abstract art. The impact was evident in the works of other contemporaries in the 
1960s. The current of thoughts on modernity and abstract art influenced a large 
group of artists in the 1960s. For instance, Van Lau in his work  No.1, No. 2 and 
No.3 (fig. 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19, 1962), seemingly adopt the approach of action 
painting on a much smaller scale. However, as the title hints, the Chinese character 
zhong () was noticeable. As Zhongguo refers to  (China), zhong connotes the 
meaning of Chinese. Instead of a mere experimentation of abstract form, Van 
explained, 
 
As early as 1961, I started trying to incorporate gestural brush strokes 
into my paintings. The Chinese character “” was used as the motif 
for my oil works. On one hand this was part of my practice and 
experimentation and on the other hand it was an indication of my 
deep-rooted tie to Chinese culture.240 
 
Van later becomes an established sculptor, but his early painting attempts serve as a 
note to reveal the dynamic of exploration in modern painting in the early 1960s. As a 
member of the Modern Literature & Art Association Hong Kong, his Chinese 
concern also cohered with the goal of the Association. 
 
There were different voices regarding to the appreciation of modern art. The articles 
about modern or abstract art with a sarcastic tone provide a glimpse of the other side 
of the picture. For example, there was an anecdote regarding the appreciation of 
modern art mentioned in “My Views on Modern Painting” written by Xu Yueming 
(čŞ̌).241 A group of students helped their teacher who was a famous painter to 
set up his exhibition. One of the paintings was actually mistakenly set. It was a 
canvas that the teacher used to wipe his hands. The colors looked good at a distance. 
Some intellectuals and artists came to the exhibition. When they came to this 
“painting”, they were reluctant to say that they did not understand. They praised that 
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it was a good painting and even started to bid for it.242 The anecdote implied that 
some modern paintings were nonsense and the audience should know how to 
distinguish them from the good ones. 
 
The two main aspects of abstract art that influenced the Hong Kong artists were the 
abandonment of representation and the direction of inward exploration. However, 
they reckoned that the abstract substances had been a core in Chinese art for a much 
longer history. Hong Kong was distant from the art hub. Artists like Lui did not have 
a chance to study or travel abroad to the United States or Europe. They neither 
rejected Chinese tradition, nor totally accepted western modernism. But the 
development of western art history gave the artists insight to reflect upon the 
development of Chinese art. If the late 1950s was the budding stage of modern art in 
Hong Kong, it gradually came to blossom in the early 1960s. There was a group of 
zealous young followers who experimented with the direction of modern art in order 
to revitalize Chinese art. This group of artists was becoming the main trend in the 
1960s. 
 
Development of Art under the Regime of CCP  
After the establishment of the PRC, a range of social, economic and political reforms 
were implemented. To name a few, the Three-Antis and the Five-Antis Campaign 
were launched in 1951 and 1952 respectively, the Hundred Flowers Campaign in 
1956, the Anti Rightist Campaign in 1957 and The Great Leap Forward in 1958. 
Most of them would have slowed down the development of modern China. For 
instance, The Great Leap Forward was a radical economic movement but resulted in 
a devastating failure that caused famine and death.  
 
The Arts served a specific purpose and even a political agenda. Mao Zedong’s 
“Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art” in 1942 produced the most 
authoritative ideological guidelines for the arts.243 Mao affirmed that the art were 
most important for the workers, peasants and soldiers. The artists simply worked for 
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art and they should live the life of the workers, peasants and soldiers. Therefore, Mao 
demanded “both artistry and correct content, in other words, both expertise and 
Redness” from artists.244 
 
In the post-1949 era, oil painting and guohua were merged into a single painting 
department in the art academies in Beijing and Hangzhou.245 It was a critical point 
that influenced the latter development of Chinese painting because the three-year 
programme adopted the studying of drawing, perspective and anatomy as basic 
training for students. Many field trips were taken to work closely with workers and 
peasants.246 Figure painting was in the front line of remoulding Chinese painting. 
The outcome was a new style which described as socialist-realist painting247 which 
was heavily influenced by Xu Beihong. First Time in My Life (fig. 2.20, 1954) by 
Yang Zhiguang (ŽG 1930–2016) depicted a historical event of the 1954 general 
election. It concentrated the delighted moment of an old lady holding her voting right 
document. The joy from the old lady implied the hopefulness the new regime 
brought to people. Other artists were also concerned and involved in the 
development of Chinese painting. “Ten Pieces Paper Studio” (1953–1957) was an 
artists’ gathering at Wu Zuoren (1 1908–1997)’s place. Wu was a professor 
teaching at the Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) and the participants of the 
group were mostly professors and lecturers there. The artists together practiced 
portrait sketching with different media. Wu insisted to use the brush and ink to paint 
figures in the meeting, thus others somehow attempted with the media as well.248 
 
The Chinese Artists’ Association saw that art was to reflect real life and illustrate the 
new face of China. Outdoor fieldtrips to Huang Mountains and Fuchun Mountains 
were provided to the traditional landscape painter. 249  Established artists and art 
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teachers also responded to the idea that art should reflect current reality. In 1954, Li 
Keran, Zhang Ding (ă  1917–2010), and Luo Ming (Ɂ《 1912–1998) had a 
three-month sketching trip in Jiangnan area. The three-man exhibition of their works 
in this trip held in September 1954. It demonstrated how to develop the traditional 
techniques further and received positive responses.  
 
Although the artists under the new regime did not enjoy the freedom and liberty 
Hong Kong artists had, they attempted to innovate Chinese painting within the 
confine of the restrictions. Works depicting the prosperity of the new China were 
welcomed. For example, Fields in Changshu (fig. 2.21, 1963) by Qian Songyan (「
Ųâ 1898–1985) was inspired by the scenery he saw during his trip. Qian adopted 
the bird’s-eye view to illustrate the grand view of canals and the orderly green fields 
which was a flourishing image of achievements of the agricultural policies. The 
poems of Mao were “aesthetic licenses” to the artists.250 Painters such as Li Keran, 
Pan Tianshou (Ƹ«¤ 1897–1971) and Fu Baoshi (@ĲȂ 1904–1965) created 
landscape paintings as pictorial presentation of extracts from Mao’s poems. Ten 
Thousand Mountains Bathed in Red (fig. 2.22, 1964) is one in the series by Li Keran. 
The inscription in the upper right corner explained the lyrics the artist referred to, “A 
thousand hills crimsoned through/ By their serried woods deep-dyed”.251 Li adopted 
the monumental landscape composition from the Northern Song dynasty. He was 
also inspired by the masters in western art history, especially Rembrandt van Rijn 
whose chiaroscuro effect of light and dark was acclaimed.  
 
Unfortunately, thousands of the artists and writers suffered physically and 
psychologically in the years of Cultural Revolution from 1966 and 1976. It was one 
of the most traumatic periods in modern Chinese history. Senior artists and teachers 
were humiliated, persecuted and imprisoned. Some of them committed suicide. The 
arts development was strictly limited to Mao’s ideology and rules. For example, the 
representation of Mao’s image should be “red, bright, and shining”. Two phrases of 
division could be Red Guard art (1966–1968) and worker-peasant-solider art (1970–
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1976) which totally severed the development of traditional Chinese painting.252 The 
legacy of what had built up earlier in terms of aesthetics and techniques was 
overthrown and the practitioners were discredited. One of the ‘values’ that Red 
Guards followed was to destroy the Four Olds. It could be seen as a form of 
propaganda in the example of Destroy the Old World; Establish the New World (fig. 
2.23, 1967).  
 
The Cultural Revolution was an extreme form of political manipulation of the 
development of a culture with massive sacrifices. Whereas in Hong Kong and 
Taiwan, the development of arts had relatively less political interference.   
 
Development of Modern Art in Taiwan 
The art circle in Taiwan also had a vibrant ambience in discussing modern and 
abstract art. Similar to Hong Kong, in the late 1950s, the formation of art 
associations was crucial in promoting modern art in Taiwan. One of the pioneer art 
groups was the Ton-Fan Art Group established in 1956. Oyan Wen-Yuen (Ɗ˽łɠ 
b. 1929), Ho Kan (̊] b. 1932), Chen Tao-Ming, Hsia-Yan and Wu Hao were 
some of the core members. They were inspired by their learning at the Antung Street 
Studio which was opened by their teacher Li Chun-shan in 1951. Li was a member of 
the Storm Society in Shanghai and actively participated in the avant-garde art scene 
in Japan between 1932 and 1937. The teaching method of Li emphasized 
inventiveness and individuality. In order to build up an independent style and artistic 
path for every student, Li at the beginning divided the class in to two sessions. The 
students from two sessions was not allowed to meet each other. The students in the 
same session were forbidden to copy from each other.253 According to Hsiao Chin, 
Li focused how to use the concepts of modern art to merge with the best part of 
Chinese art tradition and create a new form of Chinese art.254 This became one of the 
directions for exploration by the members of the Ton-Fan Art Group. Li and his 
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students’ attitude echoed with the members of the Modern Literature and Art 
Association in Hong Kong. 
 
Under the environment of political purges in Taiwan, the authorities cast doubt on 
modern art and suspected it being “Communist art”.255  Artists were much more 
careful and conscious in organizing art activities. Take the first annual exhibition of 
the Ton-Fan Art Group as an example, the title First Ton-Fan Painting Exhibition: A 
Joint Show of Chinese and Spanish Modern Painters256 reflected that the members 
exhibited their modern paintings together with Spanish painters. It aimed at reducing 
the political suspiciousness of the authorities. Spain was a firmly anti-communism 
country that Taiwan had a friendly diplomatic relationship with. If the Spanish 
government allowed the existence of these Spanish modern painters, the members’ 
works should be acceptable for the Taiwanese government.257  
 
Another example of political interruption was one of the most important debates in 
modern painting between Liu Kuo Sung and Xu Fuguan (čđʋ 1904–1982) in 
1961 and 1962. It was triggered by the claim that Xu related modern art to 
Communism. Xu even stated that modernism opened up the way for a Communist 
world. Liu as one of the painter in pursuit of modernism refuted Xu’s points.258 Liu, 
Kuo Tong Jong (˛űƁ b. 1927) and other fellows were encouraged by their teacher 
Liao Chi Chun (ûȿŒ 1902–1976) at the Normal University of Taiwan to form the 
Fifth Moon Group in 1957. Chuang Che, Fung Chung Ruey and Hu Chi Chung were 
some of the core members afterwards. The approach of the Group was basically total 
westernization in its first years.259  The first annual show of the Group were all 
paintings in western medium, in the subject matter of portrait, landscape, still life and 
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very few that tended to abstraction.260 For instance, Liu attempted to use western 
medium to mimic the effect of Chinese ink and paper. He even used plaster as a base 
on the canvas to increase the textural effects, or applying turpentine on oil to create 
washes effects. 
 
It was not until 1961 that Liu picked up Chinese medium again. The teaching at the 
architectural department had an impact on him. He believed that building in the style 
of Chinese wooden architecture out of concrete was deceptive. He was awakened by 
the idea that the properties of materials were not replaceable.261 Liu then developed 
various techniques in using Chinese medium. In the early 1960s, the members of the 
Fifth Moon Group presented a non-figurative style that was strongly supported by 
the established writer and critic Yu Guangzhong (/G b. 1928). 
 
Nevertheless, the modern and abstract presentations of paintings hindered the 
understanding and acceptance from the audience. The Chinese Writer’s & Artist’s 
Association organized a series of six talks on modern art between 19th December 
1961 and 18th March 1962. The target was to build a bridge for the audience to 
appreciate the work of the artists with a modern pursuit.262 Similar misunderstanding 
towards modernity and abstraction occurred in Taiwan, as well as Hong Kong as 
mentioned. Publications were also a crucial factor in the promotion and discussion 
on modern art in Taiwan. Artists and critics with a pursuit in modern art contributed 
articles and commentaries in different publications, such as Apollo magazine (łő
̅ʙ 1957–1965), Bi Hui (ȥh 1959–1961) and Lianhe bao (ɋz 1951–). The 
dialogues between Hong Kong and Taiwan artists can be seen in the letter exchange 
of Wucius Wong and Chuang Che published in the Apollo magazine 1961, for 
example.263  
 
Artists in Taiwan and Hong Kong were enthusiastic to continue the modern 
development of Chinese art. The two forces together boost modern art outside 
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mainland China. In terms of media, some key figures who worked in Chinese 
medium in the mid-1960s were, Pu Hsing-Yu, Huang Chun Pi, Chang Da-chien (ă
ªj 1899–1983) and Liu Kuo Sung in Taiwan, and Wong Po Yeh, Ding Yanyong, 
Chow Su Sing, Chao Shao An and Lui Shou Kwan in Hong Kong. Observation 
indicates that there were subtle relationships between these artists. For example, Pu 
and Huang who taught Chinese painting at the Normal University of Taiwan were 
invited to New Asia College to give talks in the year 1959, 1962-1963 and 1966 
respectively. Chinese painters teaching at the New Asia College on a long term basis 
included Ding, Chow, Zhang Bihan (ăȇÍ 1909–1995) and Shaw Lap Sing. These 
artists considered that the highest goal was to pass on the legacy of Chinese tradition. 
Liu Kuo Sung later became an advocate of “modern ink painting” but this was only 
in the early 1970s when he took up a teaching post of the Fine Arts Department at 
CUHK. In 1966, Liu assisted by Li Chu-Tsing received an award from the 
Rockefeller Foundation and left for a tour in the United States and other countries for 
two years. 
 
Li was a professor at the University of Kansas, Lawrence. He sought out potential 
artists such as Liu Kuo Sung and Yu Chengyao in Taiwan in one of his trips there. Li 
promoted them through exhibitions in the United States. For example, Li and 
Thomas Lawton organized New Chinese Landscape: Six Contemporary Chinese 
Artists (1966-1968). Li also included Hong Kong painters such as in the exhibitions 
New Directions in Chinese Painting (1969-1971). Liu returned to Taiwan in 1968, he 
established the Chinese Ink Society with members such as Hsiao Jen-cheng, Cheng 
Shan-hsi (ˠȐ b. 1931), He Huaishuo (.ĦȈ b. 1941), Chu Ge (žħ 1931–
2011), Huang Chaohu, and Lo Ch’ing (Ɂ̌ b. 1948).  
 
The nurturing atmosphere of modern art in Taiwan appeared early in the 1950s 
which was earlier than it occurred in Hong Kong. However, in specific reference to 
the development of shuimohua, shuimohuo was first advocated in Hong Kong by Lui 
Shou Kwan in the mid-1960s. Although there were artists using Chinese medium, it 
was Lui who put it as an emphasis in his advocacy. Shuimohua should be regarded as 
one of the key factors in the modernization of Chinese painting. 
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Art Education of Chinese Painting in Hong Kong 
There were at least three approaches for the artists who worked on Chinese medium, 
they were the traditionalist, the Lingnan School and the modernist. Some early 
examples of art institutions were the Lai Ching Art Academy which was established 
by Bao Shaoyou in 1929 and the Grantham Teachers’ Training College in 1951, 
(renamed as the Grantham College of Education in 1967). The two-year curriculum 
of Fine Arts Specialized Training Programme was launched in February 1957 at the 
New Asia College on Farm Road, which was the former body of the Department of 
Fine Arts at CUHK established in 1963. Teachers included founders Chen Shih Wen 
and Ding Yanyong, as well as Wang Chi Chien (C.C. Wang ǖÀ˓ 1907–2003), 
Zeng Keduan (ŝHɊ 1900–1975), Zhang Bihan and Koo Tsin Yaw (̗̌ǡ 1896–
1978). In 1959 it was developed into a four-year undergraduate programme. In the 
mid-1960s, Chow Su Sing, Zhang Bihan and Shaw Li Sheng were the teachers at the 
Department of Fine Arts. Together they offered “Chinese Painting” and “Advanced 
Chinese Painting” at the Department of Extramural Studies of the CUHK. 
Simultaneously, Lui also taught Chinese painting at the Department of Extramural 
Studies, but with a totally different approach. In 1966, Lui began to offer the course 
of “Shuimohua (ƕ¡ǰ Brush and Ink Painting)”. This was a significant occasion 
for Lui to spread his ideas and advocacy. His students in the extramural courses 
established the In Tao Association and One Art Group in 1968 and 1970 respectively. 
The two groups boosted the development of modern ink painting in Hong Kong. 
Other contemporaries of Lui such as Chao Shao An and Yang Shen Sum had their 
own studios and disciples.   
 
The emergence of an alternative way of teaching Chinese Painting was noted in the 
mid-1960s. The usual way of teaching Chinese painting consisted of demonstration 
by the teachers and imitation by the students. This practice was notably reflected in 
the apprenticeship of the Lingnan School. Steps in Chinese Painting (part one, two 
and three) by Shaw and A Study of Chinese Painting by Chao provide a glimpse of 
their teaching method. The series by Shaw were designed for beginners and focus on 
how to paint a landscape, techniques of Chinese landscape painting and how to paint 
a portrait. There are detailed steps demonstrating different textural stroke method of 
trees and clouds, and ways of depicting waterfalls or fishing boats in the manual of 
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Part one for example. Chao’s manual usually started with a photograph of the flower, 
plant or insect, he provided his illustrations of sketching with lines and the finished 
work with color. Chao also introduced the subject matter and described the steps and 
way(s) to sketch and paint it by text next to the images. Chao attempted to illustrate 
the same subject matter from different perspectives as well, for examples, the 
demonstrations and page layouts of sunflowers (fig. 2.24), lychees (fig. 2.25) and 
roses (fig. 2.26) highlighted his emphasis on observation and sketching.  
 
At the New Asia College, teachers of Chinese painting demonstrated for the students. 
But their ways of demonstrations varied. Some teaching material of plums by Chow 
Su Sing and trees and a little hut by Koo Tsin Yaw provide evidence of the steps 
they taught through demonstrations.264 With each step elaborated, students could 
follow and apprehend the method better. Ding Yanyong would paint while smoking 
a pipe. He gave away his demonstrations to his students. The decree of students’ 
learning differed from each other depends on their ability and observation.265 
 
In the setting of extramural courses, Lui Shou Kwan often produced imitation by 
classical masters and wrote long commentaries for his teaching lecture. He very 
rarely demonstrated for the students in class. However, his breakthrough was the 
attempt to teach Chinese painting with the experimentation of visual language. This 
method basically discarded the boundary of subject matter and the studying of cun-
methods (textural strokes). In some of Lui’s diaries and notebooks, there are quite 
detailed descriptions of his preparation. Testing of pattern or form and different ways 
of overlapping them were found. He would make a bunch of patterns by using square, 
oval, or even the letter “E”, “C” and “S” repetitively (fig. 2.27). There are also 
playful exercises of creating pattern in one continuous stroke (fig. 2.28) or many 
layers of circles (fig. 2.29). Other examples of him rendering dots into planes, planes 
and planes in various ways (fig. 2.30 and 2.31) illustrated that Lui was exploring the 
spatial relationship between these elements. He laid out the possible relationship 
between planes – the encounter of planes, the overlapping of planes and the 
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transparent overlapping of planes. Similarly, he displayed some possibilities of how 
to form dots into planes, such as using the dots to form negative spaces, 
accumulating dots into volume or even applying dots with lines to depict mountain 
and moss. 
 
His teaching encouraged students to explore with the Chinese medium by creating 
dots, lines and forms. Despite being immature and playful, the students’ exercises 
reflect a vibrant ambience of experimentation. The ninety plus anonymous drawings 
of “Exercises of Classmates in 1967” shown in Lectures on Ink Painting are 
evidential. Fig. 2.32 and 2.33 are attempts of using dots, the former contrasts the 
layers of dots in various density levels while the latter forms a zig zag composition 
by systematic dotting of a shape of inverted triangle-like. Both fig. 2.34 and 2.35 are 
obvious line experiments which illustrated a series of short lines turns into various 
directions of movement and a more stabilized effect formed by a horizontal, a 
vertical and a diagonal set of lines (which become planes). By using a pattern 
repetitively with various ink tones, fig. 2.36 made use rectangular prisms in different 
sizes and angles to create dynamics while fig. 2.37 conveys a sense of rhythm and 
movement towards upper right.  
 
The first annual exhibition of the In Tao Association in 1968 also illustrates the 
members’ general interest in experimentation of visual language. Reflections (1) and 
(2) (fig. 2.38 and 2.39) painted by Wong Wang-fai (ƘĂˀ b. 1940) experimented 
the textural effects with the many layers of the material. Lee Wei On (ŭȻÆ b. 
1937) exhibited Composition (fig. 2.40) and Harbour (fig. 2.41). One of them is 
dominated by broad, bold and dynamic calligraphic strokes with washes and splashes 
of wet ink while the other one consists of broad strokes and thin lines likely to depict 
mountains and the sea. Ng Yiu Chung (Ɉė b. 1935) and Irene Chou focused on 
the usage of lines. Femineity (1) and (2) (fig. 2.42 and 2.43) by Ng explore females’ 
bodies and faces with curves while Chou’s work Trees (fig. 2.44) and Flowers (fig. 
2.45) apply sets of short diagonal lines in various ink tones to test the space and 
depth of the depicted. Tam Chi Sing pursued a splashy and expressive manner with 
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gradations of ink tones that creates an impression of the scenery in Village (fig. 
2.46).266 
 
Tam reminisced when he was painting with the members in the art room at Wah Yan 
College, Kowloon, they would look at each other’s work and paint differently from 
the others. This could explain their attitude on creation, as well as the diverse 
attempts among the painters. The overall impression of the exhibits in the first 
exhibition of the In Tao Association was immature but fresh. Lau Kin Wai, in his M. 
Phil thesis commented that most works were not well constructed but experimental 
exercises. Nevertheless, the group stimulated a dynamic to explore all kinds of 
possibilities with different media and visual language. Thus, even though they might 
work on the same topic of “lines”, they created very different work without a sample 
to follow.  
 
The author here does not try to judge which way of teaching Chinese painting is 
better or worse. Every artist has their unique background and temperament which the 
society in different times accepts and rejects accordingly. Lui’s teaching method of 
Chinese painting was apparently different from the norm in the 1960s. It is essential 
to note that Lui did not simply alter the teaching method regardless of the tradition of 
Chinese culture. His advocacy on shuimohua should be seen as a continuation of the 
development of Chinese painting. Lui was no different to the artists teaching at the 
New Asia College, in terms of their mission to pass on the legacy of Chinese art and 
Chinese culture. Nevertheless, one of the main things to distinguish Lui from them 
was the decree of emphasis on inventiveness. Lui attracted a number of students who 
aimed at something non-conventional. Gradually there were more and more 
followers of shuimohua so that it became quite dominant in the late 1960s and 1970s. 
The following questions are now asked. What was Lui’s shuimohua advocacy about? 
How did the advocacy inspire the students? The coming chapter will closely examine 
Lui’s writing regarding shuimohua in order to extract some core ideas for further 
discussion. 
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Chapter III 
The Emergence of “Shuimohua” (ƕ¡ǰ Ink Painting)  in the 1960s 
 
After 1947, the influx of mainlanders escaping the political turmoil of mainland 
China contributed to a climate of change in Hong Kong which was to later develop 
into the desire to reform aspects of traditional Chinese culture, in particular literature, 
film and painting. 
 
There were at least three streams of Chinese painting in the 1960s in Hong Kong, 
including the traditionalist, the Lingnan School painters and modern ink painters. Of 
these streams, modern ink painting in particular aroused active discussions and 
embraced a range of styles.  
 
By 1966, Lui Shou Kwan was the principal advocate for reforming Chinese painting 
in Hong Kong. He was then an influential art lecturer at a number of institutions. He 
promoted shuimohua to his students. He became the principal developer and 
advocate of shuimohua. Lui’s development of shuimohua in the 1960s played a 
significant part in the evolution and modernization of Chinese art. 
 
The art historian Mok Kar Leung Harold (ɩÌə ) recognized the important 
significance of shuimohua to Hong Kong’s art development. Mok stated that the 
influence and contribution of Lui Shou Kwan are undisputed as Lui opened a new 
page in the history of Hong Kong art by using shuimohua to reform Chinese painting. 
Mok implied that shuimohua had an incontestable role in the development of modern 
Chinese painting.267  
 
There are many elements to the complex concept of shuimohua. The following 
description of shuimohua is provided as an introduction to a more comprehensive 
exploration as this chapter unfurls. Shuimohua may be seen as a concept that evolved 
over time to promote the modernization of Chinese ink painting. Shuimohua may be 
seen as both a process and product of attitudes, skills, knowledge and experience. 
Shuimohua promotes artists to have an understanding and honoring of past traditions, 
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but not to be bound by this. Shuimohua promotes artists to be courageous and to 
develop their own ideas, taking from the past what is useful to them to develop new 
ideas and expressions. Shuimohua promotes sincerity in artwork, to “innovate and to 
express yourself” and not to be afraid to look for inspiration and ideas outside the 
Chinese tradition. 
 
Lui’s Affiliation to Tradition 
Lui Shou Kwan was born in 1919 in Guangzhou, China. He married in 1942 to Mui 
Sin Ping and received his bachelor degree in Economics from the Guangzhou 
University in 1946. Lui had a close relationship with his father Lui Tsan Ming (Ǐ
《 1892–1963) who was an elite and traditional painter. Lui senior opened a 
mounting and antique shop called Hongxuezhai (̨̱̆) in 1928. This later closed 
because of the war and reopened in 1945. 
  
Because of his family background, Lui Shou Kwan had the opportunity to view 
genuine classical works closely. Lui Tsan Ming helped Lui junior develop strong ties 
with traditional Chinese painting, calligraphy and philosophy. When his father 
organized gatherings, Lui junior also met and interacted with traditionalist artists and 
the Lingnan School artists. These included Li Yanshan (ŭȃÞ 1898–1961), Zhao 
Haogong (ʹƩM 1881–1948), Gao Jianfu and Chao Shao An. Lui found peace by 
imitating (linmo ɑĺ) paintings that were waiting for his father to mount. Lui’s 
works were highly appreciated by the senior artists such as Gao Jianfu.  
 
In the wartime, the Lui family fled from place to place. Lui junior once worked as a 
government official in Shaoguan (̒˹) at the Guangdongsheng shitang zhuanmai ju 
(ýűǻ̙ȭÓʵÙ Sugar Bureau of the Province of Guangdong).268 It was said 
that he witnessed and despised corruption in the government and the society.269 The 
destruction of war was so drastic that he was no longer the same person and felt that 
his life did not belong to him.270 In the long inscription of Rabbits/Dawn (fig. 3.1 and 
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3.2), Lui reflectively asked himself again and again what he could do to contribute to 
his country. 
 
At first Lui thought painting was an insignificant skill compared to holding weapons 
and joining the army, but when he studied the history of Chinese painting, he felt that 
the national spirit of China resided in its academic learning and culture.271  This 
revelation prompted Lui to develop painting as his lifetime pursuit.  
 
Because of the Civil War between the Nationalist and Communist Party, Lui Shou 
Kwan and his extended family fled to Hong Kong in 1948. In 1949, Lui found a full-
time job as a ferry inspector with the Hong Kong and Yaumati Ferry Company 
Limited. Lui resigned from this position in 1966. Although it was not a job related to 
his painting interest, it provided the stability which allowed him to maintain his 
devotion to painting and writing. Friends such as Paul Lo reminisced that he saw Lui 
painting on a small table at the office during his ferry employment period.272 Before 
he quit his job in 1966, he had already begun tutoring private students and holding 
classes at gallery space. Wucius Wong recalled himself studying with Lui in 1958 
because he wanted to learn Chinese painting tradition from Lui. Despite being a 
signature modern painter, Lui never gave up the Chinese painting tradition. Evidence 
of this is seen in the exemplary paintings that he strenuously prepared for his 
students in the Department of Extramural Studies, CUHK. 
 
Lui’s knowledge and skills of traditional Chinese painting could be seen in his 1954 
one-man show at the Hong Kong Cultural Works Gallery, Hong Kong Hotel, Hong 
Kong.273 His early works demonstrated his excellence in executing traditional skills, 
style and pursuits. In the preface to the exhibition, the critic Liang Han Cao (źÍļ 
1899–1975) stated that the work in which Lui imitated the masters could be 
comparable to the genuine pieces.274 Throughout his artistic career Lui oscilated 
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between tradition and new attempts of innovating Chinese painting. Along the River 
During the Ching-ming Festival after Zhang Zeduan (fig. 3.3, 1975) is one of the 
examples of Lui’s return to tradition in the year of his death. In the joint exhibition 
by Lui and his students in 1959, the works exhibited by the students such as Diu Yin-
ngor (Xǎ¸ ), Yee Takcheng (/Ĕƻ ) and Wucius Wong indicated that the 
teaching of Lui emphasized Chinese painting tradition as a foundation to learn 
Chinese painting. This can be seen in, Youju (òÚ Secluded Dwelling) by Yee, 
painted in the style of the monk Juran and Dunhuang Foxiang (ŀǋ0B Buddhist 
Image of Dunhuang) by Wong.275  
 
As Wucius Wong pointed out, by the time the then twenty-eight year-old Lui settled 
in Hong Kong. Lui was “just old enough” to have emerged himself in Chinese 
tradition. Lui was also “just young enough” to be open-minded and accept foreign 
influences in seeking a new direction for Chinese painting.276 The art groups that Lui 
was involved in the mid-1950s were the Chinese Art Club (ɂʀş  later 
renamed the Hong Kong Chinese Art Club), the Bingshen Art Club (Ǫȉ) and the 
Seven Artists Club (	ǰş ). The members of these groups were mainly 
traditionalists and painters of the Lingnan School. However, Lui also joined the 
Society of Hong Kong Artists, and later became the advisor of the Modern Literature 
and Art Association Hong Kong.277 
 
As stated previously Lui was well equipped with abundant knowledge of Chinese 
philosophy and art history. He stated that, “the root of the ideas of Chinese painting 
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was almost all originated from philosophy.”278 This is supported by Lui’s writings 
about philosophy in his published manuscripts. In these writings, he included various 
subjects and schools of philosophy, including Confucianism, Daoism, Mohism, 
Legalism and Chan. They contribute a total of eight sections out of seventeen in 
Manuscript of Lui Shou Kwan. However, Lui also attempted to teach about western 
philosophers and scientists, such as Francis Bacon (1561–1626), René Descartes 
(1596–1650), Montesquieu (1689–1755), Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778) and 
Charles Darwin (1809–1882).279 This approach also reflected Lui’s open attitude 
towards the West. Lui could not read English, but if there was not a Chinese edition 
of the English book in which he was interested, he accessed the material by asking 
his friends to translate the text. 
 
The oeuvre of Lui included paintings of Chinese classical style, the Lingnan School 
style, as well as semi-abstract and abstract styles. The wide range of works shows 
Lui’s eagerness to explore and experiment. Lui students’ comments and impressions 
about him demonstrate the scope and diversity of Lui’s knowledge and experience. 
Wucius Wong, who is another key figure in the development of shuimohua, was a 
private student of Lui early in 1958. Wong reminisced that he wanted to study with 
Lui because of his rich and thorough understanding of classical Chinese painting.280 
Lui’s extramural students such as Tam Chi Sing and Kan Tai Keung recalled that 
they enrolled in his courses because he was a figure of modernity in the mid-
1960s. 281  These contrasting remembrances of Lui demonstrate Lui’s knowledge, 
flexibility and ability not to be constrained by rigid boundaries.  
 
A Mission 
Apart from being an accomplished artist, Lui held a significant role as an art 
educator. With his accomplished skills in art – although rooted in traditional Chinese 
painting, he took the tradition further. He started to search a direction to modernize 
Chinese painting. It was a call inside him. Lui’s exploration towards this question 
was not confined to self-interest at a personal level, he took painting as his dedicated 
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mission to pass on the legacy of Chinese culture. Lui’s determination was clearly 
expressed in his manuscript:  
  
I examined myself that painting has been my aspiration/dedicated 
vision. Painting is for passing on the legacy of painting knowledge. 
The legacy of painting knowledge is for the country.282 
 
One of the best ways to achieve this was to teach. Painting was not only about leisure 
or a personal search. It also had a meaning in the larger context of a country’s 
development. From the content of Lui’s teaching notes and curriculum in the 1960s, 
his teaching was rarely conducted by skills demonstrations, but delivered through 
lectures. He called upon his contemporaries to explore together the path of 
revitalizing Chinese painting. This was a vision shared by other artists of the time. 
 
Lui genuinely cared about the future development of Chinese painting. Painting to 
Lui was not just about being a painter, but it implied that he had a mission of 
inheritance. Lui regarded that there was a great responsibility on him and of his 
generation to develop and pass on the legacy of Chinese painting. He hoped the 
future generations would carry on and continue the development. He considered 
himself as one of many responsible for the development and education of Chinese 
painting:  
 
I reckon, in order to safeguard and enhance the art of Chinese 
calligraphy and painting, we have to be faithful and dutiful to achieve 
this dedicated mission.283 
 
Lui strongly believed in the importance of education. In 1965, Lui started to teach 
Ink Painting courses at the Department of Architecture and the Department of Extra-
Mural Studies of HKU and also at the Department of Extramural Studies of 
CUHK.284 Lui then began to develop systematic courses for undergraduates and adult 
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courses open to the general public. He even had a vision of establishing a four-year 
curriculum for Ink Painting in the Fine Arts Department.285  
 
Lui’s Lectures on Shuimohua 
Lui believed that education was an important means to sustain Chinese painting. In 
his lectures and writings, the shuimohua advocacy was notable. As indicated by the 
titles of his publications, the series of “Records of Lectures on Shuimohua” 
published in College Life, and Lectures on Shuimohua were articulations of his 
shuimohua advocacy. Manuscript of Lui Shou Kwan (published in 2005, but the 
content was written in 1973) was also an important reference as the original heading 
was “Lectures on Shuimohua: Ideas and School of Chinese Painting (ƕ¡ǰʢ
ȾǰęğɕƨƧ)”.  
 
The Lingnan School was the most popular and well-received style at that time, 
emphasizing technique and imitation. However, Lui refused the conventional way of 
teaching through imitative apprenticeship. Lui organized structured and systematized 
open lectures. There were different parts in his teaching, including the exploration of 
the origin of ideas on Chinese painting.286 He emphasized: 
 
What I want to deliver is “ideas and schools of Chinese painting”. 
This is definitely not “ideas and schools of my painting”.287 It means 
that I teach “Chinese painting”, so it is not “my painting”. 
 
This belief is the reason why no “Lui School” emerged. Lui’s enthusiasm and 
devotion to Chinese painting could be seen in his tremendous effort in writing and 
teaching. What Lui offered in his lectures and writings were the best he could offer. 
His lectures and writings not only reflected his extensive knowledge of Chinese 
calligraphy and painting, but also suggested a new way to move Chinese painting 
forward.  
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Although he had a firm standpoint and personal thoughts, he claimed that there was 
not much of him worth following.288 In other words, he treasured an artist as an 
individual and placed emphasis on the artist’s attitude.  
 
Lui’s students came from all walks of life. For example, Yu Sai Kin (/ b. 1943) 
reminisced about the reason why he studied Lui’s course in 1967. There was a day 
during the 1967 riots when the course teacher of his class “Social Work 
Administration” was absent. Yu walked past the open door of a room where Lui was 
delivering a lecture. Yu stood outside the classroom for the rest of the lecture 
listening. Lui raised issues that aroused the interest of Yu. Yu took the initiative to 
ask Lui questions after class and later on decided to take Lui’s course. The charisma 
and popularity of his lectures was evident by the number of people listening to his 
lectures standing outside a full classroom. Lui indicated that it was not easy to 
deliver the lectures because of the diversity of classmates, such as an age range from 
eighteen to seventy-six years, and different educational backgrounds such as high 
school graduates, masters and doctoral degrees. There was also a range of 
occupations represented in his classes, such as teachers and administrators.289  
 
Lui believed what Hong Kong modern art needed was education and the gathering of 
young people who aspired to be artists.290 In the notebooks of Lui, there were name 
lists of his students and often there were notes about the personalities, background 
and progress of the students. The observation showed that Lui attempted to teach 
according to the needs of the students, even though his teaching was in the form of 
public lectures. 
 
According to the memories of Lui’s students, Lui spent a lot of time with them 
outside the classroom. Kwok Mang Ho reminisced about the time that he brought a 
small pile of works and showed them to Lui after class while Lui was having a 
cigarette. Other students such as Yu Sai Kin and Kan Tai Keung recalled the meal 
times with Lui and other classmates after class. Hui Ming Fai still keeps the letters 
written by Lui while she was studying in the United States. The Sunday gatherings in 
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the late 1960s and early 1970s at the art room of Wah Yan College, Kowloon were 
mentioned by many of his students such as Tam Chi Sing, Choi Yan Chi and Hui. 
Tam was an art teacher at the College and the art room was the venue of Sundays 
gatherings for the members of the In Tao Association. Yet, Lui welcomed his 
students out of the Association such as Choi and Hui. Students who were interested 
in coming were welcomed and they painted together from morning to late afternoon. 
Both Choi and Hui were impressed by the enthusiasm of Lui in that he was so 
motivated even without any monetary benefit.291 It is quite obvious that Lui as a 
teacher devoted time to his students without calculation. 
 
Lui explicitly stated that the aim of his lectures was “not to [ask the students to] obey 
or follow him, but to provide a fair ground for all of them [the students] to discuss 
comprehensively before one can generalize, digest and acquire genuine individual 
development and establishment.”292The intention of Lui’s teaching was to lay the 
groundwork for the future development of the individual. One key of his teaching 
philosophy was that one has to understand the things before they discuss them: 
 
If we want to discuss, it must be based on understanding and 
knowledge. If we agree, obey or advocate without understanding or 
knowledge, it becomes blind faith. If we object, rebel or revolt 
without understanding or knowledge, this shows ignorance.293 
 
He also suggested the attitude of not being prejudiced when facing different schools 
of philosophy, rather one should face the history objectively.294 These were remarks 
that Lui told his readers when emphasizing not to forget tradition and history. The 
stress was apparently on a comprehensive understanding. This relates to another 
phrase that was frequently addressed in Lui’s writing – sixiang (ęğ ideas). To 
stimulate his audience to think was one of his goals. He stressed that everyone 
should take responsibility for ideas295 and described ideas as the main expression and 
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contribution of arts, including literature, music, art, and so on.296 Lui in his teachings 
of shuimohua emphasized individuality and originality which provide a strong 
support to the modernization of Chinese painting. 
 
From Guohua to Shuimohua  
It is noted that, as mentioned in chapter one, there was a shift of usage of the terms 
from guohua to shuimohua in the writings of Lui between the 1950s and the 1960s. 
The active discussion of guohua could be traced to the early twentieth century. One 
prominent example was the advocacy of xin guohua (Ņǰ New National Painting) 
by the Lingnan School master Gao Jianfu.297 As Gao was a close friend of Lui’s 
father, it was likely that Lui heard about Gao’s advocacy. Nevertheless, Lui’s 
exploration went much further and aimed at seeking a new direction to continue the 
legacy of Chinese painting. Although the term shuimohua was used in China in the 
1950s, it referred to the sketching practice of the painters.298  The author argues 
shuimohua is a fluid concept without boundaries built by formal qualities, but 
focuses on more abstract criteria.299  
 
Lui’s remarks about the Chinese painting system were insightful. The system of 
Chinese painting is independent, but not opposing. Opposition includes 
contradictions and confrontation while independence embraces exchange and 
absorption.300 This prompts recollection of the view of Pan Tianshou who described 
Chinese and Western paintings as two independent mountains that should be 
separated. However, in comparison, Lui accepted and encouraged his students to 
explore western art and media. 
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Lui’s frequent addressing of the space and time he lived in demonstrated his 
awareness and sensitivity to his surroundings. As a painter in the second half of the 
twentieth century, he claimed that he had no objection to “admiring the ancient”, but 
he objected to the view of “disdain today”.301 In response to western influences, he 
suggested that the system of Chinese painting was independent of, but not in 
opposition to other systems. It is not surprising that he found inspiration from 
western painting development. Lui commented that the inadequacy of Chinese 
painting was that it was bounded by representation, but the rise of western modern 
art could stimulate and support the rise of shuimohua in Hong Kong. 
 
According to the programmes and prospectus of the two extramural studies 
departments, Lui offered twenty courses in total between 1965 and 1974. Fifteen of 
these were conducted for the Department of Extramural Studies at CUHK. Some of 
the courses were repeated a number of times, such as “Brush and Ink Painting”, 
“History of Chinese Painting” and “Traditional Techniques in Chinese Landscape 
Painting”. It is noted that the Chinese title of the “Brush and Ink Painting” was “ƕ¡
ǰ (shuimohua)”. In the English translation the stress was on the media. The course 
of “Brush and Ink Painting” had the highest frequency and was conducted seven 
times between 1966 and 1972.302 Others were repeated up to three times. 
 
The most insightful contribution of Lui to the development of Chinese painting is the 
concept of shuimohua which can be a thread to understand his pursuit of art. The 
concept of shuimohua was grounded by guohua, but not bounded by it. It embraces a 
mixture of Lui’s thoughts. There is no simple way to illustrate the definition of 
shuimohua. He commented on the teaching of shuimohua: 
 
The education system of shuimohua might not be flawless, yet, at 
least it provides a preliminary blueprint for future improvement. 
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There are still a number of people (who) prefer using the methods of 
teaching by the so-called guohua [national painting] in the past. We 
do not have the right to suppress. However, adding an educational 
method of a kind to new guohua [new national painting], or 
reminding each of us to notice and identify education would be 
beneficial rather than detrimental.303 
 
It is noticeable that Lui regarded shuimohua as an alternative to guohua or a kind of 
new guohua. The terms xiandai guohua and shuimohua are interchangeable in Lui’s 
writings, but he apparently had a preference for using the latter. His account of 
shuimohua education implied that he did not forbid other practices, but provided an 
alternative which he humbly described as a “preliminary blueprint”. Shuimohua was 
Lui’s advocacy for promoting modernization of Chinese painting in Hong Kong. As 
Lui stated, he expected the future generations would improve the blueprint. Thus, he 
did not set rigid rules in the way of teaching. Similarly, later in this chapter, it 
describes the concept of shuimohua is fluid also. Lui was taking a lot of variables 
into account, for instance, the environment an artist is situated in, as well as his/her 
upbringing. Lui did not have the intention of providing a definite answer to 
modernizing Chinese painting, but he signaled many possibilities.  
 
When examining shuimohua, it is necessary to include discussion of Chinese 
painting as Lui regarded shuimohua and Chinese painting as having a blood 
relationship:  
 
Xiandai guohua or shuimohua, in principle, is a continuation of 
[traditional] Chinese painting. The two have a ‘post-umbilical’ 
relationship.304  
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Lui elaborates,  
 
…shuimohua is a kind of Chinese painting. Thus the relationship, 
differences and similarities between the two can be taken as the 
condition of fetus and mother. Once the umbilical cord is severed, the 
fetus becomes an independent being. The mother-son relationship 
denotes a symbol of an independent life.305 
 
The metaphorical relationship is important in understanding that Lui was picturing 
shuimohua in the framework of Chinese painting. Chinese painting is the origin of 
shuimohua. This could explain the role of the components of Chinese philosophy and 
painting theories in his teaching. In the terms evolution from guohua to shuimohua, 
one significant implication was this diluted the emphasis of nationality. Although the 
majority of Lui’s teaching was concerned with Chinese tradition, he was aware of the 
time in history he was in, and expected to change and progress. He admitted his 
courses of shuimohua had a tendency towards the East, especially Chinese painting. 
Meanwhile, other artists such as Wucius Wong, Hon Chi Fun and Leung Kui Ting 
were responsible for shuimohua with the inclination to the West.306  
 
Key Vocabulary in Lui’s Shuimohua Advocacy 
There is a range of material for us to study Lui’s thoughts on his work. Manuscripts 
of Lui Shou Kwan was on the ideas and schools of Chinese painting with a focus on 
different schools of Chinese philosophy. Lectures on Ink Painting emphasized 
mainly on shuimohua. Another text Research on Chinese Painting published in 1957 
is very helpful in understanding Lui’s view of Chinese painting. There are also 
numerous articles by him scattered around in newspapers and periodicals. The 
reading of his personal note books preserved by his family, showed how serious and 
zealous Lui was towards painting and education. He revised the content over and 
over again through rewriting (fig. 3.4). Nevertheless, Lui was not a theorist. Rather 
the writings were aids to his teaching and thinking. He did not intend to establish 
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comprehensive theories. Records of Lui’s years of writing and teaching provide 
insights into his thinking processes.  
 
In order to have a more thorough understanding of the shuimohua advocacy, the 
following discusses the vocabulary that Lui constantly used. 
 
Linmo (ɑƅ) and Mofang (ƅ+ Imitation) 
Shuimohua evolved from the tradition of guohua. With a deep rooted Chinese 
traditional background, Lui had gone through struggles of accepting and rejecting 
aspects of traditional Chinese painting. It would be helpful to examine how Lui 
understood ‘lin’ and ‘mo’ (linmo) and mofang. Linmo refers to two of the traditional 
ways of learning Chinese painting from the ancient masters: lin refers to the method 
of copying with the work being next to you; mo is direct tracing on the top of the 
work. The terms linmo and imitation are not equivalent even though the former are 
ways of imitation. The term mofang refers to copying for the sake of copying. 
 
As a painter, Lui had the practice of linmo Chinese painting. He also suggested that 
they were the foundation of learning Chinese painting. He distinguished the aims of 
lin and mo by saying that the former emphasize the efforts to “write” [a painting] 
stroke by stroke to achieve the expression of bimo while the latter could be done in 
filling up and altering slowly with the aim of representation.307 Lui stressed more on 
lin as it is the main foundation technique for learning the tradition. It is also the gen 
that a guohua painter must have, and the endeavor on lin is rugen (JŹ into the 
root).308 
 
The attitude towards linmo matters. Lui believed that in front of a painting one 
should be humble and sincere without any preconceptions so as to learn every dot 
and stroke from it.309 The attitude echoes with the attitude of being an artist that Lui 
stressed – sincerity. He claimed that sincerity was the base of knowledge, personality 
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and life. 310  He also stressed that one should be qingsin chenghuai (ƭĕƻĦ 
cleansed/emptied) in the practice of lin. His metaphor of a bottle helps to explain the 
term:  
 
If [the bottle] is empty, it can be filled with anything. However, if it is 
already filled with vinegar, when we decided to take wine, we must 
empty the vinegar out first, before we can accept wine. This is qingxin 
chenghuai.311 
 
In other words, he believed that it was the temperament and attitude of an artist that 
made the artist an artist. Being unprejudiced and getting rid of all one has learned is 
the best state to learn from linmo. 
 
The teaching of Lui at the extramural courses of CUHK serves as a good example to 
demonstrate his understanding of both skills and intellectuality of Chinese painting 
tradition through the practice of linmo. Lui had done paintings in the styles of a 
number of masters, such as Juran, Fan Kuan, Guo Xi (˛Ǎ ca. 1010–1090), Huang 
Gongwang  (̫Mţ 1268–1354), Wu Zhen (˰ 1280–1354), Ni Zan (<ǥ 1306–
1374), Wang Meng (ǖɲ 1308–1385), Shitao, Hongren (Ă 1610–1663), Shi Xi 
(Ȃʬ 1612–ca. 1673), Wu Changshuo (ŎȈ 1844–1927) and Huang Binhong.312 
There were times when Lui linmo the painting again and again, just as he mentioned 
in the more than two thousand word inscription in his painting after Wang Meng’s 
Secluded Dwelling in the Qingbian Mountains (fig. 3.5, and 3.6, 1967). Often, he 
reflectively wrote long inscriptions to describe the features of the painting, the 
experience and thoughts while he was practicing, as well as the key hints for the 
students to be aware of in the process of linmo and learning Chinese painting.  
  
On the contrary, mofang was criticized by Lui. He commented the Qing dynasty was 
a “dark age” because the Qing literati painters regarded a particular master as the idol 
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to mofang.313 This excluded the philosophical ideas of the literati and their works 
therefore lacked originality.314 There was a similar situation in Hong Kong in Lui’s 
time: 
 
The traditionalists and the Lingnan School moved to Hong Kong after 
the war. They initially influenced and gained high social status. 
However, their works continued the old routine of mofang without 
innovation and this was against the Way of painting, [their creations] 
could hardly be counted as works of art.315 
 
There is a negative relationship between mofang and art. Lui boldly criticized the 
practice of the Lingnan School and hinted at the rise of the concept of shuimohua: 
 
It is commonly known that the Lingnan School failed at lacking the 
core idea of art, as well as its extremely wrong mofang teaching 
method. As a result, both old and new are in the trap of mofang. Thus, 
it stimulated the emergence of shuimohua.316  
 
Lui believed the decline in Chinese painting was turning painting into craft. Lui 
mentioned that craft in itself is not any lower than art; if it is, it is lower because of 
its characteristics of mofang.317 Both linmo and mofang are terms related to imitation, 
but Lui’s responses to each of these terms were very different. To distinguish them, 
linmo is a means but mofang is an end. The former is a learning process318 while the 
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latter refers to copying as an end product. An example can be found in the 1960s 
exhibitions of To-day’s Chinese Art Association, which was established by the 
disciples of the Lingnan School. Croizier criticized that the exhibits were 
surprisingly uniform and Chao-like with only a few of students’ work being 
distinctive in their own way.319 In Lui’s words, the Lingnan School continued “the 
old routine of mofang”. One of the reasons for this phenomenon was the mode of 
imitative apprenticeship adopted by the Lingnan School. 
 
Another angle from which to understand linmo and mofang is their relationship to 
creation. Lui admitted that it might look as if there is a contradiction between linmo 
and creation, however, they could be connected as linmo is “to learn to create”320 
whereas mofang could hardly be called creation or path to creation. Creation is “a 
stage of accomplishment as well as the demand of art”.321 This could explain why 
Lui encouraged his students to linmo but condemned mofang. He was in opposition 
to the latter and this led to one of the bases of his advocacy of shuimohua: 
 
What is meant by “shuimohua” is basically to separate from the 
mofang copying corrupted guohua jia (national painter). 322 
 
It was an alternative to depart from copying. Lui also claimed that the essence of 
shuimohua was affirmed in 1970:  
 
In the 1970 contemporary exhibition (“Exhibition of Chinese Ink 
Painting”), the artistic value of shuimohua perhaps was difficult to 
determine, but it has confirmed the basic spirit of “non-mofang” and 
“non-representational”.323 
 
As stated previously, Liu Kuo Sung condemned the practice of copying from the 
west and ancient China. Although Lui criticized the phenomenon of mofang, he 
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supported that linmo is a way to learn from the masters by practicing “go into the 
methods” (exploring and learning skills etc), “come out from the methods” (adapting 
and modifying continuing the development of learning, skills etc). Lui’s way of 
thinking of “in and out of ancient traditions” echoes the earlier master Li Keran.  
 
Kan recalls that Lui did not abandon the practice of linmo, but banned the idea of 
copying from the teachers. He recalled that Lui did not do demonstrations in his 
classes. Yet, students like Choi Yan Chi vividly remembers Lui doing 
demonstrations for the sake of conveying some ideas rather than asking the students 
to imitate him. He encouraged students to linmo ancient masters while he offered 
commentaries on their practices.324  
 
When Lui criticized mofang, he targeted the teaching and learning practice of 
apprenticeship, as well as the result of the dull atmosphere of lack of creativity in 
Chinese painting. These viewpoints are consistent with his teaching method and 
advocacy of shuimohua. Lui avoided copying, but attempted to revitalize Chinese 
painting by initiating the ideas of inner expression and innovation.  
 
Cheng (ʜ Sincerity) 
Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua was a concept that provided an alternative way to 
pursue Chinese painting at that time. It is crucial to note that he put one of his 
emphases on sincerity - the attitude of being an artist, or even as a human being. 
Sincerity allows no self-deception and selfishness. 325  One has to be honest to 
himself/herself before he or she is honest to the others. The concept of sincerity came 
from Confucianism, its source could be traced to Mencius. More explanations were 
found in the chapters of the Doctrine of the Mean and the Great Learning in the 
Book of Rites. One of the quotes Lui put in his manuscript from the Mean is: 
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Sincerity means the completion of the self, and the Way is self-
directing. Sincerity is the beginning and end of things. Without 
sincerity there would be nothing.326  
 
Character and morality of the artist came first, then knowledge. Lui sought the 
quality of the artist behind the painting. His evaluation of a painting beyond the 
painting itself can be traced to an ancient literati tradition. For instance, when Su Shi, 
a literati official in the Song dynasty, commented on Wen Tong (ł{ 1018–1079), 
Su dealt with Wen’s temperament first, then his literature, poetry, calligraphy and 
painting. Lui regarded sincerity as fundamental in the pursuit of knowledge, 
personality and life in general. 
 
The attitude of the artist was crucial to his/her artistic development. Lui’s 
determination to be an artist influenced his students as well. Lee Ching Man (ŭ̍̇ 
b. 1941) today still recalls that Lui told her if she wanted to be an artist, she would 
never become wealthy; if she wanted to be wealthy, an artist she should not be.327 
Lui claimed that the obligation of a painter was painting for the sake of painting and 
the principal of art was creation.328 
 
Gen (Ź Literally Root) 
Elaborated by Lui, gen embraces three aspects in the case of shuimohua in Hong 
Kong: 
1) The origin of the art of painting: a. the concept of the Way of Chinese painting,  
b. the concept of modern art 
2) The origin of the material shuimo: a. Chinese traditional bimo, b. the change and 
breakthrough of modernity 
3) The origin of the artist individual: a. inborn temperament and essence, b. brought 
up and cultivation329  
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It is evident that Lui was aware of both tradition and his present days. Lui mentioned 
that linhua (ɑǰ) is the main foundation of learning tradition which is the gen that a 
Chinese painting should basically have.330 Yet, he held an open attitude when he 
introduced western painters and philosophers to his students. In his work Waves (fig. 
3.7), Lui used Chinese media to explore Turner’s painting of turbulent sea in the 
Snowstorm-Steamboat off a Harbor’s Mouth (fig. 3.8). Lui held a serious attitude to 
learning from Western culture. One vivid example was the response, remarks and 
notes he painstakingly jotted in his copy of the Chinese edition of Modern American 
Painting and Sculpture331. The note taking process reflected Lui’s scrutiny of the 
book. More importantly, the ultimate gen of shuimo refers to inner self which 
belongs to spiritual ideas.332 However, it is obvious that the gen of Lui and his 
contemporaries could be different. The gen of Lui and his students or future 
generation should even vary more. According to Lui, the gen of each individual 
varies, depending on the different upbringing, experiences, and social backgrounds 
of the individual. 
 
Shi (˒ Literally Adaptation) 
Only when one comprehensively acquired gen, one gets to the state of shi which is 
the optimum state. This is not only about making choices between the tradition and 
the new absorption, but also as an artist individual in the larger environment. Lui 
explained that: 
 
A painter is a human being which includes the independence of an 
individual, as well as part of the collective society. The painter needs 
to thoroughly comprehend these two identities to get the balanced 
state of shi.333 
 
Another struggle that Lui mentioned was about the spirit and thoughts of shuimohua. 
He said that shuimohua could either lean towards the East, especially Chinese, or 
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towards the West. When an artist gets in touch with the two, he/she decides the 
tendency and achieves the state of shi.334 Lui used a wine metaphor to describe: 
 
…The East has maotai while the West has brandy. If we want to 
merge, first we have to acquire both, but in a right sense. Without 
either one, there is no merge; or the merge can only be superficial and 
faulty… My responsibility is to introduce all kind of Chinese motai to 
you, as well as to elaborate the way to brew. For the questions of 
whether it should be merged or how to merge, they belong to the 
choice of an individual.335 
 
To take this to the extreme, one has a choice of abandoning tradition totally as 
his/her state of shi. The important thing is one has to acquire tradition before he/she 
abandons it. The nature of gen and the state of shi is diverse and dynamic as they 
vary from individual to individual. For example, Lui was situated in Hong Kong in 
the second half of the twentieth century. He found that it was necessary to revitalize 
Chinese painting. With his own struggles between tradition and modernity, East and 
West, he achieved his own state of shi which was insightful to many of his 
contemporaries. It is foreseeable that the later generations would not have the same 
deep rooted affinition to the nation and the painting tradition, these changes of 
variables affects the gen and state of shi. The concept of gen and shi are not bounded 
by the limitation of an individual, time or space. It is dynamic and grows with the 
person. When one fully explores his/her gen, he/she achieves his/her own state of shi.  
 
Lui explained there was no definite description of shi,  
 
Today’s Ink Painting [category] is like a little forest. Each tree in the 
forest has its own gen which cannot be duplicated nor generalized. 
Changes in the future depend on each tree’s own status of shi in the 
larger specific cultural environment.336  
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As Lui put it, shi refers to the adaptation of each individual artist in a larger specific 
cultural environment. Each artist has his or her own gen, and various potential 
directions to integrate external influences into their art in response to the 
circumstances to achieve shi. 
 
Lui believed that only when an artist knows the merits from both the tradition and 
the foreign can he/she select his/her choices in setting free from the tradition or 
merging the both through kinds of adaptation. 
 
A vivid example could be the different impact of Pop Art on Wucius Wong and Kan 
Tai Keung. When Kan was influenced by Pop Art, he had a series of paintings 
dedicated to its style and subject matter to show his interest in this new trend in 
western modernism. Nevertheless, Wong acknowledged the emergence of Pop Art 
but he also claimed that he was not interested in popular culture. He explained that 
the influence of Pop Art was limited to the use of “words and images of everyday 
objects”. 337  The two different responses to Pop Art was one of the ways to 
demonstrate the state of shi varies depends on individual. The state of shi also varies 
even for the same individual in different stages of life – both Wong and Kan get rid 
of the influence of Pop Art in their later art development.  
 
Ziwo biaoxian (ɒĩʂǗ Self-expression) and Du chuang (ǔ^ Innovation) 
Regarding inner self as an ultimate gen, Lui upheld the value of self-expression. He 
used a sentence to elaborate that it is “a kind of painting that uses shuimo as self-
expression”338. The keyword “self-expression” points to the content of shuimohua. 
Further, Lui reckoned the definition of painting evolved from beauty to self-
expression beginning with Wang Yi (ǖü 276–322) in the Jin dynasty. Lui never 
suggested that he was the original initiator of this concept of self-expression in art. 
Then he described Chinese painting is for “innovative self-expression”, as is 
shuimohua.339 If the artist is honest to himself/herself, the inner expression of each 
individual would be innovative and different from the others. 
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Qianxiang miaode (˓ğ±ď Marvelous Realization by Desultory Thought) 
Lui related the ideas of Chinese painters to the ideas in Daoism. “Marvelous 
realization by desultory thought” initiated by Gu Kaizhi is an example. Gu promoted 
the expression of abstract values such as imagination and spirit through 
representation. Lui explained that this was not just about objective visual form, but 
that the inner state of a painter is an integral part as well. Marvelous realization will 
be achieved when one has inner expression and imagination.340 This notion, in Lui’s 
words, is the main thought expressed in Chinese painting and is also where further 
development originated. He also described that this origin is rooted in the zi de zheli 
(ɒďǙ  self-realization) of Daoism. 341  Regarding “self-realization”, Lui 
emphasized that it varies with different individuals – Laozi had his self-realization, 
you have your self-realization and I have my self-realization.342 
 
In the Manuscript of Lui Shou Kwan, two chapters rather than one was dedicated in 
explaining Laozi and Dao. Lui believed that Laozi deserved more attention than he 
usually received. He commented that only Daoism suggested the ideas of “freedom, 
independence and equality”.343  
 
Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua echoes his understanding in Daoism. This is especially 
reflected in his key vocabulary already mentioned. The essence of internalization 
coheres with the idea of “self-realization”, that every individual attained their own 
state of shi and inner expression.  
 
Techniques and Expression 
Techniques serve the purpose of expression. When one is expressing himself/herself, 
the issue of technique emerged. Lui admitted the importance of techniques as a 
painter, however, a painter should not regard learning superficial techniques as a goal. 
Technique is only a means, a painter should never paint because one has to perform 
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the techniques.344 Regarding techniques, Lui pointed out three aspects of it, i) to 
show technique, ii) to perform technique and iii) to mimic or use habitual technique. 
Lui commented, “to show technique” could demonstrate visual beauty or stimulate 
art. It still contains individual pursuit of interest and transformation of the material 
which is better than performing, mimicking technique or using habitual technique.345 
However, showing technique is just about its style and perfection which lacks the 
expression of ideas.346 
 
More importantly, Lui explicitly stated that showing technique was not equal to 
showing ideas.347 The latter is intangible. He used the metaphor of air producing 
things in nature to describe ideas of art producing all kinds of forms of art. Ideas are 
the principal origin of the creation of art.348 If there is no thought to express for a 
painting, it only produces commercial value, but not artistic value.349 
 
Shuimo as Media 
It should be clear that shuimohua eliminates imitation and representation, but 
embraces inner expression. As shown in his one sentence explanation of shuimohua, 
he emphasized not only self-expression, but also the media shuimo.350 However, he 
did not mean that water and ink were the only media. On many occasions, he 
encouraged his students to experiment with other media. The key thought here is to 
use the media as a means to express oneself. The is the aim of shuimohua which is 
expression of oneself. Lui also described it as “innovative self-expression”.351 
 
In an analysis of Lui’s thoughts on shuimohua, one should draw on different sources 
to present a more comprehensive view. It might seem that Lui refers to shuimo as the 
only media. However, it is not the case as Lui encouraged exploration beyond 
shuimo. He suggested a lot of materials to experiment with, including paper rolls, 
hairpins, matches, slices of wood, toothpicks, bamboo sticks, envelopes, cardboard, 
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camera film, floppy disks, spoons, and so forth.352  He also commented that the 
effects would not be as good as brush, yet they achieved effects that the brush could 
not achieve. It is only through the attempts of trying different media that one 
understands the strength and characteristics of the media. With the open mindedness 
of his teaching, his students such as Wucius Wong and Irene Chou explored different 
media and elements in their creations. It was common to see them using oil, acrylic 
and other media. 
 
Lui reckoned that his time was a critical point in Chinese painting development. To 
get rid of static practice in Chinese painting and open up a new direction, Lui 
advocated shuimohua. Lui believed that inner expression and individuality are 
crucial to art and this is fully demonstrated in his advocacy of shuimohua. Lui 
provoked thoughts and opened up a range of possibilities in media. In recent decades, 
the issue of the “spirit of ink” is frequently discussed. Lui provided a perspective to 
this big issue. However, he did not aim to give a definite answer. In the following 
chapter, the achievements of four of Lui’s students and Hon Chi Fun will be detailed 
and explored in order to examine Lui’s teaching and influence.  
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Chapter IV 
The Manifestation of Shuimohua: Its Influence and Impact 
 
In the 1960s, there was a group of artists living in Hong Kong who had a solid 
foundation in classical Chinese painting. Many of them began to realize that because 
of the political turmoil in mainland China they would be staying in Hong Kong for a 
long time. Lui was one of these artists. Lui believed that he had a responsibility to 
develop Chinese painting. This was not about self-interest but based on a much 
broader vision of a nation and cultural legacy. His teaching aroused interest and 
curiosity. His classes were so popular that there were times when people stood 
outside the crowded classroom to listen. His lectures were heard by people from 
different generations, including young adults in their early twenties. Throughout 
Lui’s teaching career in Hong Kong, there were students who agreed with his 
thoughts and continued to develop shuimohua. Shuimohua blossomed in the 1970s. 
This chapter discusses how Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua influenced some of the 
artists and how these artists demonstrated what shuimohua is.  
 
Impact of Lui’s Teaching 
From a present day standpoint, Lui’s art education philosophy was very progressive. 
He wanted to inspire students to be part of the reformation of Chinese painting. His 
students were passionate about art. They ranged from young adults to senior citizens. 
He called upon them to strive for the continuation of Chinese painting. He had an 
aim of nurturing them as artists to-be. Lui strived to open his students’ minds and 
stimulate their thinking. The focus was not on practical skills, but rather the 
emphasis was on the quality of the artist, such as the mindset, attitude and 
temperament as an artist, and the way an artist responds to the environment. Lui’s 
efforts gained recognition. Wucius Wong stated that Lui had an indelible 
contribution especially in the aspects of nurturing the following generations.353 
 
Lui’s passion for painting and his skills were recognized in the academic world of 
Hong Kong. In September 1965, the acting head of department of Architecture at the 
University of Hong Kong, H. G. Hollmann wrote a letter inviting Lui: 
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…to take on the task of giving instruction in Chinese painting to our 
First and Second Year students starting with basic theories without 
getting lost in a dead traditionalism and instead encouraging a more 
free expression as it is so admirably achieved in your own 
paintings.354  
 
Lui then began to develop systematic courses for undergraduates, and later courses 
for adults, open to the general public at the Department of Extramural Studies at 
CUHK and the Department of Extra-Mural Studies at HKU. Lui taught courses on 
Chinese painting history and techniques, as well as the frequently repeated course on 
shuimohua. In the course description of shuimohua, it stated that it hoped to “inspire 
the establishment of individual painting style” through the concept of creation and 
self-expression seen in the Chinese painting history, painting theories and painting 
methods.355 The description echoed Hollmann’s letter which stated “free expression” 
and implied individuality were the emphasis of Lui’s teaching.  
 
When Lui talked about art, he insisted that the perspective should be of art itself, 
rather than of a political, moral, religious point of view.356 Art, in his words ought to 
be “free and independent”. He believed the artists should also be free and 
independent.357  
 
A conversation with Sheila Isham demonstrated Lui’s idea of an artist’s 
independence. They discussed if a painter should be a “dictator”. Lui considered that 
a good painter is autocratic. Nevertheless, the painter should not forget that he/she is 
still a human being. If he/she applies this dictatorship to family or school, it will 
result in divorce and diminish teaching. If one cannot understand the dictator 
relationship between artists, there will be conflict.358 Therefore, in Lui’s mind, an 
artist has total freedom and independence in his/her domain and creation, yet mutual 
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respect between artists is very important while their common goal is ‘art’. According 
to Wong, who was once Lui’s student, Lui also demonstrated his belief in art in his 
teaching: 
 
Looking back, I am indebted to Master Lu [Lui] for his illumination 
of concepts and methods of various schools, his deep knowledge of 
traditional theories, his broad vision and open-mindedness, and his 
searching spirit. Particularly, his emphasis on the unique qualities of 
the Chinese painting media, and his insistence on originality and 
individual freedom in artistic creation made an indelible impression 
on me.359 
 
The freedom and independence stressed in Lui’s teaching enabled his students to be 
open to possibilities. Lui’s teaching put emphasis on innovation and individuality 
rather than a concentrated focus on skills and the practice of imitation. Lui believed 
that an artist had total freedom in his/her own art. A number of Lui’s students 
became well-recognized artists in the Hong Kong art scene. They include not only 
Ink painters, but also artists in other fields such as performance artist Kwok Mang 
Ho and installation artist Choi Yan Chi, as well as art educators such as Laurence 
Tam Chi Sing and Hui Ming Fai. Despite diverse development of the students, they 
all agreed with Lui’s in-depth knowledge of Chinese painting and philosophy, and 
his value on individuality and innovation. 
 
Unlike the Lingnan School, the teaching of Lui did not result in a style of ‘school’360. 
Instead, the students of Lui, some of who will be discussed in this chapter, 
demonstrate their distinctiveness. They became artists with their own paths of 
searching and developed prominent features.  
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The Ink painters as individuals came from different social backgrounds, upbringing 
and experiences. However, the Hong Kong environment and atmosphere of the post 
1949 era was the common time and space that these artists were living in. They all 
studied with Lui and were inspired by him. The inspiration from Lui’s teaching is 
found in his stimulation of thinking. Lui’s students do not end up with similar styles, 
but they are coherent when some broad concepts are considered. 
 
Attempt to Analyze the Ink Painters 
Lau Kin Wai, in his M. Phil thesis on Hong Kong Ink Painting Movement, stated that 
the painters who participated in the Ink Painting Movement, unlike the tendency of a 
“school”, did not have the intention to build a consensus of the style, but to build 
individuality. However, he also believed that a Movement should have some 
collective goals and values to pursue as a group.361 Lau analyzed the work of Ink 
painters exhibiting at the 1977 One Art Group Show in order to find characteristics 
and features of such work. This analysis allowed him to develop common visuals 
models to describe Ink Painting characteristics. Lau’s research contributes to the 
understanding of formal similarities among Ink painters. Lau’s model targeted 
mainly landscape painting which was a dominant subject among Ink painters. Lau 
found five features commonly adopted by painters of this group: paint distant rather 
than close up; paint forest rather than tree; paint landscape rather than figure; 
emphasis on dots rather than lines with clear structure; merge graphic design 
concepts into ink painting. 
 
Lau pointed out that it was impossible to have a model that fits every painter of the 
Ink Painting Movement. He particularly excluded three of them, Lui, Liu Kuo Sung 
and Irene Chou in his analysis for different reasons. In the case of Lui, Lau reckoned 
Lui’s cultural and educational background were different from his students, as was 
his painting temperament.362 Moreover, Lau admitted that Chou’s paintings were 
difficult to categorize. Her paintings do not correspond to the common visual model; 
and if Chou was included in the models, her work would counter them.363 
 
																																																						
361 Lau, “Xianggang shuimohua yundong yanjiu.” 5-3-8. 
362 Ibid., 5-1. 
363 Ibid., 5-2. 
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I concur that there were shared goals and pursuits among participants involved in the 
Movement. Based on the investigation of Lui’s advocacy on shuimohua in last 
chapter, the argument suggests that the pursuit of the Ink painters was not about 
visual similarities, but on conceptual thoughts. These concepts may not be readily 
apparent just by looking at the artworks. The Ink painters sought individuality with 
the goal of creating a new trend in Chinese painting. The common visual model 
might serve as a reference for a systematic formal analysis of the Movement. Lui 
certainly was not inclined towards imitation or visual similarities. His vision of Ink 
Painting was that of a diverse and dynamic category founded on the pursuit of self-
liberation and innovation based on the sincerity and honesty of the artists.364 
 
Lui’s advocacy spread to his private students, course students and painter friends. 
The influence of his advocacy was obviously found among the members of the In 
Tao Association and the One Art Group. As this chapter examines the impact of 
Lui’s teaching, it will discuss the development of some of the significant Ink painters 
who were influenced by Lui. The artists examined are Wucius Wong, Irene Chou, 
Kan Tai Keung, Leung Kui Ting and Hon Chi Fun. The first four were Lui’s students 
who absorbed direct influence through Lui’s teaching while Hon was a close 
companion of Lui on the path of seeking modernity in art. These artists were chosen 
because a) they admit the influence of Lui in their artistic path and b) they 
persistently create until their late age.  
 
The author here is interested in making sense of the different styles of Ink painters, a 
perspective that can embrace the styles of Lui and Chou, and even Liu. In Lui’s 
teaching of about two decades, he taught numerous students in both private and 
public settings for different lengths of time. The vocabulary illustrated in Lui’s 
teaching can be used to examine the artistic paths of the students, especially with the 
fluid concept of gen, the state of shi and self-expression. Thus, the commonality of 
Lui’s students lies not in style, but their conceptual thoughts. The gen of Lui’s 
students was all distinctly different from that of Lui. The status of shi, after 
acceptance and rejection of making choices, varies according to the individual.  
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The fluidity of the concepts of gen, the state of shi and even self-expression refer to 
their differences between different artists. Meanwhile, these concepts are also fluid 
in a sense that they alter in a single artist’s artistic path. Therefore, it is helpful to 
analyze the artists’ work across a long time-span. For example, if we only examine 
the work of Chou before the 1980s, the analysis will be incomplete as her motifs and 
art were still in an evolving stage. 
 
Despite the distinctive visual presentation of their work, these artists paid extensive 
attention to their inner self in their creativity. Although they all were influenced by 
Lui in their artistic career, it is noticeable that they all have different temperaments; 
they grew up in their own backgrounds and had different encounters with Chinese 
painting tradition and the influences of western modernism. It is certain that the state 
of shi was achieved in various ways because of these variables. The following 
demonstrates how self-expression of the artists differ in responding to the gen in 
achieving a state of shi. 
 
Wucius Wong 
Apart from the teacher-student relationship, Lui and Wong were friends and 
companions. Both were active in promoting shuimohua. There were many letters and 
conversations between them in which they seriously discussed art. Wong also wrote 
a number of articles introducing western art and modernism. It is crucial to note that 
Wong offered courses of “Fundamental Design” and “Applied Design” at the 
Department of Extramural Studies at CUHK between 1966 and 1967. Artists such as 
Leung Kui Ting and Kan Tai Keung who will be discussed later in the chapter had 
attended these courses. 
 
Wong was born in 1936 in Taiping, Guangdong Province. He settled in Hong Kong 
in 1946.365 From the winter of 1954 the young adult Wong was passionately engaged 
in the Hong Kong literature field. He co-published Poetry-Blossoms (ʗŬ 1955) and 
New Currents. He also the Modern Literature and Art Association Hong Kong in 
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1958 and organized the First Hong Kong International Salon of Paintings in 1960. 
He started as a poet, but he shifted his career to being a painter. 
 
Exploration of Media 
In the early stages of his painting career, Wong undertook diverse experimentation in 
media and techniques. He also explored different visual elements, styles and subject 
matter. Wong once studied Chinese painting with Leung Pak Yue (ź-ʨ 1901–
1979) and participated in an evening sketching course at the Hong Kong Academy of 
Fine Arts (̚ƮɂʀÓȖÃŸ). However, neither of these satisfied Wong because 
Liang only taught his students to copy his own work and sketching plaster casts in 
the sketching class was boring. 366  He began trying different media and various 
methods of painting, such as using felt-pen, ink, watercolor and oil.  
 
At Lui’s exhibition held at the British Council in 1957, Wong was impressed by his 
modern innovative ink paintings.367 Wong then studied with Lui in 1958 at the New 
Art Studio as one of Lui’s few early private students. Wong’s goal was to learn more 
about Chinese painting tradition. Lui encouraged Wong to continue exploring 
different media, especially watercolor. Works done by felt-pen such as Street Scene 
(fig. 4.1) illustrated the characteristic of the media. It is more like a sketch of a street 
constructed by lines. The lines are nearly uniform in width. His use of watercolor 
seems to be supplementary to the scene drawn by felt-pen. It could also function like 
“fill in the blanks” in Fantasia (fig. 4.2) or in more expressive ways in Busy Street 
(fig. 4.3) and Inside the Train (fig. 4.4). Wong even attempted to use a palette knife 
to do watercolor and even ink in order to achieve some novel impact. The trial of 
using a palette knife balanced the shallowness of watercolor and the dryness of 
acrylic. 368  Village No.3 (fig. 4.5) explored different facets of the palette knife, 
including the tip and the sides. It resulted in an experimentation with thin and sharp 
lines. Waterfront (fig. 4.6) is also a work composed of lines and seemingly depicts 
the ships, water and water reflections. The scenery is relatively stable with the use of 
																																																						
366 Wong, “Searching for Identity: 1956–1964,” 31. 
367 Ibid. 
368 This is a series of 14 articles written by Lui in 1959 which recorded the ways of teaching and 
learning painting with Wong. Article titled “Yingwen huahui zhuban Wang Wuxie huazhanhui jiqi 
xihua guocheng (ɢłfş˃ǖǈ˗ǰÝşrOɆǰˎȘ Wucius Wong’s Painting Exhibition 
Hosted by British Council and His Learning Process),” Wah Kiu Yat Po, August 31, 1959, 4.3. 
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mostly horizontal and vertical lines and planes. Because of the application of ink, 
Wong apparently experimented with ink tones by using different amounts of water to 
denote the overlapping layers of landscape. 
 
Under Lui’s guidance, Wong began to acquire a foundation of Chinese brushwork 
techniques. The question can be asked, “What drove Wong back to the Chinese 
painting tradition?” Wong’s experience in literature was reflected in his shift to 
Chinese media. Western literature was Wong’s initial interest and experience. He 
started by reading the translations of others and then translating himself. His interest 
were the rules and forms of poetry and he realized it was necessary to trace this back 
to the classical poems. It was at that time, he was aware of the issue of “roots”. He 
reckoned deliberate transplanted western influence into Chinese culture would be 
difficult. We must not neglect either tradition or modernity.369 At first the Chinese 
media was almost impossible for Wong  to control370, but gradually Wong began to 
linmo the shanshui paintings of the ancient masters, such as Dong Yuan, Juran, Ma 
Yuan, Xia Gui and Bada Shenren (LªÞ 1626–1705) (fig. 4.7). His works were 
practices to apply different textural methods to depict nature such as mountains, trees 
and rocks. Wong also imitated the figures in the murals in Dunhuang (fig. 4.8) and 
even delicate flower and bird paintings of the Song dynasty. Wong was inspired by 
Lui’s detailed analysis of paintings’ components, especially the structure of 
mountain and rock.371 According to Wong, Lui not only illustrated his profound 
knowledge of classical painting concepts, techniques and theories, he also 
emphasized the uniqueness of Chinese painting media.372 The learning process with 
Lui was crucial for Wong and had an impact on him in terms of content and media: 
 
Since that time, I have always revered the Chinese painting tradition 
in my journey as an artist, and so have never been completely carried 
away by the Western tide. I use Western media occasionally in my 
																																																						
369 Wucius Wong, “Wo de yishu daolu (ĩǶɹʀˏʻ My Artistic Path),” in Wang Wuxie ji, 385. 
370 The sixth article of “Yingwen huahui zhuban Wang Wuxie huazhanhui jiqi xihua guocheng,” Wah 
Kiu Yat Po, September 2, 1959, 4.2. 
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work, but the most frequently used media has always been Chinese 
ink on paper, along with Chinese brushes.373 
 
Wong commented one of the reasons he painted Ink Painting was because the media 
shuimo could more obviously express the identity of Hong Kong people.374  He 
compared shuimo to oil and reckoned shuimo offered the painter a better opportunity 
to establish individual style.375 Early examples of applying ink and color on paper 
such as Net (fig. 4.9) and Summer Rhythm (fig. 4.10) explore lines, plates, space and 
composition. Although more curvilinear lines are used in the former and straight 
lines are dominant in the latter, the latter looks like a close up of the former. Both 
works use line intersections to form irregular planes and create dynamics. Wong was 
testing various effects of usage of brush and water, as well as the combination 
between ink and various color.  
 
Becoming familiar with these contrasting media helped Wong to understand the 
features of them. For instance, the palette knife and Chinese brush both create richer 
variations in lines than the felt-pen. However, the versatility of the Chinese brush is 
far greater than the palette knife. The hair in the brush offers infinite variations along 
its every twist and turn while the edges and planes of the palette knife are more 
definite.  
 
“At the East-West Crossroads” 
Wong is very reflective and sensitive of the time he is in. Although he was born in 
mainland China, he fled back and forth between Hong Kong and mainland China 
with his family because of World War II. By the time he was ten, he had settled 
down in Hong Kong and later studied at the Saint Joseph’s College. Although he 
humbly expressed that his ability in Chinese and English was not excellent, he 
actually earned a position in his early twenties as a poet. Unlike Lui, he did not have 
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374 Ming Hoi Lai and Chi Pang Lau, ed., In Conversation with Hong Kong Art 1960-1979 (Hong 
Kong: Joint Publishing, 2014), 60-1. It was an interview done by Lai Ming Hoi Victor in 25 May 2012. 
The other reasons Wucius Wong provided were more practical. The narrow space in Hong Kong was 
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storage and transportation.  
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a thorough understanding of Chinese arts, tradition and culture. The western 
influences he received were usually limited to the level of public culture. Wong 
believed that his situation between the Chinese and the West was also the situation of 
his generation. “A half-empty glass of water” is a metaphor he used to describe the 
situation. The advantage of being half-empty is that it offers the possibility to 
embrace and integrate. If the already existing half and the new half are both fluid, the 
ideal condition is the two blend together and became a new fluid, crystal clear 
without boundaries, bubbles or sediments.376  
 
The issue of “being Chinese or western” is vivid in Wong’s upbringing and artistic 
path. He not only explored Chinese and western media, but also studied and lived in 
Hong Kong and United States in different stages of his life. He believed “being 
there” is the best way to attain and comprehend western tradition and art. To him, the 
development of Chinese art had to learn from the experience of western 
modernization. In the summer of 1961, Wong studied aboard at the Columbus 
College of Art and Design in Columbus, Ohio, and later obtained his B.F.A. and 
M.F.A. degrees at the Maryland Institute, College of Art, in Baltimore, Maryland.377 
Wong also was awarded the John D. Rockerfeller III Fund Grant in 1971 for a year 
of study. Wong later chose to quit his job at the Hong Kong Polytechnic and 
emigrated to the United States for the period 1984 to 1996. He lived in the cities of 
Minneapolis, Columbus, Englewood Cliffs and downtown Manhattan. The 
immersion in the western art scene offered him dynamic first-hand experience with 
the artists, artworks and the atmosphere. 
 
Wong vividly experienced another culture. When Wong first encountered genuine 
masterpieces in the United States, he felt “extremely flushed” and “dizzy”.378 The 
direct exposure of studying and living in the United States deepened his thinking of 
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Department of Extramural Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong. He was responsible for 
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“identity”. When one is situated in a country with foreigners, one would be aware of 
and struck by the issues such as “where am I from” and “who I am”. He admitted 
that he had doubt and anxiety, but he realized his temperament, cultural background, 
thoughts were all different from the West.379 After his four-year studying abroad, in 
Wong’s words, 
 
What does a foreign country offer to me? It offers me complete 
isolation. I have a deeper understanding of myself in the isolation. It 
challenges me. I found the grandeur power of modern western art in 
the challenges. Meanwhile, I realized that power is not the me from 
within, nor related to my root.380 
 
Wong was searching back and forth between his origin and the West. There were 
times he was inspired by western modernism such as Abstract Expressionism, 
Minimalism and color field painting; or artists in particular, Rembrandt van Rijn and 
Joseph Mallord William Turner for instance. In 1975, when the Cultural Revolution 
was coming to an end, Wong had the opportunity to return to mainland China for the 
first time ever since his childhood. He described his experiences at places like 
Longman Cave (̲˵ȂȞ) in Luoyang (Ƣ˽) and the ruins of the ancient city of 
Xi’an (ʅÆ) as “awe-inspiring”.381 Wong defined the years between 1975 and 1984 
as a period of “tracing back to the source”,  
  
During this time I was focused on trying to better understand myself 
by tracing back to my Eastern origins. And I had many questions to 
answer: Who am I? What have I in common with other people and in 
what ways am I different from them?...382  
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He had been to Guilin, Zhengzhou, Changsha, Xi’an and Luoyang in the tour. In the late 1970s, he 
had opportunities to visit Beijing and Taipei. He had seen some of the painting collection of the Taipei 
National Palace Museum. The large variety of catalogues and the more advanced printing of them 
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Inhabitants of Longsu by Dong Yuan, Seeking the Tao in the Autumn Hills by Juran and Early Spring 
by Guo Xi. 
382 Wong, “Tracing Back to the Source: 1975–1984,” 77. 
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These kind of “self-searching” questions that Wong repeatedly asked himself 
reflected his sensitivity and awareness of himself and also the relationship between 
himself and the larger environment. In 1984, his emigration to the United States 
provided him with an opportunity to concentrate on painting. He was no longer 
strongly attracted by contemporary American art, but he was still interested in 
getting the updates of its development.383 After witnessing the latest trends in art, 
Wong stated: 
 
…I did not want to be a follower of current trends. My mind was 
occupied by contemplation on what I could learn that was truly 
relevant to my own growth as an artist, and how I could be different 
from others.384 
 
Wong struggled with whether to stay in the United States or return to Hong Kong. 
He finally decided to return to Hong Kong. Wong had spent two extended periods in 
the United States. One of the reasons he wanted to return to Hong Kong in 1996, was 
so that he could witness the handover of Hong Kong by the United Kingdom to 
China. This was in sharp contrast to many Hong Kong people who emigrated 
because of the handover. After searching for almost four decades, Wong confirmed 
his roots were in Hong Kong (as a Chinese): 
 
…and until I left for the United States it was Hong Kong that I called 
home. Feeling rootless for many years, I have come to understand that 
more than any other place in the world Hong Kong is where my roots 
are. … For me, Hong Kong always will be home.385 
 
Internalization of Eastern and Western Elements 
The above illustrated the artist’s journey in searching for his roots, a journey which 
included exploring aspects of Chinese and Western culture, tradition and modernism. 
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The process echoed with the concept of gen discussed in the previous chapter. Some 
of the most striking evidence of Wong’s journey and search is provided by his 
paintings. He clearly points out that the “four cornerstones” in his art are literature, 
design, the Chinese aesthetic and tradition and Western modernism.386  
 
Wong particularly admires design as he thinks this rationale is lacking in Chinese 
culture. The design classes at The Columbus College of Art and Design developed 
his “reasoning skills” and “lateral thinking”.387 Basic forms such as squares, triangles 
and rectangles as well as implied horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines are 
frequently used in Wong’s paintings indicating his systemic allocation and analytical 
organization of geometric forms. Wong said, 
 
My theorization has a lot to do with systematic thinking and very little 
to do with emotion and intuition. This is because I prefer to tackle the 
principles in precise and concrete terms with maximum objectivity 
and minimum ambiguity.388 
 
One of Wong’s most frequently quoted paintings is Cloud Harmony No.1 (fig. 4.11, 
1978). It depicts the grandeur mountains with a highly rational composition. The 
typical grid pattern division is one of his signature styles. The painting is divided into 
two vertical and four horizontal segments, forming eight identical squares. Although 
the painting looks coherent, the edges of the grid are quite sharp. The rigid geometric 
grid composition was largely influenced by the systematic design training. It gives a 
sense of solemnity to the subject matter. To scrutinize the mountains, the meticulous 
details of strokes and dotting create their volumes, dimensions and textures. The 
mobility of mist and clouds in between the mountains helps to ease the solidness of 
the mountains.  
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Wong became sophisticated in using lines to delineate forms and space in his works. 
This can be so subtle and merged perfectly in the painting. In Grand Thoughts No. 1 
(fig. 4.12, 1995), four horizontal rectangles were actually hidden in it. A prominent 
continuous curve which suggested the Colorado River, carved the magnificent Grand 
Canyon into two portions. The trajectory of the long curve suggested it as the 
Colorado River in the floor of the canyon. The momentum and layering of the rocks 
form the prominent implied diagonal lines on the left, so as the clouds in between the 
lines of rocks. This deft arrangement of clouds and rocks balanced the painting with 
stability and solemnity. 
 
Earlier in 1973, Wong had been exploring the relationship between patterns and 
shanshui such as in Autumn Sentiment (fig. 4.13, 1973). It was about the arrangement 
of rectangles, irregular triangles and elements of Chinese shanshui, such as tree 
branches and flat mountaintops. There is also a hint of the influence of color field 
painting in terms of the use of several tones of yellow. 
 
The usage of patterns can be traced back to the mid-1960s, for example, Home 
Thoughts (fig. 4.14, 1965), Autumn Equinox (fig. 4.15, 1966) and Four Squares (fig. 
4.16, 1966). Home Thoughts cuts the surface vertically into two similar portions. 
Repeatedly use of Chinese characters “p”, “ċ” or “go” all indicated the meaning of 
“leaving”. It apparently expresses the struggles between staying or leaving the 
United State in the last year of his study. The application of large ink block and 
expressive calligraphic strokes mainly exist in the right portion and contrast with the 
left. More complicated overlapping layers of rectangles form the background of 
Autumn Equinox. A ring pattern located in the middle-right, surrounded by 
expressive and bold strokes producing a sense of dynamic and energy. Four Squares 
creates a sense of chaos even with the rigid segments. It neatly splits into four 
identical rectangles. In every rectangle, there is a smaller rectangle inside, connected 
by diagonal lines crossing their corners, forming a frame-like pattern. The edges of 
each are filled with broad and dynamic ink strokes while the inner squares are left 
relatively clear for a negative space. A very forceful and striking stroke is marked 
from above and the dried ink stroke pulled diagonally from left to right; a heavy 
pressed of ink and a cross-like pattern were executed. 
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The long history of exploring geometric forms demonstrates Wong’s interest in the 
rational visual thinking of design, and also his effort to embrace it in his works and 
to develop it as his own visual language. At first, it was merged with the influence of 
Abstract Expressionism. Later, atmospheric attempts such as Reminiscence (fig. 4.17, 
1968) and Solitude (fig. 4.18, 1969) explored color and geometric shapes. Gradually, 
Wong combined various geometric patterns with shanshui elements or even 
constructed shanshui with this visual language that belongs to him.  
 
These stages indicated various points of the artist’s state of shi when he was 
responding to himself and his surroundings at different times. For example, Cloud 
Harmony No.1 (fig. 4.11) was another twist back to the classical Chinese painting. In 
the late 1970s Wong visited the Taipei National Palace Museum where he 
appreciated the painting treasures and developed deeper understanding of the nature 
painted by the ancient masters. The availability of enhanced catalogues and 
reproductions with magnified details at that time was helpful in scrutinizing the close 
ups of the paintings, including Travellers among Mountains and Streams (fig. 4.19) 
by Fan Kuan. The influence of Fan can be seen in Cloud Harmony No.1, especially 
in terms of the monumental composition and the uses of brush and ink. The fine and 
delicate strokes that depict the roughness of the rocky mountain recalled the rain dot 
textual strokes of Fan.389 
 
More importantly, in the period between 1974 and 1984, Wong took up the “busiest 
job” of his life as an educator at the Polytechnic. Despite the limited time to paint, 
painting became his way of escape from his increasingly pressured job. In Wong’s 
words, 
 
To escape is to find a way back to nature, and my works became 
simpler, brighter, and more tranquil. … Mountains and water all could 
be created inside the mind or heart. I returned to the use of classical 
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brushwork, attempting to create immense space in which a viewer 
could travel or dwell.390 
 
In his most hectic days, Wong’s paintings sought tranquility in nature and his inner 
self. He once expressed that the great concentration applied led him to being 
immersed into the painting – “I am mountains; mountains are me”.391 Yet, there are 
usually contrasting elements to the mountains and rocks, such as water. Water in 
different forms, including cloud, mist, waterfall, river, lake and stream always 
appeared in Wong’s works. These forms express his feeling of being a “wanderer” 
who was separated from his homeland and lived in a British colony or the United 
States.392 He regarded water and cloud are the most fluid forms that do not belong to 
a particular point in any space.393 He associated his feeling of identity to the fluid 
forms – “I paint mountains because of clouds and water”.394 Through the words of 
Wong, it is clear that he absorbed in the painting process and expressed his inner self 
through art.  
 
Over the last decade, Wong’s style has continued to evolve and is more at ease in his 
creations. Apart from the fluid substances he embraces, the sense of fluidity in his 
painting increases overall. Spreading the Roots No. 9 (fig. 4.21, 2008) is a good 
example to illustrate this transformation. It was inspired by the peculiar shapes of 
roots in a marsh near Long Gang, Shenzhen in early summer of 2007. Wong painted 
the roots in abstract forms, representing their irregular growth and rhythm instead of 
the textures and details. Although the usage of forms is still vivid, the liveliness of 
them dominates. Wong reckons his shift as an “expressive style”.395 Wong expresses 
that he merges with the painting when he creates, 
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A painter at work is oblivious of the self such that the landscape he is 
painting becomes his body and the resonance of the painting, his 
breath.396 
 
Almost sixty years ago, when Wong first studied with Lui, Wong was excited to use 
the textural method of ancient painters in painting modern landscapes of Hong Kong, 
such as using the ax-cut texture stroke to paint Kowloon Reservoir (fig. 4.22, 1959) 
and Repulse Bay. However after practicing it for a week, he quickly became tired of 
it.397 At that time, he pondered what painting was for and discussed this with Lui. 
Wong zealously searched for his own visual languages and painting became a 
platform to express himself. Wong is in his eighties now, his metaphor of “a half-
empty glass of water” is realized in his art. After him being at the East-West 
crossroads for much of his life, his art has developed and evolved. His recent work 
Spreading the Roots No. 9 (fig. 4.21) embodies his latest state of shi merging with all 
aspects of his gen. The dynamic spreading of roots demonstrates a sense of fluidity 
that was not present in Wong’s earlier work. 
 
Wong, according to Lau Kin Wai was the painter who resonates with the common 
visual model the most.398 Irene Chou, however, would counter the model. In spite of 
their apparent different styles of work, they are consistent in terms of the broader 
concepts of art which echo with the teaching of Lui. 
 
Irene Chou 
Chou’s art had a tremendous shift in the mid-1960s when she encountered Lui. The 
key influence on her was Lui’s emphasis on self-expression and innovation. Chou 
did not set out to become an artist. She had a degree majoring in economics. Chou 
started her painting journey in Hong Kong in 1959 when she was thirty-five years 
old. Chou was a student of the second generation Lingnan School master Chao Shao 
An. 1966 was a significant year for Chou when she attended Lui’s courses at the 
Department of Extramural Studies at CUHK for two years. As a result of this 
experience she realized art was about inner expression. Even though she emigrated to 
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Brisbane, Australia in 1992 following a stroke, her pursuit of and belief in art 
continued.  
 
From Shanghai to Hong Kong 
Chou was born in 1924 in Shanghai, a city that was to become in the 1930s the most 
cosmopolitan city and modern hub in China.399 Being brought up in Shanghai had a 
profound influence on her and later affected her artistic development in Hong Kong. 
Her father Zhou Lianxuan (ɳʾ 1896–1982) and mother Jin Qichao (˨Oʸ 
1901–1950) were elites influenced by the New Culture Movement. The movement 
was led by intellectuals who were against tradition and criticized Confucianism, but 
exalted the idea of democracy and science. Her mother believed in the liberation of 
women and in sexual equality. She insisted that her second daughter be given her 
surname Jin rather than her husband’s surname of Zhou (Chou).  
 
Zhou was an amateur photographer and a lover of art and music while Jin was a 
calligrapher.400 Chou accompanied her father on field trips and gatherings with his 
elite friends in the cultural field. She was also familiar with the Chinese media as a 
result of observing her mother’s practice of calligraphy. These experiences were 
crucial in cultivating her artistic sense as a young girl. 
 
In 1941 Chou was admitted to Shanghai’s Saint John University , an American run 
university known for its English and liberal education.401 The university adopted a 
western curriculum and endorsed modern concepts of sports and celebrated western 
festivals.402 Chou’s education background developed in her a liberal, open-minded 
attitude. Chou briefly worked as a reporter for the Peace Daily (1946–1947) and met 
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Evan Yang Yanqi. They married in 1947. Then as a result of the political turmoil in 
China they fled first to Taiwan and later settled in Hong Kong in 1949. 
 
Because of her Shanghai experiences, Chou readily adapted to the westernized 
environment of Hong Kong. However, it is equally significant to note her conscious 
search for Chinese history and philosophy. In her own words, Chou stated:  
 
I … received [modern] education of the [early] twentieth century; and 
the blood flowing in my body is the tradition of my country.403 
 
From Lingnan School to Ink Painting 
In the late 1950s, Yang developed a successful career as a film director. This meant 
that Chou did not have to work to provide for the family. This career of an artist was 
prompted by a friend who thought she had artistic hands. Chou was later introduced 
to Zhao at a gathering. She began learning painting from Zhao who mainly taught by 
demonstration and imitation. Chou therefore thought that art was about imitation. 
She strenuously practiced and was satisfied by her works that were comparable to 
Zhao’s. 404  The subject matter of Chou’s early works were usually landscapes, 
flowers and animals. Her early painting style strongly resembled the style of Zhao 
and the Lingnan School. For example, Landscape (fig. 4.23, 1962) is very similar to 
Twelve Peaks of Mount Wu by Zhao (fig. 4.24). Both are composed of a set of 
mountains at the lower right corner, water and boat(s) in the foreground, and distant 
mountains as the background. In between the mountains, there is a thick layer of 
flowing fog rendered by ink washes. Chou rendered the sky in reddish and orange 
ink washes that created sunset atmospheric effects. Similar uses of washes can also 
be seen in Zhao’s Sunset at Lei-feng Pagoda (fig. 4.25, 1955) depicting sunset scene 
at the historical site. The overwhelming washes effect is a typical technique not only 
of Zhao, but the Lingnan School.  
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Another example of Chou’s reference to Zhao is Roses (fig. 4.26). When Chou’s 
Roses is compared with Zhao’s roses (fig. 4.27) illustrated in his manual A Study of 
Chinese Paintings, it is obvious that Chou’s roses were painted in the style of Zhao. 
The way they handled the subject matter is very much alike, for instance, the red 
petals with water, tint of white powder in tilted brush to indicate the layers between 
petals, the leaves near the flowers in the color of mineral green (ɥȹ) mixed vivid 
red (ơȰ) and the highly concentrated ink leaves in a wet manner. Roses adopted 
vibrant color use of the green pistils, bright yellow stamen, pink petals and so forth, 
as well as bold and expressive brushstrokes that stimulate an appealing visual effect. 
Chou in the 1980s reflected that Roses was “not so much my own creation”, but a 
“reproduction of the work of Mr. Zhao”.405 
 
The Lingnan School style painting of Chou had a clear reference to Zhao’s in terms 
of subject matter, compositions, colors and the uses of brush and ink. These works 
illustrated her skill attainment of the use of brush and ink and the Lingnan School 
techniques. They also demonstrated her ability and talent in the use of Chinese media. 
 
There was an enlightened moment that made Chou shift from an imitative painter to 
an individualistic artist. She was scrutinizing her many Lingnan style paintings when 
she realized that because of imitation the highest level of attainment in her painting 
would be that which  Zhao had reached, no matter how well she painted.406 It was a 
breakthrough moment. Chou realized that the delight of her satisfaction with her 
accomplishment of the Lingnan School style was “short-lived”, “empty” and 
“ignorant” especially if she kept copying Zhao’s painting.407 In the 1980s Chou 
expressed the thought that, 
 
During the period in which I devoted myself to imitation, I never 
thought of discovering the “self” in the works; indeed I was 
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completely ignorant of the fact that art means the expression of the 
self and one’s creativity.408 
 
The discovery of self was inspired by Lui. Lui’s character and advocacy of Chinese 
painting attracted considerable attention in the mid 1960s. Chou was not an 
exception in being influenced by him. Stimulated by Lui’s teaching, Chou believed 
sincerity is the soul of every artwork.409 She took painting as a representation of her 
own self. Her half-century artistic creativity since then had been a search to articulate 
her own understanding of life and universe. It is not surprising that Chou claimed 
that Lui was the teacher who altered her attitude most deeply.410 It was the time she 
began to explore visual languages, different media such as watercolor, acrylic, oil 
and glue; create collages, prints and illustration. She was also fascinated by the art 
reference books at the British Council Library in the old Gloucester Hotel and the 
American Consulate in Duddell Street.411 
 
After studying with Lui for two years, her first solo exhibition at the City Hall in 
1968 demonstrated the tremendous change in her artistic pursuits. While being a 
former Lingnan School student, Chou did not exhibit her sophisticated Lingnan 
School style paintings. This can be seen as an artist statement of moving forward 
from representation to a more abstract form of art. Paintings such as The Lines (fig. 
4.28), The Chain (fig. 4.29), and Storm (fig. 4.30) explored visual languages. She 
was interested in using lines, colors and patterns to create movement and spatial 
effects. For example, The Lines experiments the intersection and overlapping of 
yellowish lines with different widths and directions that creates a layered space. 
Colors also contribute to the construction of space, the ink background merged with 
subtle gradations of green, red, and yellow suggests a chromatic depth. Other 
examples such as Trees (fig. 2.44) and Flowers (fig. 2.45) also explore lines, patterns 
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and space, instead of just depicting the subject matter. Immature as they may seem, 
these works serve as a crucial transition in Chou’s artistic journey.  
 
Art as Inner Expression 
Chou was awakened and concurred that painting should belong to oneself and 
express one’s thoughts.412 Nevertheless, at the beginning it was not easy to grasp 
how to express oneself. Chou started by creating narrative paintings to reflect her 
personal struggles and incidents that happened in her life. For example, The Fire (fig. 
4.31) symbolizes Chou’s passion for painting but she reminded herself to control this 
as she was also a mother of three teenagers.413 The Family (fig. 4.32) was dedicated 
to Yang’s heavy burden. Both the endless overlapping hill-like patterns and orange 
roots-like patterns conveys a movement of growing, but also suggests complexity, 
especially the roots-like patterns clinging to the illuminated sphere. These paintings 
explore Chou’s inner self through abstract expression based on narratives. 
 
Chou persisted in searching for her personal visual languages. The visual element of 
line was one of her first endeavors. She had a strong interest in the stone drum 
inscription, as well as the lines of Wu Daozi (ˏ» active ca. 710–760) who was a 
respected painter in the Tang dynasty. Chou adored Wu’s lines which were “open, 
bold and which gave full expression to the forcefulness of the painter’s stroke”.414 
She even claimed that Wu’s use of lines echoed her inner drive to express herself, 
but Chou reflected that Wu’s lines were not her lines: 
 
However, the lines of Wu Daozi wee [were] not mine; I had to search 
for my own.415 
 
The series Enigma Variations I, II, III, and IV (fig. 4.33, 4.34, 4.35 and 4.36, 1973) 
demonstrated Chou’s systematic search of lines. They portray a sphere drifting from 
a blank space shown in Enigma Variations I and then goes into the inmost space 
between the lines in Enigma Variations IV. Chou repeatedly experimented on lines 
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with curve variations in a radiating manner. The effects denote rhythm, dynamic and 
tension. This set of works required full concentration in the painting process and are 
impressive compared to The Lines or Trees. Chou’s lines had become one of her 
motifs and eventually evolved into a free-flowing and liberated manner (sometimes 
with different colors) as they stretch in different directions, such as displayed in the 
works Life is but a Dream IV (fig. 4.37, 2000) and The Universe is my Mind 3 (fig. 
4.38, 2002). 
 
The death of Lui in 1975 and Yang in 1978 sent Chou into a period of grief. There 
was such a massive use of dark tones of ink in her painting that she coined the term 
“dark” painting – rendered in piled ink. Fusion (fig. 4.39, 1977) was painted a year 
before her husband passed way. Three quarters of the work is occupied by horizontal 
layers of ink with a gradual increase of tones as the layers descend. A symbol of an 
eye structured by roots-like patterns is above the layers. In the center of the eye, the 
swirling roots-like patterns form an inner circle and a branch with three divisions is 
crawling out of the eyes. The gesture of the three finger-like scratch resembles a 
skeleton hand. The descending scratch is subtly colored with red and below it there is 
a frozen accumulation of red in the shape of an elongated tear drop. Early in the 
1960s, there were rumors about Yang and his film circle girlfriends. Chou was 
annoyed by the reports in the media.416 Because of her husband’s unfaithfulness, 
Chou attempted to commit suicide.417 Chou was seriously ill before and after the 
death of Yang. She once had a six months fever.418 It was a complex emotion which 
Chou described as being deep inside her, “a sense of profound love and hatred tied 
with the same person [Yang]” .419 It was a “need” to use black to express herself.420 
To Chou, the piled ink painting is not just a patch of dark ink, but her “most 
satisfying mode of expression” that requires “a systematic display of structured 
layers, fullness and depth”.421 Other examples of “dark” paintings are Remembering 
Mr. Lui (fig. 4.40, 1975) and My Inner World I (fig. 4.41, 1970s). 
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The inner self was a quality that Chou had when she contemplated and reflected. In 
the late 1970s when Chou was working on the piled ink series, she created the 
Impact series that were expressed in a much lighter and playful manner. Chou 
reflected on the contrast in her work  
and cast doubt, 
 
I did not know what caused me to try two entirely different kinds of 
paintings almost simultaneously. I also did not know which one of the 
two represented my real ‘self’.422  
 
This reflection demonstrated her awareness of genuine inner self expression, as well 
as her exploration of new techniques in seeking her own visual language. Chou 
developed a number of motifs throughout her artistic path. They include roots-like 
patterns, lines, spheres/circles, impact structural stroke, blob-splashes and queyue 
cun (vortex-like pattern). The motifs were cultivated in different times of her life. 
They evolved throughout her life. Despite the uniqueness of each motif and the 
variations of each motif in different periods, they were all a means to express the 
inner self of the artist.  
 
These motifs or signatures served Chou’s expression in different ways. For instance, 
the blob-splashes released her “bottled up emotions” while the queyue cun 
represented her “joyful mind”. The blob-splashes is a technique to thrash a brush 
with high concentration of ink on the paper, for example in The Universe V (fig. 4.42, 
1997). In the process, ink splattered everywhere, including her face, her hands and 
on the walls that she felt all her emotions were flushed out at that moment.423 She 
even expressed that her pain was relieved immediately.424  The queyue cun is a 
vortex-like pattern formed by layers of short, colorful brushstrokes in a circular 
radiated motion. This motif creates circular dynamics with density and colors, such 
as in Life is but a Dream II (fig. 4.43, 1999). 
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Even though Chou and Wucius Wong both addressed the issue of “self”, their 
expressions were entirely different. Wong does not prefer a strong expression of 
emotion, such as being depressive and explosive as this is too far away from his 
character.425 However, the searching of self for Chou was a liberation of emotions. 
 
The increase using of color is obvious in Chou’s artistic development. The spheres 
with intertwining roots-like patterns had simplified to dotted spheres and ultimately 
solid colored discs without three-dimensional sense. The delicate and intricate roots-
like patterns appeared in a free-flowing form or even colored ‘branch-like’ that 
suggests a sense of growth or sprouting. For example, there are solid discs in the 
color of green, red and gold, also an independent red sprout in Silk Painting I (fig. 
4.44, 1998). Chou gradually found that “color is a wonderful thing to people and 
people’s lives. It became “an inner urge” in Chou that she had to use color in order to 
be self-contented.426 However the changing of the motif does not hinder Chou’s 
expression. The spheres, as one of her motifs can be used to explain this. According 
to Chou, 
 
… Therefore perspective in the sense of making the two-dimensional 
surface look three dimensional is not my concern. I am more 
concerned with depicting the fourth dimension, which we know is 
time of course, but I am also attempting to depict the fifth, the sixth, 
and other dimensions where there really is no visual equivalent. … I 
am concerned with portraying depth in my painting. … It is symbolic 
depth, the different layers of life and living, the kind of depth from 
one’s heart and mind.427 
 
Chou expressed that the dotting process of the sphere made her forget herself as if 
her entire being has gone into these spheres.428 No matter in what forms, the spheres 
hold their abstract expression of her “inner self”.429  
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A medley of her motifs, usually more than three, is often initiated in Chou’s painting. 
The combination of ink blob-splash, queyue cun, “impact structural stroke”, evolved 
roots-like patterns, plain circles, dots, and her style of lines created the work Here is 
My Heart (fig. 4.45, 2001). The whole painting is like a symphony of the inner self 
of Chou in which the diverse elements echo closely as an integral whole. Chou came 
to understand that she was “small” and “extremely insignificant” whereas the 
universe is “something boundless and limitless”.430 Chou also said, 
 
I am freer because my world has become bigger and more spacious. I 
am no long [longer] restrained in the “me” world but have come into 
the “universe” world.431 
 
In her art Chou expressed her feelings of being a daughter, a mother, a wife, a 
woman and an artist. She regarded herself much luckier than her mother because her 
emotions towards her often unpleasant marriage could be released through 
painting. 432  Chou’s painting experience led her to relieve pain, anguish and 
desperation, as well as experiencing hope and contentment. Painting is what Chou 
could immerse herself in without reservation. She revealed “I am my art, my 
paintings are me”.433 
 
It is apparent that the gen and the state of shi at various stages are distinct for each 
individual artist. The two artists to be introduced in the following, Leung Kui Ting 
and Kan Tai Keung were students of both Lui and Wucius Wong. Kan was also 
included in the analysis of the common visual model of Lau Kin Wai. Leung’s works 
resonate with the model as well, especially with the characteristic of “merge graphic 
design concepts into ink painting”. However, their art also evolved with the fluidity 
of gen and established their innovative styles. 
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Leung Kui Ting 
Over the last decade, Leung has shown a particular interest in exploring the use of 
brush and ink. While Leung was a former student of Lui, he did not learn the 
technique of Chinese tools from Lui. However, Leung admitted that Lui had a strong 
impact on the nurture of his artistic attitude and temperament which are crucial to his 
artistic development. It was through the process of exploring East and West, tradition 
and modernity that Leung came to realize the use of brush and ink is his language of 
expression. 
  
Born in Guangzhou in 1945, Leung moved to Hong Kong in 1948. He started his 
career as a carpenter, but he became an artist who works on different media, such as 
painting, printmaking, sculpture and installations. Introduced to Lui by the brothers 
Cheung Shu Sun and Eddie Cheung Shu Sang, Leung first “studied” with Lui in 
1964 at the Chatham Galleries. Leung observed how Lui taught Chinese painting to 
his students which included foreigners. Leung also took a number of paintings he had 
painted at home for Lui to comment on because he valued Lui’s opinion. In 1966 
Leung studied graphic design courses with Wucius Wong at Department of 
Extramural Studies of the CUHK. 
 
Artist’s Attitude and Early Exploration 
Lui was a kind of father figure to Leung. Leung indicated that he learnt Lui’s vision 
of art and Chinese painting not only in the classroom, but in daily conversations as 
well.434 According to Leung, Lui influenced him most in terms of shaping his artist’s 
attitude, in particular the attitude of being true and sincere to oneself. Leung 
expressed that painting is about how much time you spent on your studio’s table. It is 
not about the market price or fame, but the endeavor of oneself. He believed that 
painting is not for the others, but himself.435 He said,  
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 Art is the true path, and its ultimate form is the artist’s self.436  
 
Like many artists, Leung initially experimented with media and methods to create. 
He explored his own visual languages in terms of abstract compositions, forms, 
patterns, colors and textures. His early works demonstrated influences of western 
modernism such as Abstract Expressionism, as well as Chinese culture. Traces of 
oracle bone script and collage of joss paper are found in Vision (fig. 4.46, 1965) 
while in Composite Assemblage IV (fig. 4.47, 1967) Leung was exploring the abrupt 
use of color and calligraphic expressive ink stroke. He also attempted to dye the 
paper layer by layer to show the subtlety and mixture of colors, then he crumpled it 
to increase the special textural effects. Plane (fig. 4.48, 1974), Blue Plane (fig. 4.49, 
1974) and Uncertainty (fig. 4.50, 1974), are examples of this. There is an apparent 
interest in the use of design elements such as forms and segments of space. The 
series of Space (1975) explores Leung’s constant interest in geometric forms and 
texture. Most of them have a balanced composition. For example, one of the 
paintings (fig. 4.51) is divided into upper and lower sections, each a right triangle. At 
the edge of each hypotenuse, there is a machine-sewn line which extends longer than 
the side angles. The right triangles are divided into thin quadrangles on the left and 
smaller right triangles on the right. The two smaller right triangles are rendered 
differently, thin layers of color with curvilinear patterns and impasto with acrylic 
showing vertical traces. The neatness and spontaneity of the patterns contrast with 
the different textures and different ways of making the textures by acrylic and the 
sewing machine. 
 
Evolution of the Subject Matter Shanshui 
There was a hint of Leung’s interest in Chinese shanshui in Shanshui + Structure 
(fig. 4.52, 1969), but it was not until the 1980s that Leung shifted his focus to the 
subject matter of nature, as well as the media of Chinese brush and ink. The work is 
reminiscent of some early works of Wucius Wong and Kan Tai Keung, such as 
Autumn Sentiment (fig. 4.13) and Two Shores (fig. 4.53, 1975) respectively. These all 
were attempts to combine design elements in painting with various components of 
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shanshui. Shanshui + Structure is divided into three vertical rectangles and one 
horizontal rectangle at the bottom. The vertical rectangles on the two sides were 
infused with different degrees of yellow and blue which merged into the shades of 
green. The color permeates to the mid-rectangle. Sectional illustrations of 
mountain/rock shapes and textures are structured at the top and bottom.  
 
Leung’s intense interest in Chinese painting tradition emerged in the mid-1980s. This 
was a time that he contemplated how to continue to be an artist. He believed tracing 
back to the tradition is the way to move Chinese painting forward.437 He became 
friends with senior painters in mainland China, such as Zhang Ding and Ya Ming (
ŏ 1924–2002). He travelled to Mainland China where he did much sketching. He 
has been to Huangshan more than ten times now and it is still not enough for him. 
When asked why he chose shuimo, he said that he was a person who “held 
chopsticks after all”.438 Leung’s perception is that the media of shuimo is linked to 
Chinese identity. 
 
The exploration of shanshui and design elements continued in Leung’s series such as 
Composite Landscape (1993). The paper is divided into two sections vertically in 
Composite Landscape No.2 (fig. 4.54, 1993). Each section consists of a right 
triangle-like shape. The shapes combine together to form a pyramidal-like shape. 
Both sides are rendered in expressive brushstrokes, but there is a horizontal emphasis 
on the left while the right stresses short vertical lines. This resembles the gesture of 
floating clouds or the rhythm of rain. Other series of works such as Landscape 
Beyond Form (1992) and Tibetan Landscape Image (1992) are also dominant with 
expressive and bold brushstrokes. Apart from the abundant use of ink splashes in the 
Landscape Beyond Form (1-2) (fig. 4.55), there is also a fine touch of brushwork 
which seemingly describe details of nature such as water flow or vegetation. More 
extreme works such as Grandeur (7) and (42) (fig. 4.56 and 4.57, 1995) do not show 
any corresponding substance, but express a force or energy.439 Leung sought the 
abstract qualities of nature, instead of representation. 
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In the ink sketches created by Leung since the mid-1980s another approach of brush 
and ink has been used. Leung’s sketches are mostly rendered by dry ink lines. The 
following are examples, Sketch (fig. 4.58, 1988) is one of the many sketches inspired 
by Huangshan. It demonstrates the many layers and structure of the mountains range, 
the form of rocks from top to bottom, from front to the back with the sea of clouds. 
Three Small Gorges I and II (fig. 4.59 and 4.60, 1992) depict the overlapping rocks 
simply in rough contour lines. This style can also be seen in the series of Imagery 
(1995). Many of these are works created by detailed brushwork, such as Imagery (25) 
(fig. 4.61, 1995) which captured a scene of cascade and rocks. Imagery (34) (fig. 
4.62, 1995) creates a sense of rhythm through the uses of dots and lines. More 
sophisticated rendering of brush is shown in Landscape No. 1 and No. 2 (fig. 4.63, 
2000) which is a pair of hanging scrolls composed of numerous layers of brushwork. 
The composition is dense which includes details such as of mountains, rocks, groups 
of trees. The empty negative space contrasts the uses of brush and resembles mists, 
water or paths. Despite the different styles of his works, Leung persisted exploring 
the possibilities with the media of brush and ink and establishing his own language 
for the use of them. He expressed what uses of brush and ink meant to him: 
 
I value the handling of the uses of brush and ink very much; it is to 
tell a story, to express emotions, as well as passing on the legacy of 
tradition.440 
 
When asked why he value the use of brush and ink so much, Leung recalled an 
anecdote when he visited Ya Ming. Ya Ming invited Leung to write an inscription on 
his small piece of work. Leung was embarrassed as he did not know how to.441 Even 
if Leung could appreciate Chinese painting and tradition, he could not realize it with 
his hands and techniques.442 He realized ink is not unique to China, but the use of 
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brush and ink is.443 However, speaking of the term “brush and ink”, Leung’s usage 
and the contemporary usage of it is different from the ancient Chinese context 
because the literati class had disintegrated. Mok Kar Leung provides insights into the 
issues of Leung’s use of brush and ink. Mok commented that Leung’s use of brush 
and ink is not an inheritance of tradition, but to “transform brush and ink into his 
personal artistic idiom”444. 
 
Leung’s interest in the subject matter of shanshui evolved with the development of 
gen. His state of shi in the 1990s is obviously different from the 1960s. Chinese 
painting tradition was one of the main factors which contributed to this shift. 
 
Novel Uses of Brush and Ink 
Leung does not cease to revitalize the use of brush and ink. This is evident in the 
development of his signature textural stroke – broken lines. One of his breakthroughs 
is demonstrated in Landscape and Geometric Structures No. 1 and No. 2 (fig. 4.64 
and 4.65, 2008). The patterns arranged by the broken lines are the chief components. 
Angular lines, lines of scroll and curve interact while landscape elements such as 
mountaintops, cliffs and trees are found in between. While they may look scattered, 
these are trials in which Leung attempted to merge his inspirations from tradition, 
nature and his contemporary life. 
 
Today, in this digital era, modern technology and images have created 
a new world view and different feel for society. The constant 
revolving in my mind of the elements of Nature and Time has 
prompted me to insert a digital element absent in traditional painting; 
namely geometric lines and broken lines. Through the medium of 
traditional ink and pen-brush [traditional media of ink], they 
interweave and harmonize within the structural space of Chinese 
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traditional landscape painting, to explore and innovative and modern 
spatial aesthetics.445 
 
Observation of the work (fig. 4.66, detail) that Leung based on Thatched Cottage of 
Dongshan by Wang Meng, shows his solid grounding in the use of brush and ink. 
Leung used his imagination to alter the original vertical handscroll to a horizontal 
structure. The vast space of distant mountain view was the focus in the new version 
of Leung, instead of the robust mountain in Wang’s work. He rearranged the 
elements in the paintings and added his own components, cloud-like patterns and 
broken lines for instance. The painting has turned into Leung’s conversation with the 
tradition.446 
 
Some examples of Leung’s work may help to understand his development of the 
broken lines which function as a textural stroke. The drawings 1–4 (fig. 4.67, 2005), 
show Leung’s early experimenting with elements of his contemporary life, his 
thoughts, ideas and his imagination. He did not restrict himself to traditional forms. 
Different patterns, symbols and characters created an irregular composition. This 
shows his attempts in integrating “JFK”, “ű (literally east)” and “ʅ (literally west)” 
from his own experience, thoughts and issues into his paintings. In the sketches of 
Sketch: New York (2013) and Sketch: Morocco (2014), these more mature works 
show Leung’s immense interest in formation, space and perspective. Leung breaks 
down the high-rise and architecture of Brooklyn (fig. 4.68) and Rabat (fig. 4.69) into 
overlapping broken lines and geometric forms.  
 
Geometric forms and broken lines have been developed into another approach by 
Leung and are mainly applied to the theme of landscape and rocks. The lines form 
into many possibilities, such as angular, diagonal and curvilinear patterns, or a 
mixture of them. He creates a space that apparently does not belong to the category 
of traditional Chinese painting. At a distance, Leung’s painting gives a grand view of 
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landscape that is reminiscent of Chinese classical painting tradition. However, upon 
scrutiny the meticulous detail revealed is impressive. Among them, there are inter-
connected small units of broken lines and geometric forms forming his painting. For 
example, Landscape Navigation No. 007 (fig. 4.70, 2014) is one of Leung’s many 
imaginary landscapes. It appears to be a painting with layers of view and a vast space 
especially towards the upper left. One may mistake the set of broken lines on the left 
(fig. 4.71) as a group of trees at a distance. However, it actually consists of triangular 
and diagonal broken lines. It is noted that Leung has paid tremendous attention to 
building up layers to increase the volume or create depth for receding space. There 
are also geometric forms (fig. 4.72), cuboid and cones that seem to reflect to some 
degree aspects of modern architecture. Leung’s work fuses the rather traditional 
rendering of trees, waterfalls and mountains into his own language of lines and forms. 
They create a harmony of spatial effect and allow one to travel in the space and 
discover the minute objects in the landscape. 
 
In recent years, Leung does not draft before he paints. He follows the flow and paints 
spontaneously what comes into his mind. He is fond of the texture and patterns of 
nature, such as land, rock and wood. He has travelled to various mountains and he 
described the relationship between him and nature this way: 
 
My mind and the objects have become one, as it leisurely observes 
and reflects on all things between Heaven and Earth. The many 
independent objects are blended in harmonious unity, regardless of 
differences in size and location, be they in the foreground or 
background. Whether intangible or solid, positive or negative, 
overlapping, changed places, or crisscross in space, they constitute my 
own mental spatial construct of all things. They have become the 
natural unity of all my feelings; a heartfelt response to all that I have 
observed.447 
 
In works such as Roaming Beyond Form: Landscape Chapter (fig. 4.73, 2012–2013) 
and Circulatory Landscape (fig. 4.74, 2013–2014), as well as series of Roaming 
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Vision + Digital (2013) and Landscape Navigation (2014), they suggested a sense of 
travelling and moving around in the landscape Leung created. For instance, Roaming 
Beyond Form: Landscape Chapter is a set of twelve panels while Circulatory 
Landscape is a continuous landscape that is more than thirty meters long. They offer 
viewers an immersion in the painting. 
 
Influences from western art modernism was obvious in Leung’s early works. 
However, he travelled back to Chinese painting tradition, especially the use of brush 
and ink, after his realization that Chinese media was his direction. Today, Leung 
stated that he is still in the process of exploration. When he is painting, he does not 
care what is East or West, nor tradition or modernity. His art also demonstrates a 
process of accepting and rejecting on an artistic path, and that an artist has to make 
choices and find what is the most suitable for oneself.  
 
Kan Tai Keung 
Similar to Leung, Kan expressed that he did not really learn the practical techniques 
of the use of brush and ink from Lui. What he did learn from Lui was the idea and 
the way to discover oneself and he was inspired by this. Kan was a student of both 
Lui and Wong. He started with a goal to be a painter, but eventually both roles of a 
painter and designer were of similar significance to him. Born 1942 in Panyu, 
Guangzhou, he grew up under the care of his grandfather Kan Yiu Sang (̐ɈǦ) 
who was a craftsman of huisu (Ǆ Lingnan architecture plaster sculpture) who also 
had a great interest in art. Kan always enjoyed watching with his younger brother 
when their grandpa was painting or carving in the study.448 Kan often helped his 
grandfather with gardening and used his grandfather’s collection of Mustard Seed 
Garden Manual of Painting to guide his painting efforts. In 1957, at the age of 
fifteen, Kan was reunited with his parents in Hong Kong. Because of economic 
hardship, Kan first served as a three-year-apprentice in a tailor’s workshop and later 
earned his living as a tailor until 1966. 
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Keen on Western Modernism 
In 1964, Kan learned sketching (fig. 4.75, 1965), pastel and watercolor (fig. 4.76) 
from his uncle Kan May Tin (̐Ē« 1911–1998). Soon, Kan Tai Keung reckoned 
that he should learn from different teachers. He went to exhibitions such as the Hong 
Kong International Salon of Paintings and the Circle Art Group Show. He admired 
the modern work such as those of Cheung Yee, Van Lau, Wucius Wong and Hon 
Chi Fun. While attending Wong’s solo exhibition, Kan was impressed by Wong’s 
conversations about his own artistic creations. Kan enrolled in the two courses 
offered by Wong at the Extramural Department of CUHK in 1966. Kan took the 
courses not because he had the expectation of being a designer, but because the 
courses enabled him to have a deeper understanding of the history and theories of 
design. Those deeper understandings altered his attitude towards design. Kan started 
to work as a designer in 1967. He later also studied two courses with Lui between 
1967 and 1968.449 Kan recalled the reason for studying Lui’s courses was because he 
wanted to be a modern painter. Lui was the most well established modern ink painter 
of that time. He was also Wong’s teacher. Lui’s courses therefore attracted Kan. 
Since then, Kan has developed parallel careers as a designer and a painter. The two 
careers often interact and influence each other.  
 
Although Kan was not unfamiliar with the tools of Chinese painting, western culture 
and modernism had a strong impact on him as a teenager and young adult. Most of 
Kan’s early works demonstrated his sharp use of form and color. Kan was so 
absorbed in and influenced by western modernism, especially hard-edge and pop art. 
Examples are Composition No. 1, 2, 3 (fig. 4.77, 4.78 and 4.79, 1969) and Stairs (fig. 
4.80, 1969). The series of Composition shows various experiments of a dominant 
leaf-shape diagonally placed on a squared canvas, from the upper right to lower left. 
Each painting has clear delineation of colors and shapes. Each colored area is of one 
unvarying concrete color. Stairs explores space. The painting has three sections. The 
bluish-purplish-grey rectangular staircases in the middle take up the largest portion 
that its vertical occupies four fifth of the painting. The staircases are set in the 
receding space created by the uses of black where the curvilinear lines divide the 
upper part and lower part of the painting. There is a wheel and two forms of circle 
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above the stairs. Geometric forms and mechanical parts were themes that Kan 
frequently explored. More examples are Ages (fig. 4.81, 1970) and Origin (fig. 4.82, 
1971) where the mechanical theme was put into the “square within a square” 
composition. The highlight in the middle suggested cropped views of inside of a 
watch. Kan described these ink paintings as “pop art style”. The attempt in using ink 
with western color added the gradation of color tones. After exploring the media of 
Chinese paper, brush and ink, Kan realized these were the media that fit him 
better.450 With the use of ink and acrylic, western influences were still dominant in 
Kan’s “pop art style” ink paintings in regard to the subject matter, techniques and 
style. 
 
In the early 1970s, Kan was already a winner of several awards in design and 
painting. He had similar reflections on the two paths he was pursuing. According to 
him, his approach was more like “total westernization”. He began to have doubts 
about his artistic pursuits. After winning some local design competitions he 
attempted to participate in international competitions. However, he was not 
successful even though he thought his entries were of a high standard. He then 
realized that every designer has a cultural background that influences the work. He 
pondered the question as to how he was different from other designers. In his 
paintings he felt that although his work absorbed pop art elements the results were 
different from American pop art because his cultural influences of pop art were not 
as strong as those of artists from some other countries.451 Kan then realized that he 
was not only responding to his environment, but also trying to search for his culture. 
Kan reflected that his painting style was too keen on chasing the trends of Europe 
and United States: 
 
By the early 1970s, I reflected on my artistic career path. I deeply felt 
that my artistic style emphasized too much on chasing the new trends 
of Europe and America, seldom do I concern about my local culture. 
After two to three years of thinking and exploring, I decide to return 
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to the subject of Chinese traditional shuimo, to restart and to fully 
engage in the new shuimo creation.452 
 
The series of Nocturne (fig. 4.83, 4.84, 4.85 and 4.86, 1973) was a change from 
previous work in that there were less linear edges and not as strong a concentration 
of colour and ink used. With similar compositions like the woodblock prints 
Experiment No. 1, 2 (fig. 4.87 and 4.88, 1972), the series of Nocturne is less linear. 
Instead of using a gearwheel-like image, Kan used the images of a tab of a can, apple 
and light bulb. These objects, according to Kan, were images related to his design 
work and daily life.453 Compared to the “pop art style” ink painting, the color use 
was not contrasting or unvaried. It is a series testing the range and gradation of tones 
of purple and blue with similar composition. 
 
Learning from Ancient Masters and Nature 
As early as 1968, Lui encouraged Kan to linmo classical Chinese painting. Lui even 
brought one of the paintings in his collection for Kan to linmo. It was the first time 
Kan imitated a Chinese painting (fig. 4.89, 1968). Lui wrote comments about Kan’s 
work for Kan’s reference. Kan was grateful for Lui’s concern and encouragement. 
However, it was not until around 1974 that Kan picked up Chinese painting tradition. 
He recalled the note Lui wrote on his linmo exercise:  
 
The methods of learning (in painting) involve learning from the 
ancients through linxie (similar to linmo, imitation), learning from 
nature through sketching, then altogether learning from and seek for 
oneself.454  
 
This appears to be what Kan was referring to when he wrote “to learn from the 
ancient, to learn from the nature and to learn from oneself”. He also had one of his 
seals engraved with this message. The message was so inspiring to Kan that he 
followed it step by step through his later artistic development. Kan reckoned Lui as 
one of his most influential teachers: 
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He (Lui) did not teach me any of his painting technique, but he made 
me understand how to grasp my technique, how to develop my own 
artistic path. He encouraged me to learn from the ancient and the 
nature. He also wanted us to firmly remember that the value of art lies 
in sincerity and creation; I used my method and pursue original 
innovation. Although he passed away  more than thirty years ago, his 
thoughts still continues to give us the strength in art creation.455 
 
Kan continued his exploration towards the East and started by learning from the 
ancient masters. Valley (fig. 4.90, 1974) was one of the first paintings that Kan 
attempted to explore the traditional subject shanshui. The very thin cascade in the 
middle of the painting is reminiscent of the symbolic cascade near the summit in Fan 
Kuan’s classic Travelers by Streams and Mountains (fig. 4.19). Kan adopted a 
sectional approach of imitating the cascade and part of the dry rocky mountain to its 
left in Travelers. Most parts of the rocks are contained in a plane of a rectangle with 
one rounded corner where the curve of the corner was extended by one of the lines of 
rock. The bluish color of the rocks inside this shape is lighter and there is a blank left 
in a diffused triangular. Kan also imitated the same part of the rocky mountain again 
on the right hand side of the cascade in Valley, but upside down. The diagonal paired 
rectangles with one rounded corner created the effect of a cut and paste collage. 
Morning Song (fig. 4.91, 1975) was divided into upper and lower rectangular halves, 
the images of hill rendering resembles the alum head textural stroke which appeared 
in mirror image. The painting structure echoed the works of Wucius Wong who had 
experimented with an integration of design elements and painting in the 1970s. 
Although Kan was addressing the ancient masters and tradition, he was exploring it 
with modern elements of design such as color, planes and space. It was an attempt of 
integrating what he learnt from Fan and his experience in design in the painting. 
Similar practices can be seen in works such as Song of Autumn (fig. 4.92, 1976) and 
Mountain and Space No.2 (fig. 4.93, 1976). Kan admitted that he did not have a 
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profound foundation of traditional painting techniques, returning to Chinese classical 
painting is to learn the tradition again.456 He expressed,  
 
I do not insist on all of my works having mature techniques and 
originality. In the process of exploration, they spontaneously have 
shown the shadows of the others and myself  absorbing the nurture of 
tradition and modernity.457 
 
In the sectional approach of linmo, Kan experimented with the pair of close ups in 
different ways, such as upside down, in diagonal and mirror image.    
 
I gradually yearn for the beautiful chain of mountains after facing 
ancient painting and nature again and again.458 
 
From the mid 1970s Kan made trips to experience appreciating nature. He went to 
Taiwan (1976, 1977), Kyushu (1977), Mt. Lushan (1978) and Mt. Huangshan (1980). 
Several works were inspired by the visit to Mt. Lushan, such as Over the Mountains 
(fig. 4.94, 1978) and At Dusk (fig. 4.95, 1979). Both paintings were segmented into 
four squares. The mountain peaks and the texture of rocks were Kan’s emphasis, 
accompanied by the sea of cloud and mist. He likes the lingering cloud as it is in love 
with the mountains.459 His interest in the gestures of the enduring pines is apparent in 
At Dusk. The lower right hand corner was occupied by the close up of a pine tree 
with horizontal growth while there are also close up mountain structures mostly tilted 
to the left or the right suggesting a sense of movement. Souvenir of the Three Isles 
(3rd Movement) (fig. 4.96, 1982) shows Kan’s continued interest in depicting the 
layers of cloud and mists among the peaks, as well as the lofty pines. While nature is 
the subject, the elements of design in the paintings still remain apparent. For example, 
Spring Mountain (fig. 4.97, 1984) appeared in two segments that are executed in 
greenish tones. The mountains are orderly within the forms of a half-arch on both 
sides which go in opposite directions. Heavy mist flow in a ‘V’ shape while an 
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addition of a slope with a pine tree is arranged at the lower left corner. Mountains 
Blue (fig. 4.98, 1985) uses the forms of half-arch/arch to depict the mountains and 
mist in an overlapping way which creates more movement. Kan was also enthusiastic 
in creating an atmospheric feel by using of washes and overwhelming colors. There 
are works of sunset and night mountain view, such as Moon Scene (fig. 4.99, 1983). 
In an interview with Kan, he reflected that the color use in these paintings was too 
‘sweet’. Although they appealed to the audiences, he later reckoned the color use 
was too attractive to the eyes. Kan admitted that his landscape painting with bright 
color in the 1980s was better accepted in the art market, but he insisted on moving 
forward rather than looking backward. 
 
It came to a stage that Kan found himself trapped by his creations and thus sought a 
breakthrough or change. His paintings in the early and mid-1990s demonstrated this 
change as his work was more energetic and dynamic. The exploration of movement 
was obvious in the paintings such as Rocky Mountain (fig. 4.100, 1990) and Pine and 
Peak (fig. 4.101, 1990). The diagonal and protruding composition of rocks 
demonstrated a force extended beyond the paper. The exploration of movement 
gradually develops into abstract form such as Moving Image (fig. 102, 1993) and 
Mindscape (fig. 103, 1994). A significant change of these images was the vast use of 
leaving blank. With the application of broad strokes, there are details in close 
observation. The details are usually dotting and lines implying textures. The red 
circle coheres with the red patch of Lui. It appeared in Kan’s paintings in various 
ways, such as a yellow diamond shape and circles in other colors, between 1993 and 
2003.  
 
Shanshui in Chinese Characters 
More than a decade ago, Kan had another shift when he combined Chinese 
characters and shanshui in his paintings. He kept seeking for something new and 
began to experiment with monochrome. Although there is a hint of tradition, Kan 
does it in a different way in that he designs the landscape on the characters 
themselves. Mindscape I and II (fig. 4.104 and 4.105, 1997) were the earliest 
examples, Kan used bold strokes in circular movement spontaneously. According to 
Kan, he found that the work not only appeared like a mountain shape, but also 
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corresponded to the Chinese character Þ (mountain). It was from here that Kan 
explored painting drawn with Chinese characters. He began to construct the Chinese 
characters in running or cursive style into forms of landscape. Thus, it is not merely 
about calligraphy and the meaning of the characters, but also about the scenery on 
top of the characters following the flow of the forceful strokes of the characters. All 
One’s Heart ĕ (fig. 4.106, 2003) appears to be landscape with vegetation, rock 
texture, mist and clouds with a lot of blank areas. 
 
Kan recalled that he received criticism when a calligrapher found his calligraphy was 
not mature and a painter did not regard his work as painting. He persisted on 
developing this new direction as he believed that there was much to explore as no 
one had ever attempted this in the domain of painting. Five Colors from Ink (fig. 
4.107 and 4.108, 2006) is an installation of a set of five. Ink is not just black, there 
are minute and numerous gradations with the use of water. Kan thrashed the brush on 
the paper with highly concentrated ink to write the word “¡” (mo, literally ink) 
while the last word “Ĉ” (cai, literally color) was executed in light ink. The four 
characters were written in a range of ink tones across the five panels. Then, Kan 
added elements of shanshui according to the structure of the character, fine touch of 
pine trees, mountains and water are discovered when one scrutinizes the piece. The 
paper edge was put in a transparent container with ink at the bottom and it absorbed 
the ink against gravity. The back of the piece is also available to view as it is set in 
the middle of the exhibit space, thus providing one more perspective to observe the 
variation of ink tones. Kan in more recent attempts also divided one character into 
two paintings or focuses on a close up of a character’s strokes. The titles of the 
works, such as Nature and Man («, 2006), United as One (z, 2007) and View 
Freedom (ʋɒ, 2006),  show Kan’s fondness of nature and Chinese tradition.460 
The same inclination is revealed in his seals too such as “qinguan” (̍ʋ meditation) 
and “zizai” (ɒ at ease). 
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After Kan realized that total western modernism was not his goal, he gradually 
shifted to learn from the ancient masters, nature and ultimately his inner self. 
Because Kan is also a designer and this influenced his works, throughout his artistic 
career he crisscrossed between elements of a designer and an artist in his paintings. 
There is a continuous exploration on the relationship between the clouds and 
mountain as shown in his recent works of shanshui in Chinese characters. The 
combination allows him to execute expressive brushstrokes, while not giving up the 
detailed rendering. Kan’s landscape in Chinese characters is more about his mind 
and imagination. For example, it could be a state of mind that he longs for, like the 
tiny figure contemplating in the work of Pure Heart (fig. 4.109, 2006) and Calm (fig. 
4.110, 2006). 
 
Alternatives in Media 
Lui encouraged his students to explore a range of media so to better know the 
uniqueness of different media. Therefore, it is not surprising that the students of Lui, 
including the artists mentioned above, attempted different media other than ink. For 
instance, even though there are times when Wong uses oil and other media, it does 
not alter the core of his creations. Grand Thoughts No. 1 (fig. 4.12) captured the 
majesty of the Grand Canyon by oil. Wong believed the change of media still 
“express what was in my mind”.461 This prompts recalling that Lui’s encouragement 
to his students to attempt different media and not to confine Ink Painting by simply 
media. 
 
It is supposed that when one achieves the state of shi, his/her art is innovative. There 
is no clear-cut restriction on media even though the traditional Chinese media is the 
main focus in Lui’s teaching. The discussion about the next and the last artist 
introduces in this chapter will explore this debatable issue about the media of 
shuimohua. 
 
Hon Chi Fun 
Hon is a painter who creates with western media. Although Hon was not a student of 
Lui, their friendship inspired him to look for the concept of self. This stimulation of 
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thought was quite crucial to Hon’s artistic path. The influence of Lui was more about 
conceptual thoughts, rather than the use of Chinese media or a painting style. 
 
Early Cultivation and Early Works 
Hon was born in Hong Kong in 1922. He attended a traditional private school (Ȕ) 
and then went to Chiu Yin Primary School. Both places cultivated his leaning 
towards Chinese literary classics. His fondness for calligraphy was also nurtured. 
Later he went to Wah Yan College in Kowloon where Hon learnt English and met 
foreign priests. His teacher Lau King-chee (`Ł) provided him with some basic 
Chinese painting techniques. He fled to the Mainland China with his family during 
the period of Japanese occupation of Hong Kong. On returning to Hong Kong in 
1946, he had to earn a living by working in various jobs. He even went to Shanghai 
to work in the import and export trade business.462 
 
From 1956 Hon worked as an inspector at the Post Office in Central. He frequently 
visited the Apollo Book Co. in Wellington Street to read western art books. The staff 
of the bookstore introduced him a group of artists in the Chinese Contemporary 
Artists’ Guild who sketched every Sunday. Sometimes, Luis Chan would join them 
to sketch. Hon became one of the Sunday painters and together they have did 
sketching all over Hong Kong. He either drove a Volkswagen Beetle or rode a motor 
bike.  The existing works of landscape by Hon indicate he visited places on Hong 
Kong Island, in Kowloon and the New Territories, such as Stanley, Pok Fu Lam, 
Lion Rock Mountain, Shek Kip Mei, and even far-off places like Tin Shui Wai, Ha 
Village and Nam Sang Wai. There was a period when Hon also practiced portrait 
painting every Thursday at a friend’s place on Robinson Road.463 The style of his 
early landscapes and portraits were impressionistic and were done in a quick and 
sketchy manner.  Village by the Sea (fig. 4.111, 1960) depicted the stilt houses and 
boats in layers of colors. Colors were not only layered to form planes and volumes, 
but also to denote light, shadow and reflections. Similar experimentation can also be 
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seen in works such as Yung Shue Tau at Yau Ma Tei (fig. 4.112, 1957), Sai Kung (fig. 
4.113, 1961), and On Wet Soil (fig. 4.114, 1962). Although Hon later diverged from 
this style, this early period was fundamental for his skills and sensitivity towards 
western media, especially oil.  
 
Seeking for Self 
Hon joined the Modern Literature and Art Association Hong Kong and actively 
participated in their activities. He was later the co-founder of The Circle Art group. 
Hon gradually participated less in the activities of Chinese Contemporary Artists’ 
Guild. Hon would talk with his friends from the Association at the café near the 
Chatham Galleries until closing time. Hon had his first solo exhibition of his 
landscape paintings at the Chatham Galleries in 1963. The exhibition was well-
received. The exhibition attracted Lui and other modern artists’ attention. Hon and 
Lui became close friends. Hon sometimes helped Lui to translate when Lui was 
teaching at Chatham Galleries. Hon would drive to the pier where Lui’s worked and 
show him his paintings. Lui would comment and they would discuss art. Hon said 
that he learnt a great deal from Lui’s thoughts on artists and painting, such as his 
views on “classic masters, on himself and his theories of ink painting”.464  Hon 
especially acknowledges the influence of Lui’s concept of “ego”.465 He reflected that 
he had no liking for paintings with plum, orchid, chrysanthemum and bamboo or still 
life while landscape painting is another kind of leisure.466 These works were just 
exercises, but did not reflect “him”.467 
 
Examining his work in 1964, it is apparent that a big leap had occurred in that there 
was an obvious shift to abstract and strikingly expressive and bold brushwork. Hon 
reached a point where he felt that he had something more to say which could not be 
expressed in landscape.468 His first marriage in 1953 was an arranged marriage. His 
wife was a good person and took care of him, but there was a lack of the feeling of 
																																																						
464 Chi Fun Hon, “My Own Story (translated version),” in Space and Passion: The Art of Hon Chi-
Fun (Hong Kong: Choi Yan Chi, 2000), 22. 
465 Hon’s book translated ziwo (ɒĩ) to ‘ego’, instead of self. See Hon, “My Own Story,” 22. Also 
Hon, Modern Art in a Colony, 20. 
466 Watt, “Symposium on Modern Art in Hong Kong,” 337.  
467 Hon, Modern Art in a Colony, 81. 
468 Chi Fun Hon, Interview: Hon Chi Fun (Series 2), DVD, interview by Phoebe Wong (Hong Kong: 
Asia Art Archive, 2004). 
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“love” until Hon met another woman in the late 1950s. Hon described it as a period 
of “unrest” because of his marriage and work. For eight years, Hon and the other 
woman were soulmates. Black Crack (fig. 4.115, 1963) is especially symbolic 
because of the thin triangular space void which seemingly has an angular 
breakthrough in the highly contrasted darker space. There was a craving for change 
in Hon’s work, Soliloquy (fig. 4.116, 1964) and Returning Wind (fig. 4.117, 1965) 
demonstrated his shift in color and subject matter. These abstract expressionistic 
works required dynamic and forceful brushstrokes, sometimes with the practice of 
calligraphy. Hon also attempted to create with physical objects like iron plate, cast 
stone and wheels to create three dimensional paintings. Hon gradually realized 
abstract thoughts such as aspirations and ideas can be included in paintings, and that 
by including them in his painting he could even release his depressive emotions.469 
 
Bath of Fire (fig. 4.118, 1968) was an important work for Hon. He described its 
creation process was of such high concentration that he shivered.470 This oil and silk 
screen prints consists of a set of three panels. Each consists of a circle that almost 
occupied the whole canvas. Hon segmented the circle with vertical and horizontal 
lines, as well as smaller circles. With the complementary color of green and red, the 
provoking colors stimulate the eyes and guide the viewer to appreciate the work from 
a distance. At the same time, there are letters, photos and elements of Hon’s previous 
work in the painting that attract the viewer to come closer. It was like a recap of his 
life. His own image is embedded in the work (fig. 4.119). There are different 
elements that repetitively appeared. For instance, the image of a wheel and cast stone 
are reminiscent of his work Desert Walk (fig. 4.120, 1965) and Mountain Carrier 
(fig. 4.121, 1965). The strong visual impact of the work intensified the presentation 
of crucial moments of Hon’s life. 
 
In 1968, Hon travelled to Europe for three months. According to him, he frequently 
pondered the issue of his identity on the trip. People he met were curious about 
stories of China and the East, and the reason that he, a Chinese person, was holding a 
British National Overseas passport. In 1969, he went abroad for a year to New York 
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as an awardee of a John D. Rockefeller III Fund Fellowship. While there he also took 
the opportunity to travel to Central and South America. Hon realized it was fortunate 
to be at the space between the two Peaks (East and West). This experience urged him 
to push forward.471  
 
Circle as an Icon 
The circle is a constant signature of Hon’s work. His circle is very different from 
Irene Chou’s, however, both artists put the emphasis on its abstract meaning. The use 
of the circle started from the awareness of “self”. Hon integrated the Chinese 
character “ĩ” (literally me) into his work, such as My Profiles (fig. 4.122, 1969)472. 
These works were composed of a circle in a square. The character “me” was 
presented in many ways, partly covered most of the time, and appeared in the middle 
of the circle, behind the circle, next to the circle, for instances. Hon claimed that the 
character of “me” might not equal him as an author, but he explained that “me” is a 
basic unit of things. His circle appears in different forms and blend subtly with light 
and color. Hon regards his works are “all very personal”473 and the circle to him, is 
his “icon”,  
 
The circle is me; my form of existence, the thing I worship. It 
embodies the contemporary environment and space. It is the 
perfection I’m after.”474 
 
Hon continued to experiment with methods of printing to test the mix and gradual 
change of color. He successfully attained the technique of glazing such as in Blank 
Quarter (fig. 4.123, 1969), thus the circle is less graphic. Hon’s works also 
demonstrate expertise in spray-guns and serigraphy. His serigraphs such as Frozen 
blue (fig. 4.124, 1971) and Beyond space (fig. 4.125, 1973) are very precise works 
that the artist finished by “only one single decisive pass” with rich variations in the 
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printing process.475 His sophisticated use of the spray-gun creates impressively rich 
subtlety and smoothness of color gradations. For example, Eternal Profile (fig. 4.126, 
1976) portrays two overlapped vague circles which gives an illusion of one circle 
because of the merging of highly subtle colors. Giant works such as Legend of a 
Profile (fig. 4.127 and 4.128, 1981) explores the spatial relationship extensively by 
the overlapping of circles and the uses of colors. Hon uses a mix of methods of 
painting and printing in his work. He expressed that painting is a process of “motion” 
while printing is produced by a print block which is “static”. Together they record 
Hon’s feelings like an epitaph.476 
 
Painting as a Ritual 
Hon’s feelings about painting as a ritual and religion may seem contradictory. Hon 
described painting as a ritual, while artistic creation to him is not a religion but at the 
same time is a religion.477 Moments of spiritual enlightenment happened throughout 
Hon’s life. He recalled he was touched by Father Collins who explained the doctrine 
of Trinity on a retreat in the mid-1950s.  While Hon is a Roman Catholic, he also 
learns about Buddhism and Zhuangzi. Buddhist elements such as sutras and Buddha 
appeared in Hon’s work. Among the broad and energetic brushstrokes, the face of 
Buddha is embedded in Late Gospel (fig. 4.129, 1965) to convey a sense of calmness 
in vitality. The four Chinese characters in A Profound Message (fig. 4.130, 1968) 
meant “thus have I heard” which is the beginning of Buddhist sutras. The application 
of sutras can be seen in works like Blank Quarter (fig. 4.123) and When Summer is 
Gone (fig. 4.131, 1972). Hon recounted his experience in painting a large scale 
painting as a beautiful spiritual journey, 
 
Creating large paintings was a sacrificial ritual in which the artist, 
after a thorough exploration of ideas and thoughts, offered himself 
entirely on the altar. He stretched, either skipping and hopping 
daintily or roaming wildly. Between motion and stillness, between 
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clarity and ambiguity, the artist shifted, bowed and danced, space 
within and beyond was therefore evolved.478 
 
Hon’s concepts of art adhere with Lui’s concept of searching for one’s inner self. 
Hon has a strong bond with Chinese values, as well as direct exposure to the West. 
He especially admired Dadaism as anything is possible to turn into art. Hon believed 
that the expression of the spirit of the East is not limited to the media of shuimo. His 
numerous works are oil, acrylic on canvas or prints or serigraphy. Hon said, 
 
Lui advocated self-expression, so he emphasized artistic expression 
and creation about self. However, this expression of self is not only 
about emotional or spiritual, but also as a development and 
establishment of inner self as an integral whole of a person.479  
 
Painting, as Hon describes, is a way to “rescue” him.480 He considers his art a 
“delivery” which is “a sacred offer of one’s utmost self and passion”.481 The painting 
process requires his immersion and contemplation. Hon would probably reject being 
classified as an Ink painter. He is not included in the exhibitions related to ink 
paintings either. However, he was influenced by Lui and his thoughts to quite a large 
degree, in particular with regard to the concept of “self”. His art, after his break away 
from landscape, set him on a journey seeking inner expression. He has never ceased 
developing his art. His individual style is remarkable and can be seen as a result of 
his inner self. 
 
Ink Painting as a Category 
The artists mentioned in this chapter continued their artistic paths after Lui’s sudden 
death in September 1975. The advocacy of shuimohua was a thought provoking 
concept in his time. Lui as an initiator and educator opened windows of possibilities 
for his contemporaries. He stimulated many artists’ ways of thinking in the 1960s 
and 1970s Hong Kong. The gen of the artists varies a great deal when compared with 
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Lui. Each of the artists achieved their own state of shi. Their endeavors made their 
art distinctive. Wucius Wong once expressed his difference compared to Lui: 
 
Over this period of time [the seventeen years they overlapped], 
Teacher [Lui] and I live in the same time. However, we did have 
different backgrounds, therefore we had different views on the same 
issue. Teacher was saddened and angered by the decline of tradition. 
He could not put up with other self-claimed traditional painters’ 
misunderstanding and distorted views towards Chinese painting 
tradition. Therefore, Teacher not only establish novelty from the 
breakthrough of tradition, but also taken up the responsibility in 
preserving and revitalizing tradition. To me, I accepted the fate a 
declining for tradition. The self-claimed traditional painters’ 
misunderstanding and distortion towards tradition did not concern me 
because they could not make much difference. I do not dare to take 
the responsibility to preserve and revitalize tradition. I came back 
from the West. I only aim at new discovery within the tradition. 
Teacher was embedded in the tradition, he blossomed in the soil of 
tradition. I am a wandering seed, searching to implant in my own 
land.482 
 
Although the students of Lui were keen on art and interested in Chinese painting 
tradition, they did not have Lui’s profound tie to the tradition. They tend to share the 
ambition of Wong, instead of Lui. This is one of the key differences between Lui and 
his students’ gen. It did not hinder the influence and impact of Lui because the 
differences between individuals were what Lui treasured. 
 
Observations indicate Lui’s influence on artists’ attitude and the concept of ‘self’ 
were especially inspiring. As the artist seeks the inner self with sincerity, he/she has 
to face his/her origins and the existing circumstances. Because each artist is an 
individual, their work will eventually become innovative and reveal their own 
personality. Both Leung Kui Ting and Kan Tai Keung for example benefited from 
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the design programs. They, like Wong had attempts to merge design and painting 
together. Yet, their works establish their own individual style according to their 
preferences and temperament. While Hon and Chou’s ideas of art have many 
similarities in terms of the concentration during the process, dedication to art as an 
exploration and expression of inner self, and unification with the work, their 
artworks are utterly different. The legacy of Lui is about the spirit and thoughts of 
Ink Painting, instead of technique or style. 
 
The category of shuimohua is supposed to be accommodating of all kind of styles. 
The manifold styles and expressions of the paintings explained the absence of a 
“school” among Ink painters. Nevertheless, the thread to connect all these artists and 
Lui could be the concepts in Lui’s teaching which are also the emphasis of the 
advocacy of Ink Painting – sincerity, gen, state of shi, self-expression and innovation.  
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Chapter V 
Modern Ink Painting in 1970s and later 
  
The chapter discusses the term shuimohua in a boarder sense. It also touches upon 
the evolution of ink painting to ink art. The development of ink painting in Hong 
Kong continued in the 1970s and later, as well as in Taiwan and overseas. Because 
of the political situation in mainland China, it was not until the late 1970s that art in 
China could deviate from Mao’s ideas. There was a very active pursuit of modern or 
avant-garde art in mainland China in the late 1970s and the 1980s. The development 
of ink painting exceeded the media of painting, thus the emergence of the term “ink 
art” which includes ink painting. As there are numerous artists active in the field of 
“ink art”, it is not possible to include all of them. The following explores the 
development of “ink art” in the 1970s and later. It is divided into sections; Hong 
Kong, Taiwan, mainland China and overseas. It aims at identifying some key artists 
in this trajectory and facilitates the discussion of “ink art”. 
 
Hong Kong 
In Tao Art Association and One Art Group 
In the late 1960s and 1970s the development of ink painting in Hong Kong was 
largely supported by the two art groups, the In Tao Association and the One Art 
Group. The names of the groups indicate that their ambitions were rooted in the 
foundation of classical Chinese painting. The In Tao Association aimed at promoting 
the Tao (Dao) of Chinese painting. The One Art Group (Yihuahui) was extracted 
from the theory of painting of the Qing dynasty painter Shitao in his Utterances on 
Painting – yihua which means “the single stroke”. The two groups together led the 
wave of the “Hong Kong Ink Painting Movement”.483 These groups of artists were 
students of Lui Shou Kwan’s extramural courses. The In Tao Art Association had 
three exhibitions.484 Key members included Tan Doen (ʥȢ, also known as Tan 
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Manyu ʥŜ 1908–?), Beatrice Ts’o (ȡÌģ 1914–?), Irene Chou, Tam Chi Sing, 
Ng Yiu Chung, Tang Sek Wing, Wong Wang Fai and Lee Wai On. In the Khoan and 
Michael Sullivan collection, there is an album painted by some of the members of 
the In Tao Art Association in 1970 and 1971.485  Sullivan stated that the album 
“reveals something of the variety of styles and techniques of the less conventional 
Hong Kong artists”.486 The works of the album match with the individual style in the 
brochure of the second exhibition of the In Tao Art Association. Each of the artists 
demonstrated their own styles and exploration. For instance, the works of Ng Yiu 
Chung were distinctive. The style demonstrated in Landscape with Red Sun (fig. 5.1) 
from the album echoes with Cliff (fig. 5.2) and Summer Solstice (fig. 5.3). Ng had his 
unique ways of rendering lines. He built up forms with short, even and systematic 
strokes, layer by layer. The work Tree Branches and Ghostly Shape (fig. 5.4) by 
Irene Chou depicts intricate roots-like pattern which became one of her evolving 
motifs in her oeuvre. The In Tao Art Association also held a series of “Monthly Art 
Talk” during 1971 and 1972. Lui Shou Kwan and Liu Kuo Sung were two of their 
speakers.487 The monthly talks attracted a group of young adults who looked forward 
to it every month.488 However, the bonding between the members of the In Tao 
Association gradually decreased and eventually the association disbanded.489  
Some of the members of the In Tao Art Association joined the One Art Group which 
formed in 1970. Chui Tze Hung, Lee Ching Man, Jat See Yeu (ɇ$ 1935–2009) 
and Cheng Wei Kwok (ˠȻ b. 1920) were some of the new active members. 
These artists developed their individual styles in the 1970s. For example, the 
landscapes of Cheng established an individual style. Saddle Mountain (fig. 5.5, 1975) 
and Lion Rock (fig. 5.6, 1977) are examples of Hong Kong landscapes. The layered 
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of curves constructed the landscapes into different forms such as cliff, mountain and 
desert. Lee also established her own language in landscape painting which is 
demonstrated in Mountain Scene (fig. 5.7). She was inspired by Gong Xian (̳ʴ 
1618–1689) who was a painter in the Qing dynasty. Gong was acclaimed for his 
technique in the use of layered ink dots that created rich tonal variations. Dotting is 
also a technique that Lee adopted. She gained satisfaction during its process and 
achieved a kind of spiritual enjoyment.490 After the dotting, Lee covers with layers of 
colors. This basic method of painting continues until the present day, such as seen in 
Fluent Flowing (fig. 5.8, 2015).  
 
Ink Painting initiated by Lui Shou Kwan and his students gained recognition and 
enjoyed a rise in status in the art scene in the 1970s. Official recognition was 
received when they frequently participated in the exhibitions held by the City 
Museum and Art Gallery. This contributed to the rise of Ink Painting in Hong Kong 
in the 1970s. Ink Painting gradually became the main trend in the 1970s. The 
Exhibition of Contemporary Hong Kong Art 1969-70 provided a hint of the trend. 
The assistant curator James Watt (ÜĖ b. 1936) wrote in the introduction that it 
was the first time the number of paintings under the category of “Chinese inks” 
(translated as shuimohua ƕ¡ǰ) was greater than “Paintings (oil, acrylic, etc.)”, 
even though the difference was merely one. 491  Art Now̵Hong Kong (1972) 
dedicated a section to ink painting which involved the greatest number of artists. The 
interaction between Taiwanese and Hong Kong artists continued. An example of this 
was when they co-exhibited in the exhibition Chinese Ink-Painting. The show was 
first launched in Taiwan in 1971, then in Hong Kong in 1972.492 Private collectors 
and galleries also showcased solo and group exhibitions of the Ink painters’ works. 
In 1974, Shui-mo curated by Sara Larkin featured the works of Lui Shou Kwan, Irene 
Chou, Chui Tze Hung, Wucius Wong and Leung Kui Ting. In 1985, artists who were 
inspired by Lui directly or indirectly participated in the exhibition Shuimo: The New 
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Spirit of Chinese Tradition. Quorum Galleries also had an exhibition which featured 
modern ink paintings in 1976.493 Nigel Cameron (1920–2017) who was an art critic 
for the South China Morning Post between 1972 and 1994, organized many 
exhibitions for the modern artists in Hong Kong including Ink painters. The series of 
First Choice: An Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture by Contemporary Hong Kong 
Artists began in 1977 is an example. 
 
However, the number of members of the One Art Group fluctuated in the early 1980s 
when some members left or settled overseas. By the mid-1980s, the active members 
of the One Art Group were less than ten. Unlike the 1970s, the artists developed 
more individually, instead of based on collective goals.494 The One Art Group was 
less active as a group in the 1980s and after, even though it occasionally held 
exhibitions until 2000.495 But they still held gatherings among themselves and a few 
new members joined. Hung Hoi (ǌƪ b.1957) who settled in Hong Kong from 
mainland China in 1978 joined the One Art Group in 1983. He had been a student of 
Yang Shanshen in 1980 and participated in the Chung Fung Art Club which was 
formed by Yang’s students. The experience in the two art groups was different 
according to Hung. The members of the One Art Group had monthly gatherings at 
each other’s places.496 Hung recalled their discussion on art and the teaching of 
Lui. 497  The interaction with members of the One Art Group influenced Hung’s 
artistic thought and creation which was illustrated in his shift of style. Examples of 
experimental works of Hung include Fire II (fig. 5.9, 1986) and Rhythm of Waves 
(fig. 5.10, 1987). These vibrant works convey force and energy. The technique used 
echoed the impact structural stroke of Irene Chou. However, Hung gradually turned 
to study the tradition of classical Chinese painting. In the 1990s, he was impressed 
by the classical Chinese paintings exhibited in the Taipei National Palace Museum, 
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and was especially moved by the monumental shanshui of the Song dynasty.498 He 
spent a whole year studying the tradition of classical Chinese painting, as well as 
imitating the paintings themselves with the help of the reproductions bought from the 
Museum. In 1996, Hung travelled and stayed at Huashan Mountain in mainland 
China. The trip inspired him and cohered his experience with the Northern Song 
dynasty shanshui paintings, especially Travelers Among Mountains and Streams by 
Fan Kuan. Since then Huashan Mountain has become a continuous inspiration for 
Hung. Precipitous Beauty of Mount Huashan (fig. 5.11, 1996) and Mount Huashan 
(fig. 5.12, 2016) are two of the examples.  
 
Liu Kuo Sung and His Students 
In the early 1970s, Liu Kuo Sung, who was a core member of the Fifth Moon Group, 
moved to Hong Kong from Taiwan. Stimulated by the world news of American 
astronauts’ successful landing on the moon in 1969, he created a series of “space 
paintings” such as Eclipse (fig. 5.13, 1971) in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In 
1971 he began teaching in the Department of Fine Arts at CUHK and continued until 
1992. During his stay in Hong Kong, he also offered a two-year certificate 
programme on Modern Chinese ink painting (the Chinese title of the course omits 
the word Chinese Ǘ'ƕ¡ǰ)499 at the Department of Extramural Studies of the 
CUHK since 1973.500  The students of Liu formed the Hong Kong Modern Ink 
Painting Society501 and the Ink Painting Study Society in 1977 and 1979 respectively, 
of which the former is much more active as the members still organize exhibitions 
today. 
 
Liu developed various techniques throughout his artistic career, such as paper 
rubbing technique, ink staining technique, water marbling technique and fibre 
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texturing technique. He also developed a special handmade paper entitled “Liu Kuo 
Sung paper”. Liu gave high priority to techniques and stressed the principle of “first 
be different and then refine”. The basic elements of painting, as Liu reckoned were 
dots, lines, planes and colors. He even reinterpreted bimo (use of brush and ink) - bi 
refers to dots and lines while mo refers to color. 502  One of Liu’s subverted 
advocacies was to discard the Chinese brush and the use of the central brush, which 
is the core tool and merit of traditional Chinese painting. Liu regarded the Chinese 
brush as just one of the many tools. It was quite apparent that Liu believed that being 
different was the key to creation, as a cause and the motivation of the creation 
process. The artistic thoughts of Liu were also illustrated in his teaching. At the 
Department of CUHK Fine Arts, Liu said he started the “first modern ink painting 
course” in CUHK and began his exploration, experimentation and new directions in 
teaching Chinese painting. He abandoned using imitation as a foundation of creation 
of Chinese painting. 503  According to him, he especially emphasized the 
independence of technique itself. He explained that the weakness of traditional 
Chinese painting was its specific method of painting a particular subject. Therefore, 
Liu only taught technique but not the way to use the technique.504  
 
Liu accumulated a number of students, including Leung Tung Choi (źżŮ b.1939), 
Lau Kam Chee Anita (`˨ɛ b. 1939), Chung Lap Kwan (˯ȠŌ b. 1943), Chan 
Kwan Lap Eddy (˻Ƞ b. 1947), Kwok Hon Sum (˛Ƶƫ 1947–2003), Chan 
Shing Kau (˻Ĩǘ b. 1952), Lau Wai Ki (`> b. 1953), Yeung Kwok Fan (Ž
ɝ b. 1962) and Lee Chun Yi (ŭƒ b. 1965). They all joined the Hong Kong 
Modern Ink Painting Society but in different years. It is not difficult to see that the 
teaching of Liu encouraged his students to innovate and experiment with new 
techniques. For instance, the application of water marbling technique is common in 
Lau’s work as demonstrated in Stone Cave No. 3 (fig. 5.14, 1990). She is known for 
her signature “floral blob” (sanhua cun ĿɞǸ) technique shown in A Fantastical 
Journey (3) (fig. 5.15, 2014). Discarding the Chinese brush, Lee creates work 
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503 Ibid., 89.  
504 Ibid., 85.  
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through the execution of small cubic stamps made of soft wood or cork. He inscribes 
the stamps with different characters or images, then imprints them one by one to 
compose his subjects of landscape, flowers and pine trees for examples. This method 
which generates rich visual textures was inspired by stone rubbing from the Northern 
Wei dynasty. Through the fragmented composition, Lee conveyed sarcastic political 
connotation in Mao, Mao, Mao (fig. 5.16, 1988)505. The subject matter of shanshui 
has been a symbol of cultural identity in Chinese art. Although Lee presented 
“shanshui” on the two sides of a Mao image, the minute broken grids seem to 
challenge or question this cultural symbol.  
 
Category of Ink Painting Expands 
In the 1980s, there were exhibitions embracing a much wider range of ink painters 
based in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong Museum of Art organized Ink Painting of 
Hong Kong Artists (1987) and Ink Paintings by Hong Kong Artists – Selected from 
the Collection of the Hong Kong Museum of Art (1988). For the former, the Museum 
presented “diverse styles and schools”, from “works showing the continuation of 
traditional Chinese painting, the endeavors for new spheres through creative 
exploration, to experimental attempts under the influence of Western concepts and 
theories”. 506  The list of forty-seven exhibited painters included Lingnan School 
masters of Chao Shao An, Yang Shen Sum and Ho Pak Lee (.ǵ˥ b. 1945); 
traditionalists Pang Chap Ming (ĉʄŏ 1908–2002) and Leung Pak Yue; Liu Kuo 
Sung and his student Kwok Hon Sum; Lui Shou Kwan and his students Irene Chou 
and Cheng Wei Kwok and other modern ink painters such as Chu Hing Wah (Ūɖɪ 
b. 1935) and Fang Zhaolin. While these names represent about one fourth of the list, 
they demonstrate the range and extension of the category of ink painting.  
 
Several recent exhibitions extended the boundary of ink painting even further, 
leading to the giving up of the term ink painting and instead using the term “ink art”. 
Examples can be seen in “Hong Kong Art: Open Dialogue” Exhibition Series II – 
																																																						
505 The Chinese title of the painting ɫƎɫǿɫɫȆ (Wansui, Wanshui, Wanwansui), literally 
says ten thousand years, ten thousand sleeps, ten thousand ten thousand broken pieces. Other 
examples of the same technique execution can be found in ÞƕÞȆ (Shanshui, Shansui) (fig. 5.17, 
2013) which means landscape, broken mountain. 
506 --, Ink Painting of Hong Kong (Hong Kong, Urban Council, 1987), unpaginated.  
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New Ink Art: Innovation and Beyond (2008) and Legacy and Creations – Ink Art vs 
Ink Art (2010)507 organized by the Hong Kong Museum of Art. Private galleries and 
spaces also curated exhibitions with similar visions, such as Ink Contemporary: INK 
non INK (2007) and Ink Contemporary: ReXPERIMENT (2009) organized by Artist 
Commune. In the preface of Ink Contemporary: INK non INK, it states: 
 
Although the development of modern ink in the past twenty years was 
a bit stagnant, some of the artists are still trying to breakthrough in the 
aspects of concepts, media and techniques. For examples, there are 
works incorporating other media such as installations, videos and 
computer technology. There are even works without water or ink or 
paper.508 
 
The exhibition invited ten artists from across different generations to respond to 
“ink” in this context. The exhibits included two-dimensional works with different 
media, method and content. Primeval: Digital Version 1, Digital Version 2, Digital 
Version 3 (fig. 5.18) by Tony Ng is an example of digital prints on acrylics. Four 
were installation pieces. th INK ing of Shui (fig. 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, 2007) by 
Evelyna Liang (ź(Ǟ b. 1949) creates a serene white space with a long Chinese 
paper hanging in a U-shaped from the opposite walls. The paper appeared in 
condensed ink from the upper right and gradually washed and connected to the other 
side of the blank paper. Apart from dying the paper from the right, Liang also wrote 
on one side the first two chapters of Ecclesiastes six times. Two black lacquer bowls 
filled with water were placed on the paper where it touched the ground. A brush was 
put beside the bowls. Audiences were encouraged to write on the water, ripples 
projected on the wall would appear like flickering light as there were two strong spot 
lights shining on the water. It is noted that in which the artist dyed or wrote 
repeatedly could be seen as a performance. Also, the interactive elements in Liang’s 
work are perhaps needing a new vocabulary for the discussion of ink art. 
 
																																																						
507 --, Legacy and Creations – Ink Art vs Ink Art & Art vs Art (Hong Kong: Leisure and Cultural 
Services Department, 2010). 
508 --, preface to Ink Contemporary: INK non INK (Hong Kong: Artist Commune, 2007), unpaginated. 
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Interactive works created by artists such as Hung Keung (ƣĄ b. 1970) and Wong 
Chung Yu also illustrate a new dimension of ink art. Dao Gives Birth to One (fig. 
5.22, 2010) created by Hung, a digital media artist, explores a sentence in Daodejing 
(ˏĔȸ The Classic of the Dao and of Virtue) which is a classic of Daoism. By 
providing many wooden chairs in front of the screens, he invited the audiences to 
participate in his work. 
 
Wong Chung Yu became a student of Wucius Wong in 2001. The teacher 
encouraged Wong to incorporate science and art. Wong’s When Time Flows Away 
(fig. 5.23, 2011) was based on the idea of grinding an ink stick on an ink stone. This 
is demonstrated in the upper screen of the installation. A water sink was placed in 
between the upper and lower screen. The bottom part of the lower screen shows 
images with diffused ink effect. Computer-generated imagery and effect are often 
seen in Wong’s work. Images are put in time sequence and each of them signifies a 
critical point of modern Chinese history, such as May Fourth Movement, Cultural 
Revolution, Handover of Hong Kong. The audience could take the wooden ladle on 
the side and pour water into the water sink. Wong set up a computer program to 
create the effect of ink infiltration when the audience poured water. Virtual ink was 
ground from the virtual ink stick above. The downward movement of the virtual ink 
which erased the image(s), signified critical moments of Chinese history, and another 
image(s) appeared. 
 
The interactive and performance characteristics of ink art is also reflected in some of 
the works created by artists from mainland China. These will be discussed later in 
this chapter. Other characteristics have developed, such as the revival of the Chinese 
fine brush technique demonstrated by Wilson Shieh Ka Ho (ȂÌʮ b. 1970) and 
Koon Wai Bong (Ȩ>˖ b. 1974). Similar features can also be seen in the overall 
development of ink art. 
 
Taiwan 
In the 1970s and 1980s Taiwan, there was a shift in the direction of art from a pursuit 
of western modernism to xiangtu (˝ native) consciousness. This was partly due to 
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the political status of Taiwan. In 1971, the assertion of sovereignty over the 
Diaoyutai Islands by mainland China, Taiwan and Japan was an international crisis. 
In the same year, the Republic of China (Taiwan) was expelled from the United 
Nations General Assembly. The People’s Republic of China (mainland China) was 
voted to be admitted to the United Nations and took over the R.O.C.’s place in the 
General Assembly. In 1979, the United States officially shifted her diplomatic 
recognition from Taiwan to mainland China. These incidents aroused among artists, 
cultural figures and intellectuals in Taiwan a consciousness of Taiwan as a place. 
  
Although it first began with the native literature, the shift to the roots of Taiwan’s 
native soil in art was also illustrated in the development of ink painting in Taiwan. 
This is different from artists such as Liu Kuo Sung who was active in the 1960s 
Taiwan. Liu adopted western modernism in promoting a modern pursuit of Chinese 
painting in Taiwan. He perceived his work in the larger context of Chinese 
painting.509 Liu left for Hong Kong in the early 1970s and took up teaching posts 
there. Artists such as Yuan Chin-Taa (ʃ˨ b. 1949), Hung Ken Shen (ƣŹƫ b. 
1946), Chiang Ming Shyan (Ɨŏʴ b. 1942) and Hsiao Chin Hsing (ɷˌɖ b. 1953) 
returned to the people, life, society and environment of Taiwan. Their art showed a 
huge contrast compared to the dominant abstract style of ink painting in the 1960s.  
 
American realist painter Andrew Wyeth (1917–2009) and the American art 
movement of Photorealism were two of the stimulants to the development of a realist 
style of painting in various media. Marshalling Track (fig. 5.24, 1976) by Yuan and 
View in Taichung Park (fig. 5.25, 1982) by Hsiao are some examples of ink painting 
in a realist style. Both paintings depicted a section of a local scene with an aerial 
perspective. With an inward looking focus, the land and people of Taiwan became 
the subject matter. Groups of artists travelled in the mountains and rural areas of 
Taiwan. Artists such as Lo Cheng Hsien (ɁĶʴ  b. 1946) sketched and took 
photographs on site as reference for their work creation.510 
 
																																																						
509 Andrews and Shen, The Art of Modern China, 250.  
510 Wen-Ting Cai, “Study on Unique Regional Style in Taiwanese Ink Paintings,” Thesis of 
Department of Painting and Calligraphy 19 (2015): 316. 
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Unlike Hong Kong, the development of modern ink painting in Taiwan was not that 
motivated by the art groups. The Chinese Ink Society established in 1968 is a group 
with more than a hundred members with different backgrounds and artistic searches. 
Members such as Hsiao Jen Cheng, Chu Ko, Hu Nien-Tsu (ɐĘȌ b. 1927) and Lee 
Chung Chung (ŭ˦˦ b. 1942) developed individual styles. For example, in his 
mid-thirties, Chu started working at the Department of Antiquities, National Palace 
Museum. Chinese artefacts and ancient culture were some of his artistic inspirations. 
One of his motifs was the knots rendered by bold calligraphy strokes, such as in The 
Variation of Clouds and Water (fig. 5.26) and Knots (fig. 5.27). 
 
Other distinguished ink painters included Yu Chengyao, Chen Chi Kwan (˻OÐ 
1921–2007) and Wu Hsueh Jang (Ãʪ 1923–2013) for example. Yu only started 
painting in his mid-fifties. He had been to many mountains and rivers in his twenty-
six-year experience serving in the military. In the 1960s, Li Chu-Tsing facilitated the 
first introduction of Yu to foreign audiences even though Yu was still not known to 
the Taiwanese public. Yu developed his own unique landscape style with dense, 
short brushstrokes and bold colors. His compositions of landscapes were evocative of 
the monumental landscapes in the Song dynasty. Rocky Mountains and Gurgling 
Streams (fig. 5.28, 1988) demonstrated Yu’s uses of short strokes in constructing the 
sense of solidity of the mountains. He once expressed that the shanshui of Fan Kuan 
and Wang Yuanqi had no resemblance to those he had travelled to and loved during 
his travels all over China. 511  Yu’s work were imaginative landscapes from his 
memories of former journeys in mainland China. There are works of Chen in which 
expressed his humor, such as in Thirsty (fig. 5.29, 1977) depicting an insect standing 
on a slice of watermelon. He also integrated his instinct as an architect into his work. 
In Depth (fig. 5.30, 1979), he explored layers of perspectives looking through the 
round doorways with many decorative elements. Chen used to adopt a fixed point 
perspective in his painting, but once he painted the mountain in the middle oblique. 
He promptly recalled an experience on a flight to India while acting as an interpreter 
in 1944. A turbulence made the passengers spin with the plane. This experience 
stimulated him not to see things with level horizons, but from changing perspectives. 
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It became a macro and imaginative point of view.512 The gyrating perspective in 
Vertigo (fig. 5.31, 1997) was a result of this exploration. Chen highlighted the length 
of his work as a feature that enabled him to convey a gyrating experience.513 
 
The above are just a few of the many examples in the diverse category of ink 
painting. The art historian Hsiao Chong-ray pointed out that there were various 
interpretations of “modern ink” in Taiwan. This was reflected in the inconsistent 
titles of “modern ink” related exhibitions at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum. The 
following examples demonstrate this –   International Ink Painting Exhibition (1985), 
Abstract Ink Painting in the Republic of China (1986), The Modern Interpretation of 
Ink and Color (1988) and 1989 Innovational and Experimental-Chinese Ink 
Painting. 514  However, Hsiao also added that “modern ink” pinpoints innovative 
techniques, media or the experimentation of the uses of brush and ink.515 
 
Experimentation with the media of ink gradually went beyond painting in the works 
of Chang Yung-Chung (ăƖů b. 1957), Li Chin-Chou (ŭ」Ⱥ b. 1959) and Huang 
Zhiyang (̫ɓ˽ b. 1965) for example. Chang is an artist who has continued to 
explore ink in installations since the mid-1980s. Ink Installations (fig. 5.32) and Ink 
Families (fig. 5.33) were included in Open Flexibility: Innovative Contemporary Ink 
Art (2009). Paper with splashed ink was used, either rolled and put in an orderly 
manner into acrylic boxes or arranged in different forms and sizes.  
 
Mainland China 
During the Cultural Revolution, arts served a political purpose. When it came to an 
end, the artists and intellectuals were desperate for a change. The atmosphere in arts 
of mainland China in the 1980s and 1990s was vibrant, dynamic and rapid. There 
were established artists who continued to develop their art in the 1980s. These 
included painters Cheng Shifa (Și̡ 1921–2007), Zhou Sicong (ęɌ 1939–
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1996), Zhu Qizhan (Ūßȁ 1892–1996), Li Keran, Shi Lu (Ạ̑ 1919–1982), Wu 
Guanzhong and Jia Youfu (ʱqȏ b. 1942).  
 
Caocao she (Grass Society) 
There was a craving for a new form of Chinese art and unofficial groups of artists 
were formed. Xingxing (Star Star) and Wuming (No Name) were based in Beijing 
and the Grass Society was based in Shanghai. Together they triggered the emergence 
of contemporary art in China. Among the unofficial art groups, the Grass Society 
was the most active in the exploration and experimentation of ink painting. It was 
formed by a group of ink painters in Shanghai, such as the teacher-and-student Chen 
Jialing (˻ÌƠ b. 1937) and Qiu Deshu (!ĔƆ b. 1948). Qiu was a core figure in 
the group. He was a former Red Guard painter and was transferred to the Luwan 
District Cultural Center in 1977. He took the initiative to invite Chen and other 
friends to hold an exhibition at the Cultural Center in 1979. “Independent Painters 
Group” was the name they originally conceived. The name was an indication that the 
painters had alienated themselves from the system of art as an institution.516 It was 
explicit that one of the key ideas of the group was independence.  
 
However, the director of the Cultural Center had reservations about their name. He 
claimed that the name was politically provocative as it could easily be associated 
with the American Declaration of Independence.517 They renamed themselves the 
Grass Society which bore an implied message of persistence and strength.518 Despite 
the resistance the artists faced, The Grass Society: Painting Exhibition for the 1980s 
was opened in February 1980. The manifesto for the group exhibition stated, 
 
…The Grass Society admires its [grass] spirit and character, and 
hopes, like grass, to spread a green carpet on the virgin soil of our 
fatherland’s art. Our society is a voluntarily organized painting 
																																																						
516 Julia Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, Blooming in the Shadows: Unofficial Chinese Art, 1974–1985 
(New York: China Institute Gallery, China Institute, 2011), 100. 
517 Ibid. 
518 The association of grass traced back to a classical poetry by Bai Juyi (ǴÚŐ 772–846) – “even 
wildfires cannot burn them all, and when the spring wind blows they will grow again.” Here “them” 
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research group based on independence of spirit, originality of style, 
and uniqueness of technique. …519  
 
It was remarkable that the Society upheld the value of individuality, originality, 
uniqueness and independence regardless of the restrained political environment.520 It 
was totally ground breaking compared to the art in Mao’s era. Now, the pursuit of art 
echoed the artists of the 1920s mainland China and the 1960s Hong Kong. Apart 
from Chen and Qiu, other members such as Jiang Depu (´ĔƳ b. 1934) Chen 
Juyuan (˻åƱ b. 1939) and Guo runlin (˛ƹų b. 1940) participated in the show. 
Unfortunately, during the exhibition, staff from the Shanghai Artists Association 
denounced the exhibition because of its tendency towards abstraction. This was 
considered as a “serious ideological error” that was similar to “political subversion” 
under the Communist regime.521 Qiu was severely criticized and condemned as the 
core figure and the group decided to disband in this political climate. 
 
In the following year 1981, there was an exhibition Important Original Works From 
the American Paintings Collection of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. It was 
exhibited first at the National Art Gallery in Beijing, then at the Shanghai Museum. 
After isolation for more than two decades, this show featured artists such as John 
Singer Sargent, Whistler, abstract expressionists Jackson Pollock and Franz Kline. 
This exhibition was like a bombardment to the mainland Chinese artists. It had a 
huge impact and many of the artists and critics recall the exhibition vividly.522 Qiu 
recalled the shock and pleasure he felt in front of the paintings by Pollock. The work 
of the American artists demonstrated a liberation of expression, as well as providing 
mental support to the mainland Chinese artists. The members of the Grass Society 
such as Qiu and Chen continued to explore an abstract style, as shown in the work 
Empty no. 1 (fig. 5.34, 1982) and White Lotus (fig. 5.35, 1990) respectively. 
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Beginning in 1982, Qiu gradually developed one of his signature styles with the 
experimentation of torn paper. The image of fissures became his language and is 
demonstrated in Ghostly Figures and Cracks (fig. 5.36) and Blue No. 4 (fig. 5.37). 
 
New Forms of Ink Painting 
The nationwide avant-garde movement, 85 New Wave swept over mainland China 
between 1985 and 1989. Artists involved included those who attempted ink 
experimentation beyond the convention. The frequent interaction with the western 
world and overseas Chinese artists stimulated the modern ink painting development 
in mainland China. Both Zao Wou Ki and Liu Kuo Sung brought an influence to 
mainland China in the 1980s. Zao had exhibitions in Beijing and Hangzhou in 1983 
while he was also a visiting professor at The Zhejiang Academy of Fine Arts, 
Hangzhou in 1985. Liu had his first solo exhibition in China in 1983 at the China Art 
Gallery, Beijing, before it travelled around China for eighteen months.523 He also 
gave lectures and talks. Discussions about Chinese painting acted as a catalyst for the 
development of Chinese painting. In 1985, Li Xiaoshan (ŭÕÞ b. 1957) published 
his most quoted controversial article “My view on Chinese Painting”524. His opinion 
that Chinese painting was approaching a dead end aroused intense concern, criticism 
and discussion about the future of “Chinese painting”. As art historian Zou Yuejin 
pointed out that the discussion about “Chinese painting” was a response, either 
directly or indirectly to the West because the examination of “Chinese painting” as a 
subject implied the assumption of “western” references. This was how the questions 
related to “Chinese painting” were raised since the early twentieth century.525 
 
Gu Wenda (ʫłː b. 1955) is one of the most well-known artists who attempted ink 
experimentation in the 85 New Wave. His work, such as the Mythos of Lost 
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Dynasties Series, created unreadable Chinese characters and made social critique. 
Mythos of Lost Dynasties Series-Tranquility Comes from Meditation (fig. 5.38, 1985) 
and I Evaluate Characters Written by Three Men and Three Women (fig. 5.39, 1985) 
are also examples. For the latter, Gu asked six of his students to write the same 
Chinese character jing (̍ quiet). Six of them wrote in six different ways. After Gu 
added ink splashes and washes, he used red pigment to evaluate each of the 
characters by crossing out the character or putting a circle which indicated approval. 
His piece associated with the practice of a teacher, as well as his experience in the 
Cultural Revolution – he expressed that, “You cross out the bad person, and leave the 
good person.”526 
 
Even though there were experimental styles of ink painting like Gu, guohua was still 
the term frequently used. In 1985, Invitational Exhibition of New Works in Chinese 
Painting was held in Wuhan, Gu, Wu Guanzhong, Liu Kuo Sung, Jia Youfu, Yan 
Binghui (˸ȕş b. 1956) were some of the participants. As Zou Yuejin highlighted, 
the shift from Chinese painting to ink painting in mainland China appeared in the late 
1980s and 1990s.527 Beijing International Ink and Wash Painting Exhibition in 1988 
was an obvious omission of the nationality.528 Zou suggested that the change of term 
indicated the endeavor to gain an international identity for Chinese traditional 
culture.529 This international perspective of ink painting echoed with the advocacy of 
shuimohua that emerged in Hong Kong in the mid-1960s. Chinese Modern Ink 
Painting published in 1991 was one of the first catalogue with an emphasis on 
“modern” ink painting. Two particular significant terms in the development of ink 
painting, “new literati painting” and “experimental ink painting” emerged only in the 
late 1980s or early 1990s. Some involved curators and critics contributing to the shift 
and evolution of ink painting include Li Xianting (ŷĥö b. 1949), Pi Daojian, Lu 
Hong, Huang Zhuan (̫Ó b. 1958) and Shen Yubing (ƚʛT b. 1965). 
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Chinese New Literati Painting Annual Exhibition in 1989 was the first exhibition 
which adopted the term new literati painting.530 More exhibitions and symposiums 
on new literati painting appeared in the 1990s. This category of ink painting 
apparently drew a connection with Chinese painting tradition. Bian Pingshan (˕ï
Þ b. 1958), Ji Youchen (Àˢ˅ b. 1945),Wang Heping (ǖï b. 1949), Zhu 
Xinjian (ŪŅĀ 1953–2014), Tian Liming (Ǩ̭ŏ b. 1955) and many other artists 
were exhibited.531 The work of the new literati painters demonstrated a range of 
different styles and subject matter. Orchid (fig. 5.40, 1996) by Bian and Beauties (fig. 
5.41) by Zhu conveyed two types of totally different temperaments. Bian adopted the 
classical subject matter of orchid and presented it in a neat manner. In contrast Zhu 
held a playful attitude with some of his presentations being considered vulgar. It was 
said that the new literati painters were “an almost complete rejection of both socialist 
realism and Mao’s Yan’an Talks”.532 
 
The term experimental ink painting appeared in 1993 and it has been one of the most 
frequently discussed categories. The artists included are Wang Tiande (ǖ«Ĕ b. 
1960), Wang Chuan (ǖä b. 1953), Shi Guo (ȂŴ b. 1953), Liu Zijian (`»Ā b. 
1956) and Zhang Yu. The paintings by these artists such as Memory: Cross (fig. 5.42, 
1989) by Liu and Light of Spirit Series (No. 49): The Floating Sphere (fig. 5.43, 
1996) by Zhang explored abstraction and the spiritual realm. They also explore the 
use of ink in other media. For example, The Ink Menu (fig. 5.44, 1996) by Wang 
Tiande was an installation made up of a round dining table surrounded by six Ming 
dynasty-style chairs. The bowls, dishes, glasses and wine bottles on the table were all 
wrapped in ink-painted Chinese paper. Gradually there was an emergence of terms 
like ink experimentation and ink art.  
 
Overseas  
Apart from Hong Kong, Taiwan and mainland China, the development of modern 
ink painting also extended overseas in the post 1949 era. Artists who settled and in 
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Europe and the United States also contributed to the modernization of Chinese 
painting. The artists involved those such as Tseng Yuho (ŝñɧ b. 1925, also 
known as Betty Ecke), Wang Chi Chien, Constance Chang (ȡ×Ǣ b. 1928) and 
Hung Hsien (ƣº b. 1933) in the United States; Chu Teh-chun (ŪĔɃ 1920–2014) 
and Gao Xingjian (̟ɾ? b. 1940) in Europe. 
 
These artists were all born in mainland China, but they settled overseas at different 
times after 1949. Chang first went to Hong Kong in 1948 and then settled in 
California in 1974. Wong Po Yeh and Lui Shou Kwan were her teachers. Hung 
resettled in Taiwan in 1948. She was a student of Pu Hsing-yu and she copied Pu’s 
work over and over again for years before she studied art in Chicago. Chu moved to 
Taiwan in 1949, but he went to Paris in 1955 and established his artistic career in 
France. 
 
These artists were similar to some of the artists in Hong Kong and Taiwan in the 
1960s and 1970s who attempted to modernize Chinese painting. Wang was a 
connoisseur of Chinese painting. He mastered the Chinese painting technique and 
acquired a deep understanding of Chinese painting tradition and related knowledge. 
Landscape after Wang Meng (fig. 5.45, 1940s) and Landscape in the Manner of Xia 
Gui (fig. 5.46, 1946) are examples of his work after the style of classical Chinese 
painting masters. However, Wang also developed new techniques by using crumpled 
paper to create textures and patterns in Landscape No. 510 (fig. 5.47, 1984).533 
Similarly, Tseng also had a traditional training background, but she also developed 
her own methods of creating textures. For example, she tore paper into shapes 
randomly and applied gold or silver metallic colors.534 It is observed that these artists 
adopted an abstract style in their pursuit of modernity. The works of Untitled (fig. 
5.48, 5.49 and 5.50, 1964) by Chu, the abstract presentation and expression of nature 
in Waterfall (fig. 5.51, 1973) by Hung, Night Rain (fig. 5.52, 1990) and Whispers by 
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Tseng (fig. 5.53, 1991) and Landscape No. 240: The Spring of the Immortals (fig. 
5.54, 1973) by Wang are some examples.  
 
Chinese artists who worked under the unstable political factors and ideological 
controls of the P.R.C. did not have a chance to enjoy the liberal artistic environment 
as did artists in Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas.535 Many of the artists who fled 
from mainland China around 1949 believed that they bore a responsibility to pass on 
and enhance the Chinese cultural legacy.  Together they continued to revitalize the 
large category of Chinese painting after 1949. It was not until the late 1970s that 
mainland China adopted a relatively free artistic ambience compare to that of the 
time of the Cultural Revolution. Because of the complexities of the artistic, social 
and political circumstances, the relationship between the development of art in Hong 
Kong, Taiwan and the 1980s blossoming of art development in mainland China 
should be investigated together in any endeavor to explore the evolution of Chinese 
painting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																						
535 Michael Sullivan commented those artists who lived in Hong Kong and Taiwan had a “better fate”. 
Sullivan, The Arts of China, 304-5. 
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Conclusion 
 
In the twentieth century, Chinese art experienced some extremely challenging 
circumstances. The century began with the abolition of the imperial examination and 
the collapse of the Qing dynasty. China became a republic and therefore ceased 
dynastic succession. The literati painting became a literati painting tradition. Facing 
the power of the West, the modernization of Chinese art became a goal of many 
Chinese intellectuals and artists. 
 
The wave of mainland Chinese fleeing the 1949 establishment of the P.R.C. 
accelerated the development of Chinese art in Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas. 
Today ink painting is the most dynamic and blossoming category in the 
modernization of Chinese painting. This thesis examines in particular, the role of 
shuimohua in the development of Chinese painting. Shuimohua was advocated by 
Lui Shou Kwan in Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s. This historical perspective 
makes sense of the emergence of shuimohua and the development of “ink”.  
 
The Advocacy of Shuimohua in Hong Kong 
In the 1960s, Hong Kong had less political restrictions than Taiwan and mainland 
China. Artists had less creative freedom in Taiwan and mainland China than artists in 
Hong Kong. The fertile artistic environment in Hong Kong nurtured modern art in 
the late 1950s and gave rise to it in the 1960s. The Hong Kong art groups with their 
activities and pursuit of modernity were some of the main stimulants which 
facilitated the development of modern art in Hong Kong. Lui was an active member 
of the art groups along with other artists such as Kwong Yeu Ting and Douglas 
Bland. These artists had shared beliefs and formed a community. Lui was the one 
who focused on Chinese media. Although Lui only executed his vision of shuimohua 
in the mid-1960s at the Department of Extramural Studies at the CUHK, his ideas 
and concepts were believed to have been cultivated in the early days of his 
involvement in the modern art scene of Hong Kong. Lui reckoned that Hong Kong 
was the place where the seed of an education system of shuimohua was first 
sowed.536 
																																																						
536 Lui, Shuimohua jiang, 5. 
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The advocacy of shuimohua evolved as a fluid concept in response to Chinese 
tradition and western influences in Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s. The “mother-
son” relationship best describes the relationship between Chinese painting and 
shuimohua. Even though they have a blood relationship, the latter is independent of 
the former. The initiative of Lui served as a stimulant to the artists of his time in 
Hong Kong. Instead of a definite direction for the artists, he advocated a way to think 
and perceive shuimohua and art in general. He had an emphasis on linmo which was 
rooted in Chinese tradition. The teaching of Lui discouraged mere imitation and 
copying, but encouraged his students to explore his/her inner self. The advocacy of 
shuimohua emphasized an artist’s attitude and recognized that each artist is unique 
and that their self-expression will therefore be unique. Lui attempted an alternative 
method in teaching and learning Chinese painting. His vision and endeavor opened 
up a myriad of possibilities, regardless of content, media and style.  
 
Students who acknowledged Lui’s impact include not only the artists in chapter four, 
but also installation artists such as Choi Yan Chi and Kwok Mang Ho, as well as Jat 
See Yeu who was inspired by Lui and later explored the development of modern 
calligraphy. 537  If Lui had only a profound knowledge of tradition, theories and 
techniques of Chinese painting or if he had only an open minded teaching approach, 
each of these is insufficient on their own to explain what Lui achieved. This is 
supported by the fact that there were quite a number of Lui’s contemporaries who 
also had a deep understanding of Chinese painting tradition. If Lui had only had an 
open minded teaching approach with broad concepts that varied according to the 
individual, his advocacy would not be substantial without the foundation of Chinese 
painting tradition. Lui admitted his courses of shuimohua had a tendency towards 
Chinese painting. However, he never required a total acceptance of Chinese painting 
from his students. What he insisted on was to know and understand Chinese painting 
tradition before making the decision to reject or accept. Lui totally accepted that 
there are other artists who were responsible for shuimohua with an inclination to the 
West rather than to the East.538 
																																																						
537 Chui, “Jat See-yeu,” 24. 
538 Lui, Shuimohua jiang, 129-30.  
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As a fluid concept, the advocacy of shuimohua created countless possibilities. These 
possibilities depend on the variables such as gen, the state of shi and self-expression 
of individuals. These variables not only vary among individuals. They also vary 
within the artistic career of a single artist. In other words, these variables are also 
fluid. This can explain why the students of Lui, such as Wucius Wong, Irene Chou, 
Kan Tai Keung, Leung Kui Ting and contemporary Hon Chi Fun developed such 
different styles. Lui’s advocacy opened the door for the students. It was his students’ 
persistence and endeavor to become an independent artist that fostered their 
development. It is believed that Lui expected this outcome if shuimohua was to 
become a blossoming category. In the eulogy written by Wucius Wong after Lui’s 
death, Wong wrote, 
 
Although he had many students, including me, the path they walked is 
their own path and different from Teacher. What Teacher could do, 
we may not be able to do it. Even if [we] can do it, [we] do it in a 
different way than Teacher because of our various background. 
Therefore, what Teacher had not accomplished, we could not either. 
These are the most sincere words in my heart.539 
 
Wong’s expression echoed with Lui’s belief of individuality according to the 
variables of gen and the state of shi. Wong mentioned that Lui hoped to establish an 
education system for shuimohua.540 Lui was still designing a long term course for 
“Foundation of the Dao of Chinese Painting” a few weeks before he passed away. 
The draft outline of the course indicates that Lui focused on the history, theories and 
skills of Chinese painting.541 The draft also demonstrated Lui’s persistent belief in 
the link between shuimohua and Chinese painting. 
 
It is noted that ink painting in Hong Kong includes many other artists apart from Lui 
and his students. Artists such as Ding Yanyong and Fang Zhaolin were also unique 
artists in the modernization of Chinese painting.  
																																																						
539 Wong, “Du Lushi Shoukun,” 261. 
540 Ibid., 260-1. 
541 Ibid., 261. 
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In order to have a more comprehensive understanding of the development of ink 
painting, there is also an attempt to touch upon the development of ink painting in 
Taiwan, mainland China and overseas. It is hoped that the examples mentioned will 
prompt further interest, discussion and research into the development of ink painting 
and ink art. 
 
From Shuimohua to Ink Art 
The evolution from shuimohua to ink art creates much discussion and debate. By 
providing an historical and comprehensive perspective, this thesis aimed to position 
shuimohua in the context of Chinese painting in the twentieth century. Mok Kar 
Leung made a fair claim on Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua, 
 
Lui did not deny Chinese classical painting. He just focused more on 
modernity, and even more on the position of Hong Kong in the 
development of modern art. However, from another perspective, 
although Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua can still be included in the big 
system of Chinese painting, while it is moving towards modernity, its 
painters can be creative under the spirit of “leaning towards the West”. 
Therefore, shuimohua and Chinese tradition may not necessarily have 
a definite relationship. Lui’s artistic opinion paved the way for the 
development of Hong Kong modern ink for the following decades. In 
recent years, the creative spirit of “ink art” and “new ink art” in Hong 
Kong art circles tend to focus on the sense of modernity. They 
considered less on the tradition of Chinese painting. If we were to 
trace its origin, it could be traced to the advocacy of shuimohua 
initiated by Lui.542 
 
Although Lui might not have a direct influence on current ink artists, the myriad of 
possibilities he opened up through his advocacy of shuimohua echo with the current 
phenomenon of the field of ink art. If Lui could witness the ink art scene today, he 
probably would accept the dimensions of its spreading expressions. 
																																																						
542 Mok, “Zhongguohua yu Xianggang shuimo yishu,” 278. 
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However, “ink art” triggered some unprecedented circumstances for the development 
of Chinese art. The author would like to put forward some observations and 
questions for further discussions. They are interrelated issues in regard to nationality, 
media and the spirit of ink art. These contribute to the big question of what ink art is. 
 
The category of shuimohua was a crucial development in the modernization of 
Chinese painting. Is the development of ink art a crucial development in “Chinese” 
art? In the introduction of the catalogue of “Ink Asia” in 2015, the boundary of the 
nationality of “ink” was vague,  
 
Ink represents the language of the East. It belongs to the Chinese, and 
also to Korean, Japanese and other Asian peoples.543 
 
There were other exhibitions of “ink” which included painters from other Asian 
countries. Form, Idea, Essence and Rhythm: New Aspects of Contemporary East 
Asian Ink Painting held in 2009 at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum is an example.544  
 
The inclusion of different nationalities prompts the recall that Lui perceived the 
category of shuimohua as part of the global art scene. He suggested that western 
people can create shuimohua, which is similar to Chinese people creating western 
painting.545 However, if western people like to research and learn shuimohua, he/she 
has to come to the East.546 He claimed that shuimohua was neither a tool of a school, 
nor a technique limited to a country. It was an art of a modern world.547 Although 
Lui was referring to shuimohua, and not to ink art, he stated that the definition of 
shuimohua is not fixed. Its definition altered with time and painter.548  
 
Media is another key issue in ink art. Ink art includes a range of media, such as 
installations, digital media, sculptures, performances and photography. Lang Shaojun 
																																																						
543 --, introduction to Ink Asia 2015 (Hong Kong, 2015), 2.  
544 Apart from some Taiwanese and mainland Chinese artists, the exhibition included artists from 
Japan and South Korea, such as Mise Natsunosuke and Kim Jineui respectively. 
545 Lui, Shuimohua jiang, 5. 
546 Ibid.   
547 Ibid., 10.  
548 Ibid., 9. 
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describes that shuimohua originally referred to shuimo on Chinese paper or silk.549 
Lui also responded that the media was the most direct response for the definition of 
shuimohua. For the concept of media, Lui included bimo, as well as individual 
attempts that borrowed the experience from both East and West, or even to break all 
the knowledge and experience one had.550 There have been some extreme examples 
of work in exhibitions of ink art without any use of ink. The Chinese media allow us 
to discuss traditional values such as the use of brush and ink. However, if ink art 
includes work in digital form or sculpture which the uses of the Chinese media do 
not directly apply, what are the criteria that help to evaluate ink art? Take Dao Gives 
Birth to One (fig. 5.22) created by Hung Keung as an example, should we evaluate it 
in the category of ink art, or in the category of digital media that attached to the 
issues of Chinese culture and philosophy, or both? Is there any new vocabulary to 
analyze ink art?  
 
Contemporary Chinese artist Pan Gongkai (ƸMV b. 1947) expressed that the artists 
in “Ink Asia 2016” mainly explore the media and the technique, rarely do they 
explore the spiritual essence of ink or Chinese painting. 551  However, the 
complexities of the spiritual context is that it varies according to time, place and 
people. 
 
The internationalized and globalized environment enhances the difficulties of 
grouping or categorize the artists. Unlike the Confucian background of the literati, 
the contemporary artists do not have such a common ground. They acquired different 
backgrounds, values and pursuit. Because the literati class ceased to exist since the 
early twentieth century, the artists not only absorbed from literati painting and 
calligraphy, but also craftsmanship. The art of Pan Tianshou not only reflects the 
literati tradition, but he also adopted some values from the court painters, such as 
their use of brush and ink. Lin Fengmian, Qi Baishi and Chang Da-chien were 
inspired by Chinese ceramics, carving and mural paintings at Dunhuang respectively. 
																																																						
549 Shaojun Lang, Xiandai zhongguohua lunji (Ǘ'ǰʡ̄ An Anthology on Modern Chinese 
Painting) (Nanning: Guangxi meishu chubanshe, 1995), 353  
550 Lui, Shuimohua jiang, 8. 
551 Pan’s speech in “Session 4: Ink Art and its Development in mainland China, HK and Taiwan” at 
the Ink Asia 2016, December 17, 2016. 
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For the contemporary ink artists, the influences they absorb are global. There are ink 
artists who adopted the heavy use of color and use of fine brushwork which never 
was the practice of the literati. Some of them challenge the Chinese tradition in a 
conceptual way. There seems to be a continuous exploration on Chinese philosophy, 
especially Daoism and Buddhism. To an extreme, Ink Art: Past as Present in 
Contemporary China included works which “embody aesthetic choices or stylistic 
references that are indelibly linked to China’s cultural past”.552 This broad and elastic 
interpretation included Stool (fig. 1.1) and Table with Two legs (fig. 1.2) created by 
Ai Weiwei mentioned in chapter one. With the evolution of Chinese society and 
culture, how should we understand the contemporary “spirit” of ink?553  
 
Even though the model of Lang and the modification by Mok Kar Leung focused on 
Chinese painting, they provided insight into the method of categorization of ink art. 
Lang attempted to categorize ink painting in the development of Chinese painting in 
the twentieth century. He divided Chinese painting into three categories, namely a) 
conventional, b) pan-conventional and c) non-conventional.554 The feature of the 
conventional type is the persistence of the basic language of bimo.555 Examples of 
this type are Qi Baishi, Huang Binhong, Pan Tianshou and Li Keran. Pan-
conventional type refers to metamorphosis of Chinese painting that embraces a wide 
range of styles. It emphasized modernity and transformation, as well as expanding 
the category into different subject matter and techniques. However, the pan-
conventional type made the boundary of Chinese painting vaguer and dispelled the 
feature of Chinese painting to an extent.556 Experimental ink painting, in Lang’s 
categorization belongs to the non-conventional type. This type is “marginalized” or 
even out of the margin. It represents the “extreme form of metamorphosis of Chinese 
painting” and is “in between Chinese painting and non-Chinese painting”557. Lang 
pointed out that this type of work might totally abandon the language and form of 
traditional painting and trapped in the notion of “modernism equals to 
																																																						
552 Hearn, “Ink Art: An Introduction,” 14. 
553 The issue of the spirit of ink is obviously a difficult one. Lang Shaojun in the mid-1990s already 
raised the question of what the spirit of modern ink painting was. He did not have an answer at that 
time. Lang, Xiandai zhongguohua lunji, 405. 
554 Lang, Shouhu yu tuojin, 10-3.  
555 Lang, Shouhu yu tuojin, 10.  
556 Ibid., 11. 
557 Ibid., 12. 
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westernization”.558 There seems to be a connection between Lui and Lang, in a sense 
that Lui saw two directions of development of shuimohua – one closer to the East, 
especially Chinese painting tradition, another closer to the West. The latter echoes 
with Lang’s analysis of non-conventional category. 
 
Art critic Shen Yubing and Wang Nanming (ǖmƲ b. 1962) stresses the essence of 
contemporaneity.559 For many of the contemporary mainland Chinese artists, they 
aimed at making their art global, international, and contemporary.560 It is a dilemma 
for them when their work is being labeled as “Chinese”.  
 
Mok in his article took a step forward and adopted Lang’s model to suggest 
categorization for some artists in Hong Kong. For examples, Mok put Ding Yanyong 
into the conventional type; Lui into the pan-conventional type; and Liu Kuo Sung 
into the non-conventional type.561  
 
The advocacy of shuimohua that emerged in the mid-1960s Hong Kong addressed 
and explored some of the key issues in the development of Chinese painting. The 
artists examined in this thesis belong to the pan-conventional and the non-
conventional type. Lui faced the dilemma of inheritance and modernization of 
Chinese painting. His teaching demonstrated not only his knowledge and skills of 
classical Chinese painting, but also his vision and open-mindedness with the 
emphasis on individuality and self-expression. His advocacy and teaching of 
shuimohua were in contrast to the majority of the culture of Chinese painting of the 
time. He widened the realm and possibility of Chinese painting. The contemporary 
and classical Chinese painting appear to be drifting apart in their recent development 
and evolution. Although Lui’s shuimohua advocacy had a focus on innovation, he 
also carried a mission of passing on the Chinese cultural legacy. The current 
direction of Chinese painting development is a multifactorial phenomenon with a 
complex explanation that can be explored in the future.562 
																																																						
558 Ibid., 12-3.  
559 Zou, A History of Chinese Fine Art, 325. 
560 Wu, “Negotiating with Tradition in Contemporary Chinese Art.”   
561 Mok, “Zhongguohua yu Xianggang shuimo yishu,” 279. 
562 The author was inspired by Professor Harold Mok’s questions in the oral defense. One question 
was how to evaluate the current scene of Chinese painting in relation to Lui’s advocacy of shuimohua.  
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Ink art is obviously going in the direction of making the boundaries with other art 
forms even more unclear. This elastic interpretation of ink art creates the problem of 
“what is not ink art?”. The contemporary art scene is continually evolving. The 
author has witnessed this evolution during the thesis writing process and it is most 
likely that the contemporary art scene will continue to evolve. This thesis aims not at 
solving the confusion of “ink art”, but providing an historical and comprehensive 
perspective in understanding where the “metamorphosis” began in the second half of 
the twentieth century.  
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Glossary 
 
Ai Weiwei ɚŧŧ 
  
Bada Shenren LªÞ 
Bai Juyi ǴÚŐ 
Bao Shaoyou ̤ÖƯ 
bi (brush) ȥ 
Bi Hui ȥh 
Bi Zirong (Aser But) ǭ»ɽ 
Bian Pingshan ˕ïÞ 
Bifaji (Record of Brush Methods) ȥƝʒ 
bimo (use of brush and ink) ȥ¡ 
Bing Chuan (Lee Ying Ho) Tä 
Bingshen she (Bingshen Art Club) Ǫȉ 
  
cai (literally color) Ĉ 
Cai Guoqiang ɴĄ 
Cai Renzi (Choi Yan Chi) ɴ&¶ 
cao lu (mineral green) ɥȹ 
Caocao she (Grass Society) ɥɥȉ 
Chen Bingyuan (Chan Ping Yuen) ˻ǆE 
Chen Chengqiu (Chan Shing Kau) ˻Ĩǘ 
Chen Daoming (Chen Tao-ming) ˻ˏŏ 
Chen Fengji (Flora Kay Chan) ˻̦µ 
Chen Fushan (Luis Chan) ˻ȏ 
Chen Jialing ˻ÌƠ 
Chen Junli (Chan Kwan Lap Eddy) ˻Ƞ 
Chen Juyuan ˻åƱ 
Chen Qikuan (Chen Chi Kwan) ˻OÐ 
Chen Shiwen (Chen Shih Wan) ˻£ł 
cheng (sincerity) ʜ 
Cheng Shifa Și̡ 
Chu Ge  žħ 
Chunfeng huahui (Chung Fung Art Club) Œ̘ǰş 
cunfa (textural strokes) ǸƝ 
  
dangdai shuimo (contemporary ink) ǲ'ƕ¡ 
Dao Shi (Buddhist and Daoist image) ˏ。 
Daodejing (The Classic of the Dao and of Virtue) ˏĔȸ 
Daxue (Great Learning) ªÃ 
Daxue shenghuo (College Life) ªÃǦƦ 
Deng Haichao (Tang Hoi Chiu) ˟ƪʸ 
Deng Xirong (Tang Sek Wing) ˟ˮƁ 
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Diao Yan’e (Diu Yin-ngor) Xǎ¸ 
Ding Yanyong ɿø 
Dong Qichang ɱOŎ 
Dong Xiao Ming ɱÕŏ 
Dong Yuan ɱƱ 
Dongfang huahui (Ton-Fan Art Group) űņǰş 
Douglas Bland Ǵˋ 
du chuang (innovation) ǔ^ 
Dunhuang ŀǋ 
dushi shuimo (metropolitan ink)  ˜êƕ¡ 
  
Fan Kuan ɣÐ 
Fang Zhaolin (Fang Chao Ling) ņv̩ 
fanzu (foreign people) ǯŉ 
Fei Mingjie (Ming Fay) ʯŏŰ 
Feng Zhongrui ̜˱Ȁ 
Fu Baoshi @ĲȂ 
  
Gao Jianfu  ̟aǐ 
Gao Xingjian ̟ɾ? 
Gelin hualang (Quorum Galleries) ˷ųǰú 
gen Ź 
Gong Xian ̳ʴ 
gongshi (architectural subject) ËÊ 
Grantham Teachers’ Training College 
 (renamed as the Grantham College of Education) 
ɰ˧ƣíȩÓȖÃŸ  
(ɰ˧ƣľɏÃ˺) 
Gu Kaizhi ̗Ģ 
Gu Mei (Koo Mei) ̗¹ 
Gu Qingyao (Koo Tsin Yaw) ̗̌ǡ 
Gu Wenda ʫłː 
Guan Weibang (Koon Wai Bong) Ȩ>˖ 
Guangdongsheng shitang zhuanmai ju  
(Sugar Bureau of the Province of Guangdong) 
ýűǻ̙ȭÓʵÙ 
Guo Dongrong (Kuo Tong Jong) ˛űƁ 
Guo Hanshen (Kwok Hon Sum) ˛Ƶƫ 
Guo Menghao (Kwok Mang Ho) ˛¿Ʃ 
Guo runlin ˛ƹų 
Guo Wenji (Kuo Ven-chi) ˛ł 
Guo Xi ˛Ǎ 
guohua (national painting) ǰ 
Guohua de yanjiu  
(A Study of National [Chinese] Painting) 
ǰǶȃȝ 
Guohua gailun (A Survey on National [Chinese] Painting) ǰƀʡ 
guohua jia ǰÌ 
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Han yaxuan (Hanart TZ Gallery) Ƶ̃ʾ 
Han Zhixun (Hon Chi Fun) ̑Ėe 
Haowangjiao (Cape of Good Hope) °ţʌ 
He Baili (Ho Pak-lee) .ǵ˥ 
He Huaishuo .ĦȈ 
Heping ribao (Peace Daily) ïŊ 
Hong Genshen (Hung Ken Shen) ƣŹƫ 
Hong Qiang (Hung Keung) ƣĄ 
Hong Xian(Hung Hsien) ƣº 
Hongren Ă 
Hongxuezhai  ̨̱̆ 
Hu Nianzu (Hu Nien-tsu) ɐĘȌ 
Hu Qizhong (Hu Chi Chung) ɐ­ 
Hua shanshui lu (Essay on landscape painting) ǰÞƕ》 
Huachanshi suibi (Miscellaneous Writings from the 
Painting and Meditation Studio) 
ǰȑỀȥ 
Huang Binhong ̫ʲɼ 
Huang Bore (Wong Po Yeh) ̫ɘɡ 
Huang congyu (Wong Chung Yu) ̫ǜǟ 
Huang Gongwang ̫Mţ 
Huang Junbi ̬ǣ 
Huang Qingde ̫ĤĔ 
Huang Chaohu ̫Ťư 
Huang Zhiyang ̫ɓ˽ 
Huang Zhuan ̫Ó 
huaniao (flower and bird) ɞ̥ 
Huaqiao ribao (Wah Kiu Yat Po) ɪCŊ 
Huisu (Lingnan architecture plaster sculpture)   Ǆ 
Huo Gang (Ho Kan)  ̊] 
  
Ji Youchen Àˢ˅ 
Jia Ming Ìŏ 
Jia Youfu ʱqȏ 
Jiang Depu ´ĔƳ 
Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) ɵ#Ȃ 
Jiang Mingxian (Chiang Ming Shyan) Ɨŏʴ 
Jieziyuan huapu 
(Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting) 
ɜ»ǰʦ 
Jin Daiqiang (Kai Tai Keung) ̐Ą 
Jin Jialun (King Chia Lun) ˨= 
Jin Qichao ˨Oʸ 
Jin Weitian (Kan May Tin) ̐Ē« 
Jin Yaosheng (Kan Yiu Sang) ̐ɈǦ 
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Jing Hao ɦƩ 
jing (quiet) ̍ 
jingguan (meditation) ̍ʋ 
Jinri shijie (World Today) "Ŋǫ 
Jiutu (The Drunkard) 、Ď 
Juelan she (Storm Society) ƙǁȉ 
Juran åǊ 
  
Kuang Yaoding (Kwong Yeu Ting) ˡɈ̯ 
Kun Nan (Quanan Shum)  ám 
  
lanye miao (Orchid Leaf Stroke) ɻɮĸ 
Le Juefu (Lui Shou Kwan) Ƃʉ¬ 
Li Bing (Lee Byng) ŭȕ 
Li Changjun (Lee Cheung Chun) ŭ˴7 
Li Chongchong ŭ˦˦ 
Li Guorong (Lee Kwok Wing) ŭƁ 
Li Jinchou (Li Chin-chou) ŭ」Ⱥ 
Li Jingwen (Lee Ching Man) ŭ̍̇ 
Li Junyi (Lee Chun Yi) ŭƒ 
Li Keran ŭwŵ 
Li Leng (Lee Ying Ho) ŭU 
Li Meilian (Lai Mei Lin) ̭ɂɳ 
Li Sixun  ŭęʑ 
Li Wei’an (Lee Wai On) ŭȻÆ 
Li Wenbing (Lee Ying Ho) ŭT 
Li Xianting ŷĥö 
Li Xiaoshan  ŭÕÞ  
Li Xiaoxuan ŭ¾ɬ 
Li Xipeng (Lee Shek Pang) ŭˮĉ 
Li Yanshan ŭȃÞ 
Li Yinghao (Lee Ying Ho) ŭɢʮ 
Li Yuanjia (Li Yuen-chia) ŭE2 
Li Zhaodao  ŭœˏ 
Li Zhongsheng ŭ)Ǧ 
Li Zhujin(Li Chu-tsing ) ŭ˲ŗ 
Lianhe bao ɋz 
Liang Boyu (Leung Pak Yue) ź-ʨ 
Liang Dongcai (Leung Tung Choi) źżŮ 
Liang Hancao źÍļ 
Liang Juting (Leung Kui Ting) źåÿ 
Liang Yihu (Liang Yee Woo Evelyna) ź(Ǟ 
Liao Jichun (Liao Chi-chun) ûȿŒ 
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Lidai minghua ji  
(Record of Famous Painters of All the Dynasties) 
Ə'|ǰʒ 
Liji (Book of Rites) Ȓʒ 
Lijing meishu xueyuan (Laiching Art Academy) ̪ȬɂʀÃ˺ 
lin ɑ 
Lin Fengmian ų̘ǽ 
Lin Zhenhui (David Lam) ų˰ˀ 
Lingnan pai (Lingnan School) ãmƧ 
Lingnan yiyuan (Lingnan Art Studio) ãmɹɠ 
linhua ɑǰ 
linmo  ɑĺ 
Liu Guosong (Liu Kuo Sung) `Ų 
Liu Jianwei (Lau Kin Wai) `?· 
Liu Jingzhi (Lau King-chee) `Ł 
Liu Jinzhi (Lau Kam Chee Anita) `˨ɛ 
Liu Weiji (Lau Wai Ki ) `> 
Liu Yichang `(̢ 
Liu Zijian `»Ā 
liufa (Six Laws of Painting) NƝ 
Lu Canming (Lui Tsan Ming) Ǐ《 
Lu Hong  ̣ɼ 
Lu Peng Ƽ 
Lu Shoukun (Lui Shou Kwan)  ¤Ǜ 
Lu Shoukun shougao (Manuscripts of Lui Shou Kwan) ¤ǛĬț 
Lu Wan (Luwan District Cultural Center) ǹǃ 
Lu Yin (Paul Lo) ǹ 
Lu Zhaoling (Paul Lo) ǹœ̋ 
Lu Zhenguang (Lui Chun Kwong) ĶG 
Luo Ming Ɂ《 
Luo Qing (Lo Ch’ing) Ɂ̌ 
Luo Zhenxian (Lo Cheng Hsien) ɁĶʴ 
  
Ma Lang  ̛Ţ 
Ma Yuan ̛ˑ 
Mao Zedong Ɠƽű 
maotai ɤx 
mo ĺ 
mo (ink) ¡ 
Mo Jialiang (Mok Kar Leung Harold) ɩÌə 
mofang (Imitation) ƅ+ 
mozhu (ink bamboo) ¡ȣ 
  
Ni Zan <ǥ 
Nigel Cameron ˨̛= 
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Ouyang Wenyuan (Oyan Wen-yuen) Ɗ˽łɠ 
  
Pan Gongkai ƸMV 
Pan Tianshou Ƹ«¤ 
Peng Ximing (Pang Chap Ming) ĉʄŏ 
Pi Daojian Ƿˏ 
Pu Xinyu (Pu Hsing-yu) ƳĕǱ 
  
Qian Mu (Ch'ien Mu) 「Ȝ 
Qian Songyan 「Ųâ 
Qianshuiwan (Repulse Bay) Ƭƕǃ 
qianwei shuimo (avant-garde ink) \ʁƕ¡ 
Qianwei wenxue (Avant-garde Literature) \ʁłÃ 
Qianxiang miaode 
 (marvelous realization by desultory thought) 
˓ğ±ď 
qingxin chenghuai (cleansed/emptied) ƭĕƻĦ 
Qiren huahui (Seven Artists Club) 	ǰş 
Qiu Deshu !ĔƆ 
Qu Zhiren (James Watt) ÜĖ 
queyue cun (vortex-like pattern) ́ʼǸ 
  
renwu (human figure) Ǒ 
rugen (into the root) JŹ 
  
sancai (literally three colors) 
Ĉ 
sanhua cun (floral blob) ĿɞǸ 
Shan Ling Þ̋ 
shanshui (landscape) Þƕ 
Shaoguan  ̒˹ 
sheji shuimo ʔʎƕ¡ 
Shen Yubing ƚʛT 
Shen Zhou ƚ 
shi ˒ 
Shi Guo ȂŴ 
Shi Jiahao (Shieh Ka Ho) ȂÌʮ 
Shi Lu Ạ̑ 
Shi Xi, Kuncan Ȃʬ, ̠Ɛ 
shidafu hua (painting by official of the shi class) £ª¬ǰ 
Shiduo (Poetry-Blossoms) ʗŬ 
shiren hua (painting by official of the shi class) £ǰ 
Shitao Ȃƿ 
shiyan shuimo (experimental ink) Î̞ƕ¡ 
Shizhangzhi zhai (Ten Pieces Paper Studio) iăȲ̱ 
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Shu Nai (Lui Shou Kwan) ɗ® 
shuguo (vegetable and fruit) ɶŴ 
shuimo yishu (ink art) ƕ¡ɹʀ 
Shuimohua (ink painting/Ink Painting) ƕ¡ǰ 
Shuimohua jiang (Lectures on Shuimohua) ƕ¡ǰʢ 
Shuimohua jianglu (Records of Lectures on Shuimohua) ƕ¡ǰʢ》 
sixiang (ideas) ęğ 
Su Shi ɺʿ 
Sun Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen) ÁÞ 
  
Tan Duan (Tan Doen) ʥȢ 
Tan Zhicheng (Tam Chi Sing Laurence) ʥĖĨ 
Tang Junyi ƒ 
Tian Liming Ǩ̭ŏ 
  
Wang Chuan  ǖä 
Wang Heping ǖï 
Wang honghui (Wong Wang-fai) ƘĂˀ 
Wang Jiqian (Wang Chi Chien, C.C. Wang ) ǖÀ˓ 
Wang Meng ǖɲ 
Wang Nanming ǖmƲ 
Wang Tiande ǖ«Ĕ 
Wang Wei ǖȻ 
Wang Wuxie (Wucius Wong) ǖǈ˗ 
Wang Yuanqi ǖoȊ 
Wen Fengyi (Man Fung Yi) ł̦D 
Wen Jiehua (Man Kit Wah Eva) łƷɪ 
Wen Lou (Van Lau) łƃ 
Wen Tong ł{ 
Wen Xing (Apollo) łő 
Wen Zhengming łēŏ 
wenren hua (literati painting) łǰ 
Wenyi xinchao (Literary Current Monthly Magazine) łɹŅƺ 
Wu Changshuo ŎȈ 
Wu Daozi  ˏ» 
Wu Guanzhong S  
Wu Hao  ō 
Wu Hung æ̨ 
Wu Puhui (Pansy Ng) Ǣˀ 
Wu Xiya (Wucius Wong) ,ì̃ 
Wu Xuerang (Wu Hsueh Jang) Ãʪ 
Wu Yaozhong (Ng Yiu Chung) Ɉė 
Wu Zhen ˰ 
Wu Zuoren  1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Wuhan ƍƵ 
Wuming huahui (No Name) ǈ|ǰş 
Wuyue huahui (Fifth Moon Group) Šǰş 
  
Xia Gui ¥ 
Xia Yang (Hsia-yan) ¥˽ 
xiandai guohua (modern national painting) Ǘ'ǰ 
xiandai shuimo (modern ink) Ǘ'ƕ¡ 
  
Xiandai wenxue meishu xiehui  
(Modern Literature and Art Association Hong Kong) 
Ǘ'łÃɂʀlş 
Xianggang meishu hui (Hong Kong Art Club) ̚Ʈɂʀş 
Xianggang meishu zhuanke xuexiao  
(Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts) 
̚ƮɂʀÓȖÃŸ 
Xianggang xiandai shuimo huahui  
(Hong Kong Modern Ink Painting Society) 
̚ƮǗ'ƕ¡ǰş 
Xianggang yishujia xiehui 
(The Society of Hong Kong Artists) 
̚ƮɹʀÌlş 
Xianggang zhongwen daxue xiaowai jinxiu kechengbu 
(Department of Extramural Studies of the CUHK) 
̚ƮłªÃŸ§ˌ
9ʞȘ˚ 
Xiao Jinxing (Hsiao Chin Hsing) ɷˌɖ 
Xiao Lisheng ɷȠɍ 
Xiao Qin (Hsiao Chin) ɷd 
Xiao Qiongrui (Hsiao Chong-ray) ɷǤǠ 
Xiao Renzheng (Hsiao Jen-cheng) ɷē 
Xie He ʣʷ 
Xie Zhiliu ʣșŶ 
xin guohua (New National Painting) Ņǰ 
xin shuimo (new ink) Ņƕ¡ 
xin shuimohua (New Ink Painting) Ņƕ¡ǰ 
xin wenren hua (New Literati Painting) Ņłǰ 
Xingxing huahui (Star Star) őőǰş 
Xinhai geming (Xinhai Revolution) ˂̏ 
Xinsichao (New Currents) Ņęƺ 
Xinya shuyuan (New Asia College) Ņś˺ 
Xiong Hai (Hung Hoi) ǌƪ 
Xu Beihong  čę̌ 
Xu Fuguan čđʋ 
Xu Minghui (Hui Ming Fai) ʕŏˀ 
Xu Yu čʐ 
Xu Yueming čŞ̌ 
Xu Zixiong (Chui Tze Hung) č»̂ 
Xuanhe huapu  
(Catalogue of Paintings of the Xuanhe Emperor) 
Éǰʦ 
Xueshu ziyou zai Xianggang Ãʀɒǩ̚Ʈ 
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(Academic Freedom in Hong Kong) 
  
Ya Ming ŏ 
Yan Binghui ˸ȕş 
Yan’an wenyi zuotanhui  
(Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art) 
þÆłɹõʟş 
Yang Guofen (Yeung Kwok Fan) Žɝ 
yang hong (vivid red) ơȰ 
Yang Qing Rong ŽĤƁ 
Yang Shanshen (Yang Shen Sum) Žƫ 
Yang Yanqi (Evan Yang) Žćà 
Yang Zhiguang ŽG 
yanghua (western painting) ơǰ 
Yanmo huahui (Ink Painting Study Society) ȃ¡ǰş 
Yao Jinzhuang (Yiu Chun Chong Josh) ³ˌɨ 
Yayuan hualang (Chatham Galleries) ̃ɠǰú 
Ye Weilian (Yip Wai Lim) ɮȻù 
Yi huahui (One Art Group) ǰş 
yihua ǰ 
You Shaozeng (Jackson Yu) Øȳŝ 
Yu Chengyao /į 
Yu Decheng (Yee Tak Cheng) /Ĕƻ 
Yu Guangzhong  /G 
Yu Hengshan (Lee Ying Ho) /ƇÞ 
Yu Shijian (Yu Sai Kin) / 
yuan  E 
Yuan Jinta (Yuan Chin-Taa) ʃ˨ 
Yuandao huahui (In Tao Association) Eˏǰş 
  
Zeng Jingwen (Dong King Man) ŝŘł 
Zeng Keduan  ŝHɊ 
Zeng Youhe (Tseng Yuho) ŝñɧ 
Zhai Shiyao (Jat See Yeu) ɇ$ 
Zhang Bihan ăȇÍ 
Zhang Daqian (Chang Da-chien) ăªj 
Zhang Ding  ă  
Zhang Jiahui (Beatrice Ts’o) ȡÌģ 
Zhang Pijie (Pikai Tchang) ă# 
Zhang Shangpu ȡ×Ǣ 
Zhang Shusheng (Cheung Shu Sang Eddie) ăƆǦ 
Zhang Shuxin (Cheung Shu Sun) ăƆŅ 
Zhang Songren (Chang Tsong-zung Johnson) ă̔ 
Zhang Yanyuan  ăĆˑ 
Zhang Yi (Cheung Yee) ăɄ 
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Zhang Yongcun (Chang Yung-chung) ăƖů 
Zhang Yu ăɅ 
Zhao Haogong ʹƩM 
Zhao Shao’ang (Chao Shao An) ʹÖŋ 
Zhao Wuji (Zao Wou Ki) ʹǈſ 
Zheng Shanxi (Cheng Shan-hsi)  ˠȐ 
Zheng Weiguo (Cheng Wei Kwok) ˠȻ 
zhengyou ʠs 
zhong   
Zhong Likun (Chung Lap Kwan) ˯ȠŌ 
Zhongguo   
zhongguo hua (Chinese painting) ǰ  
Zhongguo meishu hui (Chinese Art Club) 
 (later renamed Hong Kong Chinese Art Club) 
ɂʀş 
Zhongguo shuimohua xuehui (Chinese Ink Society) ƕ¡ǰÃş 
Zhongguo xuesheng zhoubao (Chinese Student Weekly) ÃǦ 
Zhongyong (Doctrine of the Mean) ø 
Zhongyuan huahui (Circle Group) Eǰş 
Zhou Gongli (Chou Kung Lei) MǙ 
Zhou Lianxuan ɳʾ 
Zhou Luyun (Irene Chou) ȹ̈ 
Zhou Shixin (Chow Su Sing Johnson) £ĕ 
Zhou Sicong ęɌ 
Zhu Dequn ŪĔɃ 
Zhu Ping Ūï 
Zhu Qi Ūǚ 
Zhu Qizhan Ūßȁ 
Zhu Xinghua (Chu Hing Wah) Ūɖɪ 
Zhu Xinjian ŪŅ? 
Zhuang zhe (Chuang Che) ɨ 
Zi de zheli (self-realization) ɒďǙ 
ziwo biaoxian (self-expression) ɒĩʂǗ 
zizai (at ease) ɒ 
Zou Yuejin ˞ʼˌ 
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Appendix II 
 
Exhibitions and Auctions Related to Ink Painting and Ink Art563 
 
Year Type Place/Country Title 
1974 Exhibition Salon of Art, Hong Kong (HK) Shui-mo 
1985 Exhibition Wuhan, China Invitational Exhibition of New Works in Chinese Painting 
1985 Exhibition Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TFAM), 
Taiwan 
International Ink Painting Exhibition 
1985 Exhibition Hong Kong Arts Centre, HK Shuimo: The New Spirit of Chinese Tradition 
1986 Exhibition TFAM, Taiwan Abstract Ink Painting in the Republic of China 
1987 Exhibition Hong Kong Museum of Art (HKMA), 
HK 
Ink Painting of Hong Kong Artists  
1988 Exhibition HKMA, HK Ink Paintings by Hong Kong Artists-Selected from the Collection of the Hong Kong 
Museum of Art  
1988 Exhibtion TFAM, Taiwan The Modern Interpretation of Ink and Color 
1988 Exhibition Beijing, China Beijing International Ink and Wash Painting Exhibition 
1989 Exhibtion TFAM, Taiwan 1989 Innovational and Experimental-Chinese Ink Painting 
1998 Exhibition Shenzhen, China 1st International Ink Painting Biennial of Shenzhen 
2000 Exhibition National Taiwan Arts Education Center, 
Taipei 
Chinese Contemporary Ink Painting ExhibitionNew Approaches 
2001 Exhibition Guangdong Museum of Art, China China: 20 Years of Ink Experiment 
2002 Exhibition Chambers Fine Art, New York Variations of Ink: A Dialogue with Zhang Yanyuan 
2002-2003 Exhibition HKMA, HK Lui Shou-kwan: New Ink Painting 
2004 Exhibition Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei Contemporary Ink Painting and Ink in Contemporary Art 
2005 Exhibition Shenzhen Fine Art Institute, China A Retrospective of Experimental Ink and Wash 1985-2000 
2005 Exhibition Goedhuis Contemporary New York, 
USA 
Ink 
2006 Exhibition Artist Commune, HK Ink and the City: Exchange Exhibition 
																																																						
563 This table does not include all the exhibitions or auctions related to “ink” in the past years. It is constructed for the purpose of highlighting some of the issues related to 
“ink”. 
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2006 Exhibition Songzhuang, China Shuimo Today: The First Invite Exhibition of the Ink-Painting Union of Songzhuang 
China 
2006-2007 Exhibition Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei Ink Transformation-Modern Ink Painting in Taiwan 
2007 Exhibition OC Gallery, HK The New Face of Modern Ink Paintings 
2008 Exhibition HKMA, HK  New Ink Art: Innovation and Beyond 
2008 Exhibition Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei Form, Idea, Essence and Rhythm: New Aspects of Contemporary East Asian Ink 
Painting 
2008 Exhibition Hejingyuan Art Gallery, China Ink is Not Equivocal to Ink Painting: Li Huasheng, Zhang Yu, Liang Quan Art 
Exhibition 
2009 Exhibition Art Gallery, The Hong Kong Institute of 
Education, HK 
Hong Kong.Water.Ink.Colour - Exhibition of Chinese Paintings 2009 
2009 Exhibition Kress Gallery, USA A Tradition Redefined: Modern and Contemporary Chinese Ink Paintings from the Chu-
tsing Li Collection, 1950–2000 
2009 Exhibition Hong Kong Central Library, HK Hong Kong.Water.Ink.Colour - Exhibition of Chinese Paintings 2009 
2009-2010 Exhibition Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei Open Flexibility: Innovative Contemporary Ink Art 
2010 Exhibition Daxiang Art, Taiwan Back to the Essence - From Ink Painting to Ink 
2010 Exhibition Shanghai Art Museum, China Legacy and Creations: Ink Art VS Ink Art 
2010 Exhibition Alisan Fine Arts, HK New Ink Art, Painting & Installation of 7 International Chinese Artists 
2010-2011 Exhibition Ann and Graham Gund Gallery, the 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, USA 
Fresh Ink: Ten Takes on Chinese Tradition 
2011 Exhibition Hong Kong Central Library, HK Ink Art in the New Century 
2012 Exhibition Daxiang Art, Taiwan Ink Medium Infinite 
2012 Exhibition Saatchi Gallery, UK INK - the Art of China 
2012 Auction China Guardian (HK) Auctions Co., Ltd. Rediscovery: Hong Kong Ink Paintings 
2012-2013 Exhibition VA. Gallery, HK Contemporary Chinese Ink Painting Joint Exhibition I 
2013 Auction China Guardian (HK) Auctions Co., Ltd.  Chinese Painting and Calligraphy from the Four Seas Hong Kong Ink Painting 2013 
2013 Auction Sotheby’s, HK Contemporary Literati: Early Ink Masters 
2013 Exhibition Sotheby’s, HK New Ink, An Exhibition of Ink Art by Post 1970 Artists from the Yiqingzhai Collection 
2013 Exhibition HKMA, HK  The Origin of Dao: New Dimensions in Chinese Contemporary Art 
2013 Exhibition Metropolitan Museum of Art, USA Ink Art: Past as Present in Contemporary China 
2013 Exhibition Sotheby’s, HK New Ink: Through the Eyes of the Post 1970s Generation 
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2013 Exhibition Fine Arts Gallery, USA The Moment for Ink 
2013 Exhibition Alisan Fine Arts, HK Lui Shou Kwan-Zen Ink Art 
2013 Exhibition Pearl Lam Galleries, China Beyond Black and White: Chinese Contemporary Abstract Ink 
2013-2014 Auction Sotheby’s, HK The Spirit of Ink: 12 Hong Kong Artists 
2013-2014 Exhibition CUHK, HK Two Masters, Two Generations, and One Vision of Modern Chinese Painting: Paintings 
by Gao Jianfu and Lui Shou-kwan in the Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
University of Oxford 
2014 Auction NY Sotheby’s, USA Shuimo / Water Ink: Enchanted Landscapes 
2014 Auction Poly Auction HK Chinese Contemporary Ink Paintings: Contemporary Chinese New Paintings 
2014 Auction Sotheby’s, HK Contemporary Literati: Landscapes in Mind 
2014 Exhibition Alisan Fine Arts, HK The Ink Discipline - A Series of Rare Original Prints Verdier 
2014 Exhibition The Fringe Club, HK As Above So Below: Exhibition of Contemporary Ink Art 
2014 Exhibition Alisan Fine Arts, HK Mountainscapes - New Ink Art by Wang Tiande 
2014 Exhibition Ink Studio, China This is Still Landscape Painting: Yang Jiechang 
2014 Exhibition Ben Brown Fine Arts, HK Meditations in Nature: New Ink 
2014 Exhibition Ink Studio, China Ink and the Body: Ink and Phenomenology, Exhibition No.1 
2015 Exhibition Hong Kong Arts Centre, HK A Legacy of Ink: Lui Shou Kwan 40 Years On 
2016 Exhibition Redtory Museum of Contemporary Art, 
China 
Pi Daojian + Yan Yong: Being and Inking - Documenting Contemporary Ink Art 2001-
2016 
2016 Exhibition Alisan Fine Arts, HK Is it Ink Art? Works by Liu Jian and Zhang Yu 
2016 Exhibition Ink Studio, China Ink and the Mind: Ink and Phenomenology, Exhibition No.2 
2016 Auction Sotheby’s, HK The Origo Collection - Contemporary Ink Art 
2016 Auction Sotheby’s, HK Contemporary Ink Art: Journey 
2017 Exhibition D3E Art, HK Joint exhibition of Lui Shou Kwan and Wesley Tongson 
2017 Exhibition Eastern Art at the Ashmolean Museum, 
UK 
Beyond the Brush - Abstract Ink Painting since 1960 
2017 Exhibition Alisan Fine Arts, HK Desiring - Post 97 Hong Kong Ink Art 
2017-2018 Exhibition M+, HK The Weight of Lightness: Ink Art at M+ 
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Appendix III 
 
Art Courses Offered by the Department of Extramural Studies at CUHK (1965–1973)564 
 
 
Table A: 
Art Courses Related to Chinese Painting and Tradition 
 
Title(s) Teacher(s) Availability  
#Zg:L  
Tradition and Technique in Chinese Art 
Lui Shou Kwan 1965 Autumn 
#-J	SpZ 
Chinese Painting 
Chow Su Sing, Zhang Bihan and Shaw Lap Sing 1965 Autumn, 1966 Autumn, 1967 Autumn, 1969 
Autumn 
-JZ,l  
Chinese Landscape Painting 
Zhang Guchu (2 1891–1968) 1965 Autumn 
j)ck 
Aesthetics 
Yu Junzhi (v 1912–1975) 1965 Autumn 
#Z 
Colophon-Writing in Chinese Painting 
Zeng Keduan 1966 Autumn 
J(Z  
Brush and Ink Painting 
Lui Shou Kwan 1966 Autumn, 1967 Autumn, 1968 Spring, 1970 
Summer, 1971 Spring, 1972 Spring 
#ZP  
Advanced Chinese Painting 
Chow Su Sing, Zhang Bihan and Shaw Lap Sing 
(after 1971 Spring, Tang Hong ( ) took up the place of 
Chow) 
1967 Autumn, 1968 Spring, 1968 Autumn, 1969 
Spring, 1969 Autumn, 1970 Spring, 1970 Autumn, 
1971 Spring 
#Z+ 
Expertise of Ancient Chinese Painting565 
Chuang Shen (rX 1932–2000) 
 
1967 Autumn 
																																																						
564 All information was extracted from Programme (Hong Kong: Department of Extramural Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1965-73.) The year between 1965 and 
1973 was the period Lui Shou Kwan offered courses at the Department of Extramural Studies at CUHK. Courses included were selectively chosen in order to have a better 
understanding of the education related to shuimohua. 
565 Original translation was “The Art of Expertising of Ancient Chinese Painting”. 
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History of Early Chinese Pottery James C.Y. Watt  1967 Autumn 
#Ze  
Chinese Painting 
Chow Su Sing, Zhang Bihan and Shaw Lap Sing 
(after 1971 Spring, Tang Hong took up the place of Chow) 
1968 Spring, 1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring, 1970 
Spring, 1970 Autumn, 1971 Spring, 1971 Autumn, 
1972 Summer, 1973 Spring 
#Z  
History of Chinese Painting 
Lui Shou Kwan 1968 Spring, 1970 Autumn , 1972 Autumn 
# ():tx  
Chinese Sculpture (1): Secular Art 
Chuang Shen  1968 Spring 
>Q#Z+ 
Expertise of Chinese Painting on the Yuan and 
Ming dynasty566 
Chuang Shen  1968 Spring 
#
"[_  
A Survey of Early Chinese Pottery 
James C.Y. Watt  1968 Spring 
#-JZg:L 
Traditional Techniques in Chinese Landscape 
Painting 
Lui Shou Kwan 1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring, 1970 Autumn 
#	SZ[_ 
Chinese Figure Painting 
Chuang Shen  1968 Autumn 
Chinese Painting of the Last Three Hundred 
Years 
Chuang Shen  1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring 
?L[l  
Chinese Calligraphy 
Huang Weichang (hV), Chen Jinghong (q), She 
Xueman (@) and Zeng Keduan 
1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring, 1969 Autumn 
 
 
#pRwZ  
Chinese Painting: Flowers, Birds, Fishes and 
Insects 
Qin Zhongxiang (^]) 1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring 
Aspects of Chinese Culture Various 1968 Autumn 
An Introduction to Chinese Pottery and 
Porcelain 
Philip Wen-Chee Mao 1969 Spring, 1970 Autumn 
																																																						
566 Original translation was “The Art of Expertising - Yuan, Ming, Ching Paintings”. 
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#Z 
National Painting for Beginners 
Lui Shou Kwan 1969 Autumn 
#'(*<6) 
Chinese Sculpture 
Chuang Shen 1969 Autumn 
Chinese, Japanese and Korean Ink 
Monochrome Paintings during 14th to 16th 
Centuries 
Chuang Shen  1969 Autumn 
#g=ScsI 
The National Palace Museum Collection of Art 
Yu Junzhi 1969 Autumn 
Aspects of Chinese Culture T.C. Lai 1969 Autumn 
How to Look at Chinese Painting Chuang Shen 1970 Spring 
?ZI\a 
Chinese Calligraphy and Painting-Appreciation 
and Demonstration 
She Xueman 1970 Summer, 1970 Autumn, 1971 Autumn 
Chinese Culture-an Introduction T.C. Lai 1970 Autumn 
,W?L  
Practical Calligraphy 
She Xueman  1971 Summer, 1972 Spring, 1972 Autumn, 1973 
Spring 
Fu`ZL\a 
Chinese Painting-Plum Blossom, Orchid and 
Bamboo 
She Xueman 1972 Spring, 1973 Spring 
 
An Introduction to Chinese Ceramics /  
Introduction to Chinese Ceramics 
Philip Wen-Chee Mao 1972 Spring, 1973 Spring 
FpZL\a 
Chinese Painting-Plum Blossom 
She Xueman  1972 Autumn 
#
iZ 
Modern Chinese Painting 
Deng Weixiong () 1972 Autumn 
#iZ57mON 
Various Schools in Chinese Painting 
Lui Shou Kwan 1973 Spring 
Appreciation of Chinese Painting Mayching K. Yeung 1973 Spring 
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Table B: 
Art Courses Related to Western Modernism and Design 
 
Title(s) Teacher(s) Availability  
&Btx|z 
Fundamental Design 
Wucius Wong 1966 Autumn 
.!tx|z 
Applied Design 
Wucius Wong 1966 Autumn 
U
tx[{ 
A Survey of Modern Art 
King Chia Lun  1967Autumn 
KZ9}  
A Critique of Oil Paintings 
King Chia Lun 1967Autumn 
iZ[_,l 
Painting Workshop 
King Chia Lun 1968 Spring, 1968 Autumn 
U
txI 
Appreciation of Modern Art 
King Chia Lun 1968 Spring, 1972 Autumn, 1973 Spring 
,  
Experiments in Visual Creation 
Wucius Wong/ Wucius Wong and Cheung Yee  1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring 
o3%iZ8W 
Colour and its Application to Painting/ 
o3miZ 
Color and its Application to Painting 
Kwong Yeu-ting 1968 Autumn, 1969 Spring, 1969 Autumn, 1970 
Spring, 1970 Autumn, 1971 Spring, 1971 Autumn, 
1972 Spring, 1972 Autumn, 1973 Spring 
=t4nAtx  
Art in the Renaissance Period 
P. Ryckmans (D@) 1968 Autumn 
U
';f 
A Survey of Modern Sculpture 
Wucius Wong and Cheung Yee 1969 Spring 
1dU
txIm[{ 
The 20th Century Modern Art 
King Chia Lun  1969 Spring, 1969 Autumn 
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U
iZ:LE  
Analysis of Modern Painting Techniques 
Cheung Yee  1969 Spring 
U
txI[{,l 
Modern Art Appreciation Studio 
King Chia Lun 1970 Spring 
iZG$[_  
Composition in Paintings 
King Chia Lun 1970 Summer 
1djx  
20th Century Art 
Kwok Chiu Leung (H) 1970 Autumn 
ytxI 
Aspects of Chinese and Western Art 
Zhu Meizhen (CjT) 1970 Autumn 
dyMjx 
20th Century Western Art 
King Chia Lun  1971 Spring 
&Bjx|z 
Basic Art Design/ Design Fundamentals/ Basic 
Design 
King Chia Lun 1971 Spring, 1971 Summer, 1971 Autumn 
U
0bI  
Appreciation of Modern Architecture 
Luke Him Sau (~) 1971 Spring 
U
txE 
The Analysis of Modern Art 
King Chia Lun  1971 Autumn 
/
Ytx 
Art in the Sixties 
Hon Chi Fun  1971 Autumn 
iZ[{  
Painting Critique 
Hon Chi Fun 1972 Spring 
U
iZ[{ 
Painting Critique 
Hon Chi Fun 1972 Autumn, 1973 Spring 
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Chapter I 
 
Fig. 1.1    Ai Weiwei, Stool, 2007 
  Wood, 109.2 x 88.3 x 122 cm  
 
 
Fig. 1.2    Ai Weiwei, Table with Two legs, 2004 
  Wood, 130 x 112 x 100 cm 
 Fig. 1.3    Frog King Kwok Mang Ho, Frog Carnival, 1997 
  Ink installation, 300 x 300 x 300 cm 
 
 
Fig. 1.4    Zhang Yu, Fingerprints -2008.8-2, 2008 
  Spring water on paper, 480 x 73 cm 
 Fig. 1.5    Ming Fay, Floating Reeds, 2006 
                                                                                            Mixed media installation, 300 x 1800 cm 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.6    Cai Guoqiang, Project to Extend the Great Wall of China by 10000 Metres, 
                            Project for Extraterrestrials No.10 (detail), 1990 
   Ink and gunpowder burn 
 
 
Fig. 1.7    Huang Yongping, Two sections of Long Scroll (detail), 2001 
  Watercolor, pencil, colored pencil and ink on joined paper 
Fig. 1.8    Ai Weiwei, Map of China, 2006 
    Ironwood from dismantled Qing dynasty temples, 80 x 160 cm 
Chapter II 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1    Lee Kwok Wing, Composition II                                                      Fig. 2.2    Lee Kwok Wing, Wild Birds 
 
                    
Fig. 2.3         Reproduction of one of Zao Wou Ki’s works                 Fig. 2.4    Douglas Bland, Personage, 1964 
in his 1958 exhibition at New Asia College                              32 x 60 cm 
Fig. 2.5 - 2.16 
Exhibits of the First Hong Kong International Salon of Paintings by different artists in 1960 
 
          
Fig. 2.5    David Lam, Boats in Patterns II   
                
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6    Yee Tak Cheng, Autumn          Fig. 2.7    Sazer Wong, A Short Party            
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8    Gilbert S. C. Pan, Simmering Hope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.9    King Chia Lun, Work B                      Fig. 2.10    Hsiao Jen Cheng, Spring 
 
 Fig. 2.11    Chan Ping Yuen, Composition        Fig. 2.12    Liu Kuo Sung, Painting 
 
 
Fig. 2.13    Young Jhy Fang, Dance            Fig. 2.14    Chen Tao-Ming, Searcher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.15    Wu Hao, Painting                      Fig.2.16    Fung Chung Ruey, Painting 
 Fig. 2.17    Van Lau, 中 No. 1, 1962 
Oil on paper, 35 x 47.5 cm 
 
 
Fig. 2.18    Van Lau, 中 No. 2, 1962 
Oil on paper, 59.5 x 77 cm 
  
Fig. 2.19    Van Lau, 中 No. 3, 1962 
Oil on paper, 78 x 56.5 cm
                           
Fig. 2.20    Yang Zhiguang, First Time in My Life, 1954                         Fig. 2.21    Qian Songyan, Fields in Changshu, 1963 
Ink and color on paper, 53 x 36 cm
 Fig. 2.22    Li Keran, Ten Thousand Mountains Bathed in Bed, 1964 
Ink and color on paper, 79.5 x 49 cm 
 Fig. 2.23    Destroy the Old World; Establish the New World, 1967 
110 x 80 cm, Beijing, poster 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26 
The demonstrations and page layouts of sunflowers, lychees and roses by Chao Shao An. 
 Fig. 2.27                                    Fig. 2.28 
 
Fig. 2.29                                    Fig. 2.30 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.31                             
Fig. 2.27 - 2.31 
Examples of Lui Shou Kwan’ s notebooks 
 
Fig. 2.32 - 2.37 “Exercises of Classmates in 1967” shown in Lectures on Ink Painting 
              
Fig. 2.32                              Fig. 2.33 
          
Fig. 2.34                             Fig. 2.35  
               
Fig. 2.36                             Fig. 2.37  
Fig. 2.38 - 2.46 
Exhibits of the first annual exhibition of the In Tao Association by different artists in 1968 
 
Fig. 2.38    Wong Wang-fai, Reflection (1) 
 
 
Fig. 2.39    Wong Wang-fai, Reflection (2) 
 Fig. 2.40    Lee Wei On, Composition 
 
 
Fig. 2.41    Lee Wei On, Harbour 
 Fig. 2.42    Ng Yiu Chung, Femineity (1) 
 
 
Fig. 2.43    Ng Yiu Chung, Femineity (2) 
 Fig. 2.44    Irene Chou, Trees 
 
Fig. 2.45    Irene Chou, Flowers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.46    Laurence C.S. Tam, Village 
Chapter III 
 
Fig. 3.1 and 3.2    Lui Shou Kwan, Rabbits (detail), 1948 
                                                                                                                                                                      Ink and color on silk, 43 x 257 cm 
 Fig. 3.3    Lui Shou Kwan, River Scene After Ch'ang Tse Tsun (detail), 1975 
122 x 244 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4    Lui Shou Kwan revised the content of his notes over and over again. 
 Fig. 3.5 and 3.6    Lui Shou Kwan, A work after Wang Meng’s Secluded Dwelling in the Qingbian 
Mountains 
 Fig. 3.7    Lui Shou Kwan, Waves, 1956 
 
 
Fig. 3.8    J.M.W. Turner, Snowstorm-Steamboat off a Harbor's Mouth, 1842 
Oil on canvas 
Chapter IV 
 
Fig. 4.1    Wucius Wong, Street Scene, 1957 
  Watercolor and felt-pen on paper, 28.5 x 38 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.2    Wucius Wong, Fantasia, 1958 
  Watercolor on paper, 29 x 38 cm 
 Fig. 4.3    Wucius Wong, Busy Street, 1958  
  Watercolor on paper, 35.5 x 26 cm  
 Fig. 4.4    Wucius Wong, Inside the Train, 1958 
  Watercolor on paper, 38.5 x 29.2 cm  
  
Fig. 4.5    Wucius Wong, Village No.3, 1959 
 Knife-scraped ink and color on paper, 37 x 57 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.6    Wucius Wong, Waterfront, 1959 
 Knife-scrapped ink on paper, 22.7 x 54.3 cm  
 
 
 Fig. 4.7    Wucius Wong, Snow Mountain (After Bada), 1959 
 Ink on paper, 90.5 x 53 cm 
  
Fig. 4.8    Wucius Wong, Dunhuang 
Fig. 4.9    Wucius Wong, Net, 1960 
 Ink and color on paper, 60 x 95 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.10    Wucius Wong, Summer Rhythm, 1960 
Ink and color on paper, 58.8 x 51.8 cm 
  
Fig. 4.11    Wucius Wong, Cloud Harmony No.1, 1978 
Ink and color on paper, 136 x 67 cm
 Fig. 4.12    Wucius Wong, Grand Thoughts No.1, 1995 
Oil on canvas, 127 x 178 cm 
  
Fig. 4.13    Wucius Wong, Autumn Sentiment, 1973 
Ink and color on paper, 184.5 x 95.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.14    Wucius Wong, Home Thoughts, 1965 
Ink on paper, 94 x 185.3 cm  
 
Fig. 4.15    Wucius Wong, Autumn Equinox, 1966 
Ink on paper, 94.5 x 94.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.16    Wucius Wong, Four Squares, 1966 
Ink on paper, 95 x 96 cm 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.17    Wucius Wong, Reminiscence, 1968 
Oil on canvas, a set in two components, 61.5 x 123 cm (each) 
 Fig. 4.18    Wucius Wong, Solitude, 1969 
                                                                                                                          Oil on canvas, 132 x 91.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.19    Fan Kuan, Travellers among Mountains and Streams, ca. 1000 
Ink on silk, 206.3 x 103.3 cm 
 Fig. 4.20    Wucius Wong, Purification No.2, 1979 
Ink and color on paper, 183.4 x 89.2 cm 
 Fig. 4.21    Wucius Wong, Spreading the Roots No.9, 2008 
 Ink and color on paper, 150 x 82 cm (each)  
Fig. 4.22    Wucius Wong, Kowloon Reservoir, 1959  
Ink on paper, 42 x 79.5 cm 
Fig. 4.23    Irene Chou, Landscape, 1962 
Ink and color on xuan paper, 84 x 59cm 
 Fig. 4.24    Chao Shao An, Twelve Peaks of Mount Wu 
 Fig. 4.25    Chao Shao An, Sunset at Lei-feng Pagoda, 1955 
Ink and color on paper, 106 x 61 cm 
  
Fig. 4.26    Chao Shao An, Roses 
 
 
Fig. 4.27    Irene Chou, Roses, 1951 
Chinese ink and color on paper, 29.5 x 86.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.28    Irene Chou, The Lines 
 
 
Fig. 4.29    Irene Chou, The Chain 
 
  
Fig. 4.30    Irene Chou, Storm 
  
Fig. 4.31    Irene Chou, The Fire, 1960s 
Chinese ink and color on paper 
  
Fig. 4.32    Irene Chou, The Family, 1960s 
Ink and color on paper 
  
Fig. 4.33                                      Fig. 4.34 
Irene Chou, Enigma Variations I, 1973              Irene Chou, Enigma Variations II, 1973 
Chinese ink and color on xuan paper,                Chinese ink and color on xuan paper,  
183 cm x 95 cm                                183 cm x 95 cm 
 
  
Fig. 4.35                                 Fig. 4.36 
Irene Chou, Enigma Variations III, 1973        Irene Chou, Enigma Variations IV, 1973 
Chinese ink and color on xuan paper,           Chinese ink and color on xuan paper,  
183 cm x 95 cm                           183 cm x 95 cm 
 
 Fig. 4.37    Irene Chou, Life is but a Dream IV, 2000 
Ink on silk with mixed media, 101 x 152 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.38    Irene Chou, The Universe is My Mind 3, 2002 
Chinese ink, color and acrylic on xuan paper, 137 x 68 cm 
  
Fig. 4.39    Irene Chou, Fusion, Circa 1977 
Ink and colors on paper 
 Fig. 4.40    Irene Chou, Remembering Mr. Lui, 1970s 
Chinese ink and color on paper 
 Fig. 4.41    Irene Chou, My Inner World I, 1970s 
Chinese ink and color on paper
 Fig. 4.42    Irene Chou, The Universe V, 1997 
Ink on layered linen paper with mixed media, 105 x 272 cm 
 Fig. 4.43    Irene Chou, Life is but a Dream II, 1999 
Ink on satin with mixed media 
 Fig. 4.44    Irene Chou, Silk Painting I, 1998 
Ink on silk with mixed media, 91.5 x 61 cm
 Fig. 4.45    Irene Chou, Here is My Heart III, 2001
 Fig. 4.46    Leung Kui Ting, Vision, 1965 
Ink and watercolor on paper, 130 x 80 cm 
 Fig. 4.47    Leung Kui Ting, Composite Assemblage IV, 1967 
Ink and watercolor on paper, 76 x 61 cm 
Fig. 4.48    Leung Kui Ting, Plane, 1974 
Watercolor on paper, 80 x 102 cm 
Fig. 4.49    Leung Kui Ting, Blue Plane, 1974 
Watercolor on paper, 80 x 102 cm 
Fig. 4.50    Leung Kui Ting, Uncertainty, 1974 
Acrylic, dye and watercolor, 91 x 95 cm 
Fig. 4.51    Leung Kui Ting, One of the works in the series of Space (1-20), 1975 
Sewn by machine stitches with acrylic on paper, 21 x 30 cm
                 
Fig. 4.52    Leung Kui Ting, Shanshui + Structure, 1969                Fig. 4.53    Kan Tai Keung, Two Shores, 1975 
Ink and color on paper, 99 x 64 cm                                   Ink and water color on paper, 66 x 66 cm 
 Fig. 4.54    Leung Kui Ting, Composite Landscape No.2, 1993 
Ink and color on paper, 44.5 x 95.5 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.55    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape Beyond Form (1-2), 1992 
Ink and water color on paper, 92 x 51 cm 
 Fig. 4.56    Leung Kui Ting, Grandeur (7), 1995 
Ink on paper, 58x53cm 
 
  
Fig. 4.57    Leung Kui Ting, Grandeur (42), 1995 
 Ink on paper, 80 x 53 cm 
 Fig. 4.58    Leung Kui Ting, Sketch, 1988, 21 x 33 cm 
 Fig. 4.59    Leung Kui Ting, Three Small Gorges I, 1992, 20 x 23 cm 
 
 Fig. 4.60    Leung Kui Ting, Three Small Gorges II, 1992, 20 x 23 cm 
  Fig. 4.61    Leung Kui Ting, Imagery (25), 1995 
            Ink on paper, 42 x 36 cm 
  
Fig. 4.62    Leung Kui Ting, Imagery (34), 1995 
 Ink on paper, 44 x 36 cm 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.63    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape No. 1 and No. 2, 2000 
           Ink on paper, 142 x 34 cm (each) 
 Fig. 4.64    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape and Geometric Structures No.1, 2008 
Ink on paper, 153 x 83 cm 
  
Fig. 4.65    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape and Geometric Structures No.2, 2008 
Ink on paper, 153 x 83.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.66    Leung Kui Ting, Observation of the work that Leung based on Thatched Cottage of Dongshan by Wang Meng 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.67    Leung Kui Ting, drawings 1-4, 2005 
Ink on paper, a set of 4, 24 x 24 cm 
 
  
Fig. 4.68    Leung Kui Ting,                 Fig. 4.69    Leung Kui Ting, 
           Sketch: New York (Brooklyn), 2013             Sketch: Morocco (Rabat), 2014 
           Ink on paper, 35 x 41 cm                     Ink on paper, 35 x 41 cm 
 Fig. 4.70    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape Navigation No. 007, 2014 
Ink and color on paper, 53 x 235 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.71    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape Navigation No. 007 (detail), 2014             Fig.4.72    Leung Kui Ting, Landscape Navigation No. 007 (detail), 2014 
Ink and color on paper, 53 x 235 cm                                             Ink and color on paper, 53 x 235 cm
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.73    Leung Kui Ting, Roaming Beyond Form: Landscape Chapter (detail), 2012-2013  
Ink and color on paper, set of 12 panels, 204 x 70 cm (each) 
 
Fig. 4.74    Leung Kui Ting, Circulatory Landscape, 2013-2014 
Ink and color on paper, 69,5 x 3318 cm 
 Fig. 4.75    Kan Tai Keung, Sketch, 1965 
 
 
Fig. 4.76    Kan Tai Keung, Mountain III, 1968 
Watercolor 
 Fig. 4.77                                    Fig.4.78 
Kan Tai Keung, Composition No. 1, 1969          Kan Tai Keung, Composition No. 2, 1969 
Acrylic on canvas,                            Acrylic on canvas,  
92 x 92 cm                                  92 x 92 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.79                                
Kan Tai Keung, Composition No. 3, 1969    
Acrylic on canvas,  
92 x 92 cm 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.80   Kan Tai Keung, Stairs, 1969 
Ink and color on paper,  
186 x 96 cm 
 Fig. 4.81    Kan Tai Keung, Ages, 1970 
Mixed water media on paper, 185.5 x 187.5 cm 
 
Fig. 4.82    Kan Tai Keung, Origin, 1971 
Mixed water media on paper, 122 x 122 cm 
 Fig. 4.83, 4.84, 4.85 and 4.86 
Kan Tai Keung, Nocturne No. 1,2,4 and 5, 1973 
Ink and color on paper, 177 x 90 cm (each) 
 Fig. 4.87                              Fig. 4.88 
Kan Tai Keung, Experiment I, 1972         Kan Tai Keung, Experiment II, 1972 
Woodblock print,                       Woodblock print,  
85 x 60 cm                            85 x 60 cm 
 Fig. 4.89    Kan Tai Keung, Landscape Exercise, 1968 
 
 
Fig. 4.90    Kan Tai Keung, Valley, 1974 
Ink and watercolor on paper, 89 x 89 cm 
 Fig. 4.91    Kan Tai Keung, Morning Song, 1975 
Ink and color on paper, 66 x 66 cm 
 
Fig. 4.92    Kan Tai Keung, Song of Autumn, 1976 
Ink and color on paper, 66 x 66 cm 
 Fig. 4.93    Kan Tai Keung, Mountains and Space II, 1976 
Ink and watercolor on paper, 122 x 122 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.94    Kan Tai Keung,                  Fig. 4.95    Kan Tai Keung, 
Over the Mountains, 1978                     At Dusk, 1979 
Ink and color on paper,                       Ink and watercolor on paper, 
122 x 122 cm                               122 x 122 cm 
 Fig. 4.96    Kan Tai Keung, Souvenir of the Three Isles (3rd movement), 1982 
Ink and color on paper, 179 x 53 cm 
 Fig. 4.97    Kan Tai Keung, Spring Mountain, 1984 
Ink and color on paper, 180 x 180 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.98    Kan Tai Keung, Mountains Blue, 1985 
Ink and color on paper, 66 x 110 cm 
  
 
Fig. 4.99    Kan Tai Keung, Moon Scene, 1983 
Ink and color on paper, 66 x 66 cm 
 Fig. 4.100    Kan Tai Keung, Rocky Mountains, 1990 
   Ink and color on paper, 73 x 98 cm 
 
 
Fig.4.101    Kan Tai Keung, Pine and Peak, 1990 
            Ink and color on paper, 43 x 73 cm 
 Fig. 4.102    Kan Tai Keung, Moving Image, 1993 
                         Ink and color on paper, 91 x 91 cm 
 
Fig. 4.103    Kan Tai Keung, Mindscape, 1994 
                         Ink and colors on paper, 187 x 97 cm 
 Fig. 4.104                                 Fig. 4.105 
Kan Tai Keung, Mindscape I, 1997             Kan Tai Keung, Mindscape II, 1997 
Ink and color on paper,                        Ink and color on paper, 
66 x 66 cm                                66 x 66 cm 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.106    Kan Tai Keung, All One's Heart, 2003 
                        Ink on paper, 47 x 70 cm 
 
 Fig. 4.107    Kan Tai Keung, Five Colors from Ink, 2006 
                         Ink on paper (installation), 160 x 450 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.108    Kan Tai Keung, Five Colors from Ink (detail), 2006 
                         Ink on paper (installation), 160 x 450 cm 
 
 Fig. 4.109    Kan Tai Keung, Pure Heart, 2006 
                         Ink on paper, 69 x 70 cm 
 
Fig. 4.110    Kan Tai Keung, Calm, 2006 
                         Ink on paper, 69 x 70 cm 
 Fig. 4.111    Hon Chi Fun, Village by the Sea, 1960 
Oil on board, 53 x 40.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.112    Hon Chi Fun, Yung Shue Tau at Yau Ma Tei, 1957 
                        Oil on board, 37.5 x 46.2 cm 
 
Fig. 4.113    Hon Chi Fun, Sai Kung, 1961 
Oil on board, 30 x 40.5 cm 
 Fig. 4.114    Hon Chi Fun, On Wet Soil, 1962 
Oil on board, 45 x 68.3 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.115    Hon Chi Fun, Black Crack, 1963 
Oil on canvas, 140 x 100 cm 
 Fig. 4.116    Hon Chi Fun, Soliloquy, 1964 
Oil on canvas, 86 x 107 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.117    Hon Chi Fun, Returning Wind, 1965 
Oil on canvas, 101.5 x 100 cm  
 Fig. 4.118    Hon Chi Fun, Bath of Fire, 1968 
Oil, acrylic and serigraph on canvas, 132 x 132 cm (each) 
 
 
Fig. 4.119    Hon Chi Fun, Bath of Fire (detail), 1968 
Oil, acrylic and serigraph on canvas, 132 x 132 cm (each) 
 Fig. 4.120    Hon Chi Fun, Desert Walk, 1965 
Oil, cast stone and wheel on canvas, 101.5 x 101.5 cm 
 
 
Fig. 4.121    Hon Chi Fun, Mountain Carrier, 1965 
Cast stone and paper on canvas 
 Fig. 4.122    Hon Chi Fun, My Profiles, 1969 
                        Acrylic, serigraph, oil and paper collage on canvas, 
                        40 x 40 cm (each) 
 
 
Fig. 4.123    Hon Chi Fun, Blank Quarter, 1969 
                         Oil, acrylic and serigraph on canvas, 132 x 132 cm 
 Fig. 4.124                                   Fig. 4.125 
Hon Chi Fun, Frozen Blue, 1971                 Hon Chi Fun , Beyond Space, 1973 
Silkscreen,                                  Silkscreen, 
52 x 48 cm                                  50 x 48.5 cm 
 
Fig. 4.126    Hon Chi Fun, Eternal Profile, 1976 
                         Acrylic on canvas, 132 x 132 cm 
 
 Fig. 4.127    Hon Chi Fun, Legend of a Profile, 1981 
                         Acrylic on canvas, 102 x 1003 cm 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.128    Hon Chi Fun, Legend of a Profile (detail), 1981 
                         Acrylic on canvas, 102 x 1003 cm 
 
 Fig. 4.129    Hon Chi Fun, Late Gospel, 1965 
                         Oil on canvas, 101 x 101 cm  
 
 
Fig. 4.130    Hon Chi Fun, A Profound Message, 1968 
Serigraph, 76.2 x 50.8 cm 
 Fig. 4.131    Hon Chi Fun, When Summer is Gone, 1972 
 Serigraph, 76.2 x 50.8 cm 
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Fig. 5.1    Ng Yiu Chung, Landscape with Red Sun 
  Ink and color on paper 
 
Fig. 5.2    Ng Yiu Chung, Cliff        Fig. 5.3    Ng Yiu Chung, Summer Solstice 
 Fig. 5.4    Irene Chou, Tree Branches and Ghostly Shape 
  Ink and color on paper 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 5.5    Cheng Wei Kwok, Saddle Mountain, 1975 
    Ink and color on paper, 177 x 266 cm 
 
 
Fig. 5.6    Cheng Wei Kwok, Lion Rock, 1977 
    Ink and color on paper 
 Fig. 5.7    Lee Ching Man, Mountain Scene 
                                                                                            Ink and color on paper 
 
 
Fig. 5.8    Lee Ching Man, Fluent Flowing, 2015 
   Ink and color on paper, 90.5 x 63 cm 
 Fig. 5.9    Hung Hoi, Fire II, 1986 
   Ink and color on paper, 120 x 96 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.10    Hung Hoi, Rhythm of Waves, 1987 
Ink and color on paper, 93 x 41.5 cm  
 Fig. 5.11    Hung Hoi, Precipitous Beauty of Mount Huashan, 1996 
Ink and color on paper, 248 x 123 cm 
 Fig.5.12    Hung Hoi, Mount Huashan, 2016 
                                                                                                             Ink on paper, 131 x 65 cm 
  
 
Fig. 5.13    Liu Kuo Sung, Eclipse, 1971  
                                                                                                       Ink and acrylic on paper, a set of 5, 120 x 519 cm 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.14    Lau Kam Chee Anita,          Fig. 5.15    Lau Kam Chee Anita, 
Stone Cave No.3, 1990                    A Fantastical Journey (3), 2014 
                                                                                                               124 x 69 cm                                  Ink and color on paper, 68 x 114 cm 
 
 
 
 Fig. 5.16    Lee Chun Yi, Mao, Mao, Mao, 1988 
                                                                                                              194 x 106 cm (center), 81.5 x 58.5 cm (left & right) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.17    Lee Chun Yi, Shanshui, Shansui 
Ink on paper, 86 x 159 cm 
 Fig. 5.18    Tony Ng,  
Primeval: Digital Version 1, Digital Version2, Digital Version 3, 2007 
Digital print on acrylics, 60 x 60 cm x 3 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21     Evelyna Liang, thINKing of Shui, 2007 
Installation with light and water, ink on 'pi' paper,  
lacquered bowls and brushes 
 Fig. 5.22    Hung Keung, Dao Gives Birth to One (version III), 2009-2012 
 
 
Fig. 5.23    Wong Chung Yu, When Time Flows Away, 2011 
                    Interactive digital media 
 
  
Fig. 5.24                                     Fig. 5.25   
Yuan Chin-taa, Marshalling Track                 Hsiao Chin Hsing, 
    Ink and color on paper, 240 x 120 cm              View in Taichung Park, 1982 
      Ink and color on paper, 140.2 x 73 cm  
 Fig. 5.26    Chu Ko, The Variation of Clouds and Water 
162 x 126 cm 
 
 
Fig. 5.27    Chu Ko, Knots 
Ink and color on canvas, 44.8 x 52.3 cm 
  
Fig. 5.28    Yu Chengyao, Rocky Mountains and Gurgling Streams, 1988 
             Ink and color on paper, 119.8 x 60 cm 
 Fig. 5.29    Chen Chi Kwan, Thirsty, 1977 
Ink and colors on paper 
 
 
Fig. 5.30    Chen Chi Kwan, Depth, 1979 
Ink and colors on paper, 62 x 62 cm 
 Fig. 5.31    Chen Chi Kwan, Vertigo, 1997 
Ink and colors on paper, 186 x 32 cm 
 Fig. 5.32    Chang Yung Chung, Ink installations, 1986 
Ink and color on paper, 50 x 50 cm x 9 
 
 Fig. 5.33    Chang Yung Chung, Ink Families (detail) 
Ink on paper 
  
 
Fig. 5.34    Qiu Deshu, Empty no. 1, 1982 
Ink and color on paper 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.35    Chen Jialing, White Lotus, 1990 
Ink and color on paper 
 
 Fig. 5.36    Qiu Deshu, Ghostly Figures and Cracks 
  Ink and red color on paper, 36.9 x 57.2 cm 
 
Fig. 5.37    Qiu Deshu, Blue No.4, 1996 
              Xuan paper and acrylic on canvas, 84 x 180 cm
 Fig. 5.38    Gu Wenda, Mythos of Lost Dynasties Series— 
Tranquility Comes from Meditation (detail), 1985 
Ink on paper (set of five), 275.6 x 175.3 cm (each) 
 
 
Fig. 5.39    Gu Wenda, Mythos of Lost Dynesties Series –  
I Evaluate Characters Written by three Men and Three Women, 1985 
Ink on paper, 285 x 178 cm 
 Fig. 5.40    Bian Pingshan, Orchid, 1996 
50 x 45 cm 
 
 
Fig. 5.41    Zhu Xinjian, Beauties 
Ink and color on paper, 68.5 x 48 cm 
 Fig. 5.42    Liu Zijian, Memory: Cross, 1989 
82 x 160 cm 
 
 
Fig. 5.43    Zhang Yu, Light of Spirit Series (No. 49):  
The Floating Sphere, 1996 
 Ink on paper, 178 x 96 cm 
Fig. 5.44    Wang Tiande, Ink Menu, 1996 
 Multimedia installation 
 Fig. 5.45    C.C. Wang, Landscape After Wang Meng, 1940s 
Ink and color on paper, 106.7 x 50.2 cm 
 
 
 Fig. 5.46    C.C. Wang, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui, 1946 
Ink on paper, 24 x 50.5 cm 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.47    C.C. Wang, Landscape No. 510: Heavenly Lake, 1984 
Ink and color on paper, 49.5 x 63.5 cm 
 Fig. 5.48    Chu Teh-chun, Untitled, 1964      Fig.5.49    Chu Teh-chun, Untitled, 1964 
Ink on paper, 32.2 x 24.4 cm                  Ink on paper, 32.3 x 25 cm 
 
    
Fig. 5.50    Chu Teh-chun, Untitled, 1964         Fig. 5.51    Hung Hsien, Waterfall, 1973 
Ink on paper, 25 x 21.5 cm                       Ink on paper, 143.5 x 77.5 cm 
  
Fig. 5.52    Tseng Yuho, Night Rain, 1990 
Ink, acrylics and aluminum, 36 x 24 inches 
 Fig. 5.53    Tseng Yuho, Whispers, 1991 
Paper, acrylics and aluminum, 53.4 x 37 inches 
 Fig. 5.54    C.C. Wang, Landscape No. 240: The Spring of the Immortals, 1973 
Ink and color on paper, 62.9 x 88.9 cm 
